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PREFACE.

--

THB travels which form the subject of the following pages were
undertaken in the years 1859 and 1860, but were suddenly
interrupted by unforeseen circumstances long before the objects
which had been aimed at had been accomplished. Although
the hope that was entertained of subsequently continuing the
half-finished work could not be realised, yet it led to further
studies, which made the author acquainted with many facts
which had previously been but little known, and showed at
the same time how scanty and incorrect was all the information
about this beautiful country, and especially about the provinces in
which he had made the longest stay.
The author has to thank the Spanish Colonial Minister, who
readily placed hie a~hives at hie disposal, for 110me valuable
information, especially as regards the government, the taxes, and
the duties. Among these archives the author found a work by
D. Ormacheo, which t*ted of the history of commerce, tribute,
and the regulations of the tobacco trade ; and the "Apuntes para
la Razon general," by Nutzen: both of which proved highly
UBeful to him. The libraries of Berlin and London also provided
much material, which had to be gathered by the careful and toilsome perusal of ponderous tomes and· monkish chronicles. In
this way a very considerable stock of information was gathered
together, the most essential part of which it has been the object
of the author to communicate to the public in a condensed form.
b

PREFACE.
Copious notes, made on the spot, have served as the basis of
that part of the work which refers to the travels. After such a
long lapse of time this appears all the more neceBBa.ry, inasmuch
as the memory is 80 apt to convert its impressions of occurrences into highly coloured pictures and interesting adve:q.tures ;
whereas it is not 80 much amusement as a fait.hful description that
is aimed at in these pages.
A portion of the work, especially part of the twentieth chapter,
has already appeared in Bastian and Hartmann's EtltMJogical

Journal.
The author owes the moet interesting portion of this volume, in
a scientific point of view, to two communications which the
friendship of Professors Roth and Virchow placed at his disposal.
Few countries are 80 little known and 80 seldom visited as the
Philippine Islands, although there is no more pleasant one to visit
than that lavishly endowed island-kingdom. In scarcely any other
region can the lover of Natural History find a larger store of
unexplored treasures, and the expenses of a visit would be easily
covered by the sale of the collections which might be accumulated.
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EXPLANATION OF FOREIGN TERMS OF FREQUENT
OCCURRENCE .
...4.bac6, Manil.JJI. hemp, fibre of the M ~~~a krtilu .
.A.lkalde, Governor of a province.
Banca, Small boat.
Barangay, Group of from forty to My families under the government of a
cabba.
B6lo, Head surveyor of forests.
Buyo, A piece of areca-nut, enclosed in a leaf of the betel-pepper, rolled up
and smeared with burnt lime.
Cabeza, A chief ; petty chief.
CIUa r~al, Residence of the governor, mayor, or alcalde; also means a tribunil.
Camdte, Sweet potatoes; Con11olvtd1U batatal.
Ca~tfla, The Spaniards, as well as the Europeans, are generally known under
this name.
Cimarr6n, A native living in a state of freedom.
Co1w~nto, Residence of the clergyman, not a oonvent.
CuadrilUro, A soldier connllCted with the revenue ; policeman.
dM.,M.
E•tdnco, Stores in which articles included in the Government monopolies are

sold.
Falila, Felucca.
Gdbi, Caladium with edible tubers.
Gobtrnadorclllo, Petty governur; head man of a village.
Guindra, Texture woven from abacl.
Hacienda, Estate; the financial administration; the State treasury or exchequer.
Indier, Indiol, The natives are generally called by this name, but particularly
those subject to the Spanish Government, in contradistinction to the
Cimarrons.
L, L~gua. League ; an hour's walk ; about 3 miles.
M, German mile, which is equal to 4h English miles.
PolUta, Compulsory labourer.
P6loe, Doing service in socage.
Prdblo, A district.
Primipalfa, Native nobility.
R. C., Re4l OUula, Royal letters patent.
R. D., Re4l DecrHo, Royal decree signed by the sovereign himaelf.
R. 0., Re4l Orden, Decree signed only by the minister.
Sdya, A woman's petticoat, extending from the hips to the ankles.
Sm., A maritime mile, equal fi- ordinary mile.
Sunda.ng, Forest surveyor.
Td_pU, A cloth twisted round the upper part of the saya.
T~ni~nte, Lieutenant.
Tribu,ufl, also casa real, The Bellllion house.
TribUto, Capitation or poll-tu.
Tuba, Fermented palm sap.
Yi•fta, Affiliated parochial district.
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CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.
DlPriBIRCI OP TDlL-cGK)IBBCIA.L ...U.TIORR or THB PHILIPPilfiii.-PABTITIOlf or
TRB. WOllLD.-PIIl8T AliPIWr or IUIIILLA.-BABTHQV.&XU.

the clock strikes twelve in Madrid, it is 8 hours, 18
minutes, and 41 seconds past eight in the evening at Manilla ;
that is to say, the latter city lies 124° 40' 15" to the east of the
former (7 hours, 54 minutes, 35 seconds from Paris). Some
time ago, however, while the new year was being celebrated in
Madrid; it was only New Year's eve at Manilla.
When Magellan, who discovered the Philippines in his memorable
first circumnavigation of the globe, was following the sun in its
apparent daily path around the world, every successive degree he
oompassed on his eastern course added four minutes to the length
of his day ; and, when he reached the Philippines, the difference
amounted to sixteen hours. This, however, apparently escaped
his notice, for Elcano, the captain of his only remaining vessel,
was quite unaware, on his return to the longitude of his departure,
that, according to his ship's log-book, he was a day behind the
time of the port his long-continued westward course had brought
him back to.•
WHEN

• Aooording ta A.lbo'e ahip journal, he perceived the dift'ezence at the Cape de
Varde l8lallde on the 9th of Jul;y, 1622; "Y eete dia fue miercolee, y eete dill
tienen elloa por juevee."
B
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The error remained· also unnoticed in the Philippines. It was
still, over there, the last day of the old year, while the rest of the
world was commencing the new one; and this state of things continued till the close of 1844, when it was resolved, with the
approval of the archbishop, to paee over New Year's ~e for
once altogether.•
Since that time the Philippines lie no longer in the distant
west, but in the far east, and are about eight hours in advance of
their mother country.
The proper field for their commerce, however, is what is to us
the far west; they were colonised thence, and for centuries they
had no communication with Europe but an indirect one, by the
annual voyage of the galleon between Manilla and Acapuloo.
Now, however, when the eastern shores of the Pacific are at last
beginning to teem with life,. and, with une~mpled speed, are
pressing forward to grasp their stupendous future, the Philippines
will no longer be able to remain in their past 8eclusion. No
tropical Asiatic colony is eo favourably situated for communication
with the west coast of America ; and it is only in a few matters
that the Dutch Indiee can compete with them for the favours of
the Australian market. But, on the other hand, they will have
to abandon their traffic with China, whose principal emporium
Manilla originally was, as well as that with those westward-looking
countries of Aaia, our own far east, which lie the nearest to the
Atlantic ports. t
Had the circumstances we have mentioned been left unnoticed,
I

• In a note on the 18th page of the masterly EDglieh tranalation of Morga, I
find the curioua-ltatement that a similar rectification wu made at the I&Dle time
at llacao, where the Portugu-, who reached it on an euterly 00111'118, had made the
miltake of a day the other way.
t Towards the cloee of the llixteenth century the duty upon the e:aportll to China
amounted to •o,ooo dollan, and th.,ir importa to at leaat 1,330,000 dollars.
In 1810, after more than two oenturiee of undisturbed Spanish rule, the latter had
llllllk to 1,160,000 doUan. Since then they have gradually increased; and in 1861
they reached 2,130,000 dollan.
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the Philippines, or at any rate, the principal market for their
commerce, would have fallen within the limits of the western
hemisphere, to which indeed they were relegated by the illustrious
Spanish geographers .at Badajoz.
The Bull issued by Alexander VI. on the 4th of May, 1493,
which divided the world into two heniispheres, decreed that all
heathen lands discovered in the eastern half should belong to the
Portuguese ; in the western half to the Spaniards. .According to ·
this arrangement, the latter could only cl.aim the Philippines under
the prete:d that they were Bituated in the western hemisphere.
The demarcation line was to run from the north to the south, a
hundred leagues to the south-west of all the eo-called Azores and
Cape de Verde islands. In accordance with a treaty negotiated
between Spain and Portugal on the 7th of June, 1494, and
approved by Julius II. in 1506, this line was drawn 370 leagues
west of the Cape de Verde islands.
.At that time Spanish and Portuguese geographers reckoned 17i
leagiles to a degree on the equator. In the latitude of the Cape
de Verde J.alands, 370 leagues made 2r 50'. If to this we add
the longitudinal difference between the westernmost point of the
group and Cadiz, a difference of 18° 48', we get 40° 43' west,
and 139" 17' east from Cadiz (in round numbers 4r west and
133° east), as the limits of the Spanish hemispl;tere. · At that
time, however, the existing means for such calculations were
entirely insufficient.
The latitude was measured with imperfect astrolabes, or wooden
quadrants, and calculated from very deficient maps; the variation
of the compass, moreover, was almost unknown, as w~ll as the use
of the log. • Both . method and instrum~nts. were wanting for
• Aeeording to Gehler'a " Phys. Lex." . the log w8a fint mentionei by
Purchu in an aeoount of a voyage to the Eaat Indiee in 1608. Pigafetta doea not
cite it in his treatise on Davigation ; but in the forty-fifth Jlllgll of hia Jt'Ork it iB
•id : " Secondo la miaura che fiicevamo del viaggio colla cadell& a poppa, noi
pcroorrevamo 60 a 70 leghe al giomo." Thia was as rapid o. rate u that of our
fasteat Bteamboata-ten knots an hour.
R
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useful longitudinal calculations. It was under theee circumstances
that the Spaniards attempted~ at Badajoz, to prove to the protesting Portuguese that the eastern boundary line intersected the
mouths of the Ganges, and proceeded to lay claim to the poseesaion of the Spice Islands.
The eastern boundary should, in reality, have been drawn 46-r
further to the east, that is to say, as much further as it is from
London to the coast of Labrador, or to the le88er .Altai ; for, in the
latitude of Calcutta 4()r are equivalent to 2,575 nautical miles.
Albo's log-book gives the difference in longitude between the
most eastern islands of the Archipelago and Cape Fermoeo
(MagellBn's Straits), as 106° 30', while in reality it amounts to
159° 85'.
The disputes between the Spaniards and t.he Portuguese, occasioned by the uncertainty of the eastern boundary-Portogal
had already founded a settlement in the Spice Islands-were set at
rest by an agreement made in 1529, in which Charles V. abandoned
his pretended rights to the Moluccae in favour of Portugal, for
the sum of 350,00'0 ducats. The Philippines at that time were of
no value.

•

•

•

•

•

Manilla lies 650 nautical miles south-east of Hongkong, a
distance that the mail steamer running between the two ports
accomplishes in from three to four days. This allows of a fortnightly postal communication between the colony and the rest of
the world.•
• The European ~ reaehee llanilla through Singapore ud Houg-Kong.
Singapore is about equidistant from the other two placel. Letters therefore could
be received in the Philippines u aoon ne in China, if they were sent direct from
Singllpore. In that t'IUII', however, a ~team communication with that port must be
eatabliabed, end the traffic is not yet sufficiently developed to bear the double
expeDM. Aeeordiug to the report of the Engliab CoDIUl (May, 1870), there is,
beaidee the Government ateemer, a printe pa<'ket running between Hongkoug •nd
llanilla. • The number of puMngera it conveyed to China amounted, in 1868, to
441 Europeans and 3,048 Chint~~e; total, 3,489. The nnmben carried the other
way were 380 European• ADd 4,664 Chinese; in all, •,994. The fare is 80 dollara
for EuropeiiDI ud 20 for Chinamen.
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This small s~er ia the only thing to remind an observer at
Hongkong, a port thronged with the ships of all nations, that
an island, 80 specially favoured in organisation and fertility, lies
in such close proximity.
·
Although the Philippines belong to Spain, there is but little
commerce between the two countries. Once the tie which bound
them was 80 close that Manilla was wont to celebrate the arrival
of the Spanish mail with Te Deum8 and bell-ringing, in honour of
the successful achievement of 80 stupendous a journey. Until
Portugal fell to Spain, the road round Africa to the Philippines
was not open to .Spanish vessels. Its advantages, as .compared
with those of the overland route, are shown by the fact that in
1603 two Augustine monks, who were entrusted with an important
message for the king, and who chose the direct line through
Goa, Turkey, and Italy, took three years in reaching Madrid.
The heavy tax which the Spanish flag imposed upon trade had
the efFect, in spite of the protective duty in favour of national
products, of restricting the imports of the colony to the merchandise
of alien co~triea, and the consignment of ita exports to foreign
porta. The traffic with Spain was limited to the conveyance of
officials, priests, and their usual necellfJ&ri.es, such as provisions,
wine and other liquors; and, except a few French novels, some
atrociously dull books, hiat.ories of saints,, and similar works.
The Bay of Manilla is large enough to contain the unitecl fleets
of Europe ; it has the reputation of being one of the finest in
the world. The aspect of the coast, however, to a stranger arriving,
as did the author, at the close of the dry season, falls short of
the lively descriptions of some travellers. The circular bay, 120
nautical miles in circumference, the waters of which wash the
&bores of fi.ve difFerent provinces, is fringed in the neighbourhood
of Manilla by a level coast, behind which rises an equally fiat tableland. The scanty vegetation in the foreground, consisting chiefty of
bamboos and areca palms, was dried up by the sun; while in the
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far distance the dull uniformity of the landacape was broken by
the blue hills of San :Mateo.
In the rainy aeason the numerous bankleea cana1a overflow their
borders and form a series of connected lakes, which soon, however,
change into luxuriant and verdant rice-fields.
:Manilla is situated on both sides of the river Paaig. The town
itself, surrounded with walls and ramparts, with its low tiled
roofs and scattered towers, had, in 1859, the appearance of eome
ancient European fortre88. Four years later the greater part of
it was destroyed by an earthquake.
On the 3rd of- June, 1863, at thirty-one minutes past seven in
the evening, after a day of tremendous heat while all :Manilla
was busy in its preparations for the festival of Corpus Christi, the
ground suddenly rocked to and fro with great violence. The
firmest buildings reeled visibly, walls crumbled, and beams
snapped in two. The dreadful shock lasted half a minute; but
this ·little inte-rval was enough to change the whole town into a
ma88 of ruins, and to bury alive hundi-eds of its inhabitants. A
letter of th;e Governor-General, which I have
states that
the cathedral, the government-house, the bat.rracks, ud all the
public buildings of :Manilla were entirely destroyed, and that the
few private houses which remained standing threatened to fall in • .
Later accounts speak of foU:r hundred killed and two thousand
injured, and estimate the los8 at eight millions of dollars. Fortysix public and five hundred and seventy private buildings were
thrown down ; twenty-eight public, five hundred and twenty-eight
private buildings were nearly destroyed, and all the hotUies left
standing were more or less injured.
At the same time, an earthquake of forty seconds' duration
occurred at Cavite, the naval port of the Philippines, and destroyed
several buildings.
Three years afterwards, the Duke of Alen~on (Luzon and
:Mindanao; Pari~;~, 1870) found the traces of the catastrophe

seen,
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everyWhere. Three sides of the principal square of the city, in
which formerly stood the government-house, the cathedral, and
the town-house, were lying like dust heaps oversrown with weeds.
All the largeo public edifices were " te~porarily" ~on.structed of
wood ; but no one appeared to have thought of building anything
permanent..
.
Manilla is very often subject to earthquakes ; the most fatal
occurred in 1601; in 1610 (Nov. 30th); in 1645 (Nov. 30th) ; in
1658 (Aug. 20th) ; in 1675; in 1699 ; · in 1796; in 18.24; in
1852; and 'in 1863. In 1645, 600, or, according to some accounts,
3,000 persons perished, buried under the ruins of their houses.
The monastery, the church of the Augustinea, and that of the
Jesuits, were the only public buildings'which remained standing.
Smaller·shooks, which·suddenly set the hanging lamps swinging,
occur very often and generally remain unnoticed. The houses
are on this account generally of but one story, and the loose
volcanic soil on which they are built. tends to lessen the violence
of the shook. Their heavy tiled roofs, however, appear very
inappropriate under the ciroUD18tanoes. Earthquakes are also of
frequent occurrence in the provinces, but they, aa a rule, eause so
little damage, owing to the houses being constructed of timber or
bamboo, that they a're never mentioned,
M. Alexia Perrey gives, in the memoirs of the Dijon Academy
for 1850, a catalogue, collected with much diligence from every
accessible source, of the earthquakes which have visited the
Philippines, and particularly Manilla. But the accounts, except
of the most important, are very scanty, and the dates of their
occurrence very unreliable. Of the m.iD.or shooks, only a few are
mentioned, those which were noticed by scientific observers
accidentally present at the time.
Aduarte mentions a tremendous eat:thquake which ooourred in
1610. I briefiy quote his version of the details of the ca•t\'O{»he,
aa I find them mentioned nowhere else.
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"_Towards the cloee of November, 1610, on St. .And:rew's Day,
a more violent earthquake than had ever before been witneeeed,
visited this island ; its effects extended from Manilla to the
extreme end of the province of New Segovia (in tbe far north of
Luzon), a distance of 200 leagues. It caused great destruction
over the whole area ; in the province of llocos it swallowed up
palm trees, 'and left only the tops of their branches above the
earth's surface; its shock dashed hills on the opposite aides of
valleys together, threw down many buildings, and killed a great
number of people. Its fury was greatest in New Segovia, where it
rent mountains asunder, and created new lake basins. The earth
threw up immense fountains of sand, and vibrated so terribly that
the people, unable to stand upon it, laid down and fastened themeelves to the ground, as if they had been on a ship in a stormy
sea. In the range inhabited by the Mendayaa a mountain fell in,
crushing a village and destroying ita inhabitants. .An immense
portion of the cliff sank into the river ; and now, where the
stream was formerly bordered by a range of hilla of equal altitude,
ita banks are level with the watercourse. The commotion was so
great in the bed of the river that waves aroee like those of th!
ocean, or as if the water had been lashed by a furioua wind.
Those edifices which were of atone sufFered the most damage, our
church and the convent fell in, &c., &c. . . • ."

CHAPTER 11.
TBJIIIO.&.DIITLlD.-CVITOIIl DUTIU.-HIITORT 01' TllADB.-IPA1CI8H QOloOKLU.l'OloiC1'.VOTAOlll 01' THB OALLBO!f8,

THE ordeal at the custom-house, and the many formalities which
the native minor officials exercised without any attempt at discretion, appeared all the more wearisome to me when contrasted
with the easy routine of the English free ports of the east I had
just quitted. The guarantee of a respectable merchant obtained
for me, as a particular favour, the permission to disembark after
a detention of sixteen hours ; but even then I was not allowed to
take the smallest article of luggage on shore with me. During
the south-west monsoon and the stormy season that accompanies
the change of monsoons, the road.stead _is l!D.safe. Veasels are
then obliged to seek protection in the port of Cavite, seven miles
further down the coast ; but during the north-east monsoons they
can safely anchor half a league from the coast. All ships under
300 tons burden pass the breakwater and enter the Pasig, where,
as far as the bridge, they lie in serried rows, extending from the
shore to the middle of the stream, and bear witness by their
numbers, as well as by the bustle and stir going on amongst them,
to the activity of the home trade.
The small number of the vessels in the roadstead, particularly
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ot those of foreign countries, was the more remarkable, as
Manilla was the only port in the Archipelago that had any commerce with foreign countries. It is true that since 1855 three
other ports, to which a fourth may now be added, have laid claim
to this distinction; but at the time of my arrival, in March, 1809,
not one of them had ever been entered by a foreign vessel, and it
was a few weeks after my visit that the first English &hip sailed
into Iloilo to take in a cargo of sugar for Australia.•
The reason of this peculiarity laid partly in the feeble development of agriculture, in spite of the unexampled fertility of the
soil, but chiefty in the antiquated and artificially limited conditions
of trade. The customs duties were in themselves not very high.
They were generally about seven per cent. upon merchandise
conveyed under the Spanish ftag, and about twice as much for that
carried in foreign :J>ottoms. When the cargo was of Spanish production, ~he duty was three per cent. if carried in national vessels,
eight per cent. if in foreign ships. The latter were only allowed,
as a rule, to enter the pori in ballast. t
As, however, the principal wants of the colony were imported
from England and abroad, these were either kept back till an
opportunity occurred. of sending them in Spanish vessels, which
charged nearly a treble freight (from £4 to £5 instead of from
£11 to £2 per ton), and which only made their appearance in
British ports at rare intervals, or they were sent to Singapore and
·Hongkong, where they were reshipped under the Spanish flag.
Tonnage · dues were levied, moreover, upon ships in ballast, and
upon others which merely touched at Manilla without unloading or
• The opening of thil port proved so advantageoua that I intended to have given
a few intereeting detaila of ita trade in a eeparate chapter, chiefly- gathered from
the "Verbal and written remarka of the Engliah Vice-Consul, the late Jlr. N. Loney,
and from other conau1ar roportlt.
t In 1868 112 foreign v-.11, to the aggrepte of 74,064 tone, and Spanieh ahipe
to the aggregate of 26,762 tons, entered the port of Jlanilla. Nearly.U the fbC
came in bal1alt, but left with eargoee. The latter both came and left in freight.
(EngUah Con.eul's Report, 1869.)
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taking in fresh cargo ; and if a vessel under such circumstances
landed even the smalleei parcel, it was no longer rated as a sbip
in ballast, but charged on the higher ecale. Veasels were therefore forced to enter the port entirely devoid of cargo, or carrying
suflicient to cover the expense of the increased harbour dues ;
almost an impossibility for foreign ships, on account of the differential customs rates, which acted almost as a complete prohibition.
The result was that foreign vessels came there only in ballast, or
when summoned for some particular object.
The exports of the colony were almoet entirely limited to its
raw produce, which was burdened with an export duty of three
per cent. Exports leaving under the Spanish fiag were only taxed
to the amount of one per cent. ; but, as scalcely any export trade
existed with Spain, ·and 8s Spanish vessels, from their high rates
of freight, were excluded from the carrying tr&de of the world,
the boon to commerce was a delusive one.•
These eccentric excise laws, hampered with a hundred 8118picioua forms, frightened away the whole carrying trade from the
port; and its· commission merchants were Crequently unable to
dispose of the local produce. So trifllii.g was the carrying trade
that the total yearly average of the harbour dues, calculated from
the returns of ten years, barely reached 10,000 dollar8.
The positlon of Manilla, a central point betwixt Japan, China,
Annam, the English and Dutch ports of the Archipelago and
Australia, is in itself extremely favourable to the development of
a world-wide trade.t At the time of the north-eastern monsoons,
during our winter, when vessels for the sake of a fair wind paaa
through the Straits of Gilolo on their way from the Indian Archi• In 1868 tbe total exporta amounted to lf,Ol3,108 dollare; of thil Englaud
alone accounted for t,867,000 dollan, and the whole of the reet of EUl'Ope for only
102,f77 dollari The fll'l~ amount doee not includo the tob&coo duty paid to Spain
by the oolony, 3,189,1ff dollan. (Englilh Conaul'e Report, 1889.)
t Lap&oU18 said that Jlanilla was perhaps the moat fortunately eituated city in
the world.
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pelago to China, they are obliged to J.l&88 cloee to Manilla. They
would find it a most convenient station, for the Philippines, as we
have already mentioned, are particularly favourably placed for the
west coast of America.
The important decree-important, that is to say, for the future
of the colony-i88ued o~ the 5th of April, 1869, and which would
have appeared aooner had not the Spanish and colonial shipowners, spoilt by the protective system, obstinately oppoeed any
innovation which touched the privileges t'hey had hitherto enjoyed,
and compelled them to be more energetic, proves that the colonial
ministry was perfectly aware of these circumstances, and had
drawn their own conclusions.
The most noteworthy points of the decree are the moderation of
the difFerential duties, and their entire extinction at the expiration
of two years ; the abrogation of all export duties; and the consolidation of the more annoying port dues into one single charge.
When the Spaniards landed at the Philippines they found the
inhabitants clad in silks and cotton stuffs, which were imported
from China in exchange for gold-dust, sapan wood,• holothurian,
edible birds' nests, and skins. t The islands were also in communication with Japan, Cambodia, Siam,! the Moluccas, and the
Malay Archipelago. De Barros mentions that vessels from Luzon
visited Malacca in 1511.§
• &pan or libucao, Caalpiui& &pan. Pemambuco or Brazil wood, to which the
empire of Bruil owes ita DADie, comes from the Creealpinia ecbiData and the
CM&lpinia Brazilienail. (The oldest mape of America remark of Bruil : "Ita
only uaeful product ia Bruil (wood).") The 1apan of the Philippines ia richer in
dye lltd' than all other eaatern woodl, but it ranb below the Bruilian 1apan. It
haa nowada:ya lost ita reputation, owing to ita being often stupidly cut down too
· early. n ie sent eepeci&lly to China, where it ie ueed for dyeing or printing in
red. The etutr ie flret macerated with alum, and then for a flnieh dipped in a weal&:
alcoholic eolution of alkali. The reddish brown tint eo frequently met with in the
clothes of the poorer Chin- ia produced from eapan.
t An intereating catalogue or the Chin- imports ia given in the Appendix.
t Largo quantities of emall muaeel ehelle (Cypra~a moneta) were eont at thia period
to Siam, where they are etill ueecl ae money.
§ Bergbaua' "GeQ.-hydrosr. llemoir."
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The greater order which reigned in the Philippines after the
advent of the Spaniards, and still more the commerce they opened
with America and indirectly with Europe, had the effect of greatly
increasing the island trade, and of extending it beyond the Indies
to the Persian Gulf. Manilla was the great mart .for the products
of the East, with which it loaded the galleons that, as early as
1565, sailed to and from New Spain (at first to Navidad, after
1602 to Acapulco), and brought back silver as their principal
return freight. •
The merchants in New Spain and Peru found this commerce
so advantageous, that the result was very damaging to the exports
from the mother country, whose manufactured goods were unable
to compete with the Indian cottons and the Chinese silks. The
spoilt monopolists of Seville demanded therefore the abandonment of a colony which required considerable yearly contributions
from the home exchequer, which stood in the way of the mother
country's gains in her American settlement~, and which forced
his Catholic MajeSty's silver to remain in the hands of the heathen.
Since the foundation of the colony they had continually thrown
impediments in its path. t Their demands, however, were vain in
face of the ambition of the throne and the influence of the clergy ;
but the public opinion of the time forced the Government to
forbid the Peruvian and New Spanish merchants, in the interests
of the mother country, to obtain merchandise from China, either
directly, or through Manilla. The inhabitants of the Philippines
• Manilla wu lint founded in 1671, but u early aa 1666, Urdaneta, Legupi's
pilot, bad found the way back through the Pacific Ocean while he ,.... aeelring in
the higher northern latitudes for a favourable north-weatt wind. Strictly speaking,
howeTer, Unlaneta wu not the &nt to make uee of the mnrn ~ for one of
Legupi's five ve.els, under the command of Don AloDJO de Arellano, which bad
on boud u pilot one Lope Martin, a m~ 118pN'&ted iteelf from the ftest after
they bad reached the illand, and rotnrned to New Spain on a northern coul'll8,
iD order to claim the promised reward for the dilcovery. Don AloDJO ,.... dia·
appointed, howaYer, by the speedy rotum of Urdaneta.
t Kottenkamp I., 169-&.
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were alone permit~ to send Chinese goods to America, but only
to the. yearly value of 250,000 dollars. The return trade was
limited to 500,000 dollars.•
The first amount was afterwards increased to 300,000 dollars,
with a proportionate augmentation of the return freight ; but the
Spanish were forbidden to visit China, and were obliged to await
the arrival of the junks. Finally, in 1720, Chinese goods were
entirely prohibited in the whole of the Spanish po88e88ions in both
hemispheres. A decree of 1754 (amplified in 1769) once more
permitted trade with China, and increased the maximum value of
the IUlllual freightage to Acapulco to 600,000 silver dollars, and
that of the return trade to twice the amount.
At last the expense to the State put an end to the regular
voyages to Acapulco (the last galleon left :Manilla in 1811, and
the last departure from Acapulco took place in 1815); and the
commerce with America was carried on by means of merchant
vesaels, which were permitted in 1820 to export from ~he ~hili~
pines to the annu&l '·alue of 750,000 dollars, and to trade, not only
with Acapuloo, but With San Bias, Guyaquil, and Callao. This
concession, however, was not sufficient to compensate Phili~
pine commerce .for the injuries it sufFered through the separation
of Mexico from Spain. The possession of Manilla by the English
in 1762 made ita inhabitants acquainted with many industrial
products which the imports from China and India were unable to
oft'er them. To satisfy these new cravings Spanish men-of-war
were sent, towards the close of 1764, to the colony with articles of
home manufacture, such as wine, provisions, hats, cloth, hardware,
and ornamental objects.
The Manilla merchants, accustomed to a lucrative trade with
• At first the maximum -value of the imports o11ly wa.e limited, and the Kanilla
merchants were not over IICI'Ilpuloua in making falae statements a.e to their worth ;
to put an end to theee malpractices a limit was plaoed to the amount or ailver
exported. According to Mu, however, the llilver illegally exported amounted to
llilt or eight timet the preiCribed limit.
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A..capolco, strenuously resisted this innovation, although it was a
considerable source of profit to them, for the Crown purchased the
Indian and Chinese merchandise for its return freights from
'!fuma at do~ble . their original value. In 1784, however, these
men of war made their last trip.
After the English invasion, European vessels were forbidden to
visit Manilla ; but as that city was unable to do without Indian
merchandise, and was forbidden to import it in its own ships, it
was brought there in English and French bottoms, which assumed
a Turkish name, and were provided with a sham Indian captain.
In 1785~ the "Compania ~· of the Philippines obtained a monopoly
of the trade betwee:it Spain and the colony, but it was not allowed
to interfere with the direct traffic between Acapolco and Manilla.
The desire was to acquire large quantitiea of colonial produce,
silk, indigo, cinnamon, cotton, pepper, &c., in order to export it;
but as it was unable to obtain compulsory labour, it entirely •
failed in its attempted artificial development of agriculture.
The ".Compania " sufFered great losses through its erroneous
system of operation, and the incapacity of its officials (it paid,
for example, 13i dollars for pico pepper, which cost from 3 to 4
dollars in Sumatra).
In 1789 foreign ships were allowed to import Chinese and
Indian produce, ' but none from Europe. In 1809 an English
commercial house obtained permission to. establish itself in
Manilia.• In 1814, after the conclusion of the peace with France,
the same permission, with greater or less restrictions, was granted
to all foreigners. In 1820 the direct trade between the Philippines and Spain was thrown open, without any limitations to the
export of colonial produce, on the condiiion that the value of the
Indian and Chinese goods in each expedition should not exceed
• Lap6roaae mentiona a French Arm that, in 1787, had been for many ycan
eetablillhed in llanilla.
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50,000 dollars. Ever since 1834, when the privileges of the
" Compania " expired, free trade has been_ pennitted in Manilla;
foreign ships, however, being charged double dues. Four new
ports have boon thrown open to general trade since 1855 ; and in
1869 the liberal tariff previously alluded to was issued.
After thr~ centuries of almost undisturbed Spanish rule, Manilla
has by no means added to the importance it possessed s~ortly after
the ad vent of the Spaniards. The isolation of Japan and the IndoCbinese empires, a direct consequence of the importunities and
pretensions of the Catholic missionaries, • the secession of the
colonies . on the west coast of America, above all thtr long continuance of a distrustful commercial and colonial policy-a policy
which exists even at the present day-while important markets,
based on large capital and liberal principles, were being established in the most favoured spots of the British and Dutch Indies;
all these circumstances have contributed to this r~ult and thrown
the Chinese trade into other channels. The cause is as clear as
the effect, yet it might be erroneous to ascribe the policy so long
pursued to shortsightednees. The Spaniards, in their schemes of
colonisation, had partly a religious purpose .in view, but the
government discovered a great source of inB.uence in the disposal of
the extremely lucrative colonial appointments. The crown itself,
as well as its favourites, thought of nothing but extracting the
most it could from the colony, and had neither the intention or
the power to develop the natural wealth of the country by
agriculture and commerce. Inseparable from. this policf, was the
persistent exclusion of foreigners. t It seemed even more necessary in the isolated Philippines than in America to cut oft' the
• R. Cocks to Thomas Wilaon (calendar of State Papen, India, No. 823) ••••
"The Engliah will obtain a trade in China, eo they bring not in any padreee .(aa
they term them), which the Chinese cannot abide to hear of, becauae heretofore they
came in such awarma, and are alwaya begging without shame."
t .!alate aa 1667 some old decrees, paaeed against the establishment of foreignen,
were renewed. A royal ordinance of 1844 prohibtte the admiaaion of Jtrangera into
the interior of the colony under any pretext whatsoever.
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natives from all contact with foreigners, if the Spaniards had any
desire to remain in lUldisturbed possession of the colony. In
face, however, of the developed trade of to-day and the claims of
tho world to the productive powers of such an extraordinarily
fruitful soil, the old restrictions can no longer be maintained, and
the lately introduced liberal tariff must be hailed as a thoroughly
well-timed measure.

•

•

•

•

•

•

The oft-mentioned voyages of the galleons betwixt :Manilla and
Acapulco hold such a prominent position in the history of the
P~ppinee, and afford such an interesting glimpse into the old
colonial system, that their principal characteristics deserve some
description.
In the days of :Morga, towards the close of the sixteenth
century, from thirty to forty Chinese junks were in the habit of
annually visiting Manilla (generally in March) ; towards the end of
June a galleon used to sail for Acapulco. The trade with the
latter place, the active operations of which were limited to the
three central months of the year, was so lucrative, easy, and
certain, that the Spaniards scarcely cared to engage in any other
undertakings.
As the carrying power of the annual galleon was by no means
proportioned to the demand for cargo room, the Governor divided
it as he deemed best; the favourites, however, to whom he
assigned shares in the hold, ~~eldom traded themselves, but parted
with their concessions to the merchants. .According to De
Gnignes,• the hold of the vessel was divided into 1,500 parte, of
which the majority were allotted to the priests, and the rest to
distinguished persona. As a matter of fact, the value of the cargo,
which was officially limited to 600,000 dollars, was considerably
higher. It chiefly consisted of Indian and Chinese cottons and
silk stuffs (amongst others 50,000 pairs of silk atockings from
• JTiu Pinlct!rton.
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China), and gold ornaments. The value of the return freight
amounted to between two and three millions of dolla1'8.
Everything in this trade was settled beforehand ; the number,
shape, size, and value of the bales, and even their selling price.
As this was usually double the original cost, the permiSsion ~o
ship goods to a certain amount was equivalent, under ordinary
circumstances, to the bestowal of a present of a like value.
These permissiona or licences (boletas) were, at a later period,
usually granted to peD.sioners and officers' widows, and to officials,
in lieu of an increase of salary ; these favourites of fortune were
forbidden however to make a direct use of them, for to trade with
Acapulco was the sole right of those members of the Conaulado
(a kind of chamber of commerce) who could boast a long
residence in the country and the possession of a capital of at
least 8,000 dollars.
Legentil, the astronomer, gives a full description of the regulations which prevailed in his day and the manner in which they
were disobeyed. The cargo consisted of a thousand bales, each
composed of four packets,• the maximum value of each packet
being fixed at 250 dollars. It was impossible to add to the
amount of bale&, but they pretty generally consisted of more than
four packets, and their value so far exceeded the prescribed limits,
that a boleta was considered to be worth from 200 to 225 dollars.
The officials took good care that no goods should be smuggled on
board without a boleta. These were in such demand, that, at a
later period, Comynt had to pay 500 dollars for the right to ship
goods, the value of which scarcely amounted to 1,000. The
merchants usually borrowed the money for these undertakings from
the olwaB pia&, pious endowments, which, up to our own time,
fulfil in the islands the purposes of banks.: In the early days of
• Each packet wu 6X2lXlj .... I8·76 Span. cub. ft. St. Croix.
t Vide Comyn'a " Comercio exterior."
t The olwu pitu were pioua legaciee which uaually stipulftted that two-thirds of
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the trade, the galleon used to laave Cavite in July and sail with
a north-westerly wind beyond the tropics, until it met with a west
wind between the thirtieth and fortieth parallel~ • Later on the
veaeels were ordered to leave Cavite with the first south-westerly
wind, to sail along the south coast of Luzon, through the St.
Bemardino straits, and to continue along the thirteenth parallel
of north latitudet as far to the east as possible, until the northeaaterly trade wind compelled them to seek a north-~est breeze in
higher latitudes. They were then obliged to try the thirtieth
parallel as long as possible, instead of as formerly the thirtyseventh. The captain of the galleon was not permitted to sail
immediately northward, although to have done so would have
procured him a much quicker and safer passage, and would have
enabled him to reach the rainy zone more rapidly. To efFect
the last, indeed, was a matter of the greatest importance to him,
for his vessel, overladen with merchandise, had but little room
left for water ; and, although he had a crew of from 400 to 600
hands to provide for, he was instructed to depend upon the rain
he caught on the voyage; for which purpose, the galleon was
provided with suitable mats and bambOO pails.§
their nlue should bf' advanoed at interest for the furtherance of maritime oommercial
u:odertakingll until the p:remiuma, which for a voyage to Acapulo amounted to 60,
to China 26, and to India 36 per cent., had inerea.eed the original capital to a certain
amount. 'l:Jie interest of the whole waa then to be devoted to m.- for the
fouaden, or to other pi.oua and benevolent purpoeee. A third waa generall,
kept; aa a reeerve fund to cover poeeible louee. '.fhe Government long eince
appropriated th- ~e f'unde u compulsory loane, " but they are 1ti11 coneidered
ueaiatiog."
·
When the trade with Aeapuleo <'8me to an end, the principala could no longer
be laid out aooording to the intentione of the foundere, and they were lent out at
intereet in other waye. By a royal ordinance of the 3rd November, 186f, a junta
wu appoin~ to administer the property of the offll• piiu. The total capital of the
lYe endowment. (in reality only four, for one of them no longer poeeeeeed anything)
amounted to nearly· a mlllion "of dollare. The prollta from the 1011111 were diatributed
according to the amount. of the original capitale, which, however, no longer e:a:ieted
in caeh, u the Government had di.spoaed of them.
• Vide " Thevenot."
t According to llorga, between the fourteenth and llfteenth.
f Vide De Guignee, Pinkerton, and A.neon.
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Voyages in these low latitudes were, owing to the inconstancy
of the winds, extremely troublesome, and often lasted five months
and upwards. The fear of exposing the costly cumbrous vessel to
the powerful and frequently stormy winds of the higher latitudes,
appears to have been the cause of these sailing orders.
As soon as the galleon had pa88ed the great Sarga88o shoal, it
took a southerly course, and touched at the southern point of the
Californian ~ninsula (Saint Lucas), where news and provisions
awaited it.• In their earlier voyages, however, they must have
strlled much further to the north, somewhere in the neighbourhood of Cape Mendocino, and have been driven southward
in sight of the coast ; for Vizcaino, in the voyage of discovery he
undtn-took in 1603, from Mexico to California, found the principal
mountains and capes, although no European had ever set his
foot upon them, already christened by the galleons, to which they
bad served as landmarkA. t
The return voyage to the Philippines was an easy one, and
only occupied from forty to sixty days.t The galleon left
Acapulco in February or March, sailed southwards till it fell in
with the trade wind (generally in from 100 to 11° of north
latitude), which carried it easily to the Ladrone Islands, and
thence reached Manilla by way of Samar. §
A galleon was usually of from 1,200 to 1,500 tons burden, and
carried fifty or sixty guns. The latter, however, were pretty
generally banished to the hold during the eastward voyage.
When the ship's bows were turned towards home, and there was
no longer any presa of space, the g'WlS were remounted.
Fray Gaspar says of the Santa .4nna, which Thomas Candish
• Vide Anaon.
t Randolph'a "Hietory ofC.Wfomia."
: In Morga'a time the galleons took seventy days to the Ladrone ialanda, from
ten to twelve from thence to Cape Eapiritu Santo, and eight more to Manilla.
t A very good deecription of these voyages may be found in the lOth chapter of
Anaon's work, which also oontaina a copy of a sea map, captured in the CaVIIdonga,
ditplft~ing the proper track of the galleons to and from Acapulco.
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captured and burnt in 1586 oft' the Californian coast : " Our
people Blliled so carelessly that they used their guns for ballast ;
• • • the pirate's venture was such a fortunate one that he returned
to London with aaila of Chinese damask and silken rigging."
The cargo was sold in Acapulco at a profit of lOO per cent., and
was paid for in silver, cochineal, quicksilver, &c. The total
value of the return freight amounted perhaps to between two and
three million dollars,• of which a quarter of a million, at least, fell
to the king.
The return of a galleon to Manilla, laden with !!ilver dollars
and new arrivals, was a great holiday for the colony. A considerable portion of the riches they had won as easily as at the
gaming table, was soon spent by the crew; when matters returned
to their usual lethargic state. It was no unfrequent event,
however, for vessels to be lost. They were too often laden with a
total disregard to seaworthiness, and wretchedly handled by
officers who disobeyed their orders and set caution at defiance.
It was favour not capacity that determined the patronage of these
lucrative appointments. t Many galleons fell into the hands of
English and Dutch cruisers.: But these tremendous profits
gradually decreased when the Compania (as 'it did later) obtained the right to import Indian cottons, one of the principal
articles of trade, into New Spain by way of Vera Cruz, subject to
a customs duty of 6 per cent. ; and when English and American
adventurers began to smuggle these and other goods into the
• De Guignes.

t The oflieer in command of the expedition, to whom the title of general waa
given, had always a captain under his orders, whoee share in the gain of each trip
amounted to 40,000 dollan. The pilot waa content with 20,000. The fint lieutenant
(maater) W8l entitled to 9 per cent. on the sale of the cargo, and pocketed from this
and from the proflta of his own private ventures upwards of 360,000 dollara. (Vide
A:renaa.)
t The nlue of the cargoes Anion captured amounted to 1,313,000 dollare, beeidee
36,682 ouncee of 1lne ailver and cochineal. While England and Spain were at peace,
Drake plundered the latter to the e:r.tent of at least one and a half million of dollan.
Thollll&s C.lndiah bumt tho ril.'h cargo of the Snttta .Amua, as ht- had no room for it
on board his O\\'D Yeeacl.
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country.• This chapter may end with the remark that Spanish
dollars found their way in the galleons to China and the further
Indies, where they are in circulation to this day.
• For instance, in 1786 the San A.rulru, which had a cargo on board nlued at a
couple of millions, found no market for it in Acapuloo; the aame thing happened in
1787 to the Satt Jo.t, and a eeoond time in 1789 to the San A.rrire•.

•
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CHAPTER III.
lll.lNILLA. -LIFB Uf TOWN AND 8UBUIUI.-COCJt•FIOBTI.-DBUI OF TUB DlFFBBIINT
CLA-.

TuB city proper of Manilla, inhabited by Spaniards, Creoles, the

natives directly connected with them, and Chinese, lies, surrounded by walls and wide ditches, on the left or southern bank
of the Pasig, looking towards the sea.• It is a hot dried-up
place, full of monasteries, convents, barracks, and Government
buildings. Safety, not appearance, was the object of its builders.
It reminds the beholder of a Spanish provincial town, and is, next
to Goa, the oldest city in the Indies. Foreigners reside on the
northern bank of the river; in Binondo, the headquarters of
wholesale and retail commerce, or in the pleasant suburban
villages, which blend into a considerable whole. The total population of city and suburbs has been estimated, perhaps with some
• In 1866 ita popnll\tion consisted of 686 European Spaniards, 1,378 Creoles, 6,323
Indiana IUld h~tlf·CIIsklo, 332 Chinamen, 2 Hamburgbel'l!, 1 Portuguese, and 1 Negro.
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exaggeration, at 200,000. A handsome old stone bridge of ten
arches serves as the communication between the two banks of the
Pasig, which, more recently, has been spanned by an iron
suspension bridge.• Very little intercourse exists between the
inhabitants of M:anilla and Binondo. Life in the city proper
cannot be very pleasant; pride, envy, place-hunting, and caste
hatred, are the order of the day; the Spaniards corisider themselves superior to the Creoles, who, in their turn, reproach the
former with the taunt that they have only come to the colony for
the sake of filling their pockets. A similar hatred and envy exists
between the whites and the half-castes. This state of things
is to be found in all Spanish colonies, and is chiefly caused by
the colonial policy of Madrid, which always does its best to sow
discord between the different races and classes of its foreign
possessions, under the idea that their union would imperil the
sway of the mother country. t
In Manilla, moreover, this state of things was rendered worse
by the f!Uit that the planter class, whose large landed po88e88ions
alwaY:s give it a strong interest in the country of itl! inhabitance,
was entirely wanting. At the present day, however, the increasing demand for the produce of the .colony seems to be bringing
about a pleasant change in this respect. The manner in which
the Spanish population of the islands was affected by the
gambling ventures of the galleons, at one time the only source of
commercial wealth, is thus described by M:urillo Velarde (page
272) :-"The Spaniards who settle here look upon these islands
as a tavern rather than a permanent home. If they marry, it is
by the merest chance; where can a family be found that has been
settled here for several generations P The father amasses
wealth, the son spends it, the grandson is a beggar., The largeet
• '!'he earthquake of 1863 det~troyed the old bridge. It ia intended, howenr, to
reetere it; the supporting pilllll"ll are ready, aud the auperincumbcnt iron atructuro
ia ahortly expected from Europe (April, 1872).
t RO&cher's "Coloniea."
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capitals are not more stable than the waves of the ocean, across
the crests of which they were gathered."
There is nothing like the same amount of sociability amongst
the foreigners in Binondo as that which prevails in English and
Dutch colonies ; and scarcely any intercourse at all with the
Spaniards, who envy the strangers and almost seem to· look upon
the gains the latter make in the country as 80 many robberies
eommitted upon themselves, its owners. Besides all this, living

Bam!Joo-hou•e
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the Trozo Subu,·b.

The b - which eupport it are 1!"11erally made of the atema of the nibong palm (urvota) ;
tJ>.e are interlaced with pole. ot bamboo. The whole framework of the bonae ia oompoeed ot
tJ>.e bamboos tutened together with canework. The flooring ill made of bamboo-lathe, the
walla ot pandUlua leue., and the window-ahuttere ot the lee.ves of the fan palm-tree (corrpAo),
held together with thin ltripa of bamboo. The flooring ot the a.rot<!a is formed of entire, and ite
lids ot split, bamboos. The roof is thatched with the nipa palm, and &t ita aummit ita ridgee are
tutened toge\her with lathe of bamboo.

is very expensive, much more 80 than in Singapore and Batavia.
To many, the mere cost of existence seems greatly out of proportion to their official salaries. The houses, which are generally
spacious, are gloomy and ugly, and badly ventilated for such
climates. Instead of light jalousies, they are fitted with heavy
888h windows, which admit the light through thin oyster shells,
fonning small panes scarcely two square inches in area, and held
together by laths an inch thick. The ground fioors of the
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houses are, on account of the great damp, sensibly enough,
generally uninhabited; and are used as cellars, stables, and
servants' offices.
These unaseuming, but for their purpose very practical houses,
of planks, bamboos, and palm leaves, are supported on account of
the damp on isolated beams or props ; and the space beneath,
which is generally fenced in with a railing, is used as a stable or
a warehouse ; such was the case as early as the days of .Magellan.
These dwellings are very lightly put together. Laperouse
estimates the weight of some of them, furniture and all, at some·
thing lese than two hundred pounds. Nearly all these houses, as
well as the huts of the natives, are furnished with an azotea; that
is, an uncovered space, on the same level as the dwelling, which
takes the place of yard and balcony. The Spaniards appear to
have copied these useful contrivances from the Moors, but the
natives were acquainted with them before the arrival of the
Europeans, for Morga mentions (page 140) similar batalane&.
In the suburbs nearly every hut stands in its own garden. The
drinking water, with the exception of that collected in cisterns,
is extremely bad. It is taken from the river above the city and
brought down for the use of the inhabitants in flat boats. The
stream is often quite covered with green scum ; and dead cats and
dogs surrounded with weeds, like eggs in a dish of spinach,
frequently adom its waters. In the dry season, the numerous
canals of the suburbs are so many stagnant drains, and at each
ebb of the tide the ditches around the town exhibit a similar
spectacle•
.Manilla offers few opportunities for amusement. There was no
Spanish theatre open during my stay there, but Tagalish plays
(translations) were sometimes represented. The town posseseed
no club, and contained no readable books. Never once did the least
excitement enliven its feeble newspapers, for the items of intelligence, forwarded fortnightly from Hongkong, were sifted by priestly

COCK-FIGHTS.
cenaors, who left little but the chronicles of the Spanish and
French courts to feed the barren columns of the local sheets.•
The pompously celebrated religious festivals were the only events
that aometimes chequered the weariaome monotony. The chief
amusement of the natives is cock-fighting, which is carried on
with a p888ionat~ eagerness that must strike every stranger.
Nearly every Indian keeps a fighting cock. Many are never seen
out of doors without their favourite in their arms; they pay as
much as 50 dollars and upwards for these pets, and heap the
tenderest careBBes on them. The passion for cock:fighting can
well be termed a national vice ; but the practice may have been
introduced by the Spaniards, or the Mexicans who accompanied
them, as, in a like manner, the habit of smoking opium among
the Chinese, which has beoome a national curse, was first introduced by the English. It is, however, more probable that the
Malaya brought the custom into the country. In the eastern
portion of the Philippines, cock-fighting was unknown in the days
of Pigafetta. The first cock-fight he met with he saw at Paluan.
" They keep large cocks, which from a species of superstition,
they never eat, but keep for fighting purposes. Heavy bets are
• The Collowing figures will gife an idea or the contenta o( the newapaper!l. I do
not allude to the Boktin Ofoi4l, which ia _,.eel Cor official announcement., and
conwna little elae or any importance. The number lying belore me or the Comwtio
(NoT. 29, 1868), a paper that appears lilt timee a week, collllieta o( Cour pagee, the
printed portion in 41&Ch or which ia 11 inchee by 17 ; the whole, there(ore, contains
748 equare inchee or printed matter. They are distributed &I follows:Title, 27i tq. in. ; an - y on the population o( Spain, taken Crom a book,
102Jtq. in. ; under the heading," News from Europe," an article, quoted from the
A.IID&la or La Caridad, upon the increaae or charity and Catholic instruction in l'nmce,
40Jtq. in.; Part I. oh treatieeon Art an4 ita Origin (aeerieeoCtruiama), 70aq. in.;
ext.r&cta from the official sheet, 20l eq. in. ; a Cew ancient anecdote., 69 tq. in.
Religious portion (thia ia divided into two parta-olllcial and unollloial. The flrat
contaiu the l&inta Cor the dill'erent days of the year, etc., and the annonnoemente
of religious CeetiT&le ; the eecond acbertiaee a Corthooming splendid p~on, and
containa ihe fint half or a llet'lllon preached three yean before, on the anni'enary of
the 1a111e feetiTal, " a llet'lllOn 10 beautiful that it dMeJTed being reiaaued to Olll'
readen at full length,"), 99 aq. in. ; an inatalment of an old novel, 164, and a.lver.
tiaementa, 176 aq. in.; total, 748eq. in. In Conner years the new~papere eometimes
rontained long serious -ye, but of late theee appear extremely seldom.
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made on the upshot of the contest, which are paid to the owner
of the winning animal."• The sight is one extremely repulsive to Europeans. The ring around the cockpit is crowded
with natives, perspiring at every pore, while their countenances
bear the imprint of the· ugliest passions. Each bird is armed with
a sharp curved- spur, three inches long, capable of making deep
wounds; and which always causes the death of one or both birds
by the serious injuries it inflicts. If a cock Rhows symptoms of
fear and declines the encounter, it is plucked alive. Incredibly
large sums, _in proportion to the means of the gamblers, are
betted on the result. It is very evident that these cock-fights
must ha vc a most demoralising effect upon a people 80 addicted to
idleness and dissipation, and 80 accustomed to give way to the
impulse of the moment. Their effect is to make them little able
to resist the temptation of procuring money without working for
it. The passion for the game leads many to borrow at usury,
to embezzlement, to theft, and even to highway robbery. The
land and sea pirates, of whom I shall speak presently, are princip:illy composed of ruined gamestets. t
In the comelin~ of the women who lend animation to its
streets Manilla surpasses all other towns in the Indian Archi• Vide Pigafettu.
t Cock-fighting is no~ alluded to in the ordi.r.an.co.t of Duon Gobierno, collected
by Hurtado Corcuero in the middle of the .eventcenth century. In 1779 cockfights were taxed for the fl.rat time. In 1781 the Government farmed the right of
entrance to the gtdlerM (cock-pits) for the yearly sum of 14,798 dollara. In 1863
the receipts from the gaUeras fl.gnred in tbe budget for 106,000 dollara.
A speci.U decree of lOO claueea wu iaaued in Madrid on the 2let of ll•rch,
1861, for the regulation of cock-fights. The let claUIMI declares that since cock-fights
•re a BOUI'('.e ot revenue to the State, they ehall only take pl•ce in arenas liceneed by
the Government. The 6th reetri<:te them to Sundays and holiday•; the 7t.h, from
the conclusion of high mau to aun.et. The 12th forbids more than 60 dollara to be
atd:ed on one conteat. The 38th decrees that each cock shall carry but one weapon,
and that on its left apur. By the 62nd the fight ie to be conaidered over when one
or both cocka are dead, or when ono shows the white feather. In the Daily Nno• of
the 30th June, 1869, I find it reported that five men were aentenced at Leoda to two
months' hard labour for 111tting aix cocks to fight one another with iron apura. F1oa
thia it appears that thie once fa \'Ourito eptcl.llclo is 110 longer 1-ermittcd in England.
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pelago. Mallat describes them in glowing colours. .A. charming
picture of Manilla street life, full of local colour, is given in the
very amusing" Aventures d'un gentilhomme Breton." •
How many of the prettiest " Indians" are of perfectly unmixed
blood, it is, I confess, difficult to decide. Many of them are very
fair and of quite an European type, and are thereby easily distinguished from their sisters in the outlying provinces. The
immediate environs of Manilla can boast many beautiful spots,
but they are not the resort of the local rank and fashion, the
object of whose daily promenade is the display of their toilettes,
and not the enjoyment of nature. In the hot season, all who can
afford it are driven every evening along the dusty streets to a
scanty promenade on the beach, where several times a week the
band of a native regiment plays some capital music, and there
walk formally up and down. All the Spaniards are in uniform or
in black frock coats. When the bells ring out for evening prayer,
carriages, horsemen, pedestrians, all suddenly stand motionless ;
1.be men take off their hats, and everybody appears momentarily
absorbed in prayer.
The same governor who laid out the promenade established a
botanical garden. It is true that everything he planted in it,
exposed on a marshy soil to the full heat of a powerful sun, soon
faded away ; but its ground was enclosed and laid out, and though
it was overgrown With weeds, it had at least received a name. At
present it is probably in a better condition. t
• The raw mo.terials of theae adventures were supplied by a French planter, 1r.
de la Gironil!re, but their literary parent il avowedly A.le:rander Dum111.
t Botanical gardens do not seem to prosper under Spaniah auapicea. Chami1110
complaina that, in hil day, there were no traces left of the botanical gardens founded
at Cavite by the learned Cuellar. The gl\rdens at Madrid, even, nre in a aorry
plight; ita hotho- are almost empty.. The grounds which were laid ont at great
o:rpense by a wealthy and patriotic Spaniard at Orotava (Tenerift'e), a spot whoee
climate ha.e been of the greatest service to invalids, are rapidly going to decay.
Every year a considerable IWD ia appropriated to it in the national budget, but
acaroely a fraction of itever reaches Orotava. When I was thero in 1867, tbe gl\rdeners
had received no salary for twenty-two montha, all the workmen were dismissed, and
~wen the indiapen!lllble water anpply had been cut oft'.
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· The religious festivals in the neighbourhood of .Manilla are well
worth a visit, if only for the sake of the numerous pretty Indian
and half-caste women who make their appearance in the evening
and walk up and down the streets, which are illuminated and proftlllely decked with flowers and bright colours. They offer a
charming spectacle, particularly to. a stranger lately arrived from
.Malaysia. The Indian women
are very beautifully formed.
They have luxuriant black hair,
and large dark eyes ; the upper
part of their bodies is clad in a
homespun but often costly material of transparent fineness and
snow-white purity; and, from
their waist downwards, they are
wrapped in a brightly-striped
cloth (aa!Ja), which falls in
broad folds, and which, as
far as the knee, is so tightly
compressed with a dark shawl
(tapUI), closely drawn around
the figure, that the rich variegated folds of the saya burst out
beneath it like the blossoms of
Ta!lal Girl,
Dl'l'lled in IU'ODg, tapia, ebemi8e, aDd
a
pomegranate. This swathing
lhoulder-elotb.
only allows the young girls to
take very short steps, and this timidity of gait, in unison with
their downcast eyes, gives them a very modeRt appearance. On
their naked feet they wear embroidered slippers of such a small
size that their little toes protrude for want of room, and grasp
the outside of the sandal.•
The poorer Indian women clothe themselves in a saya, and in a
• For a proof of this

tJid~

the Berlin " Ethnographical MWI6um," Nos. 29f, 296.
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eo-called shirt, which is so extremely short that it frequently
does not even reach the first fold of the former. In the more
eastern islands grown-up girls and women wear, with the exception of a Catholic amulet, nothing but these two garments, which
are, particularly after bathing, and before they get dried by the
sun, nearly transparent.
A hat, trousers, and a shirt worn outside them, both made of
coarse Guinara cloth, compose the dress of the men of the poorer

Taga/6.

J[nnilltl dnttdy.

classes. The shirts worn by the wealthy are often made of an
extremely expensive home-made material, woven from the fibres
of the pine-apple or the banana. Some of them are omamented
with silk stripes, some are plain. They are also frequently manufactured entirely of jU8i (Chinese fioret silk), in which case they
will not stand washing, and can only be worn once. The hat
(Miacot), a round piece of home-made plaiting, is used as both
umbrella and sunshade, and is often adorned with silver ornaments
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of considerable value. The Pn.ncipalia enjoys the Rpecial privilege
of wearing a short jacket above her shirt, and is usually easily
recogni8able by her amusing assumption of dignity.., and by the faded
old yellow cylindrical hat, a family heirloom she constantly wears.
The native dandies wear patent leather shoes on their naked feet,
tight-fitting trousers of some material striped with black and
white or with some other glaringly-contrasted colours, a starched
plaited shirt of European make, a chimney-pot silk hat, and carry
a cane in their hands. The servants waiting at dinner in their
white starched shirts and trousers are by no means an agreeable

Tagal Girl (from a Photo.).

spectacle, and I never realised the full ludicrousness of European
male costume till my eye fell upon its caricature, exemplified in
the person of a" Manilla dandy."
The half-caste women dress like the Indian women, but do not
wear the tapis, and those of them who are married to Europeans
are generally clad in both shoes and stockings. Many of the
half-castes are extremely pretty, but their gait drags a little, from
their habit of wearing slippers. As a rule they are prudent,
thrifty, and clever business women, but their conversation is often
awkward and tedious. Their want of education is, however, not
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the cause of this latter failing, for Andalusian women who never
learn anything but the elementary doctrines of Christianity, are
among the most charming creatures in the world. Its cause lies
rather in the equivocal position of half-castes ; they are haughtily
repelled by their white sisters, whilst they themselves disown
their mother's kin. They are wanting in the ease, in the tact,
that the women of Spain show .in eve;y relation of existence.
. The ~alf-:castes, particularly those born of Chinese and TagQ].
mothers, constitute the richest and the most enterprising portion
of the native population. They are ·well acquainted with all the
good and bad qualities of the native inhabitants, and nse them
nn8crapulously for their own purposes•

•
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A 8ooTcH merchant to whom I brought a letter of introduction
invited me with such cordiality to come and stay with him, that
I found myself unable to refuse. While thus living under the
roof and protection of one of the wealthiest and moat respected
men in the city, the cabmen I employed \nsieted on being paid
beforehand every time I rode in their vehicles. This distrust was
occasioned by the scanty feeling of respect most of the Europeans
in Manilla inspired in the minds of the natives. Many later
observations confirmed this impression. What a dift'erent state of
things exists in Java and Singapore ! The reason, however, ia
easily explained.
·
The Dutch are as little able as the English to acclimatise themselves in tropical countries.. They get all they can out of countries
in which they are only temporary eojoumere, the former by slavery
and monopoly, the latter by commerce. In both ca&eB, however,
the end is accompliahed by comparatively few individuals, whoee
official position and the largene88 of whose undertakings place
them far above the m&88 of the population. In Java, moreover,
~e Europeans constitute the governing clauee, the natives the
governed ; and even in Singapore the humblest white man eo
thoroughly understands the art of keepiug the natives at a distance,
that custom, it not the law, allows him all the prhilegee of a
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higher caste. The clliFerence of religion does but widen the gap ;
and, finally, every European there speaks the language of the
country, while the natives are totally ignorant of that spoken by
the foreigners.
The Dut.ch officials are educated at home in schools specially
devoted to the East Indian service. 'l'he art of managing the
natives, the upholding of prestige, which is considered the secret
of the Dutch power over the numerous native population&, forms
an essential particular in their education. The Dutch, therefore,
manage their intercourse with the natives, no matter how much
they intend to get out of them, in strict accordance with customary usage (adat); they never offend their sense of honour,
and never expose themselves in their own mutual intercourse,
which remains a sealed book to the inhabitants.
Things are clliFerent in the Philippines. With the exception
of those officials whose ·stay is limited by the rules of the service,
or by the place-hunting that ensues at every change in the
Spanish ministry, few Spaniards who have once settled in the
colony ever return home. It is forbidden to the priests, and most
of the rest have no means of doing so. · A considerable portion
of them consist of subaltern officers, soldiers, sailors, political
delinquents and refugees whom the mother-country has got rid of;
and not seldom of adventurers deficient both in means and deSire
for the journey back, for their life in the colony is far pleasanter
than that they were forced to lead in Spain. These latter
arrive without the slightest knowiedge of the country and without
being in the least prepared for a sojourn there. Many of them
are eo lazy that they won't take the trouble to learn the language
even it they marry a daughter of the 110il, Their servant. understand Spanish, and clandestinely watch the conversation and the
actions, and become acquainted with all the eecreta, of their indiscreet maatera, to whom the natives remain an enigma which their
conoeit pre-.ents them attempting to decipher.
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It is easy to understand bow the native respect for Europeans
must be diminished by the numbers of these uneducated, improvident, and extravagant Spaniards, who, no matter what may have
been their position at home, are all determined to play the master
in the colony. The relative standing of the natives naturally
profits by all this, and it would be difficult to find a ~olony in
which the natives, taken all in all, feel more comfortable than in
the Philippines. They have adopted the religion, the manners,and the customs of their rulers ; and though legally not on an
equal footing with the latter, they are by no means separated
from them by the high barriers, with which, except in Java,
the churlish reserve of the English has surrounded. the natives of
the other colonies.
The same religion, a similar form of worship, an existence intermixed with that of the indigenous population, all tend to
strengthen the ties between the Europeans and the Indians.
That they have done so is proved by the existence of the proportionately numerous band of half-castes who inhabit the islands.
The Spaniards and the Portuguese appear, in fact, to be the
only Europeans who take root in tropical countries. They are
capable of permanent and fruitful amalgamation with the natives,
a result contributed to in no small degree by the celibacy of the
priesthood. •
• Bertillon (Acclimatement and Acclimatation, Diet. Enefcl. dee Seieneee Mediealee) ueribee the capacity of the Spaniarda for acclimatisation in tropical oountriee
to the large admixtun of Syrian and Al'riean blood which Iowa in their 'Yeina. The
ancient Iberiana appear to have reached Spain from Chaldea aeroaa Africa ; the
Phoenieiana and Uu-thaginiana had louriehing coloniee in the peninsula, lilld, in
later timee, the Moors poaeered a large portion of the oountry for a oentury, and
ruled with great eplendour, a F-ate of things leading to a mixtun of race. Thu
Spanish blood hu three dietinet timea been abundantly ero1881l with that of Alri~
'J'he warm climate of the peninaula muat alao largely oontributa to render ite inha.
bitantl fit for life in the tropice. The pun Indo-European reee hu never IUCC88ded
in eatebliahing iteelf on the aouthern ahoree of the Mediterranean, much leaa in the
arid aoil of the tropiea.
In Martinique, where from eight to nine thousand whitee live on the proceeds of
the toil of 126,000 of the ooloured raoe, the population fa dimiuiebing instead of
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The want of originality, which among the half-caates appears to
arise from their equivocal position, is also to be found among the
Indians. Distinctly marked national customs, which one would
naturally expect to find in such an isolated part of the world, are
sought for in vain.
As Spanish Catholicism forcibly expelled the civilisation of the
Moors, and in Peru that of the Incas, so in the Philippines it· hue
understood how to set· aside an equally well founded one, by
appropriating in an incredible manner, in order to take root
itself the more quickly, all existing forme and abuses.•
The uncivilised inha'bitante of thtl Philippines quickly adopted
the rites, forms, .and ceremonies of this strange religion, and, at
the same time, copied the personal externalities of their new
masters, learning to despise their own manners arid customs as
heathenish and barbarian. Nowadays, forsooth, they sing AndRlusian songs, and dance Spanish dances; but in what sort of way P
They imitate everything that passes before their eyes without
possessing the Pitelligence to appreciate it. It is this which makes
both themselves and their artistic productions wearisome, devoid
of character, and, I may add, unnatural, in spite of the skill and
patience they devote to them. These two peculiarities, moreover,
are invariably to be found amongst nations whose civilisation is
increaaing. The French Creoles seem to h~tve loet the power of .maintaining themaeh·ea, in proportion to the emting meana of aubsiatence, and of multiplying.
FaUilliea which do not from time to time fortify themaelvea with a strain of freah
European blood, die out in from three to four generationa. '.rhe aame thing happene
in the English, but not in the Spanialh Antillea, although the climate and the natural
surrounding. are the aame. According to Ramon de la Sagra, the death-rate is
81118.ller among the Creoles, and greater among the natives, than it ia in Spain;
the mortality among the garrison, however, is conaiderable. The aame writer
statea that the real acclimatiaation of the Spanish race takee place by aelection ; the
unfit die, and the others thri,·e. ·
• Depona, apeeking of the mean• employed in America to ol.tain tl1e u.me end,
eaye, "1 am convinced that it is impoBBible to engraft the Christian religion on the
Indian mind without mixing up their own inclinations and cuetome with thoae of
Christianity ; Ulis has been even carried eo far, that at <•ne time theologians raised
Ule question, whether it was lawful to eat human fles!l P But the moat llingular part
(If the proceeding ia, that the question wae decided in,.avour of the anthropophagi."
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but little developed ; the patience 80 much admired is often
nothing but waste of time and breath, -quite out of proportion to
the end in view, and the skill is the mere consequence of the
backward state of the division of labour.
If I entered the house of a well-to-do native, who spoke
Spanish, I was received with the same phrases his model, a
Spanirird, would employ ; but I always had the feeling that it was
out of place. In countries where the native population remains
true to its ancient customs thia is not the case; and whenever I ·
have not been received with proper respect, I have remarked that
~he apparent fact proceeded from a difference in social forms, not
more to be wondered at than a dift'erenoe in weights and measures.
I:n J!iv&, and particularly in Borneo and the Malaccas, the utensils
in daily use are ornamented with 80 refined a feeling for form and
colour, that they are praised by our artists as patterns of ornamentation, and afford a proof that the labour is one of love, and that
it is presided over by an acute intelligence. Such a sense of beauty
is seldom to be met with in the Philippines. Everything there is
imitation or careless makeshift. Even the Pina embroideries,
which are fabricated ~th such wonderful patience and skill, and
are 80 celebrated for the finenesa of the work, are, as a rule, spiritlesa imitations of Spanish patterns. One is involuntarily led to
these conclusions by a comparison of the art products of the
Spanish-American communities with thoee of more barbarous races.
The Berlin Ethnographical Museum contains many proofs of the
facta I have just mentioned.
The oars used in the Philippines are usually made of bamboo
poles, with a board tied to their extremities with stripe of rattan.
If they happen to break, 80 much the better; for the fatiguing
labour of rowing must necessarily be suspended till they
are mended again.
In Java the buffalo ears, which are completely covered in as a
proteetio:n against the rain, are ornamented with many tasteful
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patterns. The rooflesa wa~na ueed in the Philippines are
roughly put together at the 18st moment. When it is neoeeeary
to protect their contents from the wet, the natives throw an old
pair of mate over them, more for the purpose of appeasing the
prejudices of the" Caetilians," than really to keep off the rain.
The English and the Dutch are always looked upon as strangers
in the tropics ; their influence never touches the ancient: native
customs which culminate in the religion of the country. But the
population& whom the Spaniards have converted to Catholicism
have lost all originality, all sense of nationality; yet the alien
religion has never really penetrated into their inmost being,
they never feel it to be a source of moral support, and it is
no accidental coincidence that they are all more or less stamped
with a want of dignity, with a frailty, and even with a looeeneae
of life.
With the ex~ption of this want of national idiosyncrasy, and
the lou of the distinguishing manners and customs which con. stitute the chief charm of most eaetem peoples, the native of the
Philippines is an interesting study of a type of mankind existing
in the easiest natural conditione. The arbitrary rule of their chiefB,
and the iron shackles of slavery, were abolished by the Spaniards
shortly after their arrival ; and peace and eecurity reigned in the·
place of war and rapine. The Spanish rule in these islands was
always a mild one, not because the laws, which treated the
Indians like children, were wonderfully gentle, but because the
causes did not exist which caused such scandalous cruelties in
Spanish America and in the colonies of other nations.
It was fortunate for the natives that their islands p088e88ed no
wealth, in the shape of precious atones or costly spices. In the
earlie.r days of mAritime traffic there was little pouibility of
exporting the numerous agricultural productions of the colony;
and it wu ecarcely worth while, therefore, to make the most of the
land. The few Spaniards who resided in the colony found auoh
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an easy method of making money in the commerce with China
and Mexico, that they held themselves aloof from all economical
enterprises, which had little attraction for their haughty inclinations,
and would have imposed the severest labour on the natives. Taking
into consideration the wearisome and dangerous navigation of the
time, it was, moreover, impossible for the Spaniards, upon whom
their too large po8Be88ions in America already imposed an exhaust.;
ing man-tax, to maintain a strong armed force in the Philippines.
The subjection, which had been inaugurated by a dazzling military
exploit, was .chiefly accomplished by the assistance of the monastic
orders, whose missionaries were taught to employ extreme prudence
and patience. The Philippines were thus principally won by a
peaceful conquest.
The taxes laid upon the natives were so trifling that they did
not suffice for the administration of the colony. The difFerence
was covered by yearly contributions from Mexico. The extortions
of unconscientious officials wore by no means conspicuous by their
absence. Cruelties, however, such as were practised in the American
mining districts, or in the manufactures of Quito, never occurred in
the Philippines.
Uncultivated land was free, and was at the service of any one
willing to make it productive ; if, however, it remained untilled
for two years, it reverted to the crown.•
The only tax which the Indians pay is the poll-tax, known as
the" Tributo," which originally, three hundred years ago, amounted
to one dollar for every pair of adults, and in a country where all
marry early, and the sexes are equally divided, really constituted
a family-tax. By degrees the tribute has been raised to 2-r·.dollars. An adult, therefore, male or female, pays hlr dollar, and
that from his sixteenth to his sixtieth year. Besides this, every man
• AI a matter of f&ct, productive land ia always appropriated, and in many parts
of the ialand ia d.i8icult and expensive to purchase. Near Kanilla, and in Bulacan,
land has for many yean put COlt OYer 160 thalen an acre.
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has to give forty days' labour every year to the State. This vassalage (PoloB 1J86rcicios) is divided into ordinary and extraordinary
services : the first consists of the duties appertaining to a watchman or messenger, in cleaning the courts of justice, and in other
light labours ; the second in road-making, and similar heavier
kinds of work, for the benefit of villages and provinces. The
little use, however, that is made of these services, is shown by the
fact that any one can obtain a release from them for a sum which
at most is not more than three dollars. No personal service is
required of women. I have collected in a short special chapter,
a little further on, so~e important details about the tax from some
official sources, which were placed at my disposal in the Colonial
Office.
In other countries, with an equally mild climate, and an equally
fertile soil, the natives, unless they had reache(J. a higher degree of
civili8ation than that of the Philippine islanders, would have been
ground down by native princes, or ruthlessly plundered and destroyed by foreigners. In these isolated islands, so richly endowed by
nature, where pressure from above, impulse from within, and every
stimulus from the outside are wanting, the satisfaction of a few
trifling wants is sufficient for an existence with ample comfort. Of
all countries in the world, the Ph ill ppines have the greatest claim to
be considered a lotos-eating Utopia. The traveller whose knowledge
of the dolce far niente is derived from Naples, has no real apprecia. tion of it ; it only blossoms under the shade of palm-trees. Theso
notes of travel will contain pl~nty of examples to support this.
One trip across the Pasig gives a foretaste of life in the interior of
the country. Low wooden cabins and bamboo huts, surmounted
with green foliage and blossoming flowers, are picturesquely
grouped with areca palms, and tall, feather-headed bamboos, upon
its banks. Sometimes the enclosures run down into the stream
itself, some of them being duck-grounds, and others bathingplacea. Tho shore is fringed with canoes, nets, raftt', and fishing
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apparatus. Heavily laden boats Boat down the stream, and small
canoes ply from bank to bank between the groups of bathers.
The moat lively traffic is to be seen in the titndaa, large sheds,
corresponding to the Javanese haronga, which open upon the river,
the great channel for traffic.
They are a source of great attraction to the passing sailors, who
resort to them for eating, ~ing, and other convivialities; and
while away the time there in gambling, betel chewing, and smoking,
with idle companions of both sexes.
; Sometimes a native may be seen Boating down the stream aaleep
on a heap of cocoa-nuts. If the nuts run ashore, the sleeper rousee
himself, pushes himself off with a long bamboo, and contentedly
relapses into slumber, 88 his eccentric raft regains the current of
the river. One cut of a pruning-knife easily detaches sufficient
of the husk of the nuts ~ allow of their being fastened together ;
in this way a kind of wreath is formed which encirbles and holds
together the loose nuts piled up in the middle.
The arduous labours of many centuries have left 88 their legacy
a perfect system of transport ; but in these islands man can
obtain many of his requirements direct from the hands of nature,
and procure for himself, with proportionately tri11ing labour, a
large amount of comfort.
Off the island of Talim, in the great lake of Bay, my boatmen
bought for a few cuartoa several dozens of fish quite twelve
inches long ; and those which they couldn't eat were split open,
salted, and dried by a few hours' ·expoBUre to the heat of the sun
on the roof of the boat. When the fishermen had parted with
their contemplated breakfast, they stooped down and filled their
cooking-vessels with sand-mussels, first throwing away the dead
ones from the handfuls t'!tey picked up from the bottom of the
shallow water. Nearly all the dwellings are built by the water's
edge. The river is a natural self-maintaining highway, on which
loads can be carried to the foot of the mountains. The huts of
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the natives, built upon piles, are to be aeen thickly ecattered about
.ita banks, and particularly about its broad mouths. The appropriateness of their position ia evident, for the stream ia at once
the very centre of activity and the moet convenient spot for the
pursuit of their callings. At each tide the takes of fish are more
or less plentiful, and at low-water the women and children may be
eeen picking up shell-fish with their toes, which practice has
enabled them to use as deftly as their fingers, or gathering in the
~&nd-crabs and eatable seaweed.
The river-side ia a pretty sight when the men, women, and
children are bathing and frolicking in the shade of the ~-trees ;
when the young girls are filling their water-veaaels, large bamboos,
w~ich they carry on their shoulders, or jars, which they bear on
their heads : and when the boys are standing upright on the broad
backs of the bufFaloes and riding triumphantly into the. water.
It ia here too that the cocoa-palm most flourishes, a tree that supplies them not only with meat and drink, but with every material
necessary for the construction of their huts and the manufacture of
the various articles in· use amongst them. While the greatest care
ia necessary to make those growing further inland bear even a
little fruit ; the palm-trees close to the shore, even w~en planted
on .wretched soil, grow plentiful crops without the slightest
trouble. Has no palm-tree been ever made to blossom in a hotho~ P Thomson• mentions that cocoa-trees growing by the
eea-side are wont to incline their stems over the ocean, the
waters of which bear their fruit to desert shoretJ and islands, and
render them habitable for mankind. Thus the cocoa-tree would
eeem. to play an essential part in the ocean vagabondage of Malaysia and Polynesia.
.
Close to the cocoa-trees grow clumps of the stunted nipapalms, which only flourish in brackish waters ;t their leaves
• "TJoayeJa in the Inclim Archipelago."
t In BuiteD.Iorger'1 garden, JaYa, the author oblerved, howeTer, 10me epecimen•
growing in freeh 'Water.
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furnish the best roof-thatching. Sugar, brandy, and vinegar are
manufactured from their sap. Three hundred and fifty years ago
Pigafetta found these manufactures in full swing, but nowadays
they seem to be limited to the Philippines. Besides these, the
ptmdanua-tree, from the leaves of which the softer mats are
woven, is always found in near proximity to the abore.
Towards the interior the landscapa is covered with rice-fields,
which yearly receive a fresh layer of fertile soil, washed down
from the mountains by the river, and spread over their surface by
the overflowing of its waters ; and which in consequence never
require any manure. The buffalo, the favourite domestic animal
of the Malaya, and which they keep especially for agricultural
purposes, prefers these regions to all others. It loves to wal!ow
in the mud, and is not fit for work unless permitted to frequent
the water. Bamboos with luxuriant leafy tops grow plentifully
by the buts in the rice-fields which fringe the banks of the
river. In my former sketches of travel I have endeavoured to
describe how much this gigantic plant contributes to the comfort
and conve~ience of tropical life. Since ·then I have become
acquainted with many curious purposes to which it is turned, but
to describe them here would be out of place.• I may be allowed,
however, to briefly cite a few examples showing what numerous
results are obtained from simple means. N uture has endowed these
splendid plants, which perhaps surpass all others in beuut.y, with
so many useful qualities, and delivered them into the handa of '
mankind 80 ready for immediate use, that few sharp cuts suffice
to convert them into all kinds of various utensils. The bamboo
possesses, in proportion to its lightness, an extraordinary strength ;

a

• Boyle, in his "Adventures among the Dyake," mentions that he actually
found pneumatic tinder-boxes, made of bamboo, in use among the Dyaka; Haitian
met with them in Burmah. Boy le saw a Dyak place some tinder on a broken pior earthenware, holding it steady with his thumb while he struck it a sharp blow
with a pi- of bamboo. The tinder took fire. W allace observed the same method
or striking a light in 'l'ernat.l.
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the result of its round shape, and the regularity of the joints in
its stem. The parallel position and toughness of its fibres render
it easy to split, and when split its pieces are
of extraordinary pliability and elasticity. To
the gravelly soil on which it grows it owes its
durability, and it~ firm, even, and always clean
surface, the. brilliancy and colour of which improve .by use. And finally, it is a great thing
for a population with such limited means of
conve;"nce that the bamboo is to be found in
such abundance in all kiads of localities and
of all dimensions, from. a few millimetres to ten
or fifteen centimetres in diameter, even someBa,,.lxlo Pl4u t.
times to twice this amount ; and that, on account
of its unsurpassed floating power, it is pre-eminently fitted for locomotion in a country poor in roads but rich in watercourses. A blow
with a pruning-knife is generally enough to cut down a strong
stem. If the thin joints are taken away, hollow stems of difFerent
thicknesses can be slid into one another like the parts of a telescope. From bamboos sp1it in half, gutters, troughs, and roofing tiles

can be made. Split into several laths, which can be again divided
into small strips and fibres for the manufacture of baskets, ropes,
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mats, and fine plaiting work, they can be made into. frames and
stands. Two cuts in the same place make a round hole through
which a stem of corresponding diameter can be firmly introduced (a). If a similar opening is made in a second upright, the
horizontal stem can be run through both (b). Gates, closing
perpendicularly or horizontally in frames moving without friction
on a perpendicular or horizontal axis, can be made in this way.
Two deep cuts give an angular shape to the stem (c); and
when its two sides are wide enough apart to admit of a crossstem being placed between them, they can be employed ~ roof, ·ridges (d), or for the framework of tables and chairs ; (e), a quantity
of flat split pieces of bamboo being fastened on top of them with
chair-cane. These split pieces then form the seats of the chairs
and the tops of the tables, instead of th~ boards and large
bamboo laths (f) used at other times. It is equally easy to make
an oblong opening in a large bamboo in which to fit the laths of
a stand (g).
A couple of cuts are ahnost enough to make a fork, a pair of
tongs (h), or a hook (i).
If one makes a hole as big as the end of one's finger in a large
bamboo close under a joint, one obtains by fastening a small piece
of cloth to the open end, a syphon or a filter (k). If a piece of
bamboo is split down to the joint in strips, and the strips be
bound together with ~there horizontally interlaced, it makes a
·conical basket (l). If the strips are cut shorter, it makes a pedlar's
pack basket. If a long handle is added, and it is filled with tar,
it can be used as a signal torch (m). If shallower baskets of the
same dimensions, but with their bottoms cut off' or punched out,
are placed inside these conical ones, the two together make capital
snare baskets for crabs and fish (n). If a bamboo stem be cut off'
just below the joint, and ita lower edge be split up into a coggecl
rim, it makes, when the partition of the joint is punched out,
en earthborer (o), a fountain-pipe, end many things of the kind.

..j

TREATMENT OF CRIMINALS.
The drawings on pages 177, 193, and 210 of my et Sketchee of
Travel'' show several ingenious samples of bamboo construction.
Strangers travelling in the interior have daily fresh opportunities
of enjoying the hospitality of nature. The atmosphere is so
equitably warm that one would gladly dispense with all clothing
except · a solar hat and a pair of light shoes. Should one be
tempted to pass the ·night in the open air, the con'3truction of a
hut from the leaves of the palm and the fem is the work of a
few minutes ; but in even the smallest village the traveller finds
a et common house " (casa real), in which he can take up his
quarters and be supplied with the necessaries of life at the marke~

Raft, wu.4 8inkirtg N1t1 ; till wlwu of Bam~oo.

price. There too he will always meet with Semaner01 (those who
perform menial duties) ready to serve him as messengers or porters
for the most tri1ling remuneration. But long practice has taught
me that their services principally consist in doing nothing. On
one occasion I wanted to send a man who was playing carda and
drinking tuba (fresh or weakly-fermented palm-sap) with his
companions, on an errand. Without stopping his game the fellow
excused himself on the ground of being a prisoner, and one of
his guardians, leaving his charge to enjoy himself in the shade,
proceeded in the midst of the intense heat to carry my troubletome message. Prisoners have certainly little cause to grumble.

+8
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1'he only inconvenience to which t.hey are exposed are the floggings
which the local authorities very liberally dispense for the most
trifling offences. Except ·the momentary bodily pain, however,
these appear in most cases to make little impre88ion on the natives,
who have been accustomed to corporal punishment from their
youth upwards. Their acquaintances stand round the su1Ferers,
while the blows are being inflicted, and mockingly ask them how
it tastes.
· A long residence amongst the earnest, quiet, and dignified
Malaya, who are most anxious for their honour, while most submissive to their superiors, makes the cont~t in character
exhibited by the natives of the Philippines, who yet belong to the
Mulay race, all the more striking. The change in their nature
appears to be a natural consequence of the Spanish rule, for the
same characteristics may be observed in the natives of Spanish
America. The class distinctions and the despotic oppression
prevalent under their former chiefs doubtless rendered the
P}lilippinian11 of the past more like the Malaya of to-day.

CHAPTER .V.
0800R.\ PII\" 01' Till PIIU.IPPIKB8.-TH8lB IOT801WLOO\".-llCT81lNAL AU)IliU&rR.lTlOS .
-POPVLATlON. -DlAUCI'8.

THB environs of .Manilla, the Paaig, and the Lake of Bay, which
are 'Visited by every fresh arrival in the colony, have been so often
described that I have restricted myself to a few short notes upon
these parts of the country, and intend to relate in detail only my
excursiona into the south-eastern provinces of Luzon, Camarines,
and Albay, and the islands which lie to the east of them, Samar
and Leyte. Before doing this, however, it will not be out of
place to glance at the map and give some alight description of
their geographical positions.
The Philippinian Archipelago lies between Borneo and Formoea, and separates the northern Pacific Ocean from the Chinese
Sea. It covers 14f of latitude, and extends from the Sulu Islands
in the south, in the fifth parallel of north latitude, to the Babuyana in the north in latitude 19° 30'. If, however, the Baahee or
Batanes Islands be included, its area may be said to extend to the
'twenty-first parallel of north latitude. But neither south-,rards or
northwards does Spanish rule extend to these extreme limits, nor,
in fact, does it always reach the far interior of the larger islands.
From the eastern to the western extremity of the Philippines
the distance is about 9° of longitude. Two ialands, Luzon, with
an area of two thousand, and Mindanao, with one of more than
one thousand five hundred equare miles, are together larger than
all the rest. The next seven largest islands are Palawan, Samar,
B
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Panay, Mindoro, Leyte, Negroe, and Cebu; of which the first
measures about two hundred and fifty, and the last about one
hundred square miles. Then come Bojol and Maabate, each about
halt the size of Cebu; twenty smaller islands, still of some little
importance ; and numerous tiny islets, rocks, and reefs. •
The Philippines are extremely favoured by their position and
organiaation. Their extension from north to south over 16" of
latitude, obtains for them a variety of climate which the Dutch
lndies, whoae largest diameter, their extent in latitude north and
south of the equator being but trifling, runs from the east to the
west, by .no means enjoy. The advantages aocruing from their
neighbourhood to the equator are added to thoee acquired from
the natural variety of their climate; and the produce of both the
torrid and temperate zones, the palm-tree and the fir, the pineapple, the wheat ear, and the potato, ilouriah aide by aide upon
their shores.
The larger islanda contain vast inland seas, conaiderable navigable rivers, and many ereeka running far into the interior ; they
are rich, too, in safe harbours and countleaa natural ports of
refuge for ahipe in distress. Another attribute which, though
not to be rea1iaed by a glance at the map, is yet one of the most
fortunate the islands poeaess, is the countless number of small
streams which pour down from the inland hills, and open out, ere
they reach the ocean, into broad estuaries ; up these water-courses
eoaating vessels of shallow draught can sail to the very loot ol the
mountains and take in the~ cargo. The fertility of the soil is
unsu:rpaesed ; both the sea around the coasta and the inland lakes
~warm with fish and shell-fish, while in the whole archipelago
there ia scarcely a wild beast to be found. Luzon aurpassee all the
other islands, not only in size, but in importance ; and its fertility
and other natural superiority well entitle it to be called, as it is
by Crawf'tud, "the most beautiful apot in the tropics."
• The clim8111ioDI of the iloJa&ed iaJaDcla are riYeD in the Apptndiz.
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The mainland of the we of LWJOn stretches itself in a compact,
long quadrangle, twenty-five miles broad, from '18° 40' north
latitude to the Bay of Manilla (14° 30'); and then ·projects, Amid
large lakes and deep creeks, a rugged promontory to the east,
joined to the main continent by but two narrow isthmuaee which
atretch east and west of .the large inland Lake of Bay. Many
traces of recent upheavals betoken that the two portions were
once separated and formed two diatinct ialande. The large eastern
promontory, well nigh 88 long 88 the northern portion, is nearly
cut in halt by two deep bays, which, starting from opposite points
on the south-eastern and north-western ooaete, almost merge their
waters in the centre of the peninsula; the Bay of Ragay, and the
Bay of Sogod. In fact, the southern portion of Luzon may be
better deecribed 88 two emall peninsulas lying next to one another
in parallel positions, and joined together by a narrow. neck of land
8Clal'Cely three miles broad. Two small etieama which riae nearly
in the same spot and pour themselves into the two opposite
galf'a, make the ~paration almost complete, and form at the
same time the boundary between the province ·of Tayabu on the
west, and that of Camarines on the eaat. The western portion.
indeed, coneiete almost entirely of the ~named district, and
the eastern is divided into the province• of North Camarines,
South Camarines, and Albay. The first of these three is divided
from Tayabae by the boundary already mentioned, and from
South Camarines by a line drawn from the southern shore of the
Bay of San Miguel on the north to the opposite coaat. The
eastern extremity of the peninsula forma the province ot Albay ;
separated from South Camarines by a line which runa from Donzol,
on the south coaat, northwards acrOia the volcano of ·.Mayon, and
which then, inclining to the west, reaohes the northern shore.
A look at the map will make these explanations elearer.
There are two seasons in the Philippines, the wet and the dry.
The south-west monaoon bnnge the rainy aeaaon, at the time of
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our summer, to the provinces which li~ exposed to the south and
west winds. On the northern and eastern coasts the heavieat
downpours take plaoe (in our winter months) during the northeaatern monsoons. The ruggedneas of the country and its numerous mountains cause, in certain districts, many variations in
theee normal meteorological conditions. The dry seaeon lasts in
Manilla from November till June (duration of the north-east
monsoon); rain prevails during the remaining months (duration
of the south-west monsoon). The heaviest rainfall occurs in
September; March and April are frequently free from wet. From
October to February inclusively the weather is cool and dry (prevalence of N.W., N., and N.E. winds) ; March, April, and May
are warm and dry (prevalence of E.N.E., E., and E.S.E. winds);
and from June till the end of September it is humid and mode. rately warm.
There haa been an observatory for many y~ paat in Manilla
under the management of the Jesuits. The following is an epitome
of the yearly meteorological report for 1867, for which I am indebt.ed to Professor Dove: • Barometmal .&adingB.-The average height of the mercury
waa, in 1867, 75tH>; in 1865, 754·57; and in 1866, 753·37 millimetres.
In 1867 the dift'ereneo between the higheat and lowest barometrieal readings waa not more · than 13·96 millimetres, and
would have been much less if the mercury had not been much
depressed by storms in July and September. The hourly variations amounted to very few millimetres.
Dail11 read~ng of tAl BarMMIH-. -The mercury risea in the
early morning till about 9 A.M., it then falls up to 3 or 4 P.x.;
from then it rieea again till 9 P.M., and then again falls till
towards day-break. Both the principal atmospheric currents
• A table of the variation• in the westher, and one containing the ebeerntiona
takon during a periOd of ftve year~ (1866-1869), are given in the Appendiz:.
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prevalent in Manilla exercise a great inB.uence over the mercury
in the barometer; the northern current cauaea it to riae (to an
average height of 7o6 millimetres), the southern cauaea it to fall
(to about 7o3 millimetres).
Tempwatun.-The heat increases from January till the end of
May, and then decreases till December. Average yearly temperature, 2r'.9 C. The highest temperature, ever recorded (on the loth
of April at 3 P.x.) was 37.7 C.; the lowest (on the 14th of
December and on the 30th of January at 6 A.x.), 19°.4 C.
Di1Ference, Hf.3 C.
TAwmometrical Variatitmt.-The di1Ferencee between the highest
and lowest readings of the thermometer were, in January, 13°.9;
in February, 14°.2; in March, lo0 ; in April, 14°.6 ; in May,
11°.1; in June, 9°.9; in July, 9°; in August, 9°; in Sepember,
10°; in October, 11°.9; in November, 11°.8; and in December,
11°.7.
Oolde8t Jlonthi.-November, December, and January, with
northerly winds.
Hotted Jlonthi.-April and May. Their high temperature ia
caused by the change of moneoon from the north-east to the
south-west. The state of the temperature is moet normal from June
to September; the variationa are least marked during this period
owing to the uninterntpted rainfall and the clouded atmosphere.
Dailg Variatiom of tile TAermonu~ter.-The coldeet portion of
the day ia from 6 to 7 A.x. ; the heat gradually increases, reaches
ita maximum about 2 or 3 P.:v., and then again gradually decreuee. During some hours of the night the temperature remains
unchangod, but towards morning it falls rapidly.
The direction of the wind is very regular at all eeaeona of the
year, even when local causes make it vary a little. In the courae
of a twelvemonth the wind goes round the whole compass. In
January and February north winds prevail ; in March and April
they blow from the south-east; and in May, June, July, August,
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and September, from the south-west. In the beginning of October they vary between south-east and south-west, and eettle down
towards the close of the month in the north-east, in which quarter
they remain tolerably fixed during the two following months.
The two chan~ of inonsoon always take place in .April and
May, and in October. As a rule, the direction of both moneoons
preserves its equilibrium ; but in Manilla,. which is protected
towards the north by a high range .of hills, the north-east moneoon is often diverted to the south-east and north-west. The same
cause gives greater force to the south-west wind. _
The sky ia generally partially Clouded ; entirely hot days are
of .rare occurrence, in fact, they only occur from January to April
(during the north-east monsoons) . . Number of rainy days in the
year, 168. Th~ most continuous and heaviest rain falls from June
till the end of October. During this period the rain comes· down
in torrents ; in September alone the rainfall amounted to 1·5 metre,
nearly as much as falls in London in the course of the whole year,
3,072·8 millimetres of rain fell in the twelvemonth ; but this is
rather mo~ than the average.
The evaporation only amounted . to .2,307·3 millimetres; in
ordinary years it ia generally about equal to the downfall (taking
the yearly averages, not those of single months).
T\le average daily evaporation was about 6·3 millimetres.
The changes of moneoona are often accompanied with tremendous
storms ; during one of theee, which occurred in September, the
velocity of the wind was as much as 37 or 38 metres per second.
(An official report of the Engliah vice-consul mentions a typhoon
which visited the island on the 27th September, 1865, and which
did muoh damage at Manilla, driving 17 veaaels ashore.)
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The Philippines are .divided into provinces (P), and districts
(D), each of which is administered by an alcalde of the lat (.Al),
2nd (A.2), or 3rd clasa (A.3) (de termino, de aaceMO, de tt1trada) ;
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DIALECTS.

by a political imd military governor (G), and by a commandant
'(0). In IODle provinces an alcalde of the 3fd claas is appointed
as coadjutor to ihe governor. Theee divisions are frequently
changed.
The population ia estimated approximately at about five
millions.
In spite of the long poeaession of the islands by the Spaniards
their language has scarcely acquired any footing there. A great
diversity of languages and dialects prevails; amo.n gst them, the
Bis&ya, Tag&lo, Ilocano, Bfcol, Pagasin&n, and Pampango are the
most important.
ISLAND OF LUZON.
Name.

G
Al.
A.2.
Al.
Al.
Al.

--,-----------1---------------------·--llocano
•
P. Abra .
P. ~lbfLy •

P. Bata6n.

P.~.

D. BeoguEt ; •
D. Bo.otoo ••
•P. Dulactn

r

~ym.

Biool • • • • • • • · •
Tagalo, Pampanso • • • •
Tagalo • • • • . • • •
Igorrote; lloe&DO, Pl&llgubwl
•
Bidlin, llocano, lgorrote • • • . •
Tagalo • • • • • • · •• • •
lb&nag, Itana., ldayau, GaddaD, Uocano,
Dad&:ya, Aryao, ltlalaneg • • • .
Tagalo, Bico • • • • • • • • •
Biool • • • • •
Spanlah, Tagalo •
Ilocano, TiugujaD •
llooano . • • •
~o. • • . . • .
Ibanag, Gaddau, Tagalo
•
Tagalo, 8)J8Diah • • • • • • • •
!Bon:.ote. nooano • • • • . • . •
'.l'agalo, Bpaniah, Chbl818 • ; • • •
Tag.lo • • • , • • • • • • .
Taialo, Paugubum. Pampango, llooa.oo
GailcWi, 1tuaao. lbil&o, llougote • • •

. A2. ;p, Camartn-. Norte
A2(P) :P. Camarlu-. Bur •
A8.
'P. 1~vtte . • •
Al.
lP. ~6coe Norte •
Al.
tP. 1!160011 Bur. .
c.
D. Inftnta . .
G
P. Iab61a • . •
Al.
P. IAiguDa • • •
D. Lepb.to • •
SAl. p. Mlllli1a • • •
c
D. Hor6q • • •
A2.
P. Nuen'lr.clja. •
A8.
!'_ueu Vidya.
Al.
~. ,~amptuga
. . Pap~pango, fiooi.uo • .
Panguiua.o. llocano • .
Al.
P. Pauguillm .
~· P6rac • • •
~~~

l

:!:·

c

A2.
G
A2.

..,. Prlucipe

D.
P.
D.
P.
p.

B6.ltau.

~y6.bu

~~~·&J.&D

Uru6u.
Zamblllee •

.....

~d!~~o,-~~

•

•
• :

Ta2alo, Biool • • • • • •
Dilmmt lgorrote dialect~ • •

~~
3\,337 6
380,121 "
ff,7H 10
280,100
8,f66
7,062
2fO,h1 28

M,f87
28,872
Bl,Of7
109,601
13f,767
106,261
7,813
29,200
U1,261
8,861
323,683
ff,289
8f,620
82,961
193,f28
• • 268,f72
8,960
8,609
: •
8,MO
.. 93,918
6,728
• • •
• . 88,02f

nocano • • • . • . . .
Zambal, llocano, Aeta, Pampanga,
Tagalo, Paoguinao

111
7
31
17
12
18
2
9
18
f8

28

12
12
8
2f
28
1
8
17

11

72,936 ·16
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ISLANDS BETWEEN LUZON AND MINDA.NA.O.
IWll< of

•a.
0

~

i

::1.

--

~

PrenlllD• Dlllleot.

Name.

~

Gall. P . ADUqae (Panay)
a3. P. Boj61 • • • •
c.
Burial.
G a3. P. Ci~i. (Paoay)
G a2. P. Ce 6 • . .
G a3. P. llollo (Panay)
G a3. P. Lelte • • .

u

D.

Mub~,

Tieao .

A2. P. Mind6ro
G a3. P. N~.
D. Rombl6n
G a3. P. :JIImar •

Biaya.
Biar·
Bico •
Biaya.
Biaaya.
Biaaya.
Biaaya.
Biaya . • . . · · · ·
T~o . . . . . . • •
Cebuano, l'aoayano, Biaaya.
Biaya • • • • . . • •
Bilaya. . . . . • • .

liiNDANAO .
1D. ,Cotabat6 . . . . s~. llanobo •
Mielnnie j. . . , Buaya •• . . .
G a3.
G
Surigio j . . . I • • . . • • .
D. 1Zambolmga j. . J Mandaya, Spanillh •
G a3. B. /Da"io • • . . Biaya . • . .

Jo.
a3.,0.

..
.
.

j

88,87o& 13
187,327 28
1,78e 1
208,288 18
318,716
666,600 86
1170,691 liS
12,<&67 9
28,060 10
1U,928 81
21,6i9
148,639 28

""

.. I

.. I
. I

"

1,103

1

. ! 113,639 "'

.'·I

24,104
9,1108 li2
1,687

DISTANT ISLANDS.

. ,lbanag
. . . . . . . . . . . I 8,381 16
Coyu,•o, .Aptaioo Calamiano • . . • 17,703 6

G a3. :P . IBatlmee . •
G aS.
Oalamlanee . .
G. 1!. (Marlanae) • .

lP.

Chamorro, Quoolioo . . . • • • •

6,9o&O

8

The statistics of the above table are taken from a small work,_
by Senor Barrantes, the Secretary-General of the Philippines ;
but I have arranged them difFerently, to render them more
easily intelligible to the eye. Although Senor Barrantea had
the beet official materiala at his disposal, too much value
must not be attributed to hie figures, for the sources from which
he drew them are tainted with errors to an extent that can
hardly be realised in Europe. For example, he derives the
following contradictory statements from hie official sources :-The
population of Cavite ia set down as 115,300 and 65,225 ; that of
Mindoro at 45,630, and 23,054 ; that of Manilla at 230,443, and
323,683; and that of Capiz at 788,947, and 191,818.

CHAPTER VI.
ll:ltCU&IlON TO 817LACAN.-F&IIQUII:NT nau.-:r&ltTlLn·y OF THB 100..-clOAB C.la.U.
- A U.L'IIIR PaDIST.-H08PlTALIT\".-BOBBBII:Illa.

MY first expuraion was to the province of Bulacan, on the northern
shore of the Bay of Manilla. A couple of ho1U'8 brought the
steamer to the bar of Binu&nga (not Bincanga as it is called in
Coello's map), and a third to Bulacan, the capital of the province,
situated on the flat banb of an influent of the Pampa.nga delta.
I was the only European pa88enger, the others were compoeed of
Tagalese, half-castes, and a few Chineae ; the first more particularly
were represented by women, who are generally charged with the
management of all business afFairs, for which they are much better
fitted than the men. .A.a a consequence, there are usually more women
~ men seen in the streets, and it appears to be an admitted fad
that the female births are more numerous than the male. Aocording,
however, to the register which I looked through, the reverse was,
at .any rate in the eastern provinces, formerly the case.
.At. the landing-place a number of ~;aramnto& were waiting for
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us. Brightly painted, shallow, two-wheeled boxes, provided with
an awning, and harneB&ed to a couple of hones, in which strangers
with money to spend are quickly driven anywhere they may
desire.
The town of Bulacan contains from 11,000 to 12,000 inhabitants ; but a month before my arrival, the whole of it, with the
exception of the church and a few atone houses, had been burnt to
the ground. All were therefore occupied in building themselves
new houses, which, oddly enough, but very practically, were
commenced at the roof, like hoU$88 in a drawing. Long rows of
roofs compoeed of palm-leaves and bamboos were laid in readiness
on the ground, and in the meantime were used as tents.
Similar destructive fires are very common. The houses, which
with few exceptions are built of bamboo and wood, become perfectly parched in the hot eeaaon, dried into so much touchwood by
the heat of the sun. Their inhabitants are extremely careless
about fire, and there are no means whatever of extinguishing it.
H anything catches fire on a windy day, the entire village, as a
rule, is utterly done for.
During my stay in Bulacaq, the whole
suburb of San Miguel, in the neighbourhood of Manma, was burnt
down, with the exception of the house of a Swiss friend of mine,
which owed ita aa.fety to the vigorous use of a privata fire-engine,
and the intermediation of a Bllllill garden full of bananas, whose
stems full of sap stopped the progress of the flames.
I travelled to Calumpit, a distance of three leagues, in the
handsome carriage of an hospitable friend. The roads were good,
and were continuously shaded by fruit-trees, cocoa and areca palms.
The aapeot of this fruitful province reminded me of the richest
districts of Java; but the puebloB here exhibited more comfort than
the dao8 there. The houses were more substantial ; numerous
roomy constructions of wood, in many cases, even, of atone, denoted
in every island the residence of officials and local magnates. But
while even the poorer Javaneee always give their osier huts a•amart

ABSENCE OF TASTE.
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appearance, border the roada of their villages with blooming hedges,
and display everywhere a sense of neatneea and cleanlineea, there
were here far fewer evidencea of taate to be met with. I missed
too the alun-alun, that pretty and carefully tended open square,
which, shaded by wringa trees, is to be met wi~h in every village in
Java. And the quantity and variety of the froif trees, under whose
leaves the dwu of Java are almost hidden, were by no means so
striking in this province, although it is the garden of the Philippines, as in those of its Dutch prototype. I reached Calumpit
towards evening, just as a proceeaion, resplendent with 6ags and
torches, and melodious with song, was marching round the stately
church, whose worthy priest, on the strength of a letter of introduction from Madrid, gave me a most hospitable reception.

Calumpit, a prosperous place of 12,250 inhabitants, is situated at
the junction of the Quingoa and Pampanga rivers, in an extremely
fruitful plain, fertilised by the frequent overflowing of the two
streams.
About six leagues to the north-west of Calumpit, Mount Arayat,
a lofty, isolated, conical hill, lifts its head. Seen from Calumpit,
its western slope (a b) meets the horizon at an angle of 20°, its
eastern at one of 25°; and the profile of its summit (b c) has a
gentle inclination of from 4° to 5°.
At Calumpit .J saw some Chinese catching fish in their own
peculiar fashion. Across the lower end of the bed of a brook
which was nearly dried up, and in which there were only a few
rivulets left running, they had fastened a hurdle of bamboo, and
thrown up a shallow dam behind it. The water which collected
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was thrown over the dam with a long-handled winnowing shovel.
The shovel was ti~ to a bamboo framework ten feet high, the
elasticity of which made the work much · easier. As soon as the
pool was emptied, the 6.aherman was easily able to pick out of the
mud a quantity of amall fish ( OpAiocepllaluuagtU). These fishes,
which are provided with peculiar organima, intended perhape to
facilitate respiration, and which, at any rate, enable them to remain
for some considerable time on dry land, are in the wet aeuon 10
numerous in the ditches, ponds, and rice-fields, that they can be
killed with a stick. When the water ainka they also retire, or,
according to Professor Semper, bore deeply into the ooze at the
bottom of the watercourses, where, protected by a hard crust of
earth from the peraeoutiona of mankind, they sleep away the
winter. This Chinese method of fishing seems well adapted to
the habits of the fish. The circumatanoea that the dam is only constructed at the lower end of the watercourse, and that it is there
that the ish are to be met with in the greatest numbers, seem to
indicate that they can travel in the ooze, and that as the brooks
and ditches get dried up, they seek the larger water channels.
Following the Quingoa in ita upward and eastward course as it
meandered through a well-cultivated and luxuriantly fertile
country, past atone-built churches and chapels which grouped
themselves with the surrounding palm-trees and bamboo-bushes
into aylvtm vignettes, Father Llano's four-horaed carriage
brought me to the important town of Balivag, the industry of
which is celebrated beyond the limits of the province.
I visited several Wnilies and received a friendly reception from
all of them. The houses were built of planks, and were placed
upon piles elevated five feet above the ground. They consisted of a
epacioua dwelling apartment which opened on one aide into the
kitchen, and on the other on to an open apace, the azotea; a lofty
roof of palm-trees spread itself above the dwelling, the entrance
to which was through the u.otea. The latter was ball covered

CIGAR-CASES.
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by the roof I have juat mentioned. The floor was composed of
laths an inch in width, laid down at intervals of half that distance.
Chairs, tables, benches, a cupboard, a few small ornaments, a
mirror, and some lithographs in frame&, composed the furniture
of the interior. The cleanliness of the house and the arrangement of ita contents testified to the existence of older and
proeperity.
I found the women in almost all the houaee occupied in weaving
tap;., which have a great reputation in the Manilla market. They
are narrow, thickly-woven silk scarves, six NrtU in length, with
oblique white stripes on a dark-brown ground. They are worn
above the ltmmg (seep. 30).
Ba1ivag is also especially famous for its PetactJ• cigar-easel',
which surpass all others in delicacy of workmanship. They are

not made of straw, but of fine stripe of s~ cane, and particularly from the lower ends of the leaf-stalka of the calamruat·t,
which is said to grow only in the province of New Ecija.
A bundle of a hundred selected stalka, a couple of feet long,
coeta about six reals. When theee stalka have been split lengthways into four or five pieces, the inner wood is removed, so that
nothing but the outer part remains. The thin stripe thus obtained
are drawn by the hand between a convex porcelain block and a
knife fixed in a sloping position, and . again between a couple of
steel blades which nearly meet.
• Tylor •11 that thia word ia derived ftom the Jrlui01tn pnllltl, a mat. The
inhabitant. of the Philippinee call thia J11lat1, ud from the Mexican pnla-tt~lli, a
mat cue, derin Jlllatt~, a cigar cue.
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It is a manuf'acture requiring much patience and ptactice. In
the first operation, as a rule, quite one half of the stems aro
broken, and in the second more than half, 80 that scarcely twenty
per cent. of the stalks survive the final pl'OCe88. In very fine
matting the proportionate loss is still greater. The plaiting is
done on wooden cylinders. A case of average workinansbip,
which ooets a couple of dollars on the spot, can be manufactured
in ·six days' uninterrupted labour. Oigar:.cases of exceptionally
intricate workmanship, made to order for a connoisseur, frequently
cost upwards of fifty dollars.
Following tbe Quingoa from Bali-vag up its stream, we passed
several quarries, where we saw the thickly-packed strata of
volcanic stone which is used as a building material. The banks of
tbe river are thickly studded with prickly bamboos from ten to
twelve feet high. The water overflows in the rainy season, and
floods the plain for a great distance. Hence the many shells of
large freshwater mussels which are to be seen lying on the earth
which covers the volcanic deposit. The country begins to get hilly
in the neighbourhood of Tob6g, a small place with no church of
its own, and dependent for its religion upon the priest of the
nearest parsonage. The gentle slopes of the bills are, as in Java,
cut into terraces and used for the cultivation of rice. Except ai
Lucban I have never observed si~ aattm anywhere else in tbe
Philippines. Several small sugar-fields, which, however, tbe
natives do not as yet understand how to manage properly, show
that the rudiments of agricultural prosperity are already in
existence. The roads are partly covered with awnings, beneath
which benches are placed aifording repoae to the weary traveller.
I never aaw these out of this province. One might fancy oneaelf
in one of the most fertile and thickly-populated districts of
Java.
I passed the night in a contJento ; the dwellings of the priests
are 80 called in t.he Philippines. It was extremely dirty, and tbe

CONVENTOS AND TRIBUNALS.
priest, an Au.gnatine, was full of proeelytieh ardour. I had to
undergo a long geographical examination about the dift'erence
between Pruaaia and Ruaaia ; was asked whether the great city of
Nuremberg was the capital of the grand-duchy or of the empire
of Ruaaia ; learnt that the English were on the point of returning
to the bosom of the Catholic Church, and that the " others "
would BOOn follow, and was, in short, in spite of the particulaJ.t
recommendation of father Llanoa, very badly received. Some
little time afterwards I fell into the hands of two young Capuchins,
who tried to convert me, but who, with the exceptic:m of this little
impertinence, treated me capitally. They gave me pdU• de foiu
gra~ boiled in water, which I quickly recognised by the tru11les
swimming about in the grease. To punish them for their importunity I refrained from telling my hoeta the right way to cook the
pata, which I had the pleasure of af'tenrarda eating in the forest,
as I easily persuaded them to aell me the tins they had left. Theee
are the only two occasiou on ·which I was subjected to this kind
of annoyance during my eighteen months' residence in the
Philippines.
The traveller who is provided with a passport is, however, by no
means obliged to rely upon priestly hospitality, as he needs must
do in many isolated parts of Europe. Every village, every
hamlet, has its common-houae, called ctJ8a real or tribunal, in which
he can take up his quarters and be supplied with provisions at the
market price, a circumstance that I was not acquainted with on
the occaaion of my first trip. The traveller is therefore in this
respect perfectly independent, at least in theory, though in practict~
he will often scarcely be able to avoid putting up at the conventos·
in the more isolated parts of t.he country. In theee the priest,
perhaps the only white man for miles around, is with difficulty
persuaded to mias the opportunity of housing such a rare guest,
to whom he is only too anxious to give up the beet bedroom in
his dwelling, and to offer everything that his kitchen and cellal'
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can afFord. Everything ia placed before the guest in such a spirit
ot sincere and undisguised friendliness, that he feels no obligation, but on the contrary easily persuades himself that he is
doing his host a favour by prolonging his stay. Upon one occasion, when I had determined, in spite of an invitation from the
padre, to occupy the tta~a real, just as I was beginning to instal
myself, the priest appeared upon the ecene with the municipality
and a band of music, which was in the neighbourhood pending
the preparations for a religious festival. He made them lift me
up chair and all, and with music and general rejoicing carried me
off to his own house.
On the following day I paid a visit to Kupang, an iron•foundry
lying to the N.N.E. of Angat, escorted by a couple of armed men,
whoee services I was pressed to accept, as the district had a bad
reputation for robberies. After travelling three or four miles in a
northerly direction, we croeaed the Banavon, at that time a m~re
brook meandering through shingle, but in the rainy 18811CU an
impetuous atre&m. more than a hundred leet broad ; and in a couple
of ho111'8 we reached the iron-works, an immense shed lying in
the mid.dle of the forest, with a couple of wings at each end, in
which the manager, an Englishman, who had been wrecked a
twelvemonth previously in Samar, lived with his wife, a pretty
half-caste. If I laid down my purse, my pencil, or any other
object, the wife immediately locked them up to protect them from
the kleptomania of her servants. These honest people, whose
enterprise was not a very succesaful one, must have passed a
wretched life. Two years before my visit a band of twenty-seven
robbers burst into the place, sacked the house, and threw ita
mistreM, who was alone with her maid at the time, out of the
window. She fortunately alighted without receiving any serious
hurt, but the maid, whom terror caused to jump out of the window
alec, died of the injuries she received. The robbers, who turned
out to be miners and residents in Angat, were easily caught, and

.A NEGRO FAMILY.

when I was there, had already spent a eouple of years in prison
waiting their trial.
I met a negro family here who had friendly relations with the
people in the iron-works, and were in the habit of exchanging
the produce of the forest.with them for provisions. The father
of this family accompanied me on a hunting expedition. He was
armed with a bow and a couple of arrows. The arrows had spearshaped iron points a couple of inches long ; one of them had ~en
dipped into arrow-poison, a mixture that looked like black tar.
The women had guitars (tabaua) similar to those used by the
Mintras in the :Malay peninsula. They were made of pieces of
bamboo a foot long, to which strings of split chair-cane were
fastened. The following sketch is not a likeness of one of these
negroes, of whom I only poesess some imperfect drawings, but is

I
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N#frita of Pantry.

taken from· a capital photograph of one of a family living
farther to the north.
Upon my return, to avoid spending the night at the wretched
«'.onvento where I had left my servant with my luggage, I took
the advice of my friends at the iron-works and started late, in
order to arcive at the priest's after ten o'clock at night; for I
knew that the padre shut up his house at ten, and that I could
therefore sleep, without offending him, beneath the roof of a
wealthy half-caste, an acquaintance of mine. About half-past ten
I reached the latter's house, and sat down to table with the merry
F
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women of the family, who were just having their Su.pper: Suddenly my friend the parson made his appearance from an inner
room, where, with a couple of Augustine monks, he had been
playing cards with the master of the house. He immediately
began to compliment me upon my good fortune, "for had you
been but one minute later,, said he, "you certainly wouldn't have
got into the convento!'

Yilfl' af Jt~ktjtu.,from tile lllt1nd of 1'11/im.

CHAPTER VII.
TBR PJlOVDI'C&

·or

LAOUIU.-BAII'CA•TIIAV&LLOI'G.-SAKDBA!Cit8 IIC THJl

LUJl OP 8.\Y.-LAit& !IIU.Jl C.\LAUAIC. --PALK-WDI'Jl.-TJlAVBLLIICO

PABIO.-TH&
WITHOUT

A

IBJlVAII'T. -THB K.UAIIAI VOLCANO.-Jil'FPALO-TRANBlT.

lh second trip took me across the Pasig to the great Lake of Bay.
I left; Manilla at night in a ~anca, a boat made out of a hollow
tree, with a vaulted roof made of bamboo and so low that it was
almost impossible to sit upright under it, which posture, indeed,
the banca-builder appeared to have neglected to consider. A
bamboo hurdle . placed at the bottom of the boat protects the
traveller from the water and serves him as a couch. J urien de la
Granere • compares the banca to a cigar-box, in which the
traveller is so tightly packed that he would have little chance of
saving his life if it happened to upset. The crew was composed of
four rowers and a helmsman ; their daily pay was five reals apiece,
in all four and a-half thalers, high wages for such lazy fellows in
comparison with the price of provisions, for the rice that a hardworking man ate in a day seldom cost more than from one to one
and a half silver groschen (in the provinces often scarcely threepence), and the rest of h:s food (fish and cabbage), only a penny .
. • Voyage en Chine.
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We passed se\-eral villages nnd timdo& on the banks in which food
. was exposed for salt My crew, after trying to interrupt the
journey under all sorts of pretences, left the boat as we came to a
village, saying that they were going to fetch some sails ; but they
forgot to return. .At last, with the asaietance of the night watchman, I succeeded in h~uling them out of some of their friends'
houses, where they had concealed themselves. .After running
agrowtd several times upon the sandbanks, we entered the land
and hill-locked Lake of Bay, and reached Jalajala early in the
morning.
The Pasig forms a natural ca~al, about six leagues long, betwt'Eln
the Bay of Manilla and the Lagoon of Bay, a freshwater lake, thirtyfive leagues in circumference, that wash~s the shores of three fertile
provinces, Manilla, Laguna, and Cavite. Formerly large vessels
full of cargo used to be able to sail right up to the borders of the
lake ; now they are prevented by sandbanks. Even fiat. bottomed
boats frequently run aground on the Nap1ndftB and Tagu{g banks.•
Were the banks removed, and the stone bridge joining Manilla to
Dinondo replaced by a swing bridge, or a canal made round it,
the coasting veeeels would be able to ship the produce of the
lagoon provinces at the very foot of the fields in which they grow.
The traffic would be very profitable, the waters would shrink, and
the shallows along the shore might be turned into rice and sugar
fields. .A scheme of this kind was approved more than thirty
years ago in :Madrid, but it was never carried into execution. The
sanding up of the river has, on the contrary, been increased by a
quantity of fish reels, the erection of which has been favoured by
the Colonial Naval Board because it reaped a small tax from them.
• AeccmliDg t.o the report of m eDgineer, the

~t.~~dbaukl

are eau• d by the rh·er

San Kateo, which ru1111 into the Pasig at right mglee shortly after the latter leave.
the Lagoon ; in the rainy -10'11 it brings down a qlWltity of mud, which ie heaped

up 'md, embanked by the eouth-weet winds that prevail at the time. It would
therefore be of litU41 uae to remove the eandbankl without giving the San Hatto.
the cauae of their ezittence, a direct and aep&rRte outlet into the lake.

]ALA]ALA.
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Jalajala, an estate which occupies the eastern of the two
peninsulas which run southward into the lake, is one of the first
places visited by strangers. It owes this preference to its beautiful position and propinquity to Msnilla, and to its fantastic descrip·
tion by its former owner, De la Gironniere. The soil of the
peninsula is volcanic ; its range of hills is very rugged, and the
watercourses bring down annually a quantity of soil from the
mountains, which increases the deposits at their base. The shoreline, overgrown with gl'a88 and prickly sensitive-plants quite eight
feet high, makes a capital pasture-ground for bufFaloes. Behind
it broad fields of rice and sugar extend themselves up to the base
of the hills. Towards the north the estate is bounded by the

thickly-wooded Sembrano, the highest mountain in the peninsula;
on the remaining sides it is surrounded with water. With the
exception of the flat shore, the whole place is hilly and overgrown
with grass and clumps of trees, capitat pasture for its numerous
herds,-a thousand bu1Faloea, one thousand five hundred to two
thousand bullocks, and from six to seven hundred nearly wild
horses. As we were descending one of the hills, we were suddenly
surrounded by half-a-dozen armed men, who took us for cattlethieves, but who, to their disappointment, were obliged to forego
their expected chance of a reward.
Beyond Jalajala, on the south coast of the Lake of Bay, lies the
hamlet of Los Banos, so called from a hot 11pring at the foot of the
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liuquiling volcano. Even prior to the arrival of the Spaniards,
the natives used its waters as a remedy,• but they are now very
little patronised. The shore of ~he lake is at this point, and
indeed all round its circumferenee, so Bat that it is impossible to
land with dry feet .from the shallowest canoe. It is quite covered
with san_d mussels. North-west of Los Banos there lies a small
volcanic lake fringed with thick woods, called Dagatan (the
enchanted lagoon of travellers), to distinguish it from Dagat, 88
the Tagals call the great Lake of Bay. I saw nothing of the
crocodiles which are supposed to infest it, but we put up several
flocks of wild-fowl, disturbed by our invasion of their solitude.
From Los Banos 1 had intended to go to Lupang, where, judg·
ing from the samples shown me, there is a deposit of fine
white silicious earth, which is purified in Manilla and used 88
paint. ldid not reach the place, 88 the guide whom I had with
difficulty obtained, pretended, after a couple of miles, to be dead
beat. From the inquiries I made, however, I apprehend 'hat
it is a kind of solfatara. Several deposits of it appear to exist at
the foot of the Maquiling. t
On my return I paid a visit to the island of Talim, which,
with the exception of a clearing occupied by a few miserable huts,
is uninhabited and thickly overgrown with forest and undergrowth.
In ·the centre of the island is _the Soson-Dalaga (maiden's bosom),
a dolerite hill with a beautifully formed crest. Upon the shore I
• They take bathe for their maladies, and have hot springs for this purpol(',
particularly along the ehore of ahe king's lake (Eetang du Roy, inateed ofEatang de
&y by a printer's miatake apparently), whi<'h ill in the island of Manilla.-TAmmot.
t "One can IIC8rcely walk thirty paces between Mount Maquiling and a place
illilled Bacon, which liee to the eut of Loa Ban011, without meeting several :Jrinde of
natural sprit•ga, eome VfSrY hot, eome lukewarm, some of the temperature of the
atmoephere, and iOme very cold. In a deecription of this plaoe given in our
~hi't'lll for the year 1739, it ~ ftl'orded that a hill called Natognoa liee a mile to the
eouth-eut of the village, on the plateau of which there ie a ema1l plain •oo feet
aquare, which ie kept in eonetant motion by the volume of 'Vapour illluing from it.
The 110il from "hich thill Vll.pour iaeuee ie an extremely white earth; it ia eometimes
thrown up to thu height of a yard or a yard and a half, at•d meeting I he lower temperrlture of the atmosphere falle to the ground in small ('icooe."-.&t.rdo geogr·t~pA, 1866.

M. DE LA GIRONNil:RE.

,,

· Found four eggs containing young crocodiles. When I broke the
shells the little reptiles made off.
Although the BOUth-west monsoons generally occur later in
Jalajala than in Manilla, it was already raining so hard that I
decided to go to Calauan, on the southern shore of the lake, which
is protected by the :Maqtiiling, and does not experience the effect
o! the rainy moDBOOns till later in the season. I met M. De la
Giro~~re in Calauan, the " gentilhomme Breton " who is so well
known by his thrilling adventures. He had lately returned from
Europe to establish a large sugar manufactory~ His enterprise,
h9wever, was a failure. The house of the lively old gentleman,
whose eccentricity had led him to adopt the dress and the frugal
habits of the natives, was neither clean or well kept, although he
had a couple of friends to assist him in the business, a Scotchman,
and a young Frenchman who had lived in the most refined
Parisian society.
There were several small lakes and a few empty volcanic basins
on the estate. To the south-west, not very far from the house,
and to the left of the road leading to &.n Pablo, lies the Llanura
de lmuc, a valley of dolerite more than a hundred feet deep.
Large blocks of basalt · enable one to climb do.wn into the
valley, the boUom of which is covered with dense groWths. The
centre of the basin is occupied by a neglected coffee plantation
laid out by a former proprietor. The density of the vegetation
prevented my taking more precise observations. I found another
shallower volcanic crater to the north of it. Its soil was marshy
and covered with cane and grass, but even in the rainy season it
does not collect sufficient water to turn it into a lake. It might,
therefore, be easily drained and cultivated. To the south-west of
this basin, and to the right of the road to San Pablo, lies the
Tigui-mere. From a plain of whitish-grey soil covered .with
concentric shells as large as a nut, rise& a circular embankment
with gently-sloping sides, intersected only by a sm~ cleft which
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eerves as an entrance, and which ahows, ·on · its edges denuded ot
vegetation, the loose ropilli of which the embankment is formed.
The sides of this natural amphitheatre tower more than a hundred
feet •hove its flat base. A path runs east and west right through·
the centre. The norihern half is studded with cocoa-palm trees
and cultivated plants ; the southern portion is full of water nearly·
covered with green weeds and slime. The ground consists of
black rnpili.
From the Tigui-mere I returned to the hacienda along a bank
formed of volcanic lava two feet in thickness and covered with
indistinct impressions of leave;i. Their state of preservation did
not allow me to distinguish their species, but they certainly
belonged to some tropical genus, and are, according to Profe880r
A. Brauo, of the same kind as thoae now growing there.
There are two more small lakes half a .league to the south-east.
The road leading to them is ~omposed ot volcanic remains which
cover · the soil, and large blocks of -lava lie in the bed of the
stream.
The first of the two, the Maycap Lake, is entirely embanked
with the exception of a small opening fitted with sluices to supply
water to a canal ; and from its northern side, which alone admits of
an open view, the southern peak of San Cristoval may be seE'n,
about 73° to the north-east. Its banks, which are about eighty
feet high, rise with a gentle slope in a westerly direction, till they
join Mount Maiba,.a hill about 500 feet high: The soil, like thut
of the embankments of the other volcanic lakes, consists of rapilli
and lava, ~nd is thickly wooded.
Close by is another lake, that of Pal&kpakao, of nearly the
8Ume circumference, and formed in a similar manner (of black
8Und and rapilli). · Its banks are from thirty to one hundred feet
high. From its north-western edge San Cristov~ lifts ittl heud
70° to the north-east. Its waters are easily reached, and are much
frequented by fishe~en.

PALM-WINE.
About nine o'clock, A.x., I rode frOm Calauan to Pila, and then
in a north-easterly direction to Santa Oruz,- over even, broad, and
well-kept roads, through a palm-grove a mile long and a mile and
• half broad, which extends down to the very edge of the lagoons.
These palm-trees produce brandy chiefly and not oil. Their fruit
is not allowed to come to maturity ; but the buds are slit open, and
the sweet eap is collected as it drips from them. It is then allowed
to ferment, and subjected to distillation.• As the sap is collected
twice a day, and as the blossoms, situat.ed at the top of the tree,
are forty or fifty feet above the ground, bamboos are fastened
horizontally, one above the other, from one tree to another, to
facilitate the necessary ascent and descent. The sap collector
st.andson the lower crosspiece while he holds on to the upper.
The sale of palm- brandy was at the time of my visit the
monopoly of the government, which retailed it in the :&ta11co
(government sale rooms) with cigars, stamped paper, and religious
indulgences. The manufacture was carried on by private indi-·
viduals; but the whole of the brandy was of necessity dispoeed of
to the administration, which, however, paid such a high price for
it that the contractors made large profits.
I afterwards met a Spaniard in Oamarines who, according to
his own account, must have made considerable and easy gaina from
these contracts. He had bought palm-trees at an average price of
five real.a apiece (they usually cost more, though they can be sometimes purchased for two reals). Thirty-five palms will furnish daily
• Pigafetta aays tba~ the natives, in ordf"r to obtain palm-wine, cu~ the top or the
tree through to the pith, and then c11tch tho ap aa it oozes out of the incision.
Acoording to Begnaud (N~~otnral His.ory of the Coooa·tree), the negroea of Saint
Thomaa purine a similar method in the present day, a m..thod that consider·
ably injures the trees and produces a much smaller quantity of liquor. Hemandez
de~eribee an indigenoUI procese of obtaining wine, honey, and ago from the IIMIIIC
palm, a tree which from ita stnnted growth wo11ld -m to corre~pond with the
,,...,,, MM~Iu~nfor•. The trees are tappold near the top, the Port part of' the trunks
ia hollowed out, and the ap cullecte in this empty IIJIRCe· When all the juioo i1
extracted, the tree ie allowed to dry up. and is then cut into thin piec:ee which, after
duaic.:eation in the !lun, are ground into mt'Bl.
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at least thirty-six quarts of tuba (sugar-containing 8ap), from
which, after fermentation and distillation, six quarts of brandy of
the p~ribed strength can be manufactured. One man is sufficient
to attend to them, and receives for his trouble half the proceeds.
The administration pays six cuart'os for a quart of brandy. My friend
the contractor was in annual receipt, therefore, from every thirtyfive of his trees, of 360 x .;- x 6 cuartoa
40l dollars. As the
·thirty-five trees only cost him 211- dollars, his invested capital
brought him in about 200 per cent.
The proceeds of' this monopoly (wines and liquors) were rated
at 1,622,810 dollars in the colonial budget foJ' 1861; but its .
coll8?tion was ao difficult, and ao disproportionately expensive, that
it nearly swallowed up the whole profit. It caused espionage,
robberies ol all aorta, embezzlement, and bribery on a large acale.
The retail of the brandy by officials; who are paid by a per centage
on the consumption, did a good deal to injure the popular respect for
the government. Moreover, the imposition of this improper tax
on the most important industry of the country, not only crippled
the free trade in palms, but also the manufacture of raw sugar;
for. the government, to favour their own monopoly, had forbidden
the sugar manufacturers to make rum ~m their molasses, which
became in consequence so valueless, that in Manilla they were
given to the horses. The complaints of the manufacturers at last
stirred up the administration to allow the manufacture of rum ;
but the palm-brandy monopoly remained intact. The Indians now
drank nothing but rum, ao that at last, in self-defence, the
government entirely abandoned the monopoly (January, 1864).
Since that, the rum manufacturers pay taxes acconijng to the
amount of their sales, but not upon the amount o(. their raw produce. In order to cover the deficit occasioned by the abandonment of the brandy monopoly, the government has made a
small increase in the poll-tax. The practice of drinking brandy
has naturally much increased; it is, ho"•cver, a very old
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habit.• With this exception, the measure has had the most
favourable consequences.
Santa Cruz is a. lively, prosperous place (in 1865 it contained
11,38jj inhabitants), through the centre of which runs a river.
.Although the day on which we passed through it was a Sunday,
the stream was full of bathers, amongst them several women, their
luxuriant hair covered with broad-brimmed hats to shade them
from the sun. From the ford the road takes a sharp 'turn and
inclines first to the east and then to . the south-east, till it reaches

Cllurcll artd CtmHtlt4, Jlajai,jai.

Magdalena, between which . and Majaijai the country becomes
hilly. Just outside the latter, a viaduct takes the road acroBS a
deep ravine full of magnificent ferns, which remind the traveller
of the height--more than 600 feet--above the sea level to which
he has attained. The spacious convento at Majaijai, built by the
Jesuits, is celebrated for its splendid situation. The Lake of Bay
is seen to extend far to the north-east ; in the distance the
• Pigafetta mentions that the natives were in the habit of making oil, vinegar,
wine, and milk, from the cocoa-pnlm, and that they drunk a great deal of the wine.
Their kinga, he aays, frequently intoxicated thcmeelvM at their banquets.
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peninsula of Jtdajilla and. the. island of Talim, from which rises
the Soson-Dalaga volcano, terminate the vista. From the convento
to the lake stretches an endle88 grove of cocoa-trees, while
towards the south the elope of the distant high ground grows
suddenly steeper, and forme an abruptly precipitous conical hill,
intersected by deep ravines. This is the Banajao or Majaijai
volcano, and beside it Mount San Orietoval rears its bell-shaped
summit..
As everybody was occupied with the preparations for an ensuing
religious featival, I betook myself, through Lucban on the eastern
shore, to Mauban, situated amidst deep ravines and masses of lava
at the foot of Mount Majaijai. The vegetation was of indescribable

beauty, and the miserable road was enlivened with cheerful knots
of pedestrians hastening to the f'esti val.•
I reached Lucban in three hours ; it is a prosperous place of
13,000 inhabitants, to the north-east of Majaijai. A year before
my visit it had been burnt to the ground. The agricultural
produce of the district is not very important, owing to the
mountainous nature of the country ; but considerable industrial'
activity prevails there. The inhabitants weave fine straw hats
from the fibre of the leaf of the huri palm-tree (Oorypha ap.),
manufacture pandanWJ mats, and carry on a profitable trade at
Mauban with the gold-washers of North Camarines. The entire
breadth of' the road is covered with cement, and along its centre
flows, in an open channel, a sparkling rivulet.
• A number of the IUwlrated Lorulo11 New•, of December 1867 or January 1868,
contaim a ele\·er drawing, by an accomplished arti.at, of the mode of travelling over
this 1oad, under the title, "A Macndamized road in Manilla."
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'fhtt road from Lucban to Mauban, which is situated in the bay
of Lamon, opposite to the island of .A.labat, winds along the
narrow watercourse of the Mapon river, through deep ravines
with perpendicular clifFs of clay. I observed several terraceformed rice-fields similar to those so prevalent in Java, an infrequent sight in the Philippines. Presently the path led us into the
very thick of the forest. Nearly all the trees wera covere<l with
aroides and creeping ferns; amongst them I noticed the angiop~s,
pandanus, and seveFallarge specimens of the fan palm.
Three leagues from Lucban the river flows under a rock supported on prismatically shaped pillars, and then runs through a
bed of round pebbles, composed of volcanic stone and white lime,
as hard as marble, in which impressions of shell-fish and coral
can be traced. Further up the river the volcanic rubble diaappe:u-s, and the containing strata then consist of the marble-like
pebbles cemented together with calcareous spar. These strata
alternate with banks of clay and coarse-grained soil, which contain scanty and badly preserved imprints of leaves and musselfish. Amongst them, however, I obaerved a flattened but still
recognizable specimen of the fossil melania. The river-bed must
be qnite five hundred feet above the level of the sea.
About a league beyond Mauban, as it was getting dusk, we
crossed the river, then tolerably broad, on a wretched leakirig
bamboo raft, which sank quite six inches beneath the water under
the weight of our horses, and ran helplessly aground in the mud
on the opposite side.
The. tribunal or common-house was crowded with people who
hBd come to attend the festival which was to take place on the
following day. The cabeiiU wore, aa token of their dignity, a short
jacket above their shirts. A quantity of brightly decorated tables
laden with fruit and pastry stood against the walls, and in the
middle of the principal room a dining-table was laid out for forty
persons.

.THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS..
· A European who travels without a servant-mine had run away
with some wages I had rashly paid him in advance-is put down •
as a beggar, and I '.Vas overwhelmed with impertinent question~ on
the subject, which, however, I lelt unanswered. As I hadn't had the
supper I stood considerably in need of, I took the liberty of taking
a few savoury morsels from the meat-pot, which I ate in the
midst of a little knot of wondering spectators ; I then laid myself
down to sleep· under the grOan.ing table, to which a second set of'
diners were already sitting down. When I awoke on the following
morning there were already so many people stirring that I had no
opportunity of performing my toilette. I therefore betook myself
'in my dirty travelling dreas to the residence of a Spaniard who
had settled in the pueblo, and who received me in the most hoa-.
pitable manner as soon as the description in my passport satisfied
him that I was worthy of a confidence not inspired by my.
appearance.
My friendly host carried on no trifling busiitess. Two English
ships were at that moment in the harbour, which he was about to
send to China laden with moltive, a species of wood akin to teak.
On my return I visited the fine waterfall of' Butucan, between
Mauban and Lucban, a little apart from • the high road. A
powerful st:team flows between two high banks of' rocky soil
tliickly covered with vegetation, and, leaping from a ledge of
volcanic rock suddenly plunges into a ravine, said to be three
hundred and sixty feet in depth, along the bottom of which it is
hurried away. The channel, however, is so narrow, and the vegetation so dense, that an observer looking at it from above can
scarcely follow its course. This waterfall has a great similarity to
that which falls from the Semeru in Java. Here, as there, a
volcanic stream flowing over vast rocky deposits forms a horizontal
watercourse, which in its turn is overshadowed with immense
masses of' rock. The water easily forces its way between these
till it reaches the solid lava, when it leaves its high, narrow#
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1m.d thickly-wooded banks, and plunges into ~he deep chasm
it has itself worn away. The pouring rain unfortunately prevented me from sketching. this 6.ne fall. It was raining when
I reached the convento of Majaijai, and it was still raining when
I left it three days later, nor was there any hope of improvement
in the weather for another month to come. " The wet season
lasts for eight or nine months in Majaijas, and during the
whole period scarcely a day passes without the rain falling in
torrents."-.-E8tado geograpA.
To ascend the volcano was under such circumstances imprac•
ticable. According to aome notes written by the Majaijai pri~t,
an ascent and 8Ul'Vey of Mount Banajao was made on the 22nd of
April, 1858, by Senors Roldan and Montero, two able Spanish
naval officers, specially charged with the revision of the marine
chart of the archipelago. From its summit they took observations of Manma cathedral, of the Mayon, another volcano in
.Albay, and of the isla.nd of Pollllo. ~ey estimated the altitude
of the Banajao to be 7,020 Spanish feet, and the depth of its
crater to be 700. The crater formerly contained a lake, but
the last eruption made a chasm in i~ southern side through which
the water ·flowed away.•
I reached Calauan in the pouring rain, wading through the
aoft spongy clay upon a wretched, half-starved pony, and found I
must put oft' my water journey to Manilla till the following day,
• Erd and Pickering, of the United Statea exploring expedition, determined the
height to be 6,600 English feet (7,a3 Spanish), not an unaatitfaotory reeult, colllidering Ule imperfect me&DI Uley pOll~ for making a proper meuurement. Jn the
Kanil1aa. :&144o pogr~~pMeo for 1866, the height ia given, wiUlout any lt&tement u
to Ule aouree whence Ule estimate ill derived, u 7,030 feet. 'l'he laDle auUlority
eaye, "the large volcano ill extinct aince 1730, in which year ita laat eruption took
place. The mountain buret into ftamea on the aoutbem aide, Ulrew up atreama of
water, burning lava, and atonea of an enormoua llize; tracea of Ule laat can be
obeerved Jl8 far u Ule 'rillage of Sariaye. The crater ia perha)lll a league in circumferent:e, it il higheat on Ule northern aide, and ita interior ia shaped like an egg·
abeD : Ule depth of Ule crater apparently extends half way down the height of the
mountain."
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as there waa no .boat on the lake at this point. The next morning
there were no horses to be found ; and it was not till t.he afternoon
that I procured a cart and a couple of buffaloes to take me to
Santa Cruz, whence in the evening the market-vessel started for
Manilla. One buffalo waa harnessed in front ; the other waa
fastened behind the cart in order that I might have a change of
animals when the first became tired. Bui'lilo number one
wouldn't draw, and number two acted aa a drag-rather a useless
apparatus on a level road-so I changed them. .As aoon as
number two felt the load it laid do~; .A. few blows persuaded it
to pick itself up, when it deliberately walked to the neareat pool
and dropped into it. It waa with the greatest trouble that we
unharneased the cart and pushed it back on to the road, while our
two considerate beasts took a mud bath. kt last we reloaded the
baggage, the buffiU.oea were reharneased in their original positions,
and the driver, leaning his whole weight upon the nose-rope of
the leading beast, pulled at it might and main. To my great
delight the animal cond~nded. to slowly advance with the cart
and its contents. .A.t Pila I managed to get a better team, with
which, late in the evening, in the midst of a pouring rain, I
reached a little hamlet opposite Santa Cruz. The market-veuel
had left ; our attempts to get a boat to take ua across to the village
only led to barefaced attempts at extortion, ao I entered one of the
largest of the hamlet's houses, which waa occupied by a widow and
her daughter. .After some delay my request for a night's lodging was
granted. I sent for some oil, to give me a little light, and something
to eat. The women brought in some. of their relations, who helped
to prepare the food and stopped in the house to protect ita owners.
The next morning I crossed the river, teeming with joyous
bathers, to Santa Cruz, and hired a boat there to take me acrosa
the lake to Paaig, and from thence to Manilla. .A. contrary wind,
however, forced ua to land on the promontory of Jalajala, and
thero wait for the calm that accompanies the dawn. Betwixt the

TRACES OF EARTHQUAKES.
extreme southern point of the land and the houses I saw, in several
places, banks of mussels projecting at least fifteen feet above the
surface of the water, similar to those which are so frequently
found on the eea-coast ; a proof that earthquakes have taken place
in this neighbourhood .
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CHAPTER VIII.
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TowARDS the end of August I started from Manilla for Alb&y in
a schooner which had brought a cargo of hemp and was returning
in ballast. It was fine when .,;e
set sail; but on the following day
the signa of a coming storm increased 110 rapidly that the captain
resolved to return and seek protection in the small but secure harbour of Marivelea, a creek on the
southern shore of Bata&n, the
province forming the western
boundary of the bay of Manilla.
We reached it about two o'clock
in the night, after cruising about
for fourteen hours in search of the
entrance ; and we were obliged to
.remain here at anchor for a fortN~grito of Marit~llu.
night, 88 it rained and stormed
The back of hia Mad 1.1 ahonl; uu1 he
continuously
for that period.
weua piten of wild "'-'• brlatlea.
The weather obliged me to limit
my excursions to the immediate neighbourhood of Marivelet~.
Unfortunately it was not till the close of our stay that IJeamt
that there was a colony of negritos in the mountains ; and it
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FAIR NATIVES.

was not till just before my departure that I got a chance of
seeing and sketching a couple of them, male and female. The
inhabitants of Mariveles have not a very good reputation. The
place is only visited by ships which run in there in bad weather,
when their idle crews spend the time in drinking and gambling.
Some of the young girls were of striking beauty and of quite
a. light colour ; often being in reality of mixed race, though

they passed as of pure Tagal blood. This is a circumstance
I have observed in many sea-porta, and in the neighbourhood of
Manilla; but, in the districts which are almost entirely unvisited
by the Spaniards, the natives are much darker and of purer race.
The number of ships which were seeking protection from the
weather in this port amounted to ten, of which three were
achoonera. Every morning regularly a small pontin• used to
• From pottl#, deck; a two-ma.eted V0811ll, with mat .U., or about 100 tons burcleu.

n
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attempt to set sail ; but it scarcely got outside into the open sea
before it returned, when it was saluted with the jeers and laughter
of the others. It was hunger that made them so bold. The crew,
who had taken some of their own produce to Manilla, had spent
the proceeds of their venture, and had started on their return
voyage scantily provided with provisions, with the hope and intention of soon reaching their home, which they would aoubtless have
done with a favourable wind. Such cases frequently occur. A few
natives unite to charter a small vessel, and load it with the produce
of their own fields, which they set off to sell in Manilla.
The straits between the islands resemble beautiful wide rivt'rs
with charming spots upon the b~s inhabited by small colonies;
and the sailors generally find the weather get squally towards
evening, and anchor till the morning breaks.
The hospitable coast supplies them with fish, crabs, plenty of
mt188els, and frequently unprotected cocoa-nuts. If it is inhabited, so much the better. Indian hospitality is ample, and
much more comprehensive than that practised in Europe. The
crews are accommodated in the different huts. After a repast
shared in common, and washed down by copious draughts of
palm-wine, mats are stretched on the floor ; the lamps-large
shells, fitted with rush wicks-are extinguished, and the occupants of the hut fall asleep. Once, as I was sailing into the bay
of Manilla after a five days' cruise, we overtook a craft which had
sailed from the same port as we had with a cargo of cocoa-nut
oil for Manilla, and which had spent six months upon its trip.
It is by no means uncommon for a crew which makes a long
stay in the capital to squander the whole proceeds of their cafko.
At last one evening, when the storm had quite passed away, we
sailed out of Mariveles. A small, volcanic, pillar-shaped rock,
bearing a striking resemblance to the island of the Cyclops, off
the ooaat of Sicily, lies in front of the harbour. We sailed along
the coast of Cavite till we reached Punta Santiago, the south-
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westem extremity of Luzon, and then tumed to the east, through
the fine straits that lie between Luzon to the north and the island
of Bisaya to the south. A.s the sun rose, a beautiful spectacle
presented itself. To the north was the peak of the Taal volcano,
towering above the flat plains of Batlmgas ; and to the south the
thickly-wooded, but rock-bound coast of Mindoro, the iron line of.
which was broken by the harbour of Porto Galera, protected from
the fury of the waves by a small islet lying immediately before it.
The waters around us were thickly studded with vessels which hatl
taken refuge from the storm in the ports of Biaaya, and were now
returning to Manilla.
These straits, which extend from the south-east to the northwest, are the great commercial highway of the Archipelago,
and remain navigable during the whole year, being protected
from . the fury of the north-easterly winds by the sheltering
peninsula of Luzon, which projects to the south-east, and by
&mar, which extends in a parallel direction; while the island of
Biaaya shields them from the blasts that blow from the south-west.
The islands of Mindoro, Panay, Negroa, Ceb4, and Bojol, which
Nature has placed in close succession to each other, form the
southern borders of the straits; and the narrow cross channels
between them form as many outlets to the Sea of Mindoro, which
is bounded on the west by Palauan, on the east by Mindanao, and
on the south by the Sulu group. The eastern waters of the straits
wash the coasts of SB.mar and Leyte, and penetrate through three
small channels only to the great ocean ; the narrow straits of San
Bemardino, of San Juanico, and of Surig&.o. Several considerable,
and innumerable amaller, islets lie within the area of these
cursorily explained outlines.
A couple of bays on the south coast of Batlmgas offer a roadstead, though but little real protection, to passing vessels, which
in stormy weather make for Porto Galera, in the island of
llindoro, which lies directly opposite. A river, a league and a
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half in length, joins Taal, the principal port of the province, to
the great inland sea of Taal, or Bombon. This stream was
formerly_navigable ; but it has now become so sanded up that it
is passable only at flood tides, and then only by very small veeeels.
The province of Batangas supplies Manilla with ita beet cattle,
and exports sugar and coffee.
A hilly range bounds the horizon on the Luzon side ; the striking outlines of whioh enable one to conjecture its volcanic origin.
Most of the smaller islands to the south appear to consist of
superimposed mountainous ranges, terminating seawards in precipitous cliffs. The lofty and symmetrical peak of Mount Mayon
is the highest point mthe panoramic landscape. Towards evening we Sighted Mount Bulusan, in the south-eastern extremity of
Luzon ; and presently we ·turned northwards, and sailed up the
itraits of San Bernardino, which separate Luzon from Samar.
The Bulusan volcano, "which appears to have been for a long
tinie extinct, but which again began to erupt in 1852," • is surprisingly like Vesuvius in outline. It has, like its prototype, a
couple of peaks. The western one, a bell-shaped summit, is the
eruption cone. The eastern apex is a tall rugged mound, probably
the remains of a huge circular crater. As in Vesuvius, the
present crater is in the centre of the extinct one. The intervals
between them are considerably larger and more uneven than the
"Atrio del Cavallo'' of the Italian volcano.
The current is so powerful in the straits of San Bemardino
that we were obliged to anchor twice to avoid being carried back
again. To our left we had continually in view the magnificent
Bullisan volcano, with a hamlet of the same name nestling
at the foot of its eastern slope in a grove of cocoa-trees, close
to the sea. Struggling with difficulty against the force of the
current, we succeeded, with the assistance of light and fickle
winds, in reaching Legaspi, the port of Albay, on the following
• Eatado Geogr., p. 314.

A NATIVE SKIPPER.

evening. Our skipper, a Spaniard, had determined to accomplish
the trip as rapidly as possible.
·
On my return voyage, however, I fell into the hands of a
native captain ; and, as my cruise under his auspices presented
DWly peculiarities, I may quote a few passages relating to it
from my diary. . . . • The skipper intended to have taken a
stock of vegetables for my use, but he had forgot them. He
therefore landed on a small island, and presently made his
reappear_ance with a huge palm cabbage, which, in the absence of
its owner, he had picked from a tree he cut down for the purpose.
. . • • On another occasion the crew made a descent upon a hamlet
on the north-western coast of Leyte to purchase provision•. Instead
of laying in a stock for the voyage at Tacl6ban, the sailors preferred doing so at some smaller village on the shor!lB of the
straits, where food is cheaper, and where their landing gave them
a pretext to run about the country. The straits of San Juanico,
never more than a mile, and often only a thousand feet broad, are
about twenty miles in .length: yet it often takes a vessel a week to
sail up them ; for contrary winds and an adverse current force it
to anchor frequently, and to lie to for whole nights in the nar·
rower places. Towards evening our captain thought that the sky
appeared very threatening, ao he made for the bay of N avo,
oft' Maabate. There he anchored, and a part of the crew went on
shore. The next day was a Sunday ; the captain thought " the
aky still appeared very threatening ; " and besides he _wanted to
make aome purehaaes. So we anchored again oft' Magdalena,
~here we passed the night. On Monday a favourable wind took
us, at a quicker rate, past Marinduque and the rooky islet of
Elefante, which lies in front of 'it. Elefante appears to be an
extinct volcano ; it looks somewhat like the Y riga, but ia not
so lofty. It is covered with capital pasture, and its ravines are
dotted with clumps of trees. Nearly a thousand head of hallwild cattle were grazing on it. They coat four dollars a-pieoe ;
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and their freight to Manilla is as much more. where they sell for
sixteen dollars. They are badly tended, and many are stolen by
the passing sailors. My friend the captain was full of regret that
the mvourable wind gave him no opportunity of landing ; perhaps
I was the real obstacle. " They were splendid beasts ! HQw
easy it would be to put a couple on board ! They could acarcely
be said to have any real owners ; the nominal proprietors were
quite unaware how many they possessed, and the herd was continually multiplying without any addition from its masters. A
man lands with a little money in his pocket. If be meets a herdsman, be gives him a dollar, and the poor creature thinks himeel£
a lucky fellow. If not, so much the better. He can do the busineRS himself; a barre1 of shot or a sling suffices t~ settle the
matter."
As we sailed along we saw coming towards us another vessel,
which suddenly executed a very extraordinary tack; and in a
minute or two its crew sent up a loud shout of joy, having
sucCeeded ·m stealing a fish-box ·which the fishermen of Marinduque bad sunk in the sea. They bad lowered a hook, and been
clever enough to grapple the rope of the floating buoy. .Our
captain was beside himself with envy of their prize.
Leg8spi is the principal port of the province of Alb&y. Its roadstead, however, is very unsafe, and, being expoeed to the northeasterly storms, is perfectly useless during the winter. The northnorth-east wind is the prevailing one on this coast; the south-west
breeze only blows in June and July. The heaviest storms occur
between October and January. They generally set in with a
gentle westerly wind, accompanied with rain. The gale presently
veers round to the north or the south, and attains the height of its
fury when it reaches the north-east or the south•east. After the
storm a calm generally reigns, succeeded by the usual wind of
the prevailing monsoon. The lightly-built elastic houses of the
country are capitally suited to withstand these storins; but roofs
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and defective houses are frequently carried away. The traffic
between Manilla and Leg8spi is at its height between January
and October; but during the autumn months all communication
by water ceases. The letter-post, which arrives pretty regularly
every week, is then the only link between the two places. At
this season heavy packages can be sent. only by a circuitous and
expensive route along the south .coast, and thence by water
to Manilla. Much more .favourably situated for navigation is the •
port of Sorsogon, the mouth of which opens to the west, and is
protected by the island of Bagalao, which lies in front of it.
Besides its security as a harbour, it has the advantage. of a rapid
and unbroken communication with the capital of the Archipelago,
while vessels sailing from Leg6.spi, even at the most favourable
time of the year, are obliged to go round the eastern peninsula of
Luzon, and meet the principal current of the Straits of San
Bentardino, frequently a very difficult undertaking;. and, moreover, 8JJlall vessels obliged to anchor there are in great danger of
being eaptured by pirates. The country about Sorsogon, however,
is not so fertile as the neighbourhood of Leg6.spi.
I took letters of introduction with me to both the Spanish
authorities of the province ; who received me in the most
amiable way, and were of the greatest use ·to me during the
whole of my stay in the vicinity. l.had also the good fortune to
fall in with a model Alcalde, a man of good family and of most
channing manners ; in short, a genuine cabalkro. To show the
popular appreciation of the honeSty of his character, it WMB said of
him in Samar that he had entered the province with nothing but
a bundle of papers, and would leave it as lightly equipped.

CHAPTER IX.
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Spanish friends enabled me to rent a ho118e in Daraga,• a
well-to-do town of 20,000 inhabitants at the foot of the Mayon,
a league and a half from Leg&spi. The summit of this volcano
was considered inaccessible nntil two young Scotchmen, Paton
and Stewart by name, demonstrated the contrary.t Since then
several natives have aecended the mountain, but no Europeans.
I eet out on the 25th of September and pasaed the night, by the
advice of Seiior ~uiioz, in a hut 1,000 feet above the level of the
sea, in order to begin the ascent the next morning with unimpaired vigour. But a number of idlers who insisted on following
• OfBcially eallecl c.pu.a. The old town or Cagaua, which wu built higher up
the hill and wu d.troyecl by the eruption of 1814, wu rebuilt on &he epot where
formerly ltood a llll&ll hamlet of the name of Darip.
t I learnt from J&. Paton that &he andertakiol' had allo been repreeeDted aa
impraouoable in Albiy. "Not a eingle Spaniard, not a lingle native had ever aucceeded in reaching the aummit; in epite of all their precaution• they would certainly be awallowed up in the and." Howe'ter, one morning abouUlve o'clock, &hey
o~ and aoon raehecl &he foot of the eone of the crater. Aooompanied by a
oouple of nativee, who aoon let\ them, they began to make the uoeot. Bating
half way up, they DOtioecl frequent maaeee of ahining lan, thJown from the mouth
of the crater, gliding down the mountain. With the greateat exertiona they ncceeded, WwMn two and three o'clock, in reaching the aummit; when~, however, they
were prevented by the noxiona gu trom remaining more than two or three minutee.
During their deacent, they reatored their nromgt.h with aome refreahmenta Sellor
llulloa had eent to meet them; and they reached AlWy towarde evening, where
during their abort ltlly they were treated u heroee, and preeented with an official
certiftcate of .their achievement, for which they had thtt pleuure of pa)ing aeveral
dollan.
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me, and who kept up a tremendous noise all night, frustrated the
purpose o£ this friendly advice; and I started about five in the
morning but little refreshed. The fiery glow I had noticed about
the crater disappeared with the dawn. The first few hundred feet
o£ the ascent were covered with a tall grass quite .six feet high ;
and then came a slope of 1,000 feet or so of short gr888 succeeded
by a quantity of mou : but even this soon disappeared, and the
whole o£ the upper part of the mountain proved .entirely barren.
We reached the summit about one o'clock. H was covered with
fi88llre8 which gave out sulphurous gases and steam in such
pro~on that we were obliged to stop our mouths and nostrils
with our handkerchie£s to prevent ourselves from being sufFocated.

We came to a halt at the edge o£ a broad and deep chasm, from
which i88Ued a particularly dense vapour. Apparently we were on
the brink of a crater, but the thick fumes of the disagreeable
vapour made it impouible £or us to gueu at the breadth of the
fiuure. The absolute top o£ the volcano consisted of a ridge,
~rly ten feet thick, o£ solid masses of stone covered with a crust
or lava bleached by the action of the escaping gas. Several
irregular . blocks of stone lying about us showed that the peak
had once been a little higher. When, now and again, the gusts of
wind made rifts in the vapour, we perceived ou the northern
corner of the plateau several rooky columns at least a hundred feet
high, which had hitherto withstood both storm and eruption. I
afterwards had an opportunity o£ observing the summit from

-
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Daraga with a capital telescope on a very clear day~ when I
noticed that the northern side of the crater was considerably
higher than its southern edge.
Our descent took some time. We had still two-thirda of it
beneath ua when night overtook ua. In the hope of reaching the
hut where we had left our provisions, we wandered about till
eleven o'clock, hungry and weary, and at last were obliged to
wait for daylight. Thia miat'ortune was owing not to our want of
proper precaution, but to the unreliability of the Indiana. Two of
them, whom we had taken with ua to carry water and refreshments, had disappeared at the very firat ; and a third, " a very
trustworthy man," whom we had left to take care of our things
at the but, and who had been ordered to meet ua at duak with
torches, had bolted, as I afterwards discovered, back t.o Dar6ga
before noon. My servant, too, who was carrying a woollen coat and
an. umbrella for me, suddenly vanished in the darkness as soon as
it began to rain, and, though I repeatedly called him, never
turned up again till the next morning. We passed the ·wet
night upon the bare rocks, where, as our very thin clothes were
perfectly wet through, we froze till our teeth chattered. As soon,
however, as the sun rose we got ao warm that we soon recovered
our tempers. Towards nine o'clock we reached the hut and got
something to eat after twenty-nine hours' fast.
In the '~ Trabajos y Hechos N otablee de la Soc. Econom. de loa
Am.igos del Pais," for the 4th of September 1823, it is said that
" Don Antonio Siguenza paid a visit to the volcano of Albay on
the 11th o_f March, and that the Society ordered a medal to be
struck in commemoration of the event, and in honour of the
aforesaid Siguenza and hia companions." Everybody in Albay,
however, assured me that the two Scotchmen were the first to
reach the top of the mountain. It is true ·that in the above
notice the ascent of the volcano is not directly mentioned; but the
fact of the medal naturally leads ua to suppose that nothing lees
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can be referred to. Arenas, in his memoir, says: " The Mayon
was surveyed by Captain Siguenza. From the cra~r to the base,
which is nearly at the level of the sea, he found that it measured
1,682 Spanish feet (468,66 metres)." A little further on he adds
that he had rea~ in the records of the Society that they had had
a gold medal struck in honour of Siguenza, who had made some
investigations about the volcano's crater in 1823. He, therefore,
appears to have had some doubt about Siguenza'e actual ascent.
According to the Franciecan records a couple of monks attempted
the ascent in 1592, in order to cure the natives of their superstitious
belief about the mountain. One of them never returned ; but
the other, although he did not reach the summit, being stopped by
three deep abysses, ~e a hundred converts to Christianity by
the mere relation of his adventures.• He ·died in the same year,
in consequence, it is recorded, of the many variations of temperature to which he was exposed in hie ascent of the volcano.
Some books say t~at the mountain is of considerable height ;
but the "Eetado Geografico" of the Franciscans for 1855, where
one could scarcely expect to find such a thoughtless repetition
of so groea a typographical error, says that the measurements
of Siguenza give the mountain a height of 1,682 feet. According
to my own barometrical reading, the height of the summit above
the level of the sea was 2,374 metres (8,559 Spanish feet).

CHAPTER X.
tACAO.-COJI'PBB.-BBLIOIOUI PU'I'IVALII.-LIFB IX DAUGA.

I sPRAINED my foot eo badly in 88CeD.d.ing the Mayon that I was
obliged to keep the house for a month. Under the circumstancee,
I was not sorry to find myself settled in a roomy and comfortable
dwelling. My house was built upop. the banks of a emall stream,
and stood in the middle of a garden in which coft'ee, cacao,
oranges, papayas, and ·banapae grew lmriantly, in spite of the
tall weeds which surrounded them. Several over-ripe berries had
fallen to the ground, and I had them collected, roasted, mixed
. with an equal quantity of sugar, and made into chocolate ; an
art in which the natives greatly exceL With the Spaniards
chocolate takes the place of coft'ee and tea, and even the half-castes
and the well-to-do natives drink a great deal of it.
The cacao-tree comes from Central America. It ftouriehes
there between the 23rd parallel of north and the 20th of south
latitude; but it is only at its beet in the hottest and dampeet
climates. In temperate climates, where · the thermometer marks
Ieee than 23° C., it produces no fruit.
It was first imported into the Philippines from Acapnlco;
either, according to Camarfnee, by a pilot called Pedro Brabo de
Lagunae, in 1670; or, according to S&.mar, by some Jesuits,
during Salcedo's government, between 1663 and 1668. Since
then it has spread over the greater part of the island ; and,
although it is not cultivated with any exceeeive care, its fruit is
of an excellent qulllity. The cacao of Albay, if its cheapness. be
taken into consideration, may be considered at least equal to that
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of Caricas, which is so highly prized in Europe, and which, on
account of ita high price, generally is largely mixed with interior
kinds.• The buahea are uaually found in small gardens, cloee
to the .hou888 ; but so great is the laziness of the Indians that
they frequently allow the berries to decay, although the native
cacao eelle for a higher price than that imported. At Cebu and
Negro& a little more attention is paid to ita cultivation; but it does
not BUftice to supply the wants of the colony, which imports the
deficiency from Temate and Mindan6.o. The best cacao of the
Philippines is produced in the small island of Maripipi, which
lies to the north-west of LeyU ; and it is difficult to obtain, the
entire crop generally being long bespoke. It costs about one dollar
per litre, whereas the Albay cacao costs from two to two and a halt
dollan per" ganta" (three litres).
The Indians generally cover the kernels, just as they are
beginning to sprout, with a little earth, and, placing them in a
spirally rolled leaf, hang them up beneath the roof of their dwellings. They grow very rapidly, and, to prevent their being
choked by weeds, are planted out at very short dietancee. Thia
method of treatment is probably the reason that the cacao-trees
in the Philippines never attain a greater height than eight or ten
feet, while in their native soil they frequently reach thirty, and
• l'rom 88,000,000 to 40,000,000 lbe. of cacao are COIIIIUDed in Europe amaually j of which qUUJtity nearly a third 8oe8 to J'nDce, WhOM OODIUIDptioD Of it
betw- 1863 ud 11166 hu more thu doubled. ID the former jeu it amoUDted to
ftS16,000 lbe., in &he latter to 12,973,6U lbL Venenela I8Dd8 the 8De8t cacao~ to
the European market, thOM of Pono Oabello ud Oaricu. That of Oaricu i8 the
~ ud the belt, aDd i8 or four mull ; Ohaao, GhOI'OIIi, O'Cumar, and Rio
Chico. EDglaDd OODIIUDel the cacao §'?WD in it• oWD colonies, although the
duty (ld. per lb.) il the-e for all deaeript.ionl. SpaiD, the principal oooeumer,
importl it.Appliel from Cube, Porto Rico, Eoaad6r, Mexico, aDd TriDidad. 8eYeral
larp aDd import;aDt plaDta&iODI hne .-Uy ~ eabliabed by Fnmehmen in
Niearapa. The cacao beau of Soooouco (Cent.nl America) aDd :Eemeralda
(Eeuad6r) an more hiahly .teemed thu the belt of &he Venenela IIOI'ta; but they
an ~CUCely .,... 'CIIed in the Philippiuee, ud caDDot be Mid to form p!ll't of their
oommerce. Germuy content~ iteelf willa the inferior lr.:inde. Gaayaquil cacao,
which il ODly half the price of Caneu, il more popular amonpt the Germue thu
all llae other yari.U. together.
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sometimes even forty feet. The tree begins to beat fruit in its
third or fourth year, and in its fifth or sixth it reaches maturitY:,
when it usually yields a "ganta" of cacao, which, 815 I have mentioned, is worth from two to two and a half dollars, and always
finds a purchaser.•
The profits arising from a large plantation would, therefore,
be considerable; yet it is very rare to meet with one. I heard it
said that the Economical Society had offered a considerable
reward to any one who could exhibit a plantation of ten thousand
berry-bearing trees; but in the Society's report I found no mention
of this reward.
The great obstacles in the way of large plantations are -the
heavy storms which recur almost regularly every year, and
often destroy an entire plantation in a single day. In 1856 a
hurricane visited the island just before the harvest, and completely tore up several large plantations by the roots ; a catastrophe that naturally has caused much discouragement to the
cultivators. t One consequence of this state of things was that
the free importation of cacao was permitted, and people were
enabled to purchase Guayaquil cacao at fifteen dollars per quintal,
while that grown at home cost double the money.
The plant is sometimes attacked by a disease, the origin of
which is unknown, when it suffers se,·erely from certain noxious
It is also attacked by rats and other predatory

insects.:

• C. Bchener, in hie work on Central America, gift~ the cacao-tree an .W..tence
of twer.ty yean, and aye that each tree IIDDually producee from 16 to 20 ouncce
of cacao. 1,000 plante will pruduoe 1,260 lbe. of CACIIO, worth 260 dollars; 10 that
t.be annual produce of a single l.nle ia worth a quarter of a dollar. Mitecherlich aaye
that from ' to 6 lbe. of raw beans ie an average produue. A litre of dried cacao
bean• weighl 630 grain•; of picked uld rouLed, 610 graine.
t In 1727 a hurricaue dettroyed at a llinglu blut the important Cl('&() plantation
of Martiniqae, which had been created b~· long yean of extl'ltordinary care. The
ume thing happenlld at Trinidad.-..VitM'/ul'li~h.
t F. Engtd moution1 a diiiOilae (,,.,,..Aa) which atl.a\cka the t.reo iu Amcri{"ll, begin· ·
ning by deetroying ite roota. 'l'ho tree aoon dit-s, and the di.ca8C •1•ro...de 10 rapidly
that whole for011l1 of cacao-l.rece ultcrly peri•h and krc turned into paatui'CII fo·r
caLtle. E,·en in the moat favoured localit.ioe, after a lung -.on of proer~erity,
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vermin; the former sometimes falling upon it in such numbers
that they destroy the entire harvest in a single night. Travellers in
America say that a well-kept cacao plantation is a very picturesque
sight. In the Philippines, however, or at any rate in East Luzon,
the closely-packed, lifeless-looking, moss-covered trees present a
dreary spectacle. Their existence is a brief one. Their oval
leaves, sometimes nearly !' foot long, droop singly from the twigs,
and form no luxuriant masses of foliage. Their bloBBoms are very
insignificant; they are of a reddish-yellow, no larger than the
flowers of the lime, and grow separately on long weedy stalks.
The fruit ripens in six months. When it is matured, it is of
either a red or a yellow tint, and is somewhat like a ·very rough
gherkin. Only two varieties appear to be cultivated in the
Philippines. • The pulp of the fruit is white, tender, and of an
agreeable acid taste, and contains from eighteen to twenty-four
kernels, arranged in five rows. These kernels are as large as
almonds, and, like them, consist of a couple of husks and a small
core. This is the cacao bean ; which, roasted and finely ground,
produces cacao, and with the addition of sugar, and generu.lly of
spice, makes chocolate. Till the last few years, every household
in the Philippines made its own chocolate,' of nothing but cacao and
sugar. The Indians who eat chocolate often add roasted rice to it.
Nowadays there is a manufactory in Manilla, which makes chocolate in the European way.· The inhabitants of the eastern provinces are very fond of adding roasted pili nuts to their chocolate.t
thou•nda of tree11 are deetroyed in a single night by thia diseMe, juat u the harvtlllt
ia about to take place. An almost equally dangerous foe to cultivation ie a moth
whose lana entirely dcatroye the ripe cacao beana; and which only cold and
wind will kill. Humboldt mentions that cacao beans which have been transported over the chilly paasee of the Cordilleru are never attacked by this pest.
• G. Bemoulli quotes altogether eighteen kinde ; of which be mentiona only
one u generally in uee in the Philippinee.
t Pili i1 nry oommon in South Luzon, Bimar, and Leyte ; it il to be found in
almoet nery village. Ita fruit, which il almost of the aize of an ordinary plum but
not ao round, oontaina a hard etono, the raw kemol of which ileteeped in ayrup and
H
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Europeans first learnt to make a drink from cacao in Mexico,
where the preparation was called chocolat!.• Even so far back as
the days of Cortes, who was a tremendous chocolate drinker, the
cacao-tree was extensively cultivated. The Aztecs used the beans
as money; and Montezuma used to receive part of his tribute in
this peculiar coin. It was only the wealthy among the ancient
Mexicans who ate pure cacao ; tht~ poor, on account of the
value of the beans as coins, used to mix maize and mandioca meal
with them. Even in our own day the inhabitants of Central
America make use of the beans as small coins, as they have no
copper money, and no smaller silver coins than the half-real. Both
in Central :America· and in Orinoco there yet are many unpenetrated forests which are almost entirely composed of wild cacaotrees. I believe the natives gather some of their fruit, but it is
almost worthless. By itself it has much less flavour than the
cult~vated kinds. Certainly it is not picked and dried at the
proper season, and it gets spoilt in its long transit through the
d11mp woods.
Since the abolition of Slavery, the crops in America have been
candied in the M me muner 11 the kernel of the llll'eet pine, which it r-mblee
in flavour. 'l'he large treea with fruit on them, "about the eise of almonde and
looking like sweet-pine kamela," which Pigafelta aaw lit Jomonjol were doubtle11
pili-treee. An oil ie upreeaed from the kemele much l't!lt'mbling sweet almond oil.
If incisions are made in the llteoma of the t1 eea. an abundant pleaaant-emelling white
resin flows from them, which ie largely used in the Philippines to calk ahipa with.
It alao hu a great reputation aa an anti-rheumatic pLiiater. It ie twenty yeare
aioce it wu flrat uported to Europe ; and the 11rat conaigneea made large proflta, aa
the reeio, which wu worth scarcely uything in the Philippines, became very popoLir
and waa much sought in Europe •
• 'l'he general name for the beverage wu CaetJIIH-1111 (cacao W.&ter). o~-
llltl waa the term given to a particular killd. F. HerDUldes found four kinds of
cacao in uee among the A.zteca, and he deecribee four varieties of drinb that were
prepered from them. The third waa called elweoltltl, and apparently waa prepanod aa lollowe :-An equal quantity of the kemell of the !*lwll (Bomb.z
m/JaY md CMcliiHftl (tae~~o) trooa waa finely ground, and heated in an earth~ V88181,
and .U the grease removed aa it roee to the surface. Maiae, cruahed and -':eel,
waa added to it, and ll beverage prepued from lhe mixture; to which the oily parte
that bad been ekimmcd off the top wore l"eato.-ed, &nd the whole 'ti' &B drunk
hoL.,
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diminishing year by year, and, until a short time ago, when the
French laid out several large plantations in Central America, were
of but trifling value. According to F. Engel, a flourishing cacao
plantation requires less outlay and trouble, and yields more profit
than any other tropical plant; yet its harvests, which do not yield
anything for the first five or six years, are very uncertain, owing
to the numerous insects which attack the plants. In short, cacao
plantations are only suited to large capitalists, or to very small
cultivators who grow the trees in their own gardens. :Moreover,
as we have said, since the abolition of Slavery, most of the plantatiqns have fallen into decay, for the manumitted slaves are entirely
wanting in industry.
The original chocolate
not generally relished in Europe.
When, however, at a later period, it was mixed with sugar, it met
with more approbation. The exaggerated praise of its admiren
raised a bitter opposition amongst the opponents ot the new drink ;
and the priests levied conscientious scruples against the use of so
nourishing an article of food on fast days. The quarrel lasted till
the seventeenth century, by which time cacao had become an everyday necessary in Spain. It was first introduced into Spain in 1520;
but chocolate, on account of the monopoly of the Conquistadores,
was for a long time prepared on the other side of the ocean. In
1580, however, it was in common use in Spain, though it was so
entirely unknown in England that, in 1579, an English captain
burnt a captured cargo of it as useless. It reached Italy in 1606,
and was introduced into France by Anne of ~ustria. The first
chocolate-house in IJOndon was opened in 1657, and in 1700
qermany at last followed suit. •
The history of coffee in the Philippines is very similar to that of
cacao. The plant thrives wonderfully, and its berry has so strongly

was

• Berthold Seem&nn apeaka of a tree with finger-shaped leavoe and IIDall round
berries, which the lndiaoe aometimllS oft'ered for eale. Th"J made chocolate frOIIl
them, wbicb in flavour mucb aurpu~ tbat uaually made from cacao.
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marked IL flavour that the worst Manilla coffee commands ae high
a price as the best Java. In. spite .of this, however, the amount of
coffee produced in the Philippines is very insignificant, and, until
lately, scarcely deserved mention. According to the report of
an Englishman in 1R28, the coffee-plant was almost unknown
forty years before, and was represented only by a few specimens
in the Botanical Gardens at Manilla. It soon, however, increased
and multiplied, thanks to the moderation of a · small predatory
ILnimal (parado:rurus musanga), which only nibbled the ripe fruit,
and left the hard kernels (the coffee beans) untouched, as indigestible. The Economical Society bestirred itself in its turn by
offering rewards to encourage the laying out of large coffee plantations. In 1837 it granted .to M. de la Gironniere a premium of
1,000 dollars, for exhibiting a coffee plantation of 10,000 plants,
which were yielding their second harvest; and four premiums to
another in the following year. But as soon as the rewards were
obtained the plantations were once more allowed to fall into
neglect. From this it is pretty evident that the enterprise, in the
face of the then market prices and the artificially high rates of
freight, did not afford a sufficient profit.
In 1856 the exports of coffee were not more than 7,000 pico&;
in 1865 they had increased to 37,588 ; and in 1871, to 53,370.
This increase, however, affords no criterion by which to estimate
the increase in the number of plantations, for these make no returns
for the first few years after being laid out. In short, larger exports
may be confidently expected. But even greatly increased exports
could not be taken·as correct measures of the colony's resources.
Not till European capital calls large plantations into existence in
the most suitable localities will the Philippines obtain their pro~r
rank in the coffee-producing districts of the world.
The best coffee comes from the provinces of Laguna, Batangas
and Cavite ; the worst from Mindanao. The latter, in consequence
of careless treatment, is very impure, and generally contains a
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quantity of bad beau~. The coffee beaus of llindanao are of a
yellowish white colour and fiabby; those of Laguna are smaller,
but much firmer in texture.
Manilla coffee is very highly esteemed by connoisseurs, and is
very expensive, though it is by no means eo nice looking as that
of Ceylon and other more carefully prepared kinds. It is a remarkable fact that in 1865 France, which imported only 105,000
francs' worth of hemp from the Philippines, imported more than
1,000,000 francs' worth of Manilla coffee, a third of the entire
coffee produce of the islands. • Manilla coffee is not much prized
in London, and does not fetch much more than good Ceylon
(60s. per cwt.).t This, however, is no reproach to the coffee, 88
every one acquainted with an Englishman's appreciation of coffee
will allow.
California, an excellent customer, always ready to give a fuir
price for a good article, will in time become one of its principal
consumers.+ In 1868 coffee in Manilla itself cost on an average
16 dollars per pi/m/.§ In Java the authorities pay the nativeR,
who are compelled to cultivate it, about 3t dollars per pikul.
Although the amount of coffee exported from the Philippines
is trifiing in comparison with the producing powers of the colony,
it compares favourably with the exports from c,thcr countries.
In my "Sketches of Travel," I compared the decrease of
the coffee produced in Java under the tbrced system of cultivution with the increase of that voluntarily grown in Ccylon,
and gave the Javanese produce for 1858 as 67,000 tone, and the
Cingaleee 88 35,000 tone. Since that time the relative decrease
• Report of the French consul.

t )[yeore and Mocha coll'ooe fetch the highe•t prices. From 80 to 90 ahillinga
per cwt. is paid for Myeore; and aa much aa 120 lhillings, wheD iL has llltained an
age of flve or six yean, for llocba.
·
! In 186.7-66-67 Calilomia imported 3i, 8, and 10 million lhs. of rolfee, o{
whil;h 2, 4, and 6 millions respectively came from llanilla. · In 1868 England
wua the beat euatomcr of the Pbilippinea.
§ lteport of the Belgian consul.
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and increase have continued ; and in 1866 the Dutch Indies
produced only 56,000 tons, and Ceylon 36,000 tons.•
During my enforced stay in Dari.ga the natives brought me
mussels and snails for sale ; and several of them wished to enter
my service, as they felt "a particular vocation for Natural History."
At last my kitchen was always full of them. They sallied forth
every dny to collect insects, and as a rule were not particularly
fortunate in their search ; but this was of no consequence; in fact,
it served to give them a fresh appetite for their meals. Some of
the neighbouring Spaniards paid me almost daily visits; and several
of the native and half-caste dignitaries from a distance were good
enough to call upon me, not so much for the purpose of seeing
my humble self as of inspecting my dwelling, the fame of which
had spread over the whole province. It was constructed in the
usual judicious mushroom shape, covered with nito, t and its
pinnacle was adorned with a powerful oil lamp, furnished with
a closely fitting lid, like .that of a dark lantern, so that it could be
carried in th~ pocket. This last was particularly useful when
riding about on a dark night.
In the neighbouring pueblo cigar~cases were made out of this
nito. They are not of much use as an article of commerce, and
usually are only made to order. To obtain a dozen a would~be
purchaser must apply to as many individuals, who, at the shortest,
• Coft'ee ia such an exquisite beverage, and ia 10 seldom properly prepared, that
the folloWing hinta from a master in the art (Report or the Jnry, lnternat. Eihib.,
Paris, 1868) ,.m not be un,.elcome:-lat. Select good coll'eee. 2nd. llix them in
the proper proportio1111. 3rd. Thoromghly dry the bea1111; otherwise in l'OIUlting them_
a portion of the aroma eecapoa with the ateam. 4th. Roast them in a dry atmoephere,
and rout each quality separately. 6th. Allow them to cool rapidly. If it ia
impoe8ible to roaet the beane at home, then purchase only mfticient Cor each day' a
Clnaumption. With the axceplion oC the fourth, however, it is eaay to follow all
theM direction• at home ; and small roasting machines are purchaseable, in which,
1rith the aid of a apirit lamp, small quantities can be prepared at ll time. It ia beet,
when poaaible, to buy coll'ee in large quantities, and keep it atored for two or
three years in a dry place.
t A creeping, or rather a running fern, nearly the only one of the kind in the
whole apeciea.
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will condescend to finish one in a few months. The stalk of the
fern, which is about as thick as a Iucifer match, is split into four
stripe. The workman then takes a strip in his left hand, and, with
his thumb on the back and his forefinger on the edge, draws the
. strips up and down against the blade until the soft-pithy parts are
cut away,~and what remains has become fine
enough for the next process. The cases arc
made on pointed cylindrical pieces of wood
almost a couple of feet long. A pin is stuck
into the centre of the end of the cylinder, and
the workman commences by fastening the
strips of fern stalk to it. The size of the case
corresponds to the diameter of the roller, and
a small wooden disk is placed in· the bottom of the case to
keep it steady while the sides are being plaited.
When my ancle began to get better, my first excursion was to
I..es'spi, where some Indians were giving a theatrical performance.
A Spanish political refugee directed the entertainment. On each
side of the stage, roofed in with palm leaves, ran covered galleries
for the dignitaries of the place ; the uncovered space between
which was set apart for the common people. The performers had
choeen a play taken from Persian history. The language was
Spanish, and the .dresses were, to say the least, eccentric. The
stage was erected hard by a public street, which itself formed
part of the auditorium, and the noise was so great that I could
only catch a word here and there. The actors stalked on,
chattering their parts, which not one of them understood, and
moving their arms up and down ; and, when they reached the edge
of the stage, they tacked and went back again like ships sailing
against the wind. Their countenances were entirely devoid of
exp~eBBion, and they spoke like automatons. If I had understood
the words, the contrast between their meaning and the machinelike movements of the actors would probably have been droll
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enough ; but, as it was, the noise, the heat, and the smoke were
so great that we soon left the place.
Both the theatrical performance and the whole festival bore the
impress of laziness, indifference, and mindless mimicry. When
I compared the frank cheerfulness I had seen radiating from .
every countenance at the religious holidays of Europe with the
expressionless and immobile faces of the Indians, I found it
difficult to understand how the latter were persuaded to waste 8o
much time and money upon a matter they seemed so thoroughly
indifferent to.
Travellers have remarked the same want of gaiety amongst the
Indians of America ; and some of them ascribe it io the small
development of the nervous system prevalent among these
peoples, to which cause also they attribute their wonderful
courage in bearing pain. But Tylor observes that the Indian's
countenance is so difFerent from ours that it takes us several years
to rightly interpret its expression. There probably is something
in both these explanations. And, although I observed no lively
expression of amusement among my native friends at Legaspi, I
noticed that they took the greatest possible pleasure in decorating
their village, and that the procession which formed part of the
festival had extraordinary charms for them. Every individual
was dressed in his very best; and the honour of earrying a fighting
cock inspired those who attained it with the greatest pride, and
raised an amazing amount of envy in the breasts of the remainder.
Visitors poured in from all the surrounding hamlets, and erected
triumphal arches which they had brought with them ready-made,
and which bore some complimentary inscription. I am obliged
to confess that some of the holiday-makers were very drunk.
The inhabitants of the Philippines have a great love for strong
drink ; even the young girls occasionally get intoxicated. When
night came on, the strangers were hospitably lodged in the
dwellings of the village. On such occasions native hospitality
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shows itself in a very favourable light. The door of every hou11e
stands open, and even balls take place in some of the larger
hamlets. The Spanish and half-caste cavaliers, however, condescend to dance only with half-caste partners, and very seldom
invite a pretty Indian girl to join them. The natives very rarely
dance together; but in Sf.mar I was present on one occaaion when
a by no means ungraceful native dance was improvised on the spot.
The men sang verses, and one of the dancers presented his partner
with a rose, " begging her to be careful how she handled it, as
no rose was without~ thorn." This would have been thought a
charming complime~t in t~e mouth of an Andalusian.
The idle existence we spent in Daraga was so agreeable to my
servanta and their numerous friends that they were anxious I
should stay there as long as possible ; and they adopted some very
ingenious means to persuade me to do so. Twice, when everything
was prepared for a start the next morning, my shoes were stolen
in the night ; and on another occasion they kidnapped my horse.
When an Indian has a particularly heavy load to carry, or a long
journey to make, he thinks nothing of coolly appropriating the
well-fed beast of some Spaniard ; which, when he has done with it,
he turns loose without attempting to feed it, and it wanders about
till somebody catch~ it and stalls it in the nearest "Tribunal."
There it is kept tied up and hungry until ita master claims it and
pays ita expenses. I had a dollar to pay when I recovered mine,
although it was nearly starved to death, on the pretence that it
had swallowed rice to that value since it had been caught.
Small robberies occur very freq~ently, but they are committed-as an acquaintance, a man who had spent some time in
the country, informed me one evening when I was telling him my
troubles-only upon the property of new arrivals ; old residenta,
he said, enjoyed a prescriptive freedom from such little inconveniences. I fancy some waggish native must have overheard
our conversation, for early the next morning my friend, the old
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resident, sent to borrow chocolate, biscuits, and eggs of me, as his
larder and his hen-house had been rifled during the night.
Monday and Friday evenings were the Daraga market nights,
and in fine weather always afforded a pretty sight. The women,
neatly and cleanly clad, sat in long rows and offered their provisions for sale by the light of hundreds of torches; and, when the
business was over, the slopes of the mountains were studded all over
with flickering little points of brightness proceeding from the
torches carried by the homeward-bound market women. Besides
eatables, many had silks and stuffs woven f~om the fibres of the
pine-apple and the banana for sale. These g~ds they carried on
their heads ; and I noticed that all the younger women were accompanied by their sweethearts, who relieved them of their burctens.

~- tf.[
• .A Naturali1t in rainy

wtt~tllw.

The bat made of palm lea-ne and the atalka of the wUD ; the eoat of bark.

CHAPTER XI.
BXCUB810NI TO BVLUW .Ali'D 80BIJOOO!f.-ROAD KAIIMO,-PIBATU.

DuRING the whole time I was confined to the house at Dari.ga, the
weather was remarkably fine; but unfortunately the bright days
had come to an end by the time I was ready to make a start, for the
north-east monsoon, the sure forerunner of rain in this part of the
Archipelago, sets in in October. In spite, however, of the weather,
I determined to make another attempt to ascend the mountain at
Bulusan. I found I could go by boat to Bacon in the Bay of
Albay, a distance of seven leagues, whence I could ride to
Gubat on the east coast, three leagues further, and then in a
southerly direction along the shore to Bulusan. An experienced
old native, who provided a boat and crew, had appointed ten o'clock
at night as the best time for my departure. Just as we were
about to start, however, we were told that four piratical craft
had been seen in the bay. In a twinkling, the crew disappeared,
and I was left alone in the darkness ; and it took me four hours with
the assistance of a Spaniard to find them again, and make a fresh
start. About nine o'clock in the morning we reached Bacon,
whence I rode acrosa a very fiat country to San R6que, where the
road leading to Gubat took a sharp turn to the south-east, and
presently became an extremely bad one. After I had paaaed
Gubat, my way lay along the shore; and I saw several ruined
square towers, made of blocks of coral, and built by the Jesuits
as a protection against the Moors,-a term here applied to the
pirates, because, like the Moors who were formerly in Spain, they
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are Mahometans. They come from llindanao and from the
north-west coast of Borneo. At the time of my visit, this part of
the Archipelago was greatly infested with them ; and a few days
before my arrival they had carried off some fishermen close to
Gubat. A little distance from the shore, and parallel to it, ran
a coral reef, which during the south-west monsoon was here and
there bare at low tide; but, when the north -east wind blew, t.he

Tltt:Nit OF A FIG• TBEB NEAR BACON.

waves of the Pacific Ocean entirely concealed it. Upon this reef
the storms had cast up many remains of marine animals, and a
quantity ~ffungi, amongst which I noticed some exactly resembling
the common sponge of the Mediterranean. They were just ns soft
to the touch, of a dark brown tint, as large as the fist, and of a
conical shape. They absorbed water with great readiness, and might
doubtleBB be made a profitable article of commerce. Samples of
them are to be seen in the Zoological Museum at Berlin. As I went
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further on, I found the road excellent ; and wooden bridges, all
of which were in good repair, led me across the mouths of the
numerous small rivers. But almost all the arches of the stone
bridges I came to had fallen in, and I had to cross the streams
ther were supposed to span in a small boat, and make my horse
swim after me. J uat before I reached Bulusan, I had to croBB a
ravine several hundred feet deep, composed almost entirely of
white pumice stone.
Bulusan is so seldom visited by strangers that the " tribunal "
where I put up was soon full of curiosity-mongers, who came to
stare at me. The women, taking the places of honour, squatted
round me in concentric rows, while the men peered over their
shoulders. One morning when I was taking a shower-bath in a
shed made of open bamboo work, I suddenly noticed several pairs
of inquisitive eyes staring at me through the interstices. The
eyes belonged exclusively to the gentler sex; and their owners
examined me with the greatest curiosity, making remarks upon
my appearance to one another, and seeming by no means inclined
to be disturbed. Upon another occasion, when bathing in the
open air in the province of Laguna, I was surrounded by a
number of women, old, middle-aged, and young, who crowded
round me while I was dre88ing, carefully inspected me, and
pointed out with their fingers every little detail which seemed to
them to call for special remark.
I had travelled the last part of the road to Bulus&n in wind
and rain; and the storm lasted with little intermission during the
whole night. When I got up in the morning I found that part
of the roof of the tribunal had been carried away, that the slighter
houses in the hamlet were all blown down, and that almost every
dwelling in t:he place had lost its roof. This pleasant weather
lasted during the three days of my stay. The air was so thick
that I found it impossible to distinguish the volcano, though I
was actually standing at its foot.; and, as the weather-wise of the
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neighbourhood could hold out no promise of a favourable change
at that time of the year, I put off my intended ascent till a better
opportunity, and resolved to return. A worthy alcalde was reported
to have succeeded in reaching the top fifteen years before, after
sixty men had spent a couple of months in looking for the right
path ; and the ascent was said to have taken him two whole
days. But an experienced native told me that in the dry season
he thought four men were quite sufficient to reach the plateau,
just under the peak, in a couple of days ; but that ladders were
required to get on to the actual summit.
The day after my arrival the inspector of highways and another
man walked into the tribunal, both of them wet to the skin and
nearly blown to pieces. My friend the alcalde had sent them
to my assistance ; and, as none of us could attempt the ascent,
they returned with me. As we were entering Bacon on our way
back, we heard the report of cannon and the sound of music.
Our servants cried out" Here comes the alcalde," and in a few
moments he drove up in an open carriage, accompanied by a mob
of horsemen, Spaniards and natives, the latter prancing about in
silk hats and shirts fluttering in the wind. The alcalde politely
offered me a seat, and an hour's drive took us into Sorsogon.
The roads of the province of Albay are good, but they are by
no means kept in good repair: a state"of things that will never be
remedied so long as the indolence of the authorities continues.
Most of the stone bridges in the district are in ruins, and the
traveller is obliged to content himself with wading through a ford,
or get himself ferried across upon a raft or in a small canoe,
while his horse swims behind him. The roads were first laid
down in the days of the Alcalde Peiieranda, a capital engineer,
whom we have already mentioned, and who deserve& considerable
praise for having largely contributed to the welfare of his province, and for having accomplished so much from such small
resources. He took care that all socage service should be
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duly rendered, or that money, which went towards paying for
tools and materials, should be paid in lieu of it. Many abuses
existed before his rule ; no real services were performed by anybody who could trace the slightest relationship to any of the
authorities ; and, when by chance any redemption money was paid,
it went, often with the connivance of the alcalde of the period,
into the pockets of the Gobernadorcillos, instead of into the provincial treasury. Similar abuses still prevail all over the country,
where they are not prevented by the vigilance of the authorities.
The numerous population, and the prosperity which the province
now enjoys, make it an easy matter to maintain and complete
the existing highways. The admirable officials of the district are
certainly not wanting in goodwill, but their hands are tied.
Nowadays the alcaldes remain only three years in one province
(in Peiieranda's time, they remained six) ; their time is entirely
taken up with the current official and judicial business; and, just
as they are beginning to appreciate the capabilities and requirements of their district, they are obliged to leave it. This shows
the government's want of confidence in its own servants. No
alcalde could now possibly undertake what Peiieranda accomplished. The money paid in lieu of socage service, which ought
to be applied to the wants of the province in which the socage ia
due, is forwarded to Manilla. If an alcalde proposes some urgent
and necessary improvement, he has to send in ao many tedious
estimates and reports, which frequently remain unnoticed, that he
soon loses all desire to attempt any innovation. Estimates for
large works, to carry out which would require a considerable
outlay, are invariably returned from head-quarters marked "not
urgent." The fact is, not that the colonial government is
wanting in good-will, but that the "Caja de Comunidad " (General
Treasury) in Manilla is almost always empty, as the Spanish
Government, in its chronic state of bankruptcy, borrows the money
and is never in a position to return it.

1
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In 1840 Sorsogon suffered severely from an earthquake, which
lasted almost continuously for thirty-five days. It raged with
the greatest fury on the 21st of :March. The churches, both of
Sorsogon and of Casigtiran, as well as the smallest stone houses,
were destroyed ; seventeen persons lost their lives, and two
hundred were injured ; and the whole neighbourhood sank five
feet below its former level.
The next morning I accompanied the alcalde in a falua
(felucca), manned by fourteen rowers, to Casigtiran, which lies
directly south of Sorsogon, on the other side of a small bay of two'
leagues in breadth; which it took us an hour and a half to Cl'088.
The bay was as calm as an inland lake. It is almost entirely
surrounded by hills, and its western side, which is open to the
sea, is protected by the island of Bagalao, which lies in front
of it. As soon as we landed, we were received with salutes of
cannon and music, and flags and shirts streamed in the wind. I
declined the friendly invitation of the alcalde to accompany him
any further ; as . to me, who had no official business to transact,
the journey seemed nothing but a continually recurring panorama
of dinners, lunches, cups of chocolate, music, and detonati~ns of
gunpowder.
In 1850 quicksilver was discovered on a part of the coast
now covered by the sea. I examined the .reported bed of the
deposit, and it appeared to me to consist of a stratum of clay six
feet in depth, superimposed ower a layer of volcanic sand and
fragments of pumice stone. An Englishman who was wrecked in
this part of the Archipelago, the same individual I met at the
ironworks at Angat, had begun to collect it, and by washing the
sand had obtained something like a couple of ounces. Somebody, however, told the priest of the district that quicksilver
was a poison ; and, as he himself told me, so forcibly did he
depict the dangerous nature of the new discovery to his parishioners that they ahandoricd the attempt to collect it. Since
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then none of them have ever seen a vestige of mercury, unle88
it might be from some broken old barometer. Towards evening
Mount Bulue&n in the south-east, and Mount Mayon in the northwest, were visible for a short time. They are both in a straight
line with Casiguran.
Every year the rea makes great inroads upon the coast at
• Casig6.ran ; as far as I could decide from its appearance and .
from the accounts given me, about a yard of the shore is annually
destroyed. The bay of Sorsogon is protected towards the north
by a ridge of hills, which suddenly terminate, however, at its
north-eastern angle ; and .through this opening the wind sometimes blows with great fury, and causes considerable havoc in
the bny, the more particularly as its coast is princip:1lly formed
of clay and sand.
When I reached Legaspi again in the evening I learnt that the
alarm about the pirates which had interrupted my departure had
not been an idle one. Moors they certainly could nut have been,
for at that season none of the Mahometan corsairs could reach that
part of the coast ; but they were a band of deserters and vagabonds from the surrounding country, who in this part of the
world find it more agreeable to pursue their freebooting career on
sea than on land. During my absence they had commi"tted many
robberies and carried ofF several people. •
The beginning of November is the season of storms; when
water communication between Albay and Manilla entirely ceases,
no veeeel daring to put out to sea, even from the south coast. On
the 9th of the month, however, a ve8801 that had been gh·en up
for loat entered the port, after having incurred great perils and
being obliged to throw over-board the gre.1.ter part of its cargo.
Within twelve days of its leaving the straits of San Bemardino
in the rear, a sudden storm compelled it to anchor amongst the
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islands of Balicuatro. One of the passengers, a newly arrived
Spaniard, put off in a boat with seven sailors, and made for four
small vessels which were riding at anchor off the coast; ; taking
them for fishermen, whereas they were pirates. They fired at him as
soon as he was some distance from his ship, and hie crew threw themselves into the water ; but both he and they were taken prisoners.
The captain of the trading brig, fearing that hie vessel would
fall into their clutches, slipped anchor and put out to sea again,
escaping shipwreck with the greatest difficulty. • The pirates, as
a rule, do not kill their prisoners, but employ them as rowers.
But Europeans seldom survive their captivity : the tremendous
labour and the scanty food are too much for them. Their clothes
always being stripped off their backs, they are exposed naked to all
sorts of weather, and their sole daily support is a handful of rice.

CHAPTER XII.
BCUUIONII IN IIOUTH c,uu.ab;u.-8PANJ8H

PBI118'1'11. -ALCALDBII AND MANDARINS.

No favourable change in the weather was expected in Albay
before the month of January. It stormed and rained all day. I
therefore determined to change my quarters to South Camarlnes,
which, protected from the monsoon by the high range of hills
running along its north-eastern boundary~ enjoyed more decent
weather. The two provinces of Cnmar1nes form a long continent.,
with its principal frontage of shore facing to the north-east and
to the south-west ; which is about ten leagues broad in its middle,
and has its shores indented by many deep bays. From about the
centre of its north-eastern shore there boldly projects the peninsula of Caramuan, connected with the mainland of Camarlnes by
the isthmus of Y sarog. The north-eastern portions of the two
provinces contain a long range of volcanic hills ; the southwestern principally consisted, as far as my investigations permitted me to discover, of chalk and coral reefs. Jn the midst of
the hills extends a winding and fertile valley, which collects the
waters descending from the slopes of the mountain ranges, and
blends them into a navigable river, on the banks of which
several flourishing hamlets have established themselves. This
river is called the Bicol. The streams which give it birth are so
abundant, and the slope of the sides of the valley, which is
turned into one gigantic rice-field, is so gentle that in many
places the lazy waters linger and form small lakes.
Beginning at the south-eastern extremity, the volcanoes of
I
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Bulusan, Albay, Mazaraga, Y riga, Y sarog, and Col&si-the laat
on the northern side of the bay of San Miguel-are situated in a
straight line, extending from the south-east to the north-west.
Besides these, there is the volcano of Buhi, or Malinao, a little to
the north-east of the line. The hamlets in the valley I have
mentioned are situated in a second line parallel to that of the
volcanoes. The southern portion of the province is sparsely
inhabited, and but few streams find their way from its plateau
into the central valley. The range of volcanoes shuts out, as I
have said, the north-east winda, and condenses their moistu;e in
the little lakes scattered on its alopes. The south-west portion of Camarines, therefore, is dry during the north-east monsoon, and enjoys its rainy season during the prevalence of the
winds that blow from the south-west. The so-callad dry season,
which, so far as South Camar1nes is concerned, begins in November,
is interrupted, however, by frequent showers; but from January
to May scarcely a drop of rain falls. The change of monsoon takes
place in May and June; and its arrival is announced by violent
thunderstorms and hurricanes, which frequently last without
cessation for a couple of weeks, and are accompanied by heavy
rains. These last are the beginning of the wet season proper,
which lasts till October. The road passes the hamlets of
Camalig, Guinobatan, Ligao, Oas, and Polangui, situated in a
straight line on the banks of the river Quinali, which, after
receiving numerous tributary streams, becomes navigable soon
after passing Polangui. Here I observed a small settlement of
huts, which is called after the river. Each of the hamlets I .
have mentioned, with the exception of the laat, has a population
of about fourteen thousand souls, although they are situated not
more than half a league apart.
The convents in this part of the country are large, imposfug
buildings, and their incumbents, who were mostly old men, were
most hospitable and kind to me. Every one of them insisted
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upon my staying with him, and, after doing all he could for me,
p:l88ed me on to his next colleague with the best recommenda·
tions. I wished to hire a boat at Pollmgui to cross the lake of
Batu, but the only craft I could find were a couple of harot08
about eighty feet long, hollowed out of the trunks of trees and
wden with rice. To prevent my meeting with any delay, the
padre purchased the cargo of one of the boats, on the condition
of its being immediately unladen ; and this kindness enabled me
to continue my journey in the afternoon.
If a traveller gets on good terms with the priests he seldom
meets with any annoyances. Upon one occasion I wished to
make a little excursion directly after lunch, and at a quarter past
eleven everything was ready for a start; when I happened to say
that it was a pity to have to wait three quarters of an hour for the
meal. In a minute or two twelve o'clock struck; all work in the
village ceased; and we sat down to table : it was noon. A messaae had been sent to the village bell-ringer that the Senor
Padre thought he must be asleep, and that it must be long past
twelve as the Seiior Padre was hungry. " Il est l'heure que
votre Majeste desire."
Most of the priests in the eastern provinces of Luzon and
&mar are Franciscan monks, brought up in seminaries in
Spain specially devoted to the colonial missions. Formerly
they were at liberty, after ten years' residence in the Philippines,
to return to their own country ; but, since the abolition of the
monasteries in Spain, they can do this no longer, for they are
compelled in the colonies to abandon all obedience to the rules of
their order, and to live as laymen. They are aware that they
must end their days in their new home, and regulate their lives
accordingly. On their first arrival they are generally sent to
some priest in the province to make themselves acquainted with
the language of t.h<' country ; t.hen they arc installed into a
small CUrC, nnd aftcrwamlR into a more importnnf. OD<', in which
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they generally remain till their death. Moat of them spring
from the very lowest class of Spaniards. A number of pious
trusts and foundations enable a very poor man, who cannot
afford to send his son to
school, to put him into a
religious seminary, where,
beyond the duties of his
future avocation, the boy
learns nothing. . If the
monks were of a higher
social grade, as are some of
the English missionaries,
they would have less incli- .
nation to mix with the common people, and would fail
to exercise over them the
inBuence they . wield .at
present. The early habits
A. t:illage tl«k.
of the Spanish monks, and
A hollowed tree-~m muck with a pe11dent log.
their .narrow knowledge of
the world, peculiarly fit them for an existence among the natives.
This mental equality, or, rather, this want of mental disparity,
has enabled them to acquire the ~nfluence they undoubtedly

possess.
When these young men first come from their seminaries they
are narrow-brained, ignorant, frequently almost devoid of education, and full of conceit, hatred of heretics, and proselytish ardour.
Th~ failings, however, gradually disappear; the consideration
and the comfortable incomes they enjoy developing their benevolence. The insight into mankind and the confidence in themselves which distinguish the lower classes of the Spaniards, and
which are so amusingly exemplified in Sancho Panza, have plenty
of occasions to display themselves in the responsible and inftu-
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ential positions which the priests occupy. · The padre is frequently
the only white man in his village, probably the only European
for miles around. He becomes the representative not only of
religion, but of the Government ; he is the oracle of the Indians,
and his decisions in everything that concerns Europe and civilisation are without appeal. His advice is asked O:ll all important
emergencies, and he has no one whom he in his turn can consult.
Such a state of things naturally developes his brain. The same
individuals who in Spain would have followed the plough, in the
·colonies carry out great undertakings. Without any technical
education, and without any scientific knowledge, they build
churches and bridges, and construct roads. The circumstances
therefore are greatly in favour of the development of priestly
ability ; but it would probably be better for the buildings if they
were erected by more .experienced men, for the bridges are remarkably prone to fall in, the .churches look like sheep-pens, and
t~e roads soon go to rack and ruin. I had much intercourse in
Camarines and .Albay with the priests, and conceived a great
liking for them all. As a rule, they are the most unpretending of
men ; and a visit gives them so much pleasure that they do all in
their power to make their guest's stay as .agreeable as possible.
Life in a large convent has much resemblance to that of a lord
of the manor in Eastern Europe. Nothing can be more unconstrained, more unconventionaL A visitor lives as independently
as in an hotel, and many of the visitors behave themselves as if it
were one. I have seen a subaltern official arrive, and, without
inquiring of the major-domo if he could have a room, order his
dinner at once ; after which h~ contented himself with carelesaly
inquiring if the padre, who was an utter stranger to him, was at
home.
The priests of the Philippines have often been reproached with
gross immorality. 'lney are said to keep their convents full of
bevies of pretty girJs, and to lead somewhat the same sort of life
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as the Grand Turk. This may be true of the native padres ; but
I myself never saw, in any of the households of the numerous
Spanish priests I visited, anything that could possihly call.IIC the
least breath of scandal. Their servants were exclusively men,
though perhaps I may have noticed here and there an old
wo-nan or two. Ribadeneyra says :-" The Indians, who observe
how careful the Franciscan monks are of their chastity, have
arrived at the conclusion that th~y are not really men, and that,
though the devil had often attempted to lead these holy men
astray, using the charms of some•pretty Indian girl as a bait, yet,
to the confusion of both damsel and devil, the monks had always
come scathless out of the struggle." • Ribadeneyra, however, is
not an over-reliable author; and, if his physiological mistakes are
as gross as his geographical ones (he soye somewhere that Luzon
is unother name for the island of CebU !), the monks are not
perhaps as fireproof as he supposes. At any rate, hie description
does not universally apply nowadays. The younger priests pass
their existence like the lords of the soil of old ; the young girls
consider it an honour to be allowed to associate with them; and
the padres in their turn find many convenient opportunities.
They have no jealous wives to pry into their secrets, and their
position as confessors and spiritual advisers affords them plenty of
pretexts for being alone with the women. t The confessional, in
particular, must be a perilous rock-a-head for most of them. In
an appendix to the " Tagal GrDD;lmar" (which, by-the-bye, is not
added to the editions sold for general use) a list of questions is
given for the convenience of young priests not yet conversant
with the Tagal language. These questions are to be asked in the
confeBBional, and several pages of them relate exclusively to tho
relations between the sexes.
• Hietory of the Ielanda.
t St. Croix eaya that in hie day the prieste' boueeholda coueieted wholly of young
girls. A FnmciiK'an who Jh·w near the I.akl• of lllly kept twl.'nty of tlll'm, and lmd
a couple of them alor,.ny• Rt hie ei1lc.
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As the alcaldes remain only three years in any one province,
they never understand much of its language ; and, being much
occupied with their official business, they have neither the time
nor the desire to become acquainted with the peculiarities of the
districts over which they rule. The priest, on the other band,
reeides continually in the midst of his parishioners, is perfectly
acquainted with each of them, and even, on occasion, protects
them against the authorities ; his, therefore, is the real jurisdiction in the district. The position of the priests, in contradistinction to that of the Government officials, is well expressed
by their respective dwellings. The Ca8as reaks, genernlly small,
ugly, and frequently half-ruined habitations, are not suited to
the dignity of the chief authority of the province. The com:ento,
on the contrary, is almost always a roomy, imposing, and wellarranged building. In formor days, when govornorships were sold
to adventurers whose only care was to enrich themselves, the influence of the minister of religion was even greater than it is now.•
The following passage from the General Orders, given by
Legentil, will convey a clear idea of their former position : "Whereas tho tenth chapter of the ordinances, wherein the
governor of Arandia ordained that the alcaldes and the justices
should communicate with the missionary priests only by letter,
and that they should never hold any interview with them except
in the presence of a witness, has been frequently disobeyed, it is
.now commanded that these disobedience& shall no longer be
allowed ; and that the alcaldes shall make it their business to
see that the priests and ministers of religion treat the goberlladorcillos and the subaltern officers of justice with proper respect,
and that the aforesaid priests be not allowed either to beat,
chastise, or ill-treat the latter, or make them wait at table."
• Legontil, in his "Travela in the Indian Seu," eaye : "The monb are the real
rulera of ihe provinces. • . • . Their power iM 10 unlimitod that no Spaniard cart·a to
ecttle in lho neighbourhood. . . .. The moub would gi,·o him a greaL deal o(
trouble."
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The former alcaldes, who, without experience in official business, without either education or knowledge, and without either
the brains or the moral qualifications for such responsible and
influential posts, purchased their appointments from the State, or
received them in consequence of successful intrigues, received a
nominal snlary from the government, and paid it tribute for the
right to carry on trade. Arenas considered this tribute paid by
the alcaldes as a fine imposed upon them for an infringement of
the law ; " for several ordinance~.~ were in existence, strenuously
forbidding them to dabble in any kind of commerce, until it
pleased his Catholic Majesty to grant them a dispensation." The
latter sources of mischief were, however, abolished by royal decree
in September and October, 1844.
The alcaldes were at the same time governors, magistrates,
commanders of the troops, and, in reality, the only traders in
their province.• They purchased with the resources of the obra•
pias the articles required in the province ; and they were entirely
dependent for their capital upon these endowments, as they almost
always arrived in the Philippines without any means of their own.
The natives were forced to sell their produce to the alcaldes and,
besides, to purchase their goods at the prices fixed by the latter. t
In this corntpt state of things the priests were the only protectors
of the unfortunate Indians ; though occasionally they also threw
~ their lot with the alcaldes, and shared in the spoil wrung from
their unfortunate flocks.
Nowadays men with some knowledge of the law are sent out to
the Philippines as alcaldes ; the governD;lent pays them a small
salary, and they are not allowed to trade. The authorities also
attempt to diminish the influence of the priests by improving
the position of the civil tribunals ; a state of things they will
not find easy of accomplishment unless they lengthen the period
of service of the alcaldes, and place them in a pecuniary
• St. Croix.

t St. Croix.
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position that will put them beyond the temptation of pocketing
perquisites.•
In Hue's work on China I find the following pa!IS&ge relating to
the effects of the frequent official changes in China ; from which
many hints may be gathered : " The magisterial offices are no longer bestowed upon upright
and just individuals, and, as a consequence, this once flourishing
and well-govemed kingdom is day by day fiilling into decay, and
is rapidly· gliding down the path ·that leads to a terrible and,
perhaps, speedy dissolution. When :we seek to discover the cause
of the general ruin, the universal corruption which tOo surely is
Undermining all classes of Chinese society, we are convinced that
it is to be found in the complete abandonment of the old
system of government effected by the Mantschu dynasty. It
issued a decree f6rbidding any mandarin to bold any post longer
than three years in the same province, and prohibiting any one
from possessing any official appointment in his native province.
One does not form a particularly high idea of the brain which
conceived this law: but, when the Mantschu Tartars found that they
were the lords of the empire, they began to be alarmed at their
small numbers, which were trifling in comparison with the countless swarms of the Chinese ; and they dreaded lest the influence
which the higher officials would acquire in their districts might
enable them to excite the populace against their foreign rulers.
" The magistrates, being allowed to remain only a year or two
in the same province, lived there like strangers, without making
themselves acquainted witli the wants of the people they governed;
there was no tie between them. The only care of the mandarins
was to amass as much wealth as possible before they quitted their
posts; and they then began the same game in a fresh locality, until

t'""''"'

• There are three c~ of alcaldeehipe, namely, .,.,.,.., - • · and
Royal Ordin&DCel of March, 1837) ; in each of which an alcalde m111t eene for
three yeere. No official ill allowed, under any pre.tence, to eene more than ten
yeare in any of t.he A.eiatie magietraei~a.
(~
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finally they returned horn~ in possession of a handsome fortune
gradually collected in their different appointments. They were
only birds of passage. What did it matter? The morrow would
find them at the other end of the kingdom, where the cries of
their plundered victims would be unable to reach them. In this
manner the governmental policy rendered the mandarins selfish
and indifferent. The basis of the monarchy is destroyed, for the
magistrnte is no longer a paternal ruler residing amongst and
mildly swaying his children, but a marauder, who arrives no man
knows whence, and who departs no one knows whither. The
consequence is universal stagnation ; no great undertakings are
accomplished; and the works and labours of former dynasties are
allowed to fall into decay. The mandarins say to themselves,
' 'Vhy should we undertake what we can never accomplish ? Why
should we sow that others may reap? ' . . . . They take no interest in the affairs of the district; as a rule, they are suddenly
transplanted into tae midst of a population whose dialect even
they do not understand. When they arrive in their mandarinates
they usually find interpreters, who, being permanent officials and
interested in the affairs of the place, know how to make their
services indispensable; and these in reality are the absolute rulers
of the district."
Interpreters are especially indispensable in the•Philippines,
where the alcaldes never by any chance understand any of the
local dialects. In important matters the native writers have
generally to deal with the priest, who in many cases becomes the
virtual administrator of authority. Ho is familiar with the
characters of the inhabitants and all their affairs, in the settlement of which his intimate acquaintance with the female sex
stands him in good stead. An eminent official in :Madrid told
me in 1867 that the then minister was considering a propo!!al to
nl1olish the r<'stridion of office in the colonies to three ycarR.•
• Thl.' law ii111iling the duration of appointDlenta to thia abort period d11tl.'B from
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~he dread which caused this restriction, viz., that an official
might become too powerful in some distant province, and that
his influence might prove a source of danger to the mother
country, is no longer entertained. Increased traffic and easier
means of communication have destroyed the former isolation of
the more distant provinces. The new customs laws, the increasing
demand for colonial produce, and the right ceded to foreigners of
settling in the country, will give a great stimulus to agriculture
and commerce, and largely increase the number of Chinese and
European residents. Then at last, perhaps, the authorities will
see the necessity of improving the social position of their officials
by decreasing ·their number, by a careful selection of persons, by
promoting them according to their abilities and conduct, and by
increasing their salaries, and allowing them to make a longer
stay in one post. The commercial relations of the Philippines
with California and Australia are likely to become very active,
and liberal ideas will be introduced from those free countries.
Then, indeed, the mother country will have earnestly to consider
whether it is advisable to continue its exploitation of the colony
by its monopolies, its withdrawal of gold, and its constant satisfaction of the unfounded claims of a swarm of hungry placehunters.•
English and Scotch colonial officials are carefully and expressly

Ule 4111r:ieet daya of Spani.h coloniaation in AmeriCA. There wae a1ao a vari~ty of
minor regulationa, bued on auapicion, prohibiting the higher offici.Ua from mixing
in friendly int.ercourae with the coloniata.
• A aecular prieet in the Pbilippinea once related to me, quite of hia own acoord,
what bad led him to lhn choioe of hit profeuion. One day, whf>Jl be waa a aubaltem
in Ule army, he wu playing earda wiUl IOJile comradea in a ahady balcony.
" See," cried one of hia frienda, obeerving a .-.ant occupied in tilling Ule fields
in the full hflllt of the aun, "bow th., donkey yonder ia toiling and pe111piring while
we are lolling in the abade," The happy conceit of letting the donkf)'8 work while
the idle e11joyed life made auch a deep impreuion on him that be detennined to
turn prieet ; and it ia the aame felicitou thought that baa impelled 10 many
impecuniuu gentlemen to bllCOme col011ial officiala. 'l'he little opening for civil
labour in Spo.in 11nd l'ortugal, and the proapect of comfortable pel\lUisil!ll in U.e
colonies, have sent UIIUIY a ltllrving eda/in'o acro• Ule ocean.
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educated for their difficult and responsible positions. .They ob~in
their appointments after passing a stringent examination at home,
and are promoted to the higher colonial offices only after giving
proofs ot fitness and ability. What a different state of things
prevails in Spain I When a Spaniard succeeds in getting an
appointment, it is difficult to say whether it is due to his personal
capacity and merit or to a series of successful political intrigues. •
• The exploitation of the State by party, and the exploitation of party by individuale, are the real aecreta of all revolution• in the Peninsula. They are ca1118d by "
oonet&Dt and univerealetruggle for office. No one will work, and everybody wanta
to lin luxnriouely; and tbie ·can only be done at the expenee of the State, which
all attempt to tum and twiet to their own end& Shonly after the expulaion of
Ieabellaa, an alCRlde'e appointment hae been known to haYe been given away three
timee in one day.

The 'fillase of B&tu.

The Tribunal.

Bamboo.

CHAPTER XIII.
BXCUB810lfl 1lf IOCTH
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YRfOA VOLCA!fO.-PllfE-APPLB

FlBREI. -AKROW POIIO!f.-LJIECHU.-THB ORAVBL POU!fTAI!f8 OF TIBI.

IN an hour and a half after leaving Polangui we reached Batu,
a village on the north-western shore of the lake of the same name.
The inhabitants, particularly the women, st.ruck me by their ugliness and want of cleanliness. Although they lived close to the
lake, and drew their daily drinking water from it, they neve1
appeared to use it for the purposes of washing. The streets of the
village also were dirty and neglected; a circumstance explained,
perhaps, by the fact of the priest being a native.
Towards the end of the rainy season in November, the lake
extends far more widely than it does in the dry, and overflows
A great
its shallow banks, especially to the south-west.
number of water-plants grow on its borders; amongst which
I particularly noticed a delicate seaweed, as fine as horsehair,
but intertwined in such close and endless ramifications that it
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forms a 6ooring strong enough to support the largest waterfowl. I
saw hundreds of them hopping about and eating the shell fish and
prawns, which swarmed amidst the meshes of the net-like seaweed
and fell an easy prey to their feathered en.einies. The natives,
too, were in the habit of catching immense quantities of the
prawns with nets made for the purpose. Some they ate fresh;
and some they kept till they were putrid, like old cheeSE', and then
used them as a relish to swallow with their rice. These small
shell-fish are not limited to the Lake of Batu. They are caught
in shoals in both the salt and the fresh waters of the Philippine and Indian archipelagos, and, when salted and dried by the
natives, form an important article of food, eaten either in soup or
as a kind of potted paste. They are found in every market, and
are largely exported to China. I was unable to shoot any of the
waterfowl, for the tangles of the seaweed prevented my boat from
getting near them.
Whe~ I revisited the same lake in February, I found its waters
so greatly fallen that they. had left a circular belt of shore
extending all round the lake, in most places nearly a hundred feet
broad. The withdrawal of the waters had compressed the tangled
seaweed into a kind of matting, which, bleach~ by the sun, and
nearly an inch thick, covered the whole of the shore, and hung
suspended over the stunted bushes which, on my first visit, had
been under water. I have never either seen elsewhere, or heard
any one mention, a similar phenomenon.
The native priest of Batu was full of complaints about his
parishioners, who gave him no opportunities of gaining an honest
penny. "I am never asked for a mass, sir; in fact, this is such
a miserable hole that it is shunned by Death itself. In D.,
where I was for a long time coadjutor, we had our couple of
buri8ls regularly every day at three dollars a head, and as many
masses at a dollar apiece as we had time to say, besides christenings and weddings, which always brought a little more grist to

NATIVE PRIESTS.

the milL But here nothing takes place, and I scarcely make
anything." This stagnant state of things had induced him to
turn his attention to comme~e. Native priests, as a rule, do little
credi' to their profession. Extraordinarily ignorant, extremely
dissipated, and only superficially acquainted with then-duties, they
pass the greater part of their time in gambling, drinking, and
other sinful amusements; and they take little care to preserve a
properly decorous behaviour, except when officiating in the church,
when they read with an absurd assumption of dignity, without
understanding a single word. The conventos are often full of
girls and children, all of whom help themselves with their fingers
out of a common dish. The worthy padre of Batu introduced a
couple of pretty girls to me as his two poor sisters, whom, in spite
of hie poverty, he supported ; but the servants about the place
openly spoke of these young ladies' babies as being the children of
the priest.
The guiding principle of Spanish colonial policy-to set one class
against another, and to prevent either from becoming too powerful
-seems to be the motive for placing so many native incumbents
in the parsonages of the Archipelago. The prudence of this proceeding, however, seems doubtful. A Spanish priest has a great
deal of influ.,ence in his own immediate circle, and forms, perhaps, the
only enduring link between the colony and the mother-country.
The native priest is •fur from affording any compensation for the
lack of either of these advantages. He generally is but little
respected by his flock, and certainly does nothing to attach them to
Spain ; for he hates and envies his Spanish brethren, who leave him
only the very worst appointments, and treat him with contempt.
I rode from llatu to Nabua over a good road in half an hour.
The country was fiat, with rice-fields on both sides of the road ;
but, while in Batu the rice was only just planted, in Nabua it
already was almost ripe. I wu unable to obtain any explanation of
this incongruity, and know not how to account for such a difference
K
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of climate between two hamlets situated in such close proximity
to one another, and separated by no range of hills. The inhabitants of both were ugly and dirty•. and were different in these
respects from the Tagals. Nabua, a place of 10,875 inhabitants,
is intel'8eCt«i by several small streams; whose waters, pouring
down from the eastern hills, form a small lake, which empties
itself into the river Bicol. J net after passing the second bridge
beyond Nabua the road, inclining eastwards, wends in a straight
line to Yrlga, a place lying to the south-west of the volcano of
the same name.
I visited a small settlement of pagan natives situated on the
slope of the volcano. The people of the plains call them indifferently Ygorrotes, Cimarrone, Remontados, Infieles, or Mon~nos.
None of these names, however, with the. exception of the two last,
are .appropriate ones. The first is derived from the term applied
in the north of the island to the mixed descendants of Chinese and
Indian parents. The word Cimarron ie borrowed from the American slave colonies, where it denotes nf'groes who have escaped from
slavery and are living in a state of freedom ; but here it is applied
to natives who prefer a wild existence to the comforts of village
life, which they consider are overbalanced by the servitude and
bondage which accompany them. The term Remontado explains
itself, and has th~same signification as Cimarron. .As the difference
between the two states--on account of the mildness of the climate,
and the ease with which the wants of the natives are supplied-is
far lees than it would be in Europe, these self-constituted exiles
are more frequently to be met with than might be supposed; the
cause of their separation from their fellow-men sometimes being
some offence against the laws, and sometimes a mere aversion to the
duties and labours of village life. Every Indian has an innate inclination to abandon the hamlets and tetire into the solitude of the
woods, or live isolated in the midst of hie own fields ; and it is
only the village prisons and the priests- the salaries of the latter
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are proportionate to the number of their parishioner&-that prevent him from gradually tuming the pueblo& into oi8ita8, • and
the latter into rancll01. Until a visit to other rancnos in the
neighbourhood corrected my first impression, I took the inhabitants of the slopes of the Y rlga for cross-breeds between Indians
and negritoB. The colour of their skin was not black, but a dark
brown, scarcely any darker than that of Indians who have been
much exposed to the sun; and only a few of them had woolly hair.
The negrit01 whom I saw at .Angat and Mariveles knew nothing
whatever about agriculture, lived in the open air, and supported
themselves upon the spontaneous products of Nature; but the halfsavages of the Y rlga dwell in decent huts, and cultivate several
vegetables and a little sugar-cane. No pure negritoB, as far as I
could ascertain, are to be met with in Oamarines. A thickly
populated province, only sparsely dotted with lofty hills, would be
ill-suited for the residence of a nomadic hunting race ignorant of
agriculture.
The ranclwB on the Y rlga are very accessible, and their inhabitants carry on a friendly intercourse with the Indians ; indeed,
if they did not, they would have been long ago exterminated. In
spite of these neighbourly communications, however, they have
preserved many of their own primitive manners and customs.
The men go about naked with the exception of a cloth about the
loins ; and the women are equally unclad, some of the~ perhaps
wearing an apron reaching from the hip to the knee. t In the
larger ranckos the women were decently clad in the usual Indian
fashion. Their furniture consisted of a few articles made of bamboo,
a few calabashes of cOCOB-nut-shell, and an earthen cooking-pot.
Although the Ygorrotes are not Christians, they decorate their huts
• A t>int• ia a IIIIUill hamlet or village with no prieet of ita own, and dependent
upon ita largelt neighbour Cor ita religioue miniltratione.
t Pipfetta mention• that the f'emale m'tllici&DI of the King of' Ceb6 were quite
naked, or only co•ered with an apron of bark. The ladiee of the Court were oontent
with a hat, a ehort cloak, and a cloth around the waiat•
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with crucifixes, which they use as talismans. If they were of no
virtue, an old man remarked to me, the Spaniards would not employ
them so numerously.• The largest rancho I visited was nominally
under the charge of a captain, who, however, bad little real
power. At my desire he called to some naked boys idly squatting
about on the trees, who required considerable pel'8118sion before
they obeyed his summons: but a few small presents-brazen
earrings and combs for the women, and cigars for the men-soon
put me on capital terms with them.
.
After a vain attempt to ,reach the top of the Y riga volcano I
started for Buhi, a place situated on the southern shore of the
lake of that name. Ten minutes after leaving Yrlga I reached a
spot where the ground sounded hollow beneath my horse's feet.
A successio~ of small hillocks, about fifty feet high, bordered
each side of the road ; and towards the north I could perceive
the huge crater of the Yrlga, which, in the distance, appeared
like a truncated cone. I had the curiosity to ascend one of the
hillocks, which, seen from its summit, looked like the remains
of some former crater, which had probably been destroyed by an
earthquake and split up into these small mounds.
When I got to Buhi the friendly priest had it proclaimed
by sound of drum that the newly arrived strangers wished to
obtain all kinds of animals, whether of earth, of air, or of water;
and that each and all would be paid for in cash. The natives,
however, only brought us moths, centipedes, and other vermin,
which, besides enatbling them to have a good stare at the strangers,
they hoped to turn into cash as extraordinary curiosities.
The following day I was the spectator of a gorgeous procession.
First came the Spanish flag, then the village kettle-drums, and a
small troop of horsemen in short jackets and shirts flying in the
• Perh&p1 ihe IllUDe reaeon induced the Chin- to purchue eruei11xea at the time
of their flrat intercourae with the Portugueee ; for Plgafetta aays : "The Chinare white, wear clothes, and eat from tables. They alto poueaa crucifb,ea, but it is
4ifticult to aay why or where they got them."
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wind, next a dozen musicians, and finally, as the principal figure,
a man carrying a crimson silk standard. The latter individual
evidently was deeply conscious of his dignified PQsition, and his
countenance eloquently expressed the quantity of p:1lm wine he
had consumed in honour of the occasion. He sat on his horse
dressed out in the most absurd manner in a large cocked hat
trimmed with coloured paper instead of gold lace, with a woman's
cape made of paper outside his coat, and with short, tight-fitting
yellow breeches and immense white stockings and shoes. Botl:
his coat and his breeches were liberally ornamented with paper
trimmings. His steed, led by a couple of cabezaa, was appointed
with similar trappin~ After marching through all the streets
of tae village the prooesaion came to a halt in front of the

chu~h.
This festival is celebrated every year in commemoration of the
concession made by the Pope to the King of Spain, permitting
the latter to appropriate to his own use certain revenues of the
Church. The Spanish Throne consequently enjoys the right of conferring different indulgences, even for serious crimes, in the name
of the Holy See. This right, which, 80 to speak, it acquired wholesale, it sells by retail to its customers (it formerly disposed of it to
the priests) in the estanco, and together with its other monopolies, such as tobacco, brandy, lottery tickets, stamped paper, &c.,
all through the agency of the priests ; without the assistance of
whom very little business would be done. The receipts from the
sale of these indulgences have always been very fluctuating. In
1819 they amounted to 15,930 dollars; in 1839 to 36,390 dollars;
and in 1860 they were estimated at 58,954 dollars. In the year
1844-5 they rose to 292,115 dollars. The cause of this large
·increase was that indulgences were then rendered compuleory;
80 many being allotted to each family, with the assistance and
under the superintendence of the priests and tax-collectors who
received a commission of five and eight per cent. on the gi'OIII

13+
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amount collected ;-one of the most shameless abuses of an
infamous system.
The Lake of Buhi (300 feet above the sea-level) presents an
extremely picturesque appearance, surrounded as it is on all sides
by hills fully a thousand feet high ; and its western shore is formed
by what still remains of the Yrigs volcano. I was informed by
the priests of the neighbouring hamlets that the volcano, until the
commencement of the seventeenth century, had been completely
conical, and that the lake did not come into existence till half of
the mountain fell in, at the time of its great eruption. This state-ment I found confirmed in the pages of the "Estado Geografico, :~
"On the fourth of January, 1641-a memorable day, for on that
date all the known . volcanoes of the Archipelago began to erupt
at the same hour-a lofty hill in Camarines, inhabited by heathens,
fell in, and a fine lake sprang into existence upon its site. The
then inhabitants of the village of Buhi migrated to the shores of
the new lake, which, on this account, was heneeforward called the
lake of Buhi."
Perrey, in the " Memoires de 1'Academie de Dijon," mentions
another outbreak which took place in Camarines in 1628 : " In
1628, according to trustworthy reports, fourteen <llil'erent shocks
of earthquake occurred on the same day ·in the province of
Camarines. Many buildings were thrown down, and from one
large mountain which the earthquake rent asunder there issued
suoh an immense quantity of water that the whole neighbourhood
was flooded, trees were tom up by the l'QOts, and three miles from
the sea-coast the country was one vast sheet of water." In a
note Perrey gives the original text of his authority, which, oddly
enough, does not exactly tally with his account.•
• Apud Camarinea quoque t4l1T&IIl eodem die quatuor deciea contremniMe, fide
dignill teatimoniia renuntiatum eat: multa interim llldi8cia diruta.
Ingentem
montem medium crepui111!8 immani hiatu, ex immenea vi excuuisae arboree per
orae pelagi, ita ut leucam occuparent equoria, nee humor per illud intervallum
appareret. Accidit hoc anno 16211.-8. EU#!Ji'" Niwtmher!1iu1, Hilfori# N«fNr~
lib. xvi. 383. Antwerpim, 1636.

TAMDONG.
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When I was at Tambong, a small humlet on the shore of the
lake belonging to the parochial diocese of Buhi, I made a
second unsuccessful attempt to reach the highest point of the
Yrlga.. We arrived in the evening at the southern point of the
crater's edge (1,041 metres above the level of the sea by my

..

Tile l"riga 1'olcam1,jrom tile fl()tt/ll·rlllt.

barometrical observation), where a deep defile prevented our further progress. Here theYgorrotes abandoned me, and the Indians
refused to bivouac in order to pursue the journey on the following
day.; 80 I was obliged f{) return. Late in the evening, after

Tile J"rign 1""/rnno, from tilt ro11tll -u·nl.

passing through a cocoa plantation, we reached the foot of the
mountain and found shelter from a tempest with a kind old
woman; to whom my servants lied 80 shamelessly that, when the
rain had abated, we were, in spite of our failure, conducted with
torches to Tumbong, where we found the palm-grove round the
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little hamlet magically illuminated with bright bonfires of dry
cocoa-nut-leaves in honour of the " Conquistadores del Y r1ga ; "
and where I was obliged to remain for the night, as ~he people
were too timorous or too lazy to cross the rough water of the lake.
Here I saw them preparing the fibre of the pine-apple for weaving. The fruit of the plants selected for this purpose is generally
removed early ; a process which causes the leaves to increase considerobly both in length and in breadth. A woman places a
board on the ground, and upon it a pine-apple-leaf with the hollow .
side upwards. Sitting at one end of the board, she holds the leaf
firmly with her toes, and scrapes its outer surface with 11 potsherd;
not with the sharp fractured ooge but with the blunt side of the
rim ; and thus the leaf is reduced to rags. In this manner a
stratum of coarse longitudinal fibre is disclosed, and the operator,
placing her thumb-nail beneath it, lifts it up, and draws it away
in a compact strip ; after which she scrapes again until a second
fine layer of fibre is laid bare. Then, turning the leaf round,
she scrapes its back, which now lies upwards, down to the lay~r of
fibre, which she seizes with her hand and draws at once, to its
full length, away from the back of the leaf. When the fibre
haa been washed, it is dried in the sun.
It is afterwards
combed, with a suitable comb, like women's hair, sorted into four
classes, tied together, and treated like the fibre of the lupi. In
this crude manner are obtained the threads for the celebrated web
Nipis de Piiia, which is considered by experts the finest in the
world.
In the Philippines, where the fineness of the work is best
understood and appreciated, richly embroidered costumes of this
description have fetched more than 2,000 thalers each.•
At Buhi, which is not sufficiently sheltered towards the north-

'

• At Fort Willia'll, C&lcutta, experimenta have proved the extraordinaty endurance of the pine-apple fibre. A cable eight centimetre& in circumference waa not
tom aaunder until a force of 2,860 kilopmmea had been applied to it.-llqort of
the Jury, London lnttNIIItitmlll Ezllilnti«J.

'
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east, it rained almost as much as at Daraga. l had found out
from the Ygorrotes that a path could be forced through the tall
_canes up to the summit ; but _the continual rain prevented me ;
so I resolved to crosa the :Malinao, returning along the coast to my
quarters, and then, freshly equipped, descend the river B1col as
far• as N aga.
Before we parted the Ygorrotes prepared for me some arrow
poison from the bark of two trees. I happened to see neither
the leaves nor the blo880ms, but only the bark. A piece of bark
was beaten to pieces, pressed dry, wetted, and again pressed. This
was done with the bare hand, which, however, sustained no injury.
The juice thua extracted looked like pea-soup, and was warmed
in an earthen vessel over a slow fire. During the 'procesa it
coagulated at the edges ; and the coagulum was again dissolved,
by stirring into the boiling fluid mass. When this had reached
the consistency of syrup, a smnll quantity was scraped off the
inner surface of a second piece of bark, and its juice squeezed
into the vessel. This juice was a dark brown colour. When
the masa had attained the consistency of a thin jelly, it was
scraped out of the pot with a chip and presened on a leaf
sprinkled with ashes. For poisoning an arrow they use a piece
of the size of a hazel-nut, which, after being warmed, is distributed uniformly over the broad iron point ; and the poisoned
arrow serves for repeated use.
At the end of November I left the beautiful lake of Buhi, and
proceeded from its eastern angle for a short distance up the little
river Sapa,• the alluvial deposits of which form a considerable
feature in the configuration of the lake. Across a marshy meadow
we reached the base of the }Jalinao or Buhi mountain, the slippery
clay of the lower .slope merging higher up into volcanic sand. The
damp undergrowth swarmed with small leeches ; I never before
met with them in such numbers. These little animals, no stouter
• Sapa met.n1 shallow.
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when stretched out than a linen thread, are extraordinarily active.
They attach themselves firmly to every part of the body, penetrating
even into the nose, the ears, and the eyelids, where, if they remain
unobserved, they gorge themselves to such excess that they become
as round as balls and look like small cherries. While they are
sucking no pain is felt ; but afterwards the spots attack~ often itch
the whole day long. • In one place the wood consisted for the
most part of fig-trees, with bunches of fruit quite six feet in length
hanging from the stems and the thicker branches; and between the
trees grew ferns, aroids, and orchids. After nearly six hours' toil
we reached the pass (841 metres above the sea level), and descended

the eastern slope. The forest on the eastern side of the mountain
is still more magnificent than that on the west. From a clearing
we obtained a fine.view of the sea, the island of Catanduanes, and
the plain of TabBco. At sunset we reached Tibi, where I
quartered myself in the prison. This, a tolerably clean place,
enclosed with strong bamboos, was the most habitable part of a
long shed which supplied the place of the tribunal destroyed
in a stonn two years before. At Tibi I had an opportunity of
sketc~ng mount Malinao (called also Buhi and Takit), which
from this side has the appearance of a large volcano with a
• To the extraordinary alnmdance of th- annnlatea in Siklrim, Hooker (" HimaJayan Journal," i.l67) aacribeethe death of many animals, as also the murrain known
as rinderpest, if it occurred after a very wet season, when the leech appears in
incredible numbers. It is a known Cact that theee wonna have existed for daya
together in the nostrile, throat, and stomach of man, causing inexpreuible pain and,
8nally, death.

,
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distinct crater. From the lake of Buhi it is not so clearly
distinguishable.
Not far from Tibi, exactly north-east of Malinao, we found a
small hot spring called lgab6. In the middle of a plot of turf
encircled by trees was a bare spot of oval form, nearly 100 paces
long and 70 wide. The whole space was covered with stones,
rounded by attrition, as large as a man's head and larger. Here
and there hot water bubbled out of the ground and discharged into
a little brook ; at which some women were engaged in cooking
their food, which they suspended in nets in the hottest parts of
the water. On the lower surfaces of some of the stones a little
sulphur '!'as sublimated ; of alum hardly a trace was perceptible.

Bed Cone.

White em....
Sil~

Spring lit Tihi.

From here I visited the stalactite springs, not far distant, of
Naglegoong.• I had expected to see a calcareous fountain, but
found the most magnificent masses of silica of infinite variety of
form ; shallow cones with cylindrical summit~, pyramidal Bights of
stepe, round basins with ribbed margins, and ponds of boiling water.
One spot, denuded of trees, from two to three hundred paces in
breadth and about five hundred in length, was, with the exception
of a few places overgrown with turf, covered with a crust of silicious
dross, which here and there formed large connected areas, but
was .generally broken up into flaky plates by the vertical springs
which pierced it. In numerous localities boiling hot mineral water
• Gemelli Careri haa already mentioned Lhem.
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containing silica was forcing itself out of the ground, spreading
itself over the surface and depositing a crust, the thickness of
which depended on its distance from the centre point. In this
manner, in the course of time, a very flat cone is formed, with a
basin of boiling water in the middle. The continuous deposit of
droBB contracts the channel, and .a less quantity of water overftows,
while that close to the edge of the basin evaporates and deposits
a quantity of fine silicious earth ; whence the upper portion of
the cone not only is steeper than its base, but frequently assumes
a more cylindrical form, the external surface of which, on account
of the want of uniformity in the ove_rflow, is ribbed in the form

---

:__..:;,----TJ.e Wltit• Co11-.

of stalactites. When the channel becomes so much obstructed
that the efB.ux is leBB than the evaporation, the water ceases to flow
over the edge, and the mineral drOBB, during the continual cooling of the water, is then deposited, with the greatest uniformity,
over the inner area of the basin. When, however, the surface
of the water sinks, this formation ceases at the upper portion of
the basin ; the interior wall thickens ; and, if the channel be
completely stopped up and all the water evaporated, there
remains a bell-shaped basin as even as if, excavated by the
hand of man. In my sketch of the white cone the three Indian
females are standing on the edge of such a cone ; and a still
finer example may be observed on the right-hand summit of

SPRING FORAfA TIONS.

the red cone. The water now seeks a fresh outlet, and bursts
forth where it meets with the least obstruction, without destroying the beautiful cone it has already erected. Many such
examples exist. In the largest cones, however, the vapours
generated acquire such power that, when the outlet is completely
stopped up, they break up the overlying crust in concentrically
radiating flakes; and the water, issuing afresh copiously from tbe
centre, deposits a fresh cruet, which again, by the process we have
just described, is broken up into a superimposed layer of flakes.
In this manner are formed annular layers, which in turn are
gradually covered by fresh deposits from the overflowing water.
In the two large cones, the "white" and the "red," shown in

the illustrations, this layer formation is seen completed; in many
other places I observed it was in the act of 09mmencing. After
the pyramid of layers is complete and the outlet stopped up, the
water sometimes breaks forth on the slope of the same cone ; a
second cone is then formed near the first, on the same base. The
preceding illustrations show formations of this kind at their
commencement ; the sketch of the red cone ahows one at its
completion. In the vicinity of the silicious springs are seen
deposits of white, yellow, red, and bluish-grey clays, overlaying one
another in narrow strata-like variegated marl, manifestly the disintegrated produce of volcanic rocks transported hither by rain
and stained with oxide of iron. These clays perhaps come
from the same rocks, from the disintegration of which the silicious
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earth has been fonned. Similar examples occur in Iceland and
in New Zealand; but the products of the springs of Tibi are more
varied, finer, and more beautiful than those of the Iceland Geysers.
The wonderful confonnations of the red cone are indeed astonishing, and hardly to be paralleled in any other quarter of the
world.•
• I di1100vered aimilar formations, o( extraordinary beauty and extent, in the great
allicioua beda of Steamboat Springa, Nevada Territory.

.4

Pa~~ard.

Tbe frame and bodr of bamboo ; the collar ud noeet>ud of the bulfalo, of cbair·CaDe ; ud the
roor of pandanua·l•,..·
•

CHAPTER XIV.
IUXN&lUI ANJI <.1JRTOIC8 01' THK BfCOL l!IDU.NI.

ON my second journey in Camar1nes, which I undertook in February, I went by water from Polangui, past Batu, a.s far a.s N &ga.
The Quin&li, which runs into the south-eastern corner of the lake
of Batu, runs out again on the north side a.s the B1col River, and
flows in a north-westerly direction as far as the Bay of San Miguel.
It forms the medium of a not inconsiderable trade between Alb&y
and Camar1nes, particularly in rice ; of which the supply grown
in the former province does not suffice for the population, which
consumes the superfluity of Camar1nes. The rice is conveyed
in large boats up the river as far a.s Quinali, and thence transported further on in buffalo carts; and the boats return empty.
During the dry season of the year, the breadth of the very tortuous
Bicol, at its mouth, is a little over sixty feet, and increases but very
gradually. There is considerable variety of vegetation upon its
banks, and in animal life it is highly attractive. I was particularly struck with its numerous monkeys and water-fowl. Of
the latter the Plotus variety was most abundant, but difficult
to shoot. They sit motionlc88 on the trees on the bank, only•

•
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their thin heads and necks, like those of tree-snakes, overtopping
the leaves. On the approach of the boa.t they precipitate them·
selves hastily into the water; and it is not until after many minutes
that the thin neck is seen rising up again at some distance from
the spot where the bird disappeared. The Plotus appears to be
as rapid on the wing as it is in swimming and diving.
In Naga., the chief city of South Ca.ma.rlnes, I alighted at the
tribunal, from which, however, I was immediately invited by
the principal official of the district-who is famed for his hospitality far beyond &e limits of his province-to his house, where I
was loaded with civilities and favours. This universa.lly beloved
gentleman put everybody under contribution in order to enrich
my collections, and did all in his power to render my stay agreeable and to further my designs.
Naga. is the seat of a bishopric and of the provincial Government. In official documents it is called Nueva-Caceres, in honour
of the Capta.in·General, D. Fr. de Sande, a native of Caceres,
who about 1578 founded N&ga (the Spanish town) close to the
Indian village. At the beginning of the seventeenth century it
numbered nearly one hundred Spanish inhabitants ; at the present
time it hardly boasts a dozen. Murillo Velarde remarks (xiii.
272), in contrast to the state of things in America, that of all the
towns founded in the Philippines, with the exception of Manilla,
only the skeletons, the names without the substance, have been
p~served. The reason is, as has been frequently shown, that up
to the present time plantations, and consequently proper settlers,
have been wanting. Formerly N ago. was the principal town of
the whole of that district of Luzon lying to the east of Tayabas,
which, on account of the increased population, was divided into the
three provinces of North and South Cama.rlnes and Alb&y. The
boundaries of these governmental districts, those between Albay
and South Camarlnes more especially, have been drawn very arbi•trarily; although, the whole ofthe t-erritory, as is shown by the map,

THE BICOLS.

geographically is very well defined. The country is named Camarines; but it might more suitably be called the country of the
Bicols, for the whole of it is inhabited by one race, the Bicol
Indians, who are distinguished by their speech and many
other peculiarities from their neighbours, the Tagals on the
west, and tlie Bisayans on the islands to the south and east. The
Bicols are found only in this district and in a few islands lying
immediately in front of it. Of their coming hither no information is to be obtained from the comprehensive but confused histories of the Spanish monks. Morga considers them to be natives
ot the island ; on the other hand, it is a88erted by tl'8dition that
the inhabitants of ){anilla and its vicinity are descended from
Malaya who have migrated thither, and from the inhabitants of
other ialands and more distant provinces.• Their speech is midway between that of the Tagals and the Bisayans, and they themselves appear, in both their manners and customs, to he a half. breed between these two races. Physically and mentally they
are inferior to the Tagals, an~ superior to the inhabitants of the
eastern Bisayan islands. Bicol is spoken only in the two Camarlnes, Albay, Luzon, the islands of Masbate, Burlas, Ticao, and
Catamdu&nes, and in the smaller adjoining islands. The inhabitants of the. volcanic mountain Ysarog and its immediate neighbourhood speak it in the greatest purity. Thence towards the
west the Bicol' dialect becomes more and more like the Tagal,
and towards the east like the Bisay, until by degreet~, even
bt>tore reaching the boundaries of their ethnographical districts,
it merges into these two kindred languages.
In South Camarlnes the sowing of the rice in beds begins in
June or July, always at the commencement of the rainy season;
but, in fields artificially watered, earlier, because thus the fruit ripens
• Arenu tbinb that Lhe anrient annala or the (,'hineee J•robably contain information relat.iwe to the eeltlt'ment of the present iuhabi:anta of )faluilla, u that people
had early intercour.e with the ArcJ.ipel~tgo.
I.
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at a time when, the store in the country being small, its price is
high. Although the rice fields could very well give two crops

.A.rado, tlt4 Plougll,
With the ezoepti011 of d 1111d ., all u of wood, even
the ualla: a, tokod, Om. 71 ; 6, timon, Om. 21 ; r, oaballo, lm. 61; d, lipia, In leD«th Om. il, In
bradth, aboYa, Om. Ul, below, Om. 11 ; ., aod8od, Om. tl ill J.ena'th, IUld Om. 16 ID breadth ; 1;
pabuap, Om. 71 ; - ClODDeCtiDB d with a, and 1 with " &Dd c.
Dilrel'll

•err little from that atm uaed In Spain.

yearly, they are tilled only once. It is planted out in August, with
intervals of a hand's-breadth between each row and each individual
plant ; and within four months the rice is ripe. The fields are ·

.AprictlltMral imp'-lflmtl of tlu Bieol Indillrt1.

n.,.. 1 ad I, &w6d (harrow) : a, tampoug, of bamboo, Om. lit; b, bad&a, of C&rrota, 0m. 88; c
papan, of the very hard wJCd of CIUilAf!OD, Om. 18 loug, &Dd Om. 12 thick; d, tagiak, of )m;;tu;;i

bnmchel for pulling in the buJralo ; e, nipon (tooth), or Caeyota, Om. 81 ; f, biiDda of C!lllle. Fip, 8
and 4, .Amd6" (batOhet). Fige. 11 IUld 8, x..,.1c4g (rake); E'lltirelJ of bamboo; J.eqth or teeth,
Om.18.

never ~anured, and but seldom ploughed ; the weeds and the
stubble being generally trodden into the already soaked ground

RICE CULTIVATION.
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by a dozen buftaloes, and the soil afterwards simply rolled with a

;

cylinder furnished with sharp points, or loosened with the
harrow (sorM). Besides the agricultural implements named above,
there are the Spanish hatchet (azndon) and a rake of 'bamboo
(kag-kag) in use. The harvest is effected in a peculiar manner.
The rice which is soonest ripe is cut for ten per cent., that is,
the labourer receives for his toil the tenth bundle for himself. At this time of year rice is very scarce, want is imminent, and labour reasonable. The more fields, however, that
ripen, the higher become the reapers' wages, rising to twenty,
thirty, forty, even to fifty per cent.; indeed, the Executive
sometimes consider it to be necessary to force the people to the
harvest by corporal punishment
and imprisonment, in order to
prevent a largo portion of the crop
from rotting on the stalk. Nevertheless, in very fruitful year!' a
part of the harvest is lost. The
rice is cut halm by halm (as in
Ri" Knif'.·
Java) with a peculiarly formed
knife, or, failing such, with the sharp-edged flap of a mussel•
found in the ditches of the rice-field~, which one has only tu
stoop to pick up.
A qui1i011 of the best rice land is worth from sixty to one hundred
dollars (eight to thirteen thalers per acre). Rice fields on rising
grounds are dearest, as they are not exposed to devastating floods
as are those i~ the plain, and may be treated so as to insure the
ripening of the fruit at t.ho time when the highest price iR to be
obtained.
A gat~ta of rice is sufficient to plant four lopones (1 topon = 1 loan);
from which lOO manojos (bundles) are gathered, cacli of which
• Probably t.he .&11odoula T'urpur,a, arrording to V. lfattena.

..
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yields halt a ganta of rice. The old ganta of N aga, however,
being equal to a modern ganta and a half, the produce may be
calculated at 75 caba1Je8 per quiiion, about 9! bushels per acre.•
In books 250 cabanes are usually stated to be the average pro·
duce of a quiiion: but that is an exaggeration. The f~rtility of
the fields certainly varies very much; but, when it is considered
that the land in the ·Philippines is never manured, but depends,
for the maintenance of its ·vitality, exclusively upon the overflowing of the mud which is washed down from the mountains,
it may be believed that the first numbers better express the true
average. In Java the harvest, in many provinces, amounts to
only 50 cabanea per qui1ion ; in some, indeed, to three times
. this amount; and in China, with the most careful culture and
abundant manure, to 180 cabanes. t Besides rice, they cultivate
the camofe (sweet potatoe, Oonrokulua batataa). This flourishes
like a weed; indeed, it is sometimes planted for the purpose of
eradicating the weeds from soil intended for coffee or cacao. It
spreads out into a thick carpet, and is an inexhaustible storehouse to its owner, who, the whole year through, can supply
his wants from his field. Gabi (Oakldium), Ubi (Dioacorea),
maize, and other kinds of grain, are likewise cultivated.
•
After the rice harvest the buffaloes, horses, and bullocks, are
allowed to graze on the fields. During the ri_ce culture they
remain in the gogona/ea-cane-fields which arise in places once
cultivated for mountain-rice and afterwards abandoned. [Gogo
is the name of a cane 7 to 8 feet high, Saccharum ap.]. Transport then is almost impossible, because during the rainy season
the roads are imp:1888ble, and the cattle find nothing to eat.
The Indian does not feed his beast, but allows it to perish from
hunger when it cannot support itself. In the wet season of the

=

1

=

• 1 f/'lllftl
3 litrea. 1 piiion
100 lohlee = 2·i9.96 heclarn = 6·89 acree.
1 rt11Hi,. = 26 yantu.
t Scberzer, "Miece~IIUieoua Information."
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CATTLE.
year it frequently happens that a buffalo talla down from starvation
whilst drawing a cart. A buBalo costs from 7 to 10 dollars ; a horse
10 to 20 ; and a cow 6 to 8. Very fine ho1'8e8 are valued at from
30 to 50 dollars, and occasionally as much as 80 dollars; but the
native horses are not esteemed at Manilla, because they have no
stamina. The bad water, the bad hay, and the great heat of the
place at once point out the reason; otherwise it would be profitable to export horses in favourable 8e&80ns to Manilla, where they
would fetch twice their value. According to Morga, there were
neither hor&e8 nor asses on the island until the SpaniardS imported
them from China and New Spain. • They were at first small and
vicious. Horses were imported ~ from Japan, "not swift but
powerful, with large heads and thick manes, looking like Friesland horses;" t and the .breed improved rapidly. Those bom in
the· country, mostly croBB-breeds, drive well. Black cattle are
generally in the ~nds of a few individuals; some of whom in
Camarlnes possess as many as 3,000 head; but they are hardly
ealeable in the p~vince, although they have been exported profitably for some years past to Mauilla. The black cattle of the
province are small but nutritious. They are never employed for
labour, and the cows are not milked. The Indians, who generally feed on fish, crabs, mussels, and wild herbs instead of rice,
prefer the flesh of the buffalo to that of the ox: but they eat it
only on feast-days.
The old race of sheep, imported by the Spaniards previous to
this century, still flourishes and is easily propagated. Those occasionally brought from Shanghai and Australia are considered to
• More than one hundred yeara later, Father TaiUandier writee :-"The Spa·
niarda ha\·e brought cowA, hol'IM, and aheep from America; bat theae animal&
cannot live there on account of the dampn- and inundationa."-LLettere 6-om
Father Taillandier to Father WiJL&rd.]
t At the preaent time tbe Chineee ho1'881 are plump, large-headed, hairy, and
with buaby taila and manea; and the Japa'leae, ulcpnt and enduring, ~imilar to thfl
Alllbhn. Uood U.nilla horses are of the latter typ4', and are much prized uy the
Europt!ana in Chineae aea· port town a.
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be deficient in endurance, unfruitful, and generally short-lived.
Mutton is procurable every day in Manilla; in the interior, however, at least in the eastem provinces, very rarely ; although the
rearing of sheep might there be carried on without difficulty,
and in many places most profitably ; the people being too idle
of the young lambs, which they complain are tom
to take
to pieces by the dogs when they wander about free. The sheep
appear to have been acclimatized with difficulty. Morga says
that they were brought several times from New Spain, but did
not multiply; so that in his time this kind of domestic animal
did not exist. Pork is eaten by wealthy Europeans only when
the hog has been brought up from the litter·at home. In order
to prevent its. wandering away, it is usually enclosed in a widemeshed, cylindrical hamper of bamboo, upon filling which it is
slaughtered. The native hogs are too nauseous for food, · the
animals maintaining themselves almost entirely on human excrement.
Crawford observes that the names of all the domestic animals
in the Philippines belong to foreign languages. Those of the dog,
swine, goat, buffillo, cat, even of the fowl and the duck, are Malay
or Javanese; while those of the horse, ox, and sheep, are Spanish.
Until these animals were first imported from Malay, the aborigines
were less fortunate in this respect than the Americans, who at
least had the alpaca, llama, and vicuria.
The names likewise
of most of the cultivated plants, such as rice, yams, sugar-cane,
cacao and indigo, are Malay, as well as those for silver, copper,
and tin. Of the words relating to commerce, one-third is Malay ;
to which belong most of the tenns used in trades, as well as
the denominations for weights and measures, for the calendarso far as it exists,-and for numbers, besides the words for
writing, reading, speaking, and narrative. On the other hand,
only u smull number of terms which refer to war arc borrowed
from the Mulny.

care
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Referring to the degree of ci~tion which the Philippines
po118essed previous to their intercourse with the Malaya, .Crawford concludes from the purely domestic words that they cultivated no corn, their vegetable food consisting of batata (?) and
banana. They had not a single domestic animal ; they were
acquainted With iron and gold, but with no other metal,
and were clothed in stufis of cotton and alpaca, woven by themselves. They had invented a peculiar phonetic alphabet; and
their religion conei~ted in the belief in good and evil spirits
and witches, in circumcision, and in somewhat of divination by
the stars. They therefore were superior to the inhabitants of the
South Sea, inasmuch as they possessed gold, iron, and woven
fabrics, and inferior to them in that they had neither dog, pig,
nor fowl.
Assuming the truth of the above sketch of pre-Christian culture,
which has been put together only with the help of defective
linguistic sources, and comparing it with the present, we find, as
the result, a. considerable progress, for which the Philippines are
indebted to the Spaniards. The influence of social relations has
been already exhibited in the text. The Spaniards have imported
the horse, the bullock, and the sheep ; maize, coffee, sugar-cane,
cacao, sesame, tobaceo, indigo, many fruits, and probably the
batata, which they _met with in Mexico under the name of
camotli. • From this circumstance the tenn camote, univereal
in the Philippines, appears to haYe had its origin,-Crawford,
indeed, erroneously considering it a native tenn. (According to a
communication from Dr. Witmack, the opinion has lately been
conceived that the batata is indigenous not only to America, but
also to the East Indies, as it has two names in San~~erit, sharkarakanda and ruktaloo.)
With the exception of embroidery, the natives have made but
little progrea in industries, in the weaving and the plaiting
• Compue Hemandcs, " Opora Omnia" ; Torqaemada," )lonan:hia Indica."
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of mats ; and the handicraft& are entirely carried on by the
Chineee.
The exports consist of rice and abaca. The province exports
about twice 88 much rice 88 it . consumes; a large quantity to
Albay, which, le88 adapted for the cultivation of rice, produces
only abaca; and a fair share to North Cama.rlnee, which is very
mountainous, and little fertile. The rice can hardly be shipped to
Manilla, 88 there is no high road to the south side of the province,
near to the principal town, and the transport by water from the
north side, and from the whole of the eastern portion o£ Luzon,
would immoderately enhance the price of the product. The imports
are confined to the little that is imported by Chinese traders.
The traders are almost all Chinese, who alone po88e88 shops in
which clothing materials and woollen stuB's, partly of native and
partly of European manufacture, women's embroidered slippers,
and counterfeit jewellery, may be obtained. The whole amount
of capital invested in these shops certainly does not exceed
200,000 dollars. In the remaining pueblos of Camarlnee there
are no Chinese merchants ; and th:e inhabitants are consequently
obliged to get their supplies from Naga.
The land belongs to the State, but is let to any one who will
build upon it. The usufruct passes to the children, and ceases
only when the land remains unemployed for two whole years ;
after which it is competent for the Executive to dispose of it to
another person.
Every family possesses its own house; and the young husband
generally builds with the aesistance of his · friends. In many
places it does not cost more than four or five dollars, 88 he can, if
nece888ry, build it himself free of expense, with the simple aid of
the wood knife (bol.o), and of the materials to his hand, bamboo,
Spanish cane, and palm-leaves. These houses, which are always
built on piles on account of the ?umidity of the soil, often
consist of a single shed, which serves for all the uses of a dwell-
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ing, and are the cauee of great laxity and of foul habits, the
whole family sleeping therein in common, and every pa88Elnger
being a welcome gueet. A fine houee of boards for the family
of a Cabeza perhaps costs nearly 100 dollars; and the posseeaions
of such a family in stock, furnit111'8J ornaments, &c. (of which
they are obliged to furnish an annual inventory), would range in
value between 100 and 1,000 dollars. Some reach even as much
as 10,000, while the richest family of the whole pronnce is
asseeaed at 40,000 dollars.
In general it may be said that every pueblo supplies its own
necessaries, and produces little more. To the indolent Indian,
especially to him of the eaatem provinces, the village in which
he was ~rn is the world; and he leavee it only under the moat
preesing circumstances. Were it otherwiee even, the strictness of
the poll-tax would place great obstacles in the way of gratifying
the desire for travel, generated by that oppressive impost. ·
The Indian eats three times a day-about 7 .A.K., 12, and at 7
or 8 in the evening. Thoee engaged in severe labour consume
at each meal a chupa of rice ; the common people, half a chupa at
breakfast, one at mid-day, and half again in the evening, altogether
two chupaa. Each family reaps ita own supply of rice, and preserves it in barns, or buys it winnowed at the market; in the
latter case purchasing only the quantity for one day or for the
individual meals. The average retail price is 3 cuartos for
2 chupas (14 chupas del Rey for 1 real). To free it from the
husk, the quantity for each single meal is rubbed in a mortar
by the women. This is in accordance with ancient custom ; but
it is also due to the fear lest, otherwise, the store should be too
quickly consumed. The rice, however, is but half cooked ; and· it
would seem that this occurs in all places where it constitutes an
essential part of the sustenance of the people, as may be seen,
indeed, in Spain and Italy. Salt and much Spanish pepper
(('tlplicum) are eaten as condiments; the latt.er, originally im-
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ported from America, growing all round the hoWie8. To the
common cooking-salt the natives prefer a so-called rock~salt,
which they obtain by evaporation from sea-water previously
filtered through ashes ; and of which one chin&nta (12lba. German) costs about 2 reals. The consumption of salt is extremely
small.
';l.'he luxuries of the Indians are buyo • and cigars-a cigar
costU:g 1 cuarto, and a buyo much leu. Cigars are rarely
smoked, but are cut up into pieces, and chewed with the buyo.
The women also chew buyo and tobacco, but, as a rule, very
moderately ; but they do not also stain their teeth black, like the
Malaya ; and the young and pretty adorn themselves assiduously
with veils made of the areca-nut tree, whose stUf and closely
packed parallel fibres, when cut oroBSwiRe, form excellent tooth-·
brushes. They bathe several times daily, and surpass the majority
of Europeans in cleanlineBS. Every Indian, above all things,
keeps a fighting-cock ; ·even when he has nothing to eat, he finds
mo~ey for cock-fighting.
The details of domestic economy may be narrated as follows:For cooking purposes an earthen pot is used, coeting between
3 and 10 cuartos; which, in cooking rice, is closed firmly with a
banana-leaf, so that the steam of a very small quantity of wate~
is sufficient. · No other cooking utensils are used by the poorer
classes ; but those better off have a few cast-iron pans and dishes.
In the smaller houses, the hearth consists of a portable earthen
pan or a flat chest, frequently of a:a old cigar-chest full of sand,
with three stones which serve as a tripod. In the larger houees
it is in the form of a bedstead, filled with sand or ashes, instead
• Buyo ia the name given in the Philippinee to the preparation of betelllllitable
for the mouth. A leaf of betel pepper (Chavica betel), of the form and liu of a
bean-leaf, is smeared over with a small piece of burnt lime of the aize of a pea, and
rolled together from hoth ends to the middle; when, one end of the roll being
inecrted into the other, a ring ie formed, into which a smooth piooe of areca nut of
corresponding size ia introdured.
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of a mattrass. The water in ~:~mall households 1s carried and
preserved in thick bamboos. In his bolo (wood-knife), moreover,
every one has an universal instrument, which he carries in a
wooden sheath made by himself, suspended by a cord of looselytwisted bast fibres tied round his body. 'l'his, and the rice•
mortar (a block of wood with a similar cavity), together with
pestles and a few baskets, constitute the whole of the household
furniture of a poor family ; sometimes a large snail, with a rush
wick, is also to be found as a lamp. They sleep on a mat o£
pandanus (fan-palm, Oorypha), when they possess one; if not, on
the splittings of bamboo, with which the house is floored. By the
poor oil £or lighting is rarely used ; but torches of resin, which
last a couple o£ days, are bought in the market £or half a cuarto.
Their clothing requirements I ascertained to be these. A.
woman wears a camisa de guinara (a short shift of abaca fibre),
a patadion (a gown reaching from the hip to the ancles), a cloth,
and a comb. A piece of guinara, costing 1 real, gives two shifts; the
coarsest patadion costs 3 reals; a cloth, at the highest, 1 real; and
a comb, 2 cuartos ; making altogether 4 reals, 12 cuurtos. Women
of the better class wear a camisa, costing between 1 and 2 r.,
a patadion 6 r., cloth between 2 and 3 r., and a comb 2 cu. The
men wear a shirt, 1 r., hose, 3 r., hat (ta1'ar;wa) o£ Spanish cane,
10 cu., or a salacot (a large rain-hat, frequently decorated), at
least 2 r.-often, when ornamented with silver, as much as 50
dollars. At least three, but more commonly £our, suits are worn
out yearly; the women, however, taking care to weave almost
the whole quantity for the family themselves.
The daily wages of the common labourer are 1 real, without
food ; and his hours of work are from 6 to 12, and from 2 to 6
o'clock. The women, as a rule, perform no field labour, but plant
out the rice and assist in the reaping ; their wages on both occasions being equal to those of the men. Wood and stone-cutters
receive 1·5 r. per day, and calkers 1·75 r.
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The Ttrcio is a pretty general contract in the cultivation of the
land. The owner simply lets arable land for the third part of the
crop. Some mestizoes possess several pieces of ground ; but they
are seldom connected together, as they generally acquire them
as mortgages for sums bearing but a small proportion to their
real value.
Under the head of earnings I give the income of a small
family. The man earns daily 1 r., and the woman, if she weaves
coarse stuff, 1 r. and her food (thus a piece of guinara, occupying
the labour of two days, costs half a real in weavers' wages). The
most skilful female weaver of the finer· stuffs obtains 12 r. per
piece ; but it takes a month to weave ; and the month, on account
of the numerous holy-days, must be calculated at the most as
equal to twenty· four working days; she consequently earns 1 r. per
day and her food. For the knitting of the fibres of the ananas
for the piiia web (called BUgot) she gets only an eighth of a real
and her food.
In all the pueblos there are schools. The schoolmaster is ~d
by the Government, and generally obtains two dollars per month,
without board or lodging. In large pueblos the salary amounts
to three dollars and a half; out of which an assistant must be
paid. The schools are under the supervision of the ecclesiastics
of the place. Reading and writing are taught, the writing copies
being Spanish. The teacher, who has to teach his scholars Spanish
exactly, does not understand it himself, while the Spanish officers,
on the other hand, do not understand the language of the country;
and the priests have no inclination to alter this state of things,
which is very useful to them as a means of inftuence. 4lmost
the only Indians who speak Spanish are those who have been in
the eervice of Europeans. · A kind of religious horn-book is the
first that is read in the language of the country (Dicol) ; and after
that comes the Christian Doctrine, the reading-book called Casayayan. On an a\·erage, half of all the children go to school,
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generally from the seventh to the tenth year. They learn to
read a little ; a few even write a little : but they 1100n forget it
again. Only those who are afterwards employed as ol~rka write
fluently ; and of these most write well.
Some priests do not permit boys and girls to attend the
same school; and in this case they pay a second teacher, a
female, a dollar a month. The Indians learn arithmetic very
quickly, generally aiding themselves by the use of mussels or
stones, which they pile in little heaps before them and then
count through.
The women seldom marry before the fourteenth year, twelve
years being the legal limit. In the church-register of Pollmgui I
found a marriage recorded (January, 1837) between an Indian and
an Indian woman having the ominous name of Hilaria Concepcion,
who at the time of the performance of the marriage ceremony
was, according to a note in the margin, only nine years and ten
months old. Usually people live together unmarried, because
they cannot pay the expenses of the ceremony. Girls who have
children by Europeans esteem it quite as an honour ; and still
greater is it when the priest is the parent, the cura always
maintaining his children, though under an assumed name. In
cases of matrimonial infidelity, which not seldom occur, the
guilty woman generally is cudgelled, and the seducer escapes
scot-free; appeal being rarely made to the law for redress. The
men are for the most part debauched. One woman induced the
paramour of her husband, by great persuasion, to confess her
guilt; and thereupon, with the sci880rs which she bad ready to
her band, she cut off the whole of her hair ; and this was the
only instance of revenge which had occurred during the previous
year. European females, and even mestizes, never seek husbands amongst the Indians. The women generally are well
treated, doing only light work, such as sewing, weaving,
embroidery, and managing the household; while all the heavy
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labour, with the exception of the beating of the rice, falls to
the men. .The public maidens associate with the wives, and
often get married themselves ; and sometimes fathers offer their
daughters to Europeans in seeking a loan; whereupon they are
taken into the house as sempstresses.
Instances of longevity are frequent amongst the Indians, particularly in Camarines. The JouriUll of Manilla, of the 13th
March, 1866, mentions an old man in Darlt.ga (Albay) whom I
knew well-Juan Jacob, born in 1744, married in 1764, and a
widower in 1845. He held many public posts up to 1840, and had
thirteen children, of whom five ~living. He has one hundred and
seventy direct descendants, and now, at one hundred and twentytwo years of age, is still vigorous, with good eyes and ieeth.
Extreme unction was administered to him seven times!
The first excrement of a new-bom child is carefully preserved, and under the name of triaca (theriacttm} is held to be a
highly efficacious and universal remedy fur the .bites of snakes and
mad dogs. It is applied to the wound extemally, and at the
same time is taken intemally.
A large number of children die in the first two weeks after
birth. Statistical data are wanting ; but, according to the opinion
of one of the first physicians in Manilla, at least one-fourth die.
This mortality must arise from great uncleanline88 and impure
air ; since in the chambers of the sick, and of women lying-in, the
doors and windows are so closely shut that the healthy become
sick from the stench and heat, and the sick recover with difficulty.
Every aperture of the house is clOsed up by the husband early
during travail, in order that Patiimac may not break in-an' evil
spirit who brings mischief to lying-in women, and endeavours
to hinder the birth. The custom has been further maintained
even amongst many who attach no belief to the superstition, but
who, from fear of a draught of air through a hole, have ~is
covered u new explanation for un old custom,-namely, that
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instances of such practices occur amongst all people. One very .
widely-spread malady is the itch, although, according to the
888Ul"8nce of the physician above referred to, it may be easily
subdued ; and, according to the judgment of those who are not
physicians and who employ that term for any eruptions of the
skin, the natives generally live on much too low a diet ; the
Bicol Indians even more than the Tagal.• Under certain conditions, which the physicians, on being questioned, could not define
more precisely, the natives can support neither hunger nor thirst;
of which fact I have on many occasions been a witness. It is
reported of them, when forced into such a situation as to suft'er
from unappeased wants, that they become critically ill; and thus
they often die.
Hence arises the morbid mania for imitation, which is called in
Java Sakit-latar, and here Mali-mali. In Java many believe that the
sickness is only 88SUDled, because those who pretend to be affiicted
with it find it to their advantage to be seen by newly.arrived
Europeans. Here, however, I saw one instance where indeed no
simulation could be suspected. My companions availed themselves of the diseased condition of a poor old woman who met us
in the highway, to practise some rough jokes upon her. The old
woman imitated every motion as' if impelled by an irresistible
impulse, an~ expressed at the same time the most extreme indignation against those. who abused her infirmity.
In R. Maak's "Journey to the Amour," it is recorded:" It is not unusual for the Maniagri to sufier also from a nervous
malady of the most peculiar kind, with which we had already
been made acquainted by the descriptions of several travellers. t
This malady is met with, for the most part, amongst the wild
• In t.he country it is believed that awine'a lleth often OAU888 this malady. A
friend, a physiologist, conjecturea Lhe cause to be t.he free ase of very fat pork ;
but the Indiana commcnly eat bat little ileeh, and the pigt are very seldom fat.
t Compare A. F..nnan, "Journey Round the Earth through Northern Asia,"·
vol. iii. sec. i. p. 191 ..
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FRo¥ Naga I visited the cura of Libmanan (Ligmanan), who,
possessing poetical talent, and having the reputation of a natural
philosopher, collected and named pretty beetles and shells, and
dedicated the most elegant little sonnets. He favoured me with .
the following narrative:-·
In 1851, during the construction of a road a little beyond
Libmanan, at a place called Poro, a bed of shells was dug up
under four feet of mould, one hundred feet distant from the river.
It consisted of Cyrenre (C'. BU'horbiculoris, Busch.), a species of
bivalve belonging to the family of Cyclades which occurs only
in warm waters, and is extraordinarily abundant in the brackish
waters of the Philippines. On the same occasion, at the depth of
:from one and a half to three and a halt feet, were found numerous
remains of the early inhabitants-skulls, ribs, bones of men and
animals, a child's thigh-bone inserted in a spiral of bl'B88 wire,
several stags' home, beautifully-formed dishes and vessels, some
of them painted, probably of Chinese origin ; str_iped bracelets,
of a soft, gypseous, copper-red rock, glancing as if they were
varnished ; • small copper knives, but no iron utensils ; and
several broad flat stones bored through the middle ; t besides a
• Probably pot-atone, which ia employed in China in the manufacture or cheap
ornament.. Uypaeou referrt probably only to the degree or hardneea.
t Jn the Chriaty oollectioo, in London, I IIW a. atone or thia kind from the
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wedge of petrified wood, embedded in a cleft branch of a tree.
The place, which to this day may be easily recognised in a
hollow, might, by excavation systematically carried on, yield
many more interesting results. What was not immediately
useful was then and there destroyed, and the remainder dispersed. In spite of every endeavour, I could obtain, through
the kindness of Herr Focinos in Naga, only one sinall vesseL
Similar remains of more primitive inhabitants have been found
at the mout'h of the Bigajo, not far from Libmanan, in li shellbed of the same kind; and an urn, with a human skeleton, was

A tblrd of tbe lllae of the - 1 resn-nteJ ; w:dcb, with the ezception of the 00., w OOTered
with • e:slad-green glue.

found at the mouth of the Perlos, west of Sitio de Poro, in 1840.
At the time when I wrote down these statements of the pastor,
neither of us was familiar with the discoveries made within the
last few years relating to the lake dwellings ·(pile .villages);
or these notes might have been more exact, although probably
they would not have been so eMy and natural. .
Mr. W. A. Franks, who had the kindness to examine the vessel,
inclines to the opinion that it is Chinese, and pronounces it to
Schiffer lalanda, employed in a contrivance for t.he purpoee of protection against J'lltl
and mice. A etring being drawn through the etone, one end of it it eoepended from
the ceiling of the room, and the object. to be preee"ed bang from the other. A
knot in the middle of the etring prevent. its eliding below that point, and, evory
touch drawing it.from ite equilibrium, it ia impoaeible for rata to climb upon it.
A eimilar contrivanre need in the Viti Ialanda, but of wood, it figured in the Atlu
to Dumont D'Urvi:Je'a" Voyage to the South Pole" (i. 9.S).
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be of very great antiquity, without, however, being able to
determine its age more exactly; and a learned Chinese of the
Burlingame Embassy expressed himself to the same effect. He
knew only of one article, now in the British Museum, which
was brought from Japan by Kampfer, the colour, glazing, and
cracks in the glazing, of which (craqueles) corresponded precisely
with mine. According to Kampfer, the Japanese found similar
vessels in the sea; and they value them very highly for the purpose of preserving their tea in them.
Morga writes : "On this island, Luzon, particularly in the provinces of
Manilla, Pampanga, Pangasinan, and Yl6cos, very ancient clay
vessels of a dark brown colour are found by the natives, of a
sorry appearance ; some of a middling size, and others smaller ;
marked with characters and stamps. They are unable to say
either when or where they obtained them; but they are no
longer to be acquired, nor are they manufactured in the islands.
The Japanese prize them highly, for they have found that the
root of a herb which they call Tscha (tea), and which when
drunk bot is considered aa a great delicacy and of medicinal
efficacy by the kings and lords in Japan, cannot be effectively
preserved except in these vessels ; which are so highly esteemed
all over Japan that they form the most costly articles of their
show-rooms and cabinets. Indeed, so highly do they value them
that they overlay them externally with fine gold embossed with
great skill, and enclose them in cases of brocade ; and some of
these vessels are valued at and fetch from 2,000 tael to 11 reals.
The natives of these islands purchase them from the Japanese at
very high rates, and take much pains in the search for them on
account of their value, though but few are now found on account
·
of the eagerneea with which they have been sought for."
When Carletti, in 1597, W"ent from the Philippine& to Japan, all
the passengers on board were examined carefully, by order of the
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governor, and threatened with ~pital punishment if they endeavoured to conceal "certain earthen vessels which were wont fi9
be brought from the Philippines and other islands of that sea,''
as the king wished to b.uy them all . . . " Theee . veseels
were worth as much as· 51 6, and even .10,000 scudi each; but
they were not permitted. to demand for them more than oneGiulio
(about a half Paolo)." In 1615 Carletti met with a Franciscan
who was sent as ambassador from Japan to Rome, who assured
him that he had seen 130,000 scudi paid by the king of Japan
for such a vessel ; and his companions confirmed the statement.
Carletti also alleges, as the reason for the high price, " ihat the
leaf cia or tea, the quality of which improves with age, is preserved better in those vessels than in all others. The Japanese
besides· know these vessels by certain characters and stamps.
They are of great age and very rare, and come only from
Cambodia, Siam, Cochin China, the Philippines, and other neighbouring islands. From their external appearance they would be
estimated at three or four quatrini (two dreier) ...• It is perfectly
true that the king and the princes of that kingdom po88688 a very
large number of these vessels, and prize them as their most valuable treasure and above all other rarities . . . and that they
boast of their acquisitions, and from motives of vanity strive to
outvie one another in the multitude of pretty vessels which they

poesess.''•
Many travellers mention ve38els found likewise amongst the
Dyaks and the Malaya in Borneo, which, from superstitious
motives, were estimated at most exaggerated figures,- amounting
sometimes to many thousand dollars.
St. John t relates that the Datu of Tamparuli (Borneo) gave
rice,to the value of almost £700 for a jar, and that he possessed a
second jar of almost fabulous value, which was about two feet
• "Carletti"a Voyl\ges," ii. 11.
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high, and of a dark olive green. The Datu fills both jars with
water, which, after adding plants and Bowers to it, he dispenses
to all the sick persons in the country. But the moat famous jar in
Borneo is that· of. the Sultan of Brunei, which not only poue&~~es
all the valuable properties of the other jars but can also speak.
St. John did not see it, as it is always kept in the women's apartment ; but the sultan, a credible man, related to him that the
jar howled dolefully the night before the death of his first wile,
and that it emitted · similar tones in the event of impending
misfortunes. St. John is inclined to explain the mysterious
phenomenon by a probably peculiar form of the mouth of the
vessel, in p8.88ing over which the air-draught is thrown into
resonant verberations, like the 1Eolian harp. The vessel is ·
generally enveloped in· gold brocade, and is uncovered only when
it is to be consulted ; and hence, of couree, it happens that it
speaks only on solemD, occasions. St. John states further that the
Biaayans used formerly to bring presents to the aultan ; in recognition of which .they received some water from the sacred jar to
sprinkle over. their fields and thereby ensure plentiful harvests.
-When the sultan was asked whether he would eell his jar for
£20,000, he answered that no offer in the world could tempt him
to part with it. ·
ld:orga's description suits neither the vessel of Libm&nan nor
the jar of the British Museum, but rather a vessel brought from
Japan a short time ago to our Ethnographical Mueeum. This
is of brown clay, small but of graceful shape, and composed of
many pieCes cemented together ; the joints being gilt and forming
a kind of network on the dark ground. How highly ancient pots
of a similar kind, even of native origin, are esteemed in Japan
down to the present day, is shown by the following certificate
translated by the interpreter of the German Consulate : " This earthen vessel was found in the porcelain factory of
Tschisub in the province of Odori, in South Idzumi, and is an
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object belonging to the thoueand graves . . • It was made by
Giogiboosat (a celebrated Buddhist priest), and after it had been
con.eecrated to heaven waa buried by him. According to the traditions of the people, this place held grave mounds with memorial
stones. That is more than a thousand years ago. . . . In the pursuit of my studies, I remained many years in the temple Sookuk,
of that village, and found the vessel. I carried it to the high
priest Shakudjo, who was much delighted therewith and always
bore it about with him as a treasure. When he died it fell to me,
although I could not find it. Recently, when Honkai was chief
priest, I saw it again, and it was as if I had again met the spirit
of Shakudjo. Great was my commotion, and I clapped my hands
with astonishment ; and, a8 often as I look upon the treasure, I
think it is a sign that the spirit of Shakudjo is returned to life.
Therefore I have written the history, and taken
of this
treasure. Funn Kuz DowiN."
Baron Alexander von Siebold communicates the following:The value which the Japanese attach to vessels of this kind reste
upOn the use which is made of them by the mysterious tea societies
called." Cha-no-yu." Respecting the origin of these societies, whioh
still are almost entirely unknown to Europeans, d.i1Ferent legends
exist. They flourished, however, principally during the reign of
the emperor Taikosama, who, .in the year 1588, furnished the
society of Cha-no-yu at Kitano near Myako with new laws. In
consequenCe of the religious and civil wars, the whole of the people
had deteriorated and become ungovernable, having lost all taste
fQr art and knowledge, and holding only rude force in any esteem;
brute strength ruling in the place of the laws. The observant
Taikosama perceived that, in order to tame these rough natures, he
must accustom them to the arts of peace, and thus secure prosperity
to the country, and safety for himself and his successors. With this
view he recalled the Cha-no-yu society anew into life, and assembled
its musters and those acquainted with its customs around him.

care,
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The object of the Cha-no·yu is to draw man away from the
influences of the terrestrial forces which surround him, to plant
within him the feeling of complete repose, and to dispoee him
to self-contemplation. All the exercises of the Cha·no-yu are
directed to this object.
Clothed in light white garments, and without weapons, the
members of the Cha·n,o.yu assemble round the master's house,
and, after resting some time in the ante.room, are conducted into
a pavilion appropriated exclusively to these assemblies. This
conaists of the most costly kinds of wood, but is without any ornament which could po88ibly be abstracted from it; without colour,
and without varnish, dimly lighted by emall windows thickly
overgrown with plants, and so low that it is impoamble to stand
upright. The guests tread the apartment with solemn measured
steps, and, having been received by him according to the prescribed formulas, arrange themselves in a half·circle on both
sides of him. All distinctions of rank are abolished. The ancient
veeaele are now removed with solemn ceremonies from their
wrappings, saluted and admired ; and, with the same solemn "and
rigidly prescribed formulae, the water is heated on the hearth
appropriated to the purpose, and the tea taken from the veesele and
prepared in cups. The tea consists of the young green leaves of
the tea-shrub rubbed to powder, and is -very stimulating in its
effect. The beverage is taken amidst deep silence, while incense
is burning on the elevated pedestal of honour, "toko ;" and, after
the thoughts have thus been collected, conversation begins. It
is confined to abstract subjects; but politics are not always
excluded.
The value of the Ve88els employed in these assemblages is very
considerable ; indeed, they do not fall short of the value of our
most costly paintings ; and Taikoeama often rewarded his generals
with Ve88els of the kind, instead of land, as was formerly the
practice. After the last revolution some of the more eminent

THE "LORD OF THE BATS."
Da.imios (princes) of the Mikado were rewarded with similar
Cha-no-yu vesaele, in acknowledgment of the aid rendered to
him in regaining the throne of his ancestors. The best of them
which I have seen were far from beautiful, simply being old,
weather-wom, black or dark-}>rown jars, with pretty '11road necks,
for storing t~ tea in ; tall cups of cracked Craquele, either
porc«ilain or earthenware, for drinking the infusion ; and deep,
broad cisterns ; besides rotten old iron kettles with rings, for heating the water : but they were enwrapped in the most costly silken
stuBs, and preserved in chests lacqueted with gold. Similar old
veuels are preserved amongst the treasures of the Mikado and
the Tycoon, as well as in some of the temples, with all the care
due to the most costly jewels, together with documents relating
to their history.
From Libm&nan I visited the mountain, Yluntik (Amtik,
Hantu),• which consists of lime, and contains many caverns.
Six hours westward by water, and one hour S.S.W. on foot,
brought ne to the Visita Bical, surrounded by a thoueand little
limestone hills; from which we ascended by a staircase of sinter
in the bed of a brook, to a small cavern tenanted by multitudes
of bate, and great long-armed spiders of the species Phrynus,
known to be poisonous. t
A thick branch of a tree lying across the road was perforated
from end to end by a small ant. Many of the natives did not
venture to enter the cave ; and those who did enter it were in a
state of great agitation, and were careful first to enjoin upon each
other the respect to be observed by them towards Oalapnitan.t
One of the principal rules was to name no object in the cave
I

)

-.

• According to Father Camel (" Philoloph. Trails. London," vol. :u:vi. p. 2f8),
llantu meana black ants the eise of a 'ti'IIIJI; .,.tig, IIJIAller black: and lumtie, red ant&
t According to Dr. Geratacker, probably PllryR.. Or•yi Wlllek OITT., mugiq
forth alive. "S. Si'-ungeb. Gel. Naturf. Freunde, Berl." 18t.h March, 1862, and
p<Jurtnayed and dcecribed in G. H. Broon," Ord. Clau.," vol. v. 18f.
t c.JnpRit, Tagal and Bicol, the bat; tttlttpRittu•, couequenUy, lord of the bets.
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without adding " Lord Calapnitan's." Thus they did not bluntly
refer to either gun or torch, but devoutly said" Lord C.'s gun,"
or "Lord C.'s torch." At a thousand paces from t~ lies another
cave, " San Vicente," which contains the same insects, but another
kind of bat. Both caves are only .of amall extent ; but in Libmanan a very large stalactite cave was mentioned to me, the
description of which, notwithstanding the fables mixed up with
it, could not but have a true foundation. Our guides feigned
ignorance of it ; and it was not till after two days' wandering
about, and after many debates, that they came to the decision,
since I adhered to my purpose, to encounter the risk ; when,
to my great astonishment, they conducted me back to Calapnitan's
cave; from which a narrow fissure, hidden by a projection of
rook, led into one of the moet gorgeous stalactite caves in the
world. Its floor was everywhere firm and easy to the tread, and
mostly dry ; and it ran out into several branches, the entire
length of which probably exceeds a mile; and the whole series
of royal chambers and cathedrals, with the columns, ~pits, and
altars which it contained, reflected no discredit upon its d~rip
tion. No bones or other remains were to be found in it. My
intention to return subsequently with labourers, for the purpose
of systematic excavation, was not carried out.
I was not lucky enough to reach the summit of the mountain,
upon which was to be found a lake, " whence the water formerly
came here.'' For two days we laboured strenuously at dUferent
points to penetrate the thick forest ; but the conductor, who had
assured the cura in Libmanan that he knew the road, now expre88Eld himself to the contrary eifect. I therefore made the fellow,
who had hitherto been unburdened, now carry a part of the
baggage as a punishment ; but he threw it off at the next turning
of the road and esca~, so that we were compelled to return.
Stags and wild boars are very numerous in theae forests; and
they formed the principal portion of our meals, at which, at the

--

A YOUNG SCAMP.
commencement of our expedition, we had 88 many 88 thirty
individuala ; who, in the intervals between them, affected to aearch
for snails and insects for me, but with success not prcSportionate
to their zeal.
Upon my departure from Dar&ga I took with me a lively
little boy, who had a taste for the calling of a naturalist. In
Libmanan he W88 suddenly lost, and with him, at the same time,
a bundle of keys ; and we looked for him in vain. The fact W88,
88 I afterwards came to learn, that he went straight to Naga, and,
justifying himself by showing the stolen keys, got the majordomo of my guest to deliver to him a white felt hat ; with which
he disappeared. I had once seen him, with the hat on his head,
standiJlg before a looking-glass and admiring himself; and he
could not resist the temptation to steal it.
In the beginning of March I had the pleasure of accompanying the Minister (.Administrador) of Camarlnee and a Spanish
head-man, who were travelling acrose Daet and Mauban to the
chief town. At five P.:M. we left But-6ngan on the Bicol River,
two leagues below Naga, in a fahia of twelve oars, equipped with
one 6-pounder and two 4-pounders, and reinforced by armed
men ; and about six we reached Cabus&o, at the mouth of the
Bicol, whence we put to sea about nine. The falua belonged to
the administrator of taxes, and had, in conjunction with another
under the command of the alcalde, to protect the north C088t of the
province against smugglers and pirates, who at this time of the
.year are accustomed to frequent the hiding-placee of the bay of
&n: Miguel. Two similar gun-boats performed the duty on the
south coast of the province.
Both the banks of the Bicol River are flat, and expand into
broad fields of rice ; and to the east are simultaneously visible
the beautiful volcanoes of Mayon, Y riga, Malin&.o, and Y s&rog.
At daybreak we reached the bar of Daet, and, after two hours'
travelling, the similarly named chief city of the province of North
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Camarines, where we found an excellent reception at the house of
the alcalde, a polished Navarrese; marred only by the tame
monkey, who should have welcomed the guests of his master,

Mormtaim

of Bacacdy,from tAc Bar of lJaet.

turning his back towards them with studiously uncourteous ges·
tures, and going towards the door. However, upon the majordomo placing a spirit flask preserving a small harmless snake on
the threshold, the monkey sprang quickly
back and concealed- himself, trembling,
behind his master.
In the evening there was a ball, but
there were no dancers present. Some
Indian women, who had been invited, sat
bashfully at one end of the apartment
and danced with one another when called
upon, without being noticed by the
Spaniards, who conversed together at the
other end.
Our departure hence was delayed by
festivities and sudden showers for about
two days, after which the spirited horses
of the alcalde carried us within an hour,
on a level road north-west, to Talisay,
and in another hour tO Indang, where a
..J.,. Irul,.an W01114" tl4t~eing
bath and breakfast were ready. Up to
tile Bulaguena.
this time I had never seen a bath-room
in the house of a Spaniard; whereas with the Northern Europeans
it is never wanting. The Spaniards appear to regard the bath as
u species of medicine, to be used only with caution ; many, even

BATHING.
to the present day, look upon it as an institution not quite Christian. At the time of the Inquisition frequent bathing, it is
known, was a characteristic of the Moors, and certainly was not
wholly free from danger. In Manilla, only those who live near
the Paaig are the exceptions to the rule ; and there the bad practice prevails of whole families bathing, in the company of their
friends, in the open air.
The road ended a~ Indlmg, and at the well-supplied table of the
amiable alcalde we awaited the horses which had been brought

Tk " Ca.tu" of Barr•.

hither_along a bad route by our servants. In the waste of Barre
a castle, surrounded by two or three fishermen's huts and as many
caeuarinee, has been erected against the Moors, who, untempted
by the same, seldom go so far westward, for it consists only of an
open hut covered with palm-leaves-a kind of parasol--supported
on stakes as thick as one's arm and fifteen feet high; and the two
cannons belonging to it ought, for security, to be buried. We
followed the sea-shore, which is composed of silicious sand, and
covered with a carpet of creeping shore plants in full bloom.
On the edge of the wood, to the left, were many flowering
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shrubs and pandanue with large ecarlet-red fiowers. After an
hour we croeaed the river L6ngos in a ferry, and soon came to
the spur of a crystalline chain of mountains, which barred our
road and extended itself into the sea as Point L6ngoe. The
horeee climbed it with difficulty, and we found the stream on the
other aide already risen eo high that we rode knee-deep in the
water. After sunset we cro88ed singly, with great loss of time,
in a miserable ferry-boat, over the broad mouth ot' the Pulundaga, where a pleasant road through a forest led us, in fifteen
minutes, over the mountain-spur, Malanguit, which again projected itself' right ac1'088 our path into the 1100, to the mouth of
the Paracali. The long bridge here was so rotten that we
were obliged to lead the hol'888 over at wide intervals apart ;
'and on the further aide lies the place called Paracali, from
which my companions continued their journey acrose Mauban to

Manilla.

.

.

Paracali and Mambulao are two localities well known to all
niineralogists, from the red lead ore occurring there. On the
following morning I returned to L6ngos ;· which consists of only
a few miserable huts inhabited by gold-washers, who go about
almost naked, probably because they are labouring during the
greater part of the day in the water ; but they are also very poor.
The soil is composed of rubbish, decomposed fragments of
crjrstalline rock, rich in broken pieces of quartz. The workmen
make holes in the ground 21 feet long, 2i broad, and to 30 feet
deep. At 3 feet below the surface the rock is generally found to
contain gold, the value increasing down to 18 feet of depth, and
then again diminishing, though these proportions are very unoer- ·
tain, and there is much fruitless search. The rock is carried out of
the holes in baskets, on ladders of bamboo, and the water in small
pails; but in the rainy eeaaon the holes cannot possibly be kept
free from water, as they are situated on the slope of the mountain,
and are filled quicker than th.:-y can be emptied. The want of

GOLD- WASHING.

apparatus for discharging water alao .accounts for the fact that
the pits are not dug deeper.
The breliking of the auriferous rock is effected with two stones ;
of which one serves as ~nvil, and the other as hammer. The
former, which ia slightly hollowed in the centre, is laid fiat upon
the ground; and the latter, 4 x 8 x 8 inches in dimensions, and
therefore of about 25 pounds weight, is made fast with rattan to
the top of a slender young tree, which lies in a eloping position in
a fork, and at its opposite end is firmly fixed in the ground. The
workman with a jerk forces the stone that serves for hammer
down upon the auriferous rock, and allows it to be again carried
upwards by the elasticity of the young tree.
The cruahirig of the broken rock is efFected with an apparatus
equally rude. A thick stake rises from the centre of a circular
support of rough-hewn atones (which is enclosed in a circle of
exactly similar stones) having an iron pin at its top, to which
a tree, bent horizontally in the middle, and downwards at the
two ends, is fixed. Being set in motion by two buffaloes attached
in front, it drags several _heavy atones, which are bound firmly
to it with rattans, round the circle, and in this manner crushes
the broken rock, which has been previously mixed with water, "to
a fine mud. The same apparatus is employed by the Mexican
gold-washers, under the name of .Raatra. The washing-out of the
mud· is done by women. They kneel before a small wooden
gutter 6.lled w;.ith water up to the brim, and provided with boards,
sloping downwards, in front of the apaoe aaaigned to each woman ;
the gutter being cut out at these placea in a corresponding
manner, ao that a very slender stream of water flows evenly acro88
ita whole breadth downwards over the board. With her hand
the work-woman distributes the auriferous mud over the board,
which, at the lower edge, is provided with a cro88-piece ; and,
when the light sand is washed away, there remains a stratum
conaiating chiefly of iron, flint, and ore, which is taken up from
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Ten minutes north of the village of MalagUit is a mountain in
which lead-glance and red lead have been obtained ; the rock
consisting of micaceous gneiss much decomposed. There is a
stream-work over one hun~ed feet in length. Thb rock appears
to have been very poor.
The highly prized red-lead ores have been found on the top of
this same hill, N. 30° W. from the village. The quarry was
fallen to ruin and flooded with rain, so that only a shallow hollow
in the ground remained visible ; and after a long search amongst
the bushes growing there a few small fragments were found, on
which chrome-lead ore was still clearly to be recognised. Captain
Sabino, the former governor of Paracali, a well-informed Indian,
who, at the suggestion of the alcalde, accompanied me, had ·for
some years caused excavations to be carried on, in order to find
specimens for a speculator who had in view the establishment of
a new mining com~y in Spain ; but the specimens which were
found had not been removed, as speculation in mines in the
Philippines had, in the interval, fallen into discredit on the
Exchange of Madrid; and as yet only a little box full of sand,
out of a few small drusy cavities, has been fixed upon and pounded,
to be ':'Old as variegated writing-sand, after being carefully sifted .
.A peculiarly beautiful fan-palm grows on this hill. Its stem is
from thirty to forty feet high, cylindrical and dark-brown, with
white rings a quarter of an inch broad at distan~ of four inches,
and, at similar intervals, crown-shaped bands of thorns two inches
long. Near the crown-leaf tlie stem passes into the richest brown
of burnt sienna.
Notwithetanding a very bad road, a pleasant ride carried us
from Parac6.li to the sea-shore, and, through a beautiful wood, to
Mambul'-o, which lies W. by N. I alighted at the tribunal, and
took up my lodgings in the room where the ammunition
was kept, as being the only one that could be locked. For
greater security, the powder was stored in a co~ner and covered

LEAD AND COPPER JIIINES.

with buBalo-hide; but such were my arrangements that my
servant carried about a burning tallow light, and his assistant
a torch in the hand. When I visited the native priest, I was
received in a friendly manner by a young girl who, when I
oil'ered my hand, thanked me with a bow, saying, " Tengo la•
MINIM" ("I have the itch"). The malady, which is very common
in the Philippines, appears to have its focua in this locality.
A quarter of a league N.N.E. we came upon the ruins of
another mining undertaking, the Ancla de Oro. Shaft and watercutting had fallen in, and were thickly grown over; and only a
few of the considerable buildings were still standing ; and even
thoee were ready to fall. In a circle some Indians were busily
employed, in their manner, collecting grains of gold. The rock
is gneias, weathered eo much that it cannot be recognised ; and
at a thouaand paces on the other side is a similar one, clearly
crystalline.
Half' a league N. by E. from Mambul&o is the lead-mountain
of Dini&nan. Here also all the works were fallen in, choked
with mnd and grown over. Only after a long search were n few
fragments found with traces of red-lead ore. This mountain
consists of hornblende rock; in one place, of hombfende slate,
with very beautiful large crystals.
A league and a half' S. from )[ambul&o a shallow hollow in the
ground marks the site of an .old copper-mine, which must have
been eighty-four feet deep. Copper ores are found in several
placee in Luzon ; and specimens of solid copper were obtained by
me at the Bay of Luyang, N. of the Enseiiada de Patag, in
Caram6an.
Very considerable beds of copper ore occur in Mancay&n, in
the district of Lepanto, and in the central mountain-range of
Luzon between Cagaylm and Dooos, which have been worked by a
mining company in Manilla since 1850; but the operations seem
to have been most unsuccessful. In 186i the eociety expended a
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considerable capital in the erection of smelting furnaces and
hydraulic machinery ; but until a very recent date, owing to local .
difficulties, particularly the want of roads, it has not produced any
copper.•
In 1869 I heard, in London, that the undertaking had been
given up. According to my latest information, however, it is
certainly in progre88; but the management have never, I believe,
secured a dividend. The statement of 1872, in fact, shows a 1088,
or, as the Spaniards elegantly say, a diridendo pa$it•o.
What Europeans yet appear unable to accomplish, the wild
Y gorrotes, who inhabit that tra,ckless range of mountains, have
carried on successfully for centuries, and to a proportionally larger
extent ; and this is the more remarkable as the metal in that
district occurs only in the form of flints, which even in Europe
can be made profitable only by particular management, and not
without expense.
The copper introduced into commerce by the Ygorrotes, from
1840 to 1855, partly in a raw state, partly manufactured, is
estimated at 300 picos yearly.
The extent of their excavations, and the large existing
masses of slag, also ind,icate the
activity of their operations for
11 long period of time.
The drawing shows a copp;}r
kettle made by those wild tribes,
which is now in the Ethno- graphical Afuseum at Berlin.
Hcieh•, t7 cm.; dio.mlf.er o.t top, 19 cm.; extreme Mey;n, who brought it, states
circumference, 71 cm.
that it was made by the 1\egritos in the interior of the island, and certainly with hammers
of porphyry, as they have no iron; and that he further found, in
•
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the collection of the Captain General of the Philippines, a large
· shallow kettle of 31 feet in diameter, which had been bought for
only 3 dollars ; whence it may be inferred that, in the interior of
the island, the copper occurs in large Jlla8888, and probably solid ;
for how could those rude uncultivated negroea understand the an
of smelting copper P
The locality of these rich quamea was still unknown to the
Governor, although the copper implements brought thence had,
according to an official statement of his in 1833, been in use in
Manilla over two centuries. It is now known that the coppersmiths are not negritos but Ygorrotea ; an.d there can be no question that they practised this art, and the still more difficult one of
obtaining copper from flint, for a long period perhaps previous to
the arrival of the Spaniards. They may posaibly have learnt them
from the Chinese o'r Japanese. The chief engineer, Santos,• and
many others with him, are of opinion that this race is deacended
from the Chinese or Japanese, from whom he insists that it
acquiied not only its features (several travellers mention the
obliquely placed eyes of the Ygorrotes), ita idols, and some of ita
customs, but also the art of working in copper. At all events,
the fact that a wild people, living isolated in the mountains,
should have made such progresa in the science of smelting, i8 of
ao great interest that a description of their procedure by Santos
(esaentially only a repetition of an earlier account by Hernandez,
in the " Revista Minera," i. 112) will certainly be acceptable.
The present mining district acquired by the society mentioned,
the "Sociedad Minero-metalurgica Cantabro-filipina de Mancayan," was divided amongst the Y gorrotes into larger o.r smaller
parcels strictly according to the number of the population of the
adjacent villages, whose boundaries were jealously watched; and
the posseBBiona of each separate village were again divided between
certain families ; whence it is that those mountain districts
• "Informe eobre la.s Minu do C:obre," Manila, 1862.
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exhibit, at the present day, the appearance of a honeycomb. To
obtain the ore, they made cavities, in which they lighted fires in
suitable spots, for the purpose of breaking the rock into pieces by
means of the elasticity of the heated water contained in the
crevices, with the additional auistance of iron implements. The
first breaking-up of the ore was done in the stream-work itself,
·and the dead heaps lay piled up on the ground, so that, in subsequeut fires, the flame of the pieces of wood always reached the
summit ; and by reason of the quality of the rock, and the imperfection of the mode of procedure, very considerable down-falls
frequently occurred.
The ores were divided into rich and
quartziferous ; the former not being again melted, bnt the latter
being subj~ted to a powerful and persistent roasting, during
which, after a part of the sulphur, antimony, and arsenic had been
exhaled, a kind of distillati9n of sulphate of copper and sulphate
of iron took place, which appeared as" stone," or in balla on the
surface of the quartz, and could be easily detached.•
The furnace or smelting apparatus consisted of a round hollow
in clayey ground, 30 centimetres in diaJneter and 16 deep ; with
which was connected a conical funnel of fire-proof stone, inclined
at an angle of 30°, carrying up two bamboo-eanea, which were
• According to the Catalogue, the following 01e1 are found :-Variegated copper
ore (eobr• ,V allig111'NM), aneuioua oopper (c. ,V
'ritnloua oopper (•.
t~itrw), copper pyrites (pinta de ~). solid copper (111111• ~), and black oopper
(e. tr,-o). The ores of moet frequent occurrence h&Ye the following oompoeitionA, according to an analysed specimen in the School of Mines at Madrid ; B, acoording to the analyllia of Santos1 the mean of aeYenl lpecimena takeu from WS'erent
placet:A
B
Silicious Acid
26·800
'7·06
Sulphur .
31•716
Copper
18·6·
2'11'0
AnLimony
8·206
11·12
AJ'IIellie
7'639
··86
Iron
1•837
1·M
Lime
in traces
I .oil
0·263
0•26

.,..,.u.l),

'''"

100·000
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fitted into the lower ends of two notched pine-stems; in which
two slips, covered all over with dry grass or feathers, moved
alternately up and down, and produced the current required for
the smelting.
When the Ygorrotes obtained black copper or native copper
by blasting, they prevented loss (by oxidation) by setting up a
crucible of good fire-proof clay in the form of a still ; by which
means it was easier for them to pour the metal into the forms
which it would acquire from the same clay. The furnace be~ng
arranged, they supplied it with from 18 to 20 kilogrammes of rich
or roasted ore, which, according to the repeated experiments of
Hemandez, contained 20 per cent. of copper ; and they proceeded
quite scientifically, always exposing the ore at the mouth of the
funnel, and consequently to the air-drafts, and placing the coals
at the sides of the furnace, which consisted of loose stones piled
one over another to the height of 50 centimetres. The fire having
been kindled and the blowing apparatus, already described, in
operation, thick clouds of white, yellow, and orange-yellow smoke
were evolved from the partial volatilization of the sulphur,
arsenic, and antimony, for the space of an hour; but as soon as
only sulphurous acid was formed, and the heat by this procedure
had attained its highest degree, the blowing was discontinued
and the product taken out. This consisted of a dross, or, rather,
of the collected pieces of ore themselves, which, on account of the
.ftinty content. of the stones composing the funnel, were transformed by, the decomposition of the sulphurous metal into a porous
mass, and which could not be converted into dross nor form
combinations with silicious acid, being deficient in the base as
well as in the requisite heat; and also of a very impure "stone,"
of from 4 to 5 kg. weight, and containing from 60 to 60 per
cent. of copper.
Several of these " stones" were melted down together for the
space of about fifteen hours, in a powerful fire ; and by this means
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a great portion of the three volatile substances above named
was again evolved; after which they placed them, now heated
red-hot, in an upright position, but so as to be in contact with
the draught ; the cools, however, being at the sides of the furnace.
After blowing for an hour or half-an-hour, they thus obtaifled,
as residuum, a l'ilicate of iron with antimony and traces of arsenic,
a" stone" containing from 70 to 75 per cent. of copper, which
they took off in very thin strips, at the same time using refrigerating vessels; and at the bottom of the hollow there remained,
according as the mass was more or less freed from sulphur, a
iarger or smaller quantity (always, however, impure)" of black
copper.
The purified stones obtained by this second process were again
made red-hot by placing them between rows of wood, in order
that they might not melt into one another before the fire had
freed them frOm impurities.
The black copper obtained from the second operation, and the
stones which were re-melted at the same time, were then
subjected to a third process in the same furnace (narrowed by
quarry stones and provided with a crucible); which produced a
residuum of silicious iron and black copper, which was poured
out into clay moulds, and in this shape came into commerce.
This black copper contained from 92 to 94 per cent. of copper, and
was tinged by a carbonaceous compound of the same metal known
by its yellow colonr, and the oxide on the surface arising fro~ the
slow cooling, which will occur notwithstanding every precaution ;
and the surface so exposed to oxidation they beat with green
twigs. When the copper, which had been thus extracted with so
much skill and patience by the Ygorrotes, was to be employed in
the manufacture of kettles, pipeS, and other domestic ·articles, or
for ornament, it was submitted to another process of purification,
which differed from the preceding only in one particular, that the
quantity of coals was diminished and the air-draught increased

GOLD MANIA.
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according as the procetlll of smelting drew near to its termination,
which involved the removal of the carbonaceous compound by
oxidation. Santos found, by repeated experiment, that even from
ores of the mean standard of 20 per cent., only from 8 to 10
per ·cent. of black copper was extracted by the third operation ; so
that between 8 and 12 per cent. still remained in the residuum
or porous quartz of the operation.
It was difficult to procure the necessary means of transport for
my baggage on the return journey to Paraclili, the roads being
so soaked by the continuous rains th•t no one would venture his
cattle for the purpose. In :Mambul&o the influence of the province
on its western border is very perceptible, and Tagal is understood almost better than Bicol ; the Tagal element being introduced amongst the population by pretty women, who with their
families come here, from Lucban and Mauban, in the pursuit of
trade. They buy up gold, and import stufFs and other wares in
exchange. The gold acquired is commonly from 15 to 16 carats,
and a mark determines ita quality. The dealers pay on the
average 11 dollars per ounce ; but when, as is uswilly the case, it
is ofFered in smaller quantities than one ounce, only 10 dollars.•
They weigh with small Roman scales, and have no great reputation for honesty.
North Camarines is thinly inhabited, the population of the
mining districts having removed after the many undertakings
which were artificially called into existence by the mining mania
had been ruined. The gold-washers are mostly diSBOlute and
involved in debt, and continually expecting rich findings which
but very seldom occur, and which, when they do occur, are
forthwith dissipated ;-a fact which will account for champagne
and other articles of luxury being found in the shops of the very
poor villagers.
• Aoccmling to the pricee c:ummt with 111, the nlue would be calculated at about .
12 dola.; the value of the analyzed specimen, to which we have before referred, at
t•l dola.
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Malaguit and Mat&ngo, during the dry l!e880n, are said to be
connected by an extremely good road ; but, when we pused, the
two places were separated by a quagmire into which the horses
sank up to their middle.
In Labo, a little village on the right bank of the river Ubo
(which rises in the mountain of the same name), the conditions

l!
TM Mountain• of Bac«dy,from tit• Tri!JIIfldl of Ldlxl.

to which we have adverted are repeated-vestiges of the works
of former mining companies fast disappearing, and, in the midst,
little pita behlg worked by the Indians. Red lead has not been
found here, but gold ·has been, and especially "platinum," which
some experimenta have proved to be lead-glance. The mountain
Ubo appears from ita bell-shape and the strata exposed in the
river bed to consist of trachytic hornblende. Half a league
W.S.W., after wading through mud a foot deep, we reached the
mountain Dallas, where lead-glance and gold were formerly
obtained by a mining company; and to the present day gold is
obtained by a few Indians in tJle usual mode.
Neither in the latter province, nor in Manilla, could I acquire
more precise information respecting the histories of the numerous
unfortunate mining enterprises. Thus much, however, appears
certain, that they were originated only by speculators, and never
properly worked with sufficient means. They therefore, of necessity, collapsed so soon as the speculators ceased from their operations.

WIND AND WEATHER.
North Camarines yields no metal with the exception of the
little gold obtained by the Indians in so unprofitable a manner.
The king of Spain at first received a fifth, and then a tenth, of
the produce; but the tax subsequently ceased. In Morga's
time the tenth amounted on•an average to 10,000 dollars(" which
was kept quite secret"); the profit, consequently, to above
100,000 dollars. Gemelli Oarreri waa informed by the governor
of Manilla that gold to the value of 200,000 dollars was collected
annually without the help of either fire or quicksilver, and that
Parac&li, in particular, was rich in gold. No data exist from
which I could estimate the actual rate of produce ; and the answers
to several inquiries deserve no mention. The produce is, at all
events, very small, as well on account of the incompleteness of
the mode of procedure as of the irregularity of labour, for the
Indians work only when they are compelled by necessity.
I returned down the stream in a boat to lndang, a comparatively flourishing place, of smaller population but more considerable trade than Da~t ; the export consisting principally of
abaca, and the import, of rice.
An old mariner, who had navigated this coast for many
years, informed me that the same winds prevail from Da~t as far
as Cape Engaiio, the north-east point of Luzon. From October to
March the north-east wind prevaila, the moneoon here beginning
with north winds, which are of short duration and soon pass into
the north-east; and in January and February the east winds
begin and terminate the monsoon. The heaviest rains fall from
October to January, and in October typhoons sometimes occur.
Beginning from the north or north-east, they pass to the northwest, where they are most violent ; and then to the north and east,
sometimes as far as to the south-east, and even to the south. In
March and April, and sometimes in the beginning of May, shifting winds blow, which bring in the south-west monsoon; but the
dry season, of which April and llay are the driest months, is
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uninterrupted by rain. Thunder storms occur from June to
November; most frequently in August. During the south-west
monsoon the sea is very calm ; but in the middle of the north-east
monsoon all navigation ceases on the eaat coast. In the outskirts
o~ Baler rice is sown in October, and reaped in March and April.
Mountain rice is not cultivated.

'

CHAPTER XVI.
IOUR:C&T ALOI!OO TBB COAKT O.P CAJIAR(.NU.-II!ICROACHKBtnll OF THB II!A.D&IT&OTBD PALK .POJtUT.-PABACAO.-B~D BOADI.

SBNDINO my baggage from Daet to Cabus&o in a schooner,
I proceeded on foot, by the road to that place, to the coast on
the west side of the Bay of San .MigutH. We croSsed the mouth
of the river in a boat, which the horses swam after ; but they
were soon abandoned from unfitness. At the mouth of the
next river, Sacavin, the water was so high that the bearers
stripped themselves naked and carried the baggage over on their
heads. In simple jacket and cotton hose, I found this precaution
needless; indeed, according to my experience, it is both refreshing and salutary to wear wet clothes, during an uniformly high
temperature; besides which, one is thereby spared many a spring
over ditches, and many a roundabout course to avoid puddles,
which, being already wet through, we no longer fear. After
having waded over eight other little rivers we were obliged to leave
the shore and pursue the road to Colasi along steep, slippery, forest
paths, the place lying right in the middle of the west side of the
bay. The sea-shore was very beautiful. Instead of a continuous
and, at the ebb, ill-smelling border of mangrons, which is nev<'r
wanting in those places where the land extends into the sea, the
waves here reach the foot of the old trees of the forest, many of
which were washed underneath. Amongst the most remarkable
was a fringe of stately old Barringtoni, covered with orchids
and other epiph~1ee--gorgeous trees whf'n in flower; the red
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stamens, five inches long, with golden yellow anthers like tassels,
depending from the boughs ; and their fruit, of the size of
the fist, is doubly useful to the fisherman, who employs them,
on account of their small specific gravity, in ftoating his nets, and
beats them to pieces io stun the fish. The foremost trees stood bent
towards the sea, and have been so deftected probably for a long
time, like many others whose remains still projected out of the
water.• The destruction of this coast appears to be very considerable. Amongst the climbing palms one peculiar kind was
very abundant, the stem of which, as thick as the arm, either
dragged itself, leafte88, along the ground, or hung in arches above

Peak Cokhi,jr!HII tlu Vuita Coki•i.

the branches, carrying a crown of leaves only at -its extremity;
while another, from its habitat the common calamus, had caryota
N
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leaves. Wild boars are very plentiful here; a hunter offered UR
two at one real each.
The direction of the flat coast which extends N.N.W. to S.S.E.
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from the point of Daet is here interrupted by the little peak of
ColBsi, which projects to the east, and has grown so rapidly that
all old people remember it to 'have been lower. In the Visita
ColBsi, on the northern slope of the mountain, the sea is so rough
that no boat can live in it. The inhabitants carry on fishing ;
their fishing-grounds lie, however, on the southern slope of the
mountain, in the sheltered bay of Lalau{gan, which we reached
after three hours' journey over the ridge.
A four-oared baroto, hired at this place, as the weather was
favourable, was to have conveyed us in two hours to CabusAo, the
port of Naga; but the wind swung round, and a storm ensued.
Thoroughly wet and not without loss, we ran to Barceloneta, a
Visita situated at a third of the distance. The intelligent
Teniente of Colasi, whom we met here, also confirmed the fact of
the rapid growth of the little peak.
In opposition to my wish to ascend the mountain, great obstacles were said to exist ; which would hardly occur during the
succeeding weeks, when every one would be occupied in preparations for the Easter festival. As these objections did not convince me, a more substantial reason was discovered the next
morning. Inland shoes are excellent for the mud, and particularly for horseback ; but for climbing mountains, or rough
ground, they would not last a day ; and the one remaining pair of
strong European shoes, which I reserved for particular purposes,
had been given away by my servant, who did not like climbing
mountains, on the pretext they were much too small for me.
The shore from Barceloneta to Cabusao is of the same character as that between Daet and Colasi; but its direction is N.S.;
and the ground, a sandy clay, is covered with a thick stratum of
broken bivalves. The road was very difficult, as the high tide
forced us to climb between the trees and thick underwood. On
the way we met an enterprising family who bad left Daet with
a cargo of cocon-nutsfor Naga, and bad been wrecked here; saving
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only one out of five tinajas of oil, but recovering all the nut~.*
They were living in a small hastily-run-up hut, upon cocoa-nuts,
rice, fish, and mussels, in expectation of a favourable wind to
return. There were several varieties of shore-birds ; but my gun
would not go oft', although my servant, in expectation of a hunt,
had cleaned it with especial care. ·As he had lost the ramrod
whilst cleaning it, the charge was not withdrawn before we
reached Cabus&o, when it was discovered that both barrels were
full of sand to above the touchhole.
The coast was still more beautiful than on the preceding day,
particularly in one place where the surge beat against a wood of
fan-palms (Oorgpha sp.). On the side facing the sea, in groups
or rows stood the trees, bereft of their crowns, or lying overthrown like columns amid the vast ruins of temples (one of
them was three feet in diameter); and the sight immediately
reminded me of Pompeii. I could not account for the barencs11
of the trunks, until I discovered a hut in the midst of the palms,
in which two men were endeavouring to anticipate the waves in
their work of destruction by the preparation of sugar (tunguleh).
For this purpose, after stripping off the leaves (this palm flowering
at the top), the upper end of the stem is cut across, the surface of
the incision being inclined about five degrees towards the horh•.on,
and, near ita lower edge, hollowed out to a very shallow gutter.
The juice exudes over the whole surface of the cut, with the
exception of the intersected exterior petioles, and, being collected
in tl)e shallow channel, is conducted by a piece of banana-leaf, two
inches broad, and four inches long, into a bamboo-cane attached
to· the trunk. In order to av~rt the rain from the saccharine issue,
which has a faint, pleasantly aromatic flavour as of barley-sugar,
all the trees which·have been tapped are provided with capsfonned
• In Daet at that aeaaon sill: nuu con 1 cuarto; and in N{Jga, only fifteen
leaguea away by water, they expected to aell two nuu for 9 cuartol (twentyf!e\·onfold). The fact was that in Nflga, at that time, one nut fetched 2 cuarto ;twelve timea as much u in Daet.

_....._._
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of bent and folded palm-leaves. The average daily produce of
each tree is four bamboos, the interior of which is about thrre
inches and a half in diameter. When removed, they are full
to about eighteen inches ; which gives somewhat more than ten
quarts daily.
The produce of each tree of course is very unequal .Always

intermittent, it ceases completely after two months-at the
utmost, three months ; but, the proport.ion of those newly cut
to those cut at an earlier date being the same, the yield of the
incis~ons is about equal. The juice of thirty-three palms, after
evaporation in an iron pan immediately upon each collection,
produces one ganta, or (there being four such collections) four
gu.ntas, daily ; the weekly result being twenty gantas, or two
0
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tinajas of sugar, each worth two dollars and a half on the spot.
This statement, derived from the people themselves, probably shows
the proportion somewhat more unfavourable than it really is; still,
according to the opinion of an experienced mestizo, the difference
cannot be very considerable. ASBUming the above numbers as
correct, however, one of these magnificent trees would give about
one dollar and two-thirds, or, after deducting the labourers' wages
(1 r. per diem), about a thaler and two tl)irds; not a large sum
truly ; but it is some consolation to know that, even if man did
not interfere, these trees would in process of time fall victims to
the breakers, and that, even if protected against external ravages,
they are doomed to natural extinction after once producing fruit.
Cabusao lies in the southern angle of the Bay of San MigucH,
which is, almost on every side, surrounded by high mountains,
and affords good anchorage for ships. From here I repaired
acroes Naga to the south coast. Four leagues from Naga, in the
heart of Ragay, on the southern border of Luzon, is the small but
deep harbour of Pasacao ; and two hours by water conducted
·us to the intermediate Visita Pamplona, whence the route is
pursued by land. The still-existing remnant of the old road was
in a miserable condition, and even at that dry season of the year
scarcely passable ; the bridges over the numerous little ditchl'.s
were broken down, and in many places, right acroes the road,
lay large stones and branches of trees which had been brought
there years before to repair the bridges, and, having been unUsed,
have ever since continued to obstruct the road.
In Q'!).itang, between PamplOna and Pasacao, where two brooks
unite themselves into one little river debouching at the latter
place, a young Frenchman had established a hacienda. He was
contented and hopeful, and loudly praised the industry and
friendlinees of his people. Probably because they make fewer
exactions, foreigners, as a rule, seem to agree better with the
natives than Spaniards. Of these exactions, the bitterest com-
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plaints are rife of the injustice of the demands made upon the
lower classes in the settlement of their wages; which, if they
do not immediately find the necessary hands for every employment, do not correspond with the enhanced value of the products ;
and, acoording to them, the natives must even be driven from
public employment&, to labour in their service.•
The Indian certainly is more independent than the European
labourer, .because he has fewer wants and, as a native landowner,
is not compelled to earn his bread as the daily labourer of another ;
yet, with reference to wages, it may be questioned whether any
colony whatever often more f~vourable conditions to the planter
than the Philippines. In Dutch India, where the prevalence
of monopoly almost excludes private industry, free labourers
obtain l guilder-aomewhat more than 1 r., the usual wages in
the wealthy provinces of the Philippines (in the poorer it amounts
to only the half) ; and the J~vanese are not tho equala of the
Filipinos, either in strength, or intelligence, or skill ; and the
rate of wages in all the older Slave States is well known. For
the cultivation of sugar and coftee, Mauritius and Ceylon are
obliged to import foreign labourers at great expense, and to pay
them highly; and yet they are successful.
From Quitang to Paaac6o the road is far worse than it has
heretofore been ; and this is the moat important road in the
province! Before reaching Paaac6o, evident signs are visible,
on the denuded, sides of the limestone, of its having been
formerly washed by the sea. Pasac6o is picturesquely situated
at the end of the valley which is intersected by the I tul'n, and
extends from PamplOna, between wooded mountains of limestone,
• N. Loney U18Ji.1, in one of hia excellent reporta, that there never U. a de8eiency
or auitable labonrera. Aa an uample, at the unloading of a ahip in YloUo, many
wera brought together at one time, induced by the amall rue of wage~ from 1 to 14 r.;
e\"en mure banda than could be employed. The Belgian oonaul, too, report& thAt
in the provincee where the abaciL growa the whole of the male population ia engasecl
in ita culU,-ation, in coneequence of a amall riae of wagos.
0
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as far as the sea. The ebb tides here are extremely irregular.
From noon to evening no difference was observable, and,
when the· decrease just became visible, the tide rose again.
Immediately to the south,' and facing the . district, the side of a
mountain, two thousand feet high and above two thousand feet
broad, had two years ago given way to the subterranean action of
the waves. The rock consists of a tough calcareous breccia, full
of fragments of musaels and corals ; but, being shoelees, I could
not remain on the sharp rock sufficiently long to make a closer
examination.
.
For the same reason, I was obliged to leave the ascent of the
Yamtik, which I had before vainly attempted from Libmanan,
unaccompliehed from this point, although I had the advantage of
the company of an obliging French planter in a boat excursion in
a north-westerly direction along the coast. Here our boat floated
along over gardens of coral, swarming with magnificently coloured
fishes; and after two hours we reached a cavern in the limestone,
"Suminabang," so low that one could stir in it only by creeping;
which contained a few swallows and bats. On the river Caleb8yan, on the further side of the point Tanaun, we came upon a
solitary shed, our night-quarters. Here the limestone range is
interrupted by an isolated cliff on the left bank of the little river,
consiating of a crystalline rock chiefly composed of hornblende ;
which moreover, on the aide exposed to the water, is surrounded
completely by limestone.
The surrounding mountains must swarm with wild boars.
Under the thatched roof of our hu~, which serves as a shelter to·
occasional hunters, more than a hundred and fifty lower jaw-bones
were set up as hunting trophies. The place appeared as if
created for the breeding of cattle. Soft with fodder grass, and
covered with a few groups of trees, with slopes intersected by
rustling brooks, it rose up out of the sea, and was encompassed
by a steep wall of rock in the form of a semicircle ; and here
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cattle would find grass, water, shade, aud the protection of an
enclosing circumvallation. While travelling along the coast, we
had remarked a suooession of similar localities, which however,
from lack of enterprise and from the dread of pirates, were not
utilised. As soon as our supper was prepared, we carefully
extinguished our fire, that it might not serve as a signal to
the vagabonds of the sea, and kept night watches.
On the following morning we intended to visit a cave never
before entered ; but, to our astonishment, we found no proper
cavem, but only an entrance to a c.avem a few feet in depth.
Visible from a distance, it must often have been passed by the·
hunten, although, as we were assured by our companione-who
were astonished at the delusion-no one had ventured to enter
it from stress of euperstitious. terror.
The north coast of Oamarfnes, as I have frequently mentioned,
is, during the north-east monsoon, almost unapproachable; while
the south coast, screened. by the outlying islands, remains always
accessible. The moat fertile districts of the eastem provinces,
which during summer export their produce by the northern ports,
in the winter often remain for months cut off from all communi-'
cation with the chief town, because there is no road over the small
strip of land to the south coast. How much has been done by
Nature, and how little by man, to facilitate this intercourse, is
very evident when we reftect upc;n the condition of the road to
Pasac6o, lately described, in connection with the condition of
matters in the east, as shown by the map.
Two riven, one coming from the north-west, and the other from
the south-east, and both navigable before they reach the borders of
the province, fi.ow through the middle of it in a line parallel with
the coast (taking no account of its windinge), and, after their
junction, send their waters together through the estuary of
Cabus6o into the Bay of San Miguel. The whole province,
therefore, is traversed through its centre by two navigable riven,-
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which, aa regards commerce, form only one. But the harbour of
Cabus&o, at the bottom of the Bay of San Miguel, ia not accesaible
during the north-east monaoon, and has thia further disadvantage,
that the intercourse of the whole of the eutem part of Luzon with
Manilla can be carried on only by a very circuitous route. On
the south cout, on the other hand, ia the harbour of Pasac6o, into
which a navigable little river, above a mile in width, discharges
itself; 80 that the distance between this river highway and the
nearest point of the Bicol River amounts to a little more than a
mile.
The road connecting the two seas, laid out by an aclive alcalde
in 1847, and maintained up to 1852, was however, at the date of
my inquiry, in so bad a condition that a pico of abaca paid 2 r.
freight for thia short distance, in the dry season ; and in the wet
season it could not be forwarded for double the price.•
Many similar instances may be brought forward. In 1861 the
English vice-consul reported that in Yloilo a pico of sugar had risen
more than 2 r. in price (aa much aa the cost of freight from Yloilo
to Manilla), in consequence of the bad state o£ the road between
the two place&, which are only one league asunder.
It, without reference to transport by sea, the islands were not
favoured in 80 extraordinary a manner by innumerable rivers with
navigable mouths, a still greater proportion of their produce would
not have been convertible into money. The natives, aa wellaathe
local authorities, have no desire for roads, which they themselves
construct by forced labour, and, when completed, must maintain
by the same method ; for, when no roads are made, the labourers
are 80 much more easily employed in private operations. Even
the curas, generally, are aa little favourable to the planning of
commercial intercourse, by means of which trade, prosperity, and
• An un.llniahecl C&D&l, to run from l.he Bicol to the Paaaclo River, wu once dug,
ae i8 thought, by the Chin-, who carried on interco1UI8 in great namben...4r•n,., p. UO.
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enlightenment would be Uitroduced into the country, and their
authority undermined. Indeed the Government itself, up to within
a short time since, favoured such a state of a1Faira; for bad roads
belong to the eesence of the old Spanish colonial policy, which was
always directed to effect the isolation of the separate provinces of
their great transmarine po88e88io~s, and to prevent the growth
of a sense of national interest, in order to facilitate their government by the distant mother country.
Besides, in Spain itself matters are no better. The means of
communication there are so very deficient that, as an instance,
merchandise ia sent from Santander to Barcelona, round the whole
Iberian peninsula, in preference to the direct route, which ia partly
accomplished by railway.• In Estremadura the hogs were .fed
with wheat (live animals can be transported without roads), while
at the same time the sea-ports were importing foreign corn.t
The cause of this condition of affairs in that country ia to be
sought less in a disordered state of finance, than in the enforcement of the Government maxim which enjoins the isolation of
separate provinces.
• "The Economical Poaition of Spain," Delmarre, p. 7.
t ~ge, "Coap d'<Eil," in JllfiNJ. dA Eeollomiltu, September, 1868.

CHAPTER XVII.
TH. TI.UI.ISo AND ITS IMHAIIl'tA!ITII.

y earog (pronounced Isearo) rises up in the middle of Camarinee, between the bays of San :Miguel and Lagonoy. While its
eastern elope almost reaches the sea, it ie separated on its western
Bide by a brood strip of inundated land from the Bay of San
:Miguel. In circumference it ie at least twelve leagues; and its height
1,966 metres.• Very fiat at its base, it swells gradually to lW,
and higher up to 21° of inclination, and extends itself, in its
western aspect, into a fiat dome-shaped summit. But, if viewed
from the eastern side, it has the appearance of a circular chain
of mountains rent asunder by a great ravine. On Coello'a map
this ravine ie erroneously laid down aa extending from south to
north ; its bearing really ie west to east. · Right in front of its
opening; and half a league south from Goa, lies the pretty little
village of Rungus, by which it ie known. The exterior sides of the
mountain and the fragments of its large crater are covered with
impenetrable wood. Respecting its volcanic eruptions tradition
eaye nothing.
The higher elopes form the dwelling-place of a 8D1all race of
people, whose independence and the customs of a primitive age
have almost entirely separated them from the inhabitants of the
THE

• From my barometrical obeervationam.
Go., on the northern alope of the Yaar6g
Uac16y, a aettlement of Ygorrotea
Ravine of Baaira
Summit of the YIIU"Og
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plain. One or two Cimarrons might occaeionally have been
attracted hither, but no such instance is remembered. The inhabitants of the y sarog are commonly, though mistakenly, called
Ygorrotes ; and I retain the name, since their nationality has not
yet been accurately determined ; they themselves maintaining that
their ancestors always dwelt in that locality. There are some
who, in the opinion of the pastor of Camar1nes, speak the B1col
language in the purest manner. Their manners and customs are
very similar, in many respects, to what they were on the arrival of
the Spaniards ; and sometimes they also remind one of those prevailing among the Dyaks of Bomeo at the present day.• These
circumstances give rise to the conjecture that they may be the last
of a race which maintained its independence against the Spanish
rule, and probably also against the little tyrants who ruled over
the plain before th& arrival of the Europeans. When Juan de
Salcedo undertook his triumphal march round North Luzon he
found everywhere, at the .mouths of the rivers, seafaring tribes
living under many chieftains who, after a short struggle, were
slain by the superior diecipline and better arms of the Spaniards,
or submitted voluntarily to the superior race ; but he did not
succeed in subduing the independent tribes in the interior; . and
these are still to be found in all the larger islands of the Philippine
group.
Similar conditions are found in many placee in the Indian
Archipelago. The Malaya, carrying on trade and piracy, pouese
the shore, and their language prevails there; the natives being either
subdued by them, or driven into the forests, the in.acceestoility
of which en.eures to them a miserable but independent existence. t

..

• The lkull of a aJain Y gorrot.e, u shown by Profeaor Vircbow'a iD.veatigation,
bu a certain limilarity to Halaylkulla of the adjoiuiD.g ialanda of Bunda, eapecially
to the akalla of the Dyab.
t Pipfetta found Amboyna inhabited byiiOOI'I (Mobammedull) and beathena :
"but the flm Jl1l•••eli the ~ore, the latter the interior." In the barboar of
Bnme (Borneo) he uw two towna ; one inhabited byllool'l, and the ot.ber, 1arJet than
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In order to break down the opposition of the wild races, the
Spanish. Government forbade its subjects, under the penalty of
one hundred blows and two years of forced labour, " to trade or
to have any intercourse with the heathens in the mountains who
pay no tribute to his Oatholic Majesty, for although they would
exchange their gold, wax, &c., for other necessaries, they will
never change for the better."
Probably this law has for centuries directly contributed to
save the barbarians, notwithstanding their small numbers, from
complete extermination ; for free intercourse between a people
existing by agriculture, and another living principally by the
chase, speedily leads to the destruction of the latter.
The number of the Ygorrotea of the Ysar6g has, however,
been much diminished by deadly battles between the different
ranchos, and by the marauding expeditions which, until a ~ort
time since, were annually undertaken by the commissioners of
taxes, in the interest of the Government monopoly, against the
tobacco fields of the Ygorrotea. Some few have been "pasijiairt"
(converted to ·ohriatianity and tribute); in which case they are
obliged to establish themselves in little villages of scattered huts,
where they can be occasionally visited by the clergyman o£
the nearest place ; and, in order to render the change easier to
them, a smalle~ tax than usual is temporarily imposed upon
such newly-obtained subjects.
I had deferred the ascent of the mountain until the beginning
of the dry season of the year; but I learned in N&.ga that my
wish was hardly practicable, because the expeditions against the
ranchoa of the mountain, which I have already mentioned, usually
occurred about this time. As the barbarians could not understand
why they should not cultivate on their own fields a plant which
that, and standing entirely in the ealt-water, by heathana. The editor remarks that
Sonncrat (" Voy. aux IDdea ") aubsequenUy found that the heathen• had beeu
drinh from the aea, IUld had retired into the mountaine.
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had beoome a nece118ity to them, they saw in the quadrilkrol, not
functionaries of a civilised State, but robbers, against whom they
were obliged to defend themselves by force ; and appearances contributed no lees to confirm them in their error ; for they did not
content themselves with destroying the plantations of tobacco, but
the huts were burnt to the ground, the fruit-trees hewn down, and
the fields laid waste. Such forays never occurred without bloodshed, and often developed into a little war which was carried on by
the mountaineers for a long time afterwards, even against people
who were entirely uninterested in it-Indiane and Europeans.
The expedition this year was to take place in the beginning of
April ; the Ygorrotes consequently were in a state of great agitation, and had, a few days previo118ly, murdered a young unarmed
Spaniard in the vicinity of Mabotob6to, at the foot of the mountain, by striking him to the earth with a poisoned arrow, and
afterwards inflicting twenty-one wounds with the wood-knife.
Fortunately there arrived soon after a countermand from
Manilla, where the authorities seemed to have been gradually
convinced of the harmful tendency of such violent measures.
It could not be doubted that thia intelligence would quickly spread
amongst the ranchos ; and, acting upon the advice of the com•
mandant (upon whom, very much against his inclination, the conduct of the expedition had devolved), I lost no time in availing
myeelf of the anticipated 8e880n of quiet. The Government have
since adopted the prudent method of purchasing the tobacco,
which is volWltarily cultivated by the Ygorrotes, at the ordinary
rate, and, where practicable, encouraging them to lay out new
fields, instead of destroying those in existence.
The next day at noon I left N&ga on horseback. The pueblos
of Mogario, Can&man, Quipayo, and Calabimga, in this fertile
district follow 80 thickly upon one another that they form
almost uninterrupted succeeeion of houees and gardens. Calab8nga lies half a league from t.he eca, between the mouths of
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two rivers, the_ more southerly of which is sixty feet broad and
sufficiently deep for large trading vessels.• ·
The road winds round the foot of the Ysar6g first to the northeast and then to the east. Soon the blooming hedges ·cease,
and are succeeded by a great bare plain, out of which numerous
flat hillocks raise themselves. Both hills and plain, when _we
passed, served for pasturage; but from August to January they
are sown with rice ; and fields of batata are occasionally seen.

Tile JJe~ of

f:Ja/Mdt~gll.

[A. almi1u J(e:deul ltnJcture la e~~gra-.ed In Oftlc1o 7 V aide'~" Hlat. jlell. 7 D&t., cle lu IDdlu.")

After four hours we arrived at the little village of Magulring
(Manguirin), the church of which, a tumble-down shed,. stood on
an equally naked hillock ; and from its neglected condition one
might have guessed that the priest was a native.
This hillock, as well as the others which I examined, consisted
• On Coello'1 map theee proportions are wrongly atated.
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ot the d~lJm of the ~sar6g, the more or less decomposed trachytic
fragments of hornblende rock, the spaces between which were
filled up with red sand. The number of streams sent down by
the Ysar6g, into the bays of San Miguel and Lagonoy, is
extraordinarily large. On the tract behind Magu{ring I counted,
in three-quarters of an hour, five considerable estuaries, that
is to say, above twenty feet broad; and then, as far as Goa,
twenty-six more ; altogether, thirty-one : but there are more, as
I did not include the smallest ; and yet the distance between
Maguiring and Goa, in a straight line, does not exceed three miles.
This accounts for the enormous quantity of' steam with which this
mighty condenser is fed. I have not met with this phenomenon on
any other mountain in so striking a manner. One very remarkable
circumstance is the rapidity with which the brimming rivulets
pass in the estuaries, enabling them to carry the trading vessels,
sometimes even ships, into a main stream (if the expression may
be allowed), while the scanty contributions of their kindred
streams on the northern side have scarcely acquired the importance of a mill-brook. These waters, from their breadth, look
like little rivers, although in reality they consist of only a brook,
up to the foot of the mountain, ~d of a river's mouth in the
plain ; the intermediate part being absent.
The country here is strikingly similar to the rema'rkable mountain district of the Gelungung, described by Junghuhn; • yet
the origin of these rising grounds difFers in some degree from
that of those in Java. The latter were due to the eruption of
1822, and the great fissure in the wall of the crater of' the
Gelungung, which is tunied towards them, shows unmistakably
whence the materials for their formation were derived ; but the
great chasm of the Ysar6g opens towards the east, and therefore
has no relation to the numberless hillocks on the north-west
of the mountain. Behind Maguiring they run more closely
• "Java, ita Formation." 11. 12.>
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together, their summits are Batter, and their sides steeper; and
they pa.aa gradually into a gently inclined slope, rent into
innumerable clefts, in the hollows of which as many brooks are
actively employed in converting the angu)ar outlines of the little
islands into these rounded hillocks. The third river behind
Magu(ring is larger than those preceding it ; on the sixth lies
the large Visita of Borob6d; and on the tenth, that of Rag6y.
The rice fields cease with the hill country, and on the slope, which
is well drained by deep channels, only wild cane and a few
groups of trees grow. Passing by many villages, whose huts
were so isolated and concealed that they might remain unobserved, we arrived at five o'clock at Tagtinton; from which a
road, practicable for bulfalo carts, and used for the transport of
the abaca grown in the district, leads to Goa ; and here, detained
by an attack of diarrhooa, I hired a little house, in which I lay
for nearly four weeks, no other remedies o:tfering themselves to
me but hunger and repose.
During this time I made the acquaintance of some newly converted Ygorrotes, and won their confidence, except that I had some
difficulty subsequently in attaining niy purpose of climbing the
mountain, and seeking out their kindred confederates in the
ranchos.• When, at last, I was able to quit Goa, my friends
conducted me, as the first step, to their settlement ; where,
having been previously recommended and expected, I easily
obtained the requisite number of attendants to take into their
charge the animals and plants which were oollected for me.
On the following morning the ascent was commenced. Even
before we arrived at the first rancho, I was convinced of the good
• An intelligent meeti.o frequently viaited me during my aiekn-. According
to hie etatementl, beside1 the copper alnady mentioned, coal ie found in three
placee, and eTen gold and iron were to be had. To the ll&llle man I am indebted
for Profe110r Virehow'e akull of Carami1an, referred to before, which wu aid to
hue cod!e from a eaTern in Umang, one league from Caram4an. Similar U:ulla
11re alao 111id to be found at the Vieita l'aniniman, and on a amall ieland eloae to the
Visita Guiralo.

NATIVE WEAVING.

report that had preceded me. The master of the house came
towards us and conducted ua by a narrow path to his hut, after
having removed the foot-lances, which projected obliquely out of
the ground, but were dexterously concealed by brushwood and
leaves.• A woman employed in weaving, at my desire, continued
her occupation. The loom was of the simplest kind. The upper
end, the chain-beam, which consists of a piece of bamboo, is fixed
to two bars or posts ; and the weaver sits on the ground, and

to the two notched ends of a small lath, which supplies the place
of the weaving beam, books on a wooden bow, in the arch of
which the back of the lath is fitted. · Placing her feet against two
pegs in the ground and bending her back, she, by means of the
bow, stretches the material out straight. A netting-needle, longer
than the breadth of the web, serves instead of the weaver's
shuttle, but it can be pushed through only by considerable fric• They are formed of bamboos.
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tion, and not always without breaking the chains of threads. A
lath of hard wood (caryota), sharpened like a knife, represents the
trestle, and after every stroke it is placed upon the edge ; after
which the comb is pushed forward, a thread put through, and
struck fast, and so forth. The web consisted of threads of the
abaca, which were not spun, but tied one to another.
The huts I visited deserve no special description. Composed
of bamboos and palm-leaves, they are not easentially different
from the dwellings of poor Indians ; and in their neighbourhood were small fields planted with batata, maize, caladium and
sugar-cane, and enQlosed by magnificent polypodies. One of the
highest of these, which I caused to be felled for the purpo~~C,
measured in the stem 9 metres, 30 centimetres ; in the crown,
2 metres, 12 centimetres ; and its total length was 11 metres, 42
centimetres (36'38 feet Rh.)
A young lad produced music on a kind of lute, called baringbau ;
consisting of the dry shaft of the scitamina stretched in the fonn
of a bow by means of a thin tendril instead of gut. Half a
cocoa shell is fixed in the middle of the bow, which, when
playing, is placed against the belly, and serves as a sounding
board ; and the string, when struck with a short wand, gave out a
pleasing bumming sound, realising the idea of the harp and
plectrum in their simplest forma. Others accompanied the
musician on Jews'-harps of bamboos, as accurate as those of the
Mintras on the Malay Peninsula ; and there was one who played
on a guitar, which he had himself made, but after a Europeon
pattern. The hut contained no utensils besides bows, arrows,
and a cooking pot. The possessor of clothes bore them on bi~t
person. I found the women as decently dnd as the Indian
Christian women, and carrying, besides, a wood knife. As a mark
of entire confidence, I was taken into the tobacco fields, which
were well concealed and protected by foot-lances; and they
appeared to be carefully looked after.
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The result of my familiarity with this people, both bet'ore and
after this opportunity, may be briefly 8UJD.med up.
They live on the higher slopes of the mountain, never,
indeed, below 1,500 feet; each family by itself. It is difficult to
ascertain how many of them there may now be, as but little
intercoUJ'IIe takes place amongst them. In the part of the
mountain belonsU?-g to the dist~ot of Goa, their number is
estimated at about fifty .men and twenty women, including the
children: but twenty yean before the population was more
numerous. Their food consists principally of batata, besides
some gabi (r.aladium). A little maize is likewise cultivated, as
well as some ubi (dio&corea), and a small quantity of sugar-cane
for chewing.
In laying out a batata field, a wood is partially cleared, the
earth loosened with the blunt wood knife, and the bulbs ~r layen
then planted ; and within four months the harvest begins, and
continu~ uniiiterruptedly from the time the creeping plant strikes
root and forms tubers. After two years, however, the produce is
·so much diminished that the old plants are pulled up, in order to
make room for new ones obtained from the runners. ' The field
is then changed, or other fruits cultivated thereon, but with the
addition of manure. A piece of land, fifty brazas long, and thirty
wide, is sufficient for the support of a family. Only occasionally
in the wet season does this resource . fail, and then they resort to
gabi, which appears to be as easily cultivated on wet as on dry
ground, but is not so profitable ns butata. The young shoots of
the gal>i are plan~ at distances of a vara, and if consumed in a
proper manner, ought not to be cropped till after a year. Each
family kills weekly one or two wild hogs. S~gs are rare,
although I obtained a fine p:~.ir of horns ; and they do not use
the skin. Bows and arrows are used in hunting ; some poisoned,
nnd some not. · Every rancho keeps dogs, which live principally on
b:&tata, and ulso cats to protect the fields nguinst mts; and thry
r
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also have poultry, but no game cocks ; which, having been :6rst
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DEGREE OF CIVILISATION.

.

ever, wanting in the huts of the Indiana; but the inhabitants of
the Yaar6g are as yet free from this passion.
The few products of a more advanced civilisation which they
require, they obtain by the sale of the spontaneous productions
of their forests, chiefly wax and resin (pili),• apnik, dagiangan (a kind of copal), and some abac&. Wax, which is much in
request for church solemnities, fetches half a: dollar per btti ;
and resin averages half a real per chinanta. Business is transacted
very simply. Indians, having intercourse with the Ygorrotes,
make a contract ·with them ; and they collect the products and
bring them to a place previously agreed on, where the Indians
receive them, after paying down the stipulated price.
Physicians and magicians, or persons supposed to be possessed of
secret powers, are unknown ; every one helps himself. In order
to arrive at a clear understanding of their religious views, a longer
intercourse would be necessary. But they certainly believe in one
God, or, at least, say so, when
they are closely questioned as
to Christ ; and have also loosely
acquired several of the external practices of Catholicism,
which they employ as spells.
Hunt.i ng and hard labour
constitute the employment& of
man in general, as well as in
Ygorrot1 of Y1ar.S,. TIN Atlir ;, H~Mt&lurt
the Philippines. The practice
rurkd.
of employing women as beasts
of burden-which, although it exists among many of the
peoples of Europe, for example, the Basques, W a:llachians, and
Portuguese, is almost peculiar to barbarous nations, -seems
to have been unknown in the Philippines as far, back as the
time of its discovery by the Spaniards ; and even among the
• The fruiL of tbc wild pili ie uniiL for food.
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barbarians of the Yaarog, the women engage only in light labour,
and are well treated. Every family supports ita aged and thoee
unfit for labour. Headachee and fevers were stated to. me u the
prevalent maladies ; for which burnt rice, pounded and mixed to
a pap with water, is taken as a remedy; and in case of severe
headache they make an incision in the forehead of the sufterer.
Their prevalence is explained by the habit of neutralising the ill
efFects of drinking water in excess, when they are heated, by the
consumption of warm water in large doses ; and the rule holds
with regard to cocoa-water ; the remedy for immoderate uae of
which is warm cocoa-water. Their muscular power. is small, and
they are not able to carry mo:re than fifty pounds weight to any
considerable distance.
Besides the chase and agriculture, their occupations are restricted
to the manufacture of extremely rude weapons, for which they
purchase the iron, when required, from the Indians, and of the
coarse webs ~de by the women, and of wicker work. Every
father of a f'amily is master in his own houae, and acknowledges
no power higher than himself. In the event of war with neighbouring tribes, the bravest places himaelf at the head, and the
rest follow him as long as they are able ; there is no deliberate
choosing of a leader.
On the whole, they are peaceful and honourable towards each
other, although the idle occasionally steal the fruits of the fields;
and, should the thief be caught, the pel'IIOn robbed punishes
him with blows of the rattan, without being under any apprehensions of vengeance in consequence. If a man dies, his nearest
kinsmen go out to requite his death by the death of some other
individual, taken at random. The rule is strictly enforced. For
a dead man a man must be killed ; for a woman a woman ; and
for a child a child. Unless, indeed, it be a friend they encounter,
the first victim that ofiers is killed. Latterly, however, owing to
the unmmul Rucce,;s attained hy ~ome of them in representing the
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STRANGE Cl/STOAtS.
OCCUJ'J'eDCe of death as an unavoidable destiny, the custom is
said to have fallen into dewetude ; and the relatives do not exact
the satisfaction. This was easy in the case of the deceased being
an ordinary person; but, to the present day, vengeance is required
in the event of the death of a beloved child or wife. If a man
kills a woman of another holUie, her nearest kinsman endeavours
to kill a woman of the holUie of the murderer; but to the murderer
himself he does nothing ; and the corpse of the victim thus slain

as a death-oft'ering is not buried, nor is its head cut off; and
her family, in their turn, eeek to avenge the deat.h by murder. ,
This is reckoned the most honourable course. Should the
murderer, however, be too strong to be so overcome, any weaker
person, be it who it may, is slain in retaliation ; and hence, probably, the comparatively small number of women.
Polygamy is permitted ; but even the most courageous and
skilful seldom or never have more than one wife. A young DUln
wishing to marry commiBSions his father to treat with the
father of the bride as to the price ; which latterly has greatly
increased : but the average is ten wood knives, costing from 4 to 6
reales, and about 12 dollars in cash; and the acquisition of so
large a B11Dl by the sale of wax, resin, and abaca, often takes the
bridegroom two years. The bride-money gooe partly to the father,
and partly to the nearest relations; every one of whom has an
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equal interest. If there shC?uld be many of them, almost nothing
remains for the father, who has to give a great feast, on which
occasion much palm-wine is drunk•
.An.y man using violence towards a girl is killed by her parents.
If the girl likes him, and the father hears of it, he agrees upon
a day with the former, on which he is to bring the bride's dowry ;
which should he refuse to do, he is caught by the relations, bound
to a tree, and whipped with a cane. Adultery is of most rare
occurrence; but, when it does take place, the dowry is returned
either by the woman, who then acquires her freedom, or by the
seducer, whom she then follows. The husband has not the right
to detain her, if he takes the money, or even if he should refuse
it: but the latter contingency is not likely to arise, since that sum
of money will enable him to buy f<U' himself a new wife.
In the afternoon we reached a vast ravine, called "Basira,"
973 metres above Uacloy, and about 1,134 metres above the sea,
extending from south-east to north-west between lofty, precipitous
ranges, covered with wood. Its base, which has an inclination of
33°, consists of a naked bed of rock, and, after every violent rainfall, gives issue to a torrent of water, which discharges itself
violently. Here we bivouacked; and the Ygorrotes, in a very
short time, built a hut, and remained on the watch outside. At
daybreak the thermometer stood at 13·9° R.
The road to the summit was very difficult on account of the
slippery clay earth and the tough network of plants ; but the
last 500 feet were unexpectedly easy, the very steep summit
being coyered·with a very thick growth of thinly leaved, knotted,
mossy thibaudia, rhododendra, and other dwarf woods, whose
innumerable tough branches, running at a very small height
along the ground and parallel to it, form a compact and secure
lattice-work, by which one mounted upwards as on a slightly
inclined. ladder. The point which we reached, as may be seen
by the illustration, was evidently the highest spur of the horee-
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shoe-shaped mountain side, which bounds the great ravine of
Rungua on the north. The top was hiudly fifty paces in diameter,
and eo thickly covered with trees that I have never seen ita like ;
we had not room to stand. My active boats, however, went at oiWe
to work, though the task of cutting a path through the wood
involved severe labour, and, chopping off the branches, built
therewith, on the tops of the lopped trees, an observatory, from
\\'hieh I should have had a wide panoramic view, and an opportunity for taking celestial· altitudes, had not everything been
enveloped in a thick mist. The neighbouring volcanoes were
visible only in glimpses, as well as the Bay of San Miguel and
some lakes in the interior. Immediately after sunset the thermometer regiStered 12·5° R:
On the following morning it was still overcast ; and when,
about ten o'clock, the clouds became thicker, we set out on our
return. It was my intention to have paaaed the night in a
ranoho, in order next day to visit a aolfatara which waa said to
be " day's journey further; but my companions were so exhausted
by fatigue that they asked for at least one day's rest. ·
On the upper· elope I observed no palms, with the exception of
calamus ; but polypodiea were very frequent, and orchids surprisingly abundant. In one place all the trees were hung, at a convenient height, with flowering aerids; of which one could have
collected thousands without any trouble. The most beautiful
plant was a Medinella, of eo delicate a texture that it waa impossible to preserve it.
Within a quarter of an hour north-east of Uacl6y, a considerable spring of carbonic acid bursts from the ground, depositing
abundance of calcareous sinter. Our torches were quickly
extinguished, and a fowl covered over with a cigar-box died in a
few minutes, to the supreme astoniahment of the Y gorrotes, to
whom these phenomena were entirely new.
On the aecond day of rest, my poor hosts, who had accompanied.
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me back to Uacl6y, still felt 80 weary that they were not fit for
any undertakll!g. With naked heads and bellies they squatted in
the burning sun in order tO replenish their bodies with the heat
which they had lost during the bivouac on the summit; for they
are not allowed to drink wine. When I finally left them on the
following day, we had become such good friends that I was compelled to accept a tamed wild pig as a present. A troop of men
and women accompanied me until they saw the glittering roofs
of Magulring, when, after the
exchange of hearty farewells,
they returned to their forests.
The Indians whom I had
taken with me from Goa had
proved 80 lazy and morose that
nearly the whole task of making the path through the forest
had fallen upon the Y gorrotes.
From sheer laziness they threw
away the drinking water of
· which they were the porters ;
and the Y gorrotea were obliged to fetch water from a considerable distance for our
bi vottac on the summit. In
all my troublesome marches,
I have always done better with
Cimarrona than with Indians.
CNadrillwo.
The former I have found
AD anoec1 eeoon ruu,. equipped (hat, ablrt. drawera, obligmg' trustworthy active
Uld weapou).
t
t
and acquainted with localities,
while the latter generally displayed the opposite qualities. It
would, however, be unjust to' form a conclusive opinion as to their
oomparative merits from these facta ; for the barbarians are at
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A YGORROTE PETITION.
home when in the forest; what. they do is done voluntarily, and
the stranger, when he poesesaee their confidence, is treated as a
guest. But the Indians are reluctant companions, Poli8taB, who,
even when they receive a high rate of wages, consider that they
are acting most honourably when they do as little as possible. At
any rate, it is no pleasure to them to leave their village in order to
become luggage-porters or beaters of roads on fatiguing marches
in impracticable districts, and to camp out in the open air under
every deprivation. For them, still more than for the European
peasant, repose is the moat agreeable refreshment. The less
comfort any one enjoys at home, the greater is the reluctance
with which he leaves it ; and the same thing may be observed in
Europe.
As the Ygorrotes were not permitted to have cocoa-pal.ms for
the preparation of wine, vinegar and brandy, so that they might
not infringe the monopoly of the hacienda, they presented me
with a petition entreating me to obtain this favour for them. The
document was put together by an Indian writer in so ludicrously
confueed a manner that I give it as a specimen of Philippine
clerkship.• At all events, it had the beet result; for the petitioners were accorded twice as much as they had prayed for.
The south-west moneoon lasts in this region (district of Goa)
from April to October. April is very caiin (nat;ega<Mn de BeftOI'OB).
From June to August the south-west winds blow steadily;
• Sill' ltllp8Ct.or por B. M.

Noeotroa doe ea..- acbales de Ranceriu de Lalud y Uacloy comprenlioD del
pucblo de Go& pro-.a de Camarines Bur. Ante loa pies de Vllld poelramoe y deoimoe.
Que portaD de plorable eltado en que noe hallabamoe de la inCedelidad recien·
pobladoe eat& viaitu de Ranoeriu y. DOl Contentamoe butantemente 1111 111 Celia
llegada y 1uvida de est. eminente moDte de Yearog loque haTia con quiltado
indutriamente de V. bajo mil oonaueloe, y ab"bioa para poder ooD aeguir a doce
poDot (i.11. arbolea) de cocalea de manangwteril para Nuelb:o 11101 alogacion a lot
demu Ysorotea, o monteainoe q. DO quieren nndil'DOI ; eta utilidad publica y
reoonocer a Dioey a la aoberaDa Beyna 1 Bora Dotla label 2a (que Diot G11e) Y
por inteDto.
A. V. pedimot, 1 wplicamot oon humildad leeina provesr 1 mandar, ai es gncia
IICfliJllo q. imploramoe, etc. Domingo Tales t. J0111 La11N11ciaDo t .
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March, April, and May are the driest months; there are shifting
winds in M~h and the beginning of .April ; while from October
to December is the time of storms; "S. Francisco (4th October)
brings bad weather." Rioe ia planted in September and reaped
in February.

,.

CHAPTER XVIII.
.UCJP(T Or TRB nfcu..UfD XAZAJIAO.t..-PUUTU AND RIOBW.t.T :&OBBIULI.-WAHB
PL.t.!f1'11 PBOX BBBLUI TO TKB PHILIPPDIU.-XT DBV.t.KT PBPB.
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the Ysar6g I returned through Naga and Nabua to Yriga,
the ascent of which I at length accomplished.
The chief of the Montesinos had received daily rations for
twenty-two men, with whom he professed to make a road to the
summit; but when, on the evening of the third day, he came
himself to Yriga, in order to fetch more provisions, on the pretext that the work still required some time for execution, I
explained that I should endeavour to ascend the mountain on
the following morning, and requested him to act as guide. He
consented, but disappeared, together with his companions, during
the night ; the Indians in the tribunal having been good enough
to hold out the prospect of severe punishment in case the work
performed should not correspond to the working days. .After
fruitless search for another guide, we left Buhi in the afternoon,
and passed the night in the rancho, where we had previously
been so hospitably received. The fires .were still burning, but
the inhabitants, on our approach, had fled. About six o'clock on
the following morning the ascent began. After we had gone
through the forest, by availing ourselves of the path which we
bad previously beaten, it led us through grass three or four feet
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in height, with keen-edged leaves ; succeeded by cane, from seven
fu eight feet high, of the same habitat with our .Arundo phragmitu (but it W88 not in flower), which occupied the whole of
the upper part of the mountain 88 far 88 the edge. Only in the
ravine did the trees attain any height. The lower declivities were
covered with aroids and ferns ; fuwards the swnmit were tendrils
and m0811e8; and here I found a beautiful, new, and peculiarly
shaped orchid.• The Cimarrons had cut down some cane ; and,
beating down our road for ourselves with wood-knives, we arrived
at the summit a little before ten o'clock. It W88 very foggy. In
the hope of a clear evening or morning I caueed a hut fu be
erected, for which purpose the cane W88 well fitted. The Indians
were too lazy fu erect a lodging for themselves, or fu procure
wood for a watch-fire. They squatted on the ground, squeezed
close fu one another fu warm themselves, ate cold rice, and
suft'ered thirst because none of them would fetch water. Of the
two water-carriers whom I had taken with me, one had " inadvertently" upset his water on the road, and the other had thrown
it away" because he thought we should not require it."
I found the highest points of the Yriga fu be 1,212 metres,
1,120 metres above the surface of the Buhi Lake. From Buhi I
went fu Batu.
The Batu Lake (111 metres above the sea) had sunk lower since
my l8at visit in February. The carpet of algm had increaeed
considerably in breadth, its upper edge being in many places
decomposed ; and the lower paaeed gradually into a thick consistency of putrid water-plants (charm, algm, pontederire, valisnerire,
pisti.e, &c.), which encompaased. the surface of the water so that
only through a few gape could one reach the bank. Right acroBS
the mouth of the QuinAli lies, in the lake, a bar of black mud,
the softest parts of which were indicated hy some insignificant
channels of water. As we could not get over the bar in a large
• DMiro/Ji•m Nr«fflc, D. IIJI·• Beichnbach 81.
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boat, two small ekifts were bound together with a matting of
bamboo, and provided with an awning. By means of this contrivance, which was drawn by three strong bufialoee (the whole
body of men with evident delight and loud mirth wading kneedeep in the black mud and assisting by pushing behind) we succeeded, as if on a sledge, in getting over the obstacle into the
river ; which on my first visit overflowed the fields in many places,
in 80 far that the huts of the natives roae out of the water like 80
many ships : but now (in June) not one of its channels was full.
We were obliged in consequence to continue our sledge journey
until we were near to Quinali.
At Lig8o I alighted at a friendly Spaniard's, a great part
of the place, together with the tribun&l and convent, having
been burnt down since my last visit. After making the necessary preparations, I went in the evening to Barayong, a little
rancho of Cimarrons at the foot of the Mazaraga, and, together
with its inhabitants, ascended the mountain on the following
morning. The women also acCompanied us for some distance,
and kept the company in good humour; and when, on the road,
an Indian who bad been en~ for the purpose wished to give
up carrying a bamboo full of water, and, throwing it away, ran
oft', an old woman stepped forward in hie stead, and dragged
the water cheerfully along up to the summit. This mountain
was moister than any I had ever ascended, the Semeru in
Java, in some respects, excepted; and half-way up I found some
rotten raftleeia.• Two miserable-looking Cimarron dogs drove a
young stag towards us, which was slain by one of the people with
a blow of the wood-knife. The path ceased at a third of the
height, but it was not difficult to get through the wood. The
upper portion of the mountain, however, being thickly overgrown
with cane, again presented great obstacles. About twelve we
roocbcd the summit-level, which, pierced by no crater, is almos~
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horizontal, smoothly arched, and ~hickly covered with cane.
height is 1,354 metres. In a short time the indefatigable Cimarrons built a fine large hut of cane : one room for myself and the
baggage, a large assembly-room for the people, and a special
apartment for cooking. Unfortunately the cane was so wet that
it would not burn. In order to procUre firewood to cook the rice,
thick branches were got out of the wood, and their comparatively
dry pith extracted with great labour. The lucifer-matcbes, too,
were so damp that the phosphorus was rubbed away in friction ;
but, being collected on blotting-paper, and kne&.d.ed together with
the sulphurous end of the ma~h-wood, it became dry and was
kindled by friction. · Not a trace of solid rock was to be seen.
All was obstructed by a thick overgrowth from where the path
ceased, and the ground covered with a dense bed of damp woodearth. The following morning was fine, and showed a wide
panorama ; but, before I had completed my drawing, it again
became misty ; and as, after several hours of waiting, the heavens
were overspread with thick rain-ciouds, we set out on our return.
N Uiilerous butterflies swarmed around the summit. We could,
however, catch only a few, as the passage over the cane-stubble
w~ too difficult for naked feet ; and, the badly-stitched soles of
two pairs of new shoes which I bad brought from Manilla having
dropped off some time before I reached the summit, I was compelled to perform the journey to Lig&o barefoot.
On the following day my Spanish host went twice to the
tribunal to procure the buffalo carts which were necessary for the
furtherance of my collections. His courteous request was unsucceBBful ; but the <t<>mmand of the cura, who personally informed
the Gobernadorcillo in his house, was immediately obeyed. The
native authorities have, as a rule, but little respect for private
Spanish people, and treat them not seldom with open contempt.
An official ·recommendation from the alcalde is usually effectual,
but not in all the provinces; for many alcaldes do hurt to their
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PIRATES.

own authority by engaging the assistance or connivance of the
native magistrates in the furtherance of their personal interests.
I here shot some panikes, great bat.s with wings nearly five feet
wide when extended, which in the day time hang asleep from the
branches of trees, and, among them, two mothers with their
young sucking ones uninjured. It was afFecting to see how the
little animals clung more and more firmly to the bodies of their
dying parents, and how tenderly they embraced them even after
they were dead. The apparent feeling, however, was oply selfinterest at bottom, for, when their store of milk was exhausted,
the old ones were treated without respect, like empty bottles.
As soon as the young ones were separated, they fed on bananas,
and lived several days, until I at length placed them in spirit.s. ·
Early in the morning I rode on the pastor's horse to ~gaspi,
and in the evening through deep mud to the alcalde at Albay.
We were now (June) in the middle of the so-called dry 8e880n,
but it rained almost every day; and the road between' Albay
and Leg&spi was worse than ever. During my visit information
arrived from the commandant of the fal6as on the south coast
'hat, as he was pursuing two pirate vessels, six others suddenly
made their appearance, in order to cut oft' his return; for which
reason he had quickly made his way back. The falU&s are very
strongly manned, and provided with cannon, but the crews furnished by the localities on the coast are entirely unpractised in
the use of fire-arms, and moreover hold the Moors in such dread
that, if the smallest chance ofFers of flight, they avail themeelves
of it to ensure their safety by making for the land. The places
on the coast, destitute of other arms ·than wooden pikes, were
completely expoeed to the pirates, who had firmly established
themselves in Catanduanes, Biri, and eeveral small islands, and
seized ships with impunity, or robbed men on the 'tand. Almost
daily fresh robberies and murders were announced from the vil-
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lages on the shore. During a plundering expedition the men
caught while employed at the oars are 6nally sold as slaves ; and,
on the division of the spoil, one of the crew falls to the share of
the dato who fitted out the veBSel.• The coasting veuels in
these waters, it is true, are mostly provided with artillery, but it
is generally placed in the hold of the ship, as no one on board
knows how to use it. If the cann~n be upon deck, either the
powder or the shot .is wanting ; and the captain promisee to be
bet~r prepared next time. t The alcalde reported the outrages
of the pirates by every poet to .Manilla, ae well as the great injury
done to trade, and spoke of the duty of the Government to protect
its subjects, especially as the latter were not permitted to use
fire-arms; : and from. the Bisaya Islands came the same cry for
help. 'l'he Government, however, was powerleBB against the
evil. If the complaints were indeed very urgent, they would
send a steamer into the waters most infested ; but it hardly ever ""
came in sight of piratest although the latter were carrying on
their depredations close in front and behind.
At Samare, the principal town, I subsequently met with a
Government steamer, :which for fourteen days past had been
nominally engaged in cruising against the pirates ; for the latter,
generally forewarned by their spies, perceive the smoke of the
steamers sufficiently soon to ~p away in their flat boats; and the
.

I

• According tt> E. Bemaldez (" Gnerra -.I Sur'') the nnmbcr of Spaniards and
Indiane kidnapped and killed within thirty yeara amounted to twenty tho11811nd.
t The richly la<len Ntto acted in this Wft.y.
t Jo:xtract from a letter of the alcalde to the cnptain-general, 20th June, '60 :" For ten days part ten pirate veuela have been lying undisturbed at the ialand of
8. Miguel, two leagues from T•baco, and interrupt the communication with the
ialand of Catanduanca and tbe eaatern )lart of Albay • ••• They ha\"o committeol
&cYeral robberies, and carried ofF eix men. Nothing can be done to re~~iat tbem aa
there are no Hre-anns in the villages, and the only two fal6aa have been detained in
the roads of San Dt•rnardino by atrE'I!II of weather."
Letter or 25th June:-" Besides the above pirate lhipt~·four large JIIIDCOII and f~ur
emall vintaa have .made their appeal'l\nce in the atraita of Bernardino. • • • • • Their
force amonnt., from four hundred and fifty to f!\"e hnndred men • . . •. Already
t.hcy ha•·'-' killed sixteen men, kidmtpped ten, and captured one ahip."

GUN-BOATS.

officers knew beforehand that their cruise would ·have no other
result than to show the distressed provincet that their outcry was
not altogether unnoticed.•
Twenty small steam gunboats of light draught had shortly
before been ordered from England, and were nearly ready. The
first two indeed arrived soon after in Manilla (they hlld to be
transported in pieces round the Cape), and were to be followed
by the rest ; and they were at one time almost successful in
delivering the archipelago from these burdensome pests; t at least,
from the proscribed Moors who came every year from the Solo
Lake, mostly from the island of Tavitavi, arriving in May at the
Bis&yas, and continuing their depredations in tbe archipelago
until the change of the monsoon in October or November comp.)lled them to return.: In the Philippines they derived new
• In Chami110'1 time it was even wone. "The expeditione in anned v-11,
which were eent from Manilla to cruiee apinet the enemy (the pirate.) ••• eerve
only to promote amuggli111J, and Chriatiane and Moon avoid one another with
eqnal diligence on such occuiona" (" Obeervatione and Views," p. 73) •• •••
Mu (i. iv. t3) reporta to the ame efFect, according to noticea from lhe eeoretarygoneral'a office at Manilla, and adda that the cruiaen aold enn the royal arma and
am!Dunition, which had been entrneted to them, whence muc\ JNiaeed into the handa
of the lloora. The aloaldea were aid to in8aence the commauden of the cruieen,
and the latter to overTeach the alcaldea ; but both usually made common cauee.
Lap&ouee alto relate. (ii., p. 367), that the alou.ldea boaght a very large number <>f
pel'lllnl who had been made elavee by the piratea (in the Philippine•) ; 10 that the
latter were not uaWllly brought to Batavia, where they were of much leaa value.
t According to ihe Diario d1 Manila, ltth March, 1868, piracy on the _. lutd
diminished, but bad not ceued. Paragua, Calamianea, Mindoro, Mindanflo, and
the Bieayu ati1l aul'er from it. Robberiea aod kidnapping are frequently carried on
aa opportunity favoun; and such casual piratee are to be extirpated only by extreme
eeverily. According to my lateet account., piracy is again on the inc-.
t The Bpaniarda attemptt:d the conqoeat or the Bulu l•landa in 1628, 1629,
1637, 1731, and 1HII; and fn-quen~ expeditione have since taken place by way of
repriaals. A great es.podition WHII like.UO eent out in Ol'tober, 1871, againat Sul11,
in order to relltrain the piracy which recently waa getting the upper hand ;
ind811d, a year or t.wo agn, the pintn bad ventured aa f.r aa the neighbourhood
of Manilla; but in April of thia year (1872) the Beet l'fltumed to Manilla 'l¥ithout
having efFected ite object. The Bpaniarda emplo7ud in thia expedition almoat the
whole marine forcea of the colony, H ahipa, JIIOIItly ateam gunboata; aod tboy
bombarded the chief town without in8icting any particular damage, while the
Moon withdrew into the interior, and awaited the Bpaniarda (who, indeed, did not
venture to land) in a woll-equipped body of five thouaand men. After montha of
Q
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recruits among vagabonds, deserters, runaway criminals, and
ruined spendthrifts ; and from the same sources were made up the
bands of highway robbers (tulisanes), which sometimes started
up, and perpetrated acts of extraordinary daring. Not long before
my arrival they had made an inroad into a suburb of Manilla,
and engaged with the military in the highways. Some of the
latt~r are regularly employed in the service against the tulisanes.
The robbers are not, as a rule, cruel to their victims when no
opposition is offered.•
In Leg8.spi I fo~d awaiting ~c several chests with tin lining,
which had been sixteen months on their passage by overland
·route, instead of seven weeks, having been conveyed from Berlin
·b y way of Trieste, on account of the Italian war. Their cont~nts, which had been intended for use in the Philippines exclusively, were now for the most part useless. In one chest there
were two small flasks with glass stoppers, ·one filled with moist
ch~rcoal, and the other with moist clay, both containing seeds of
the Victoria Regia and tubers of red and blue nymphm (waterlily). Those in the first flask were spoiled, as might have been
expected; but in that filled with moist clay two tubers had thrown
·out shoots of half an inch in length, and appeared quite sound. I
planted them at once, and in a few days vigorous leaves were
developed. One of these beautiful plants, which had been oriinactivity the Spaniardl burnt down an UDarmed plaoe OD the coast, committing
many barbaritiee OD the occuiou, but drew back when the warrion advanoed to the
combat. The porta of the Sulu archipelago are cloeed to tnde by a decree, although
it is queationable whether all navigaton will pay any ~gard to it. Not long eince
the sovereignty of hie district was oft'ered by the Sultan of Sulu to the King of
Pru1111ia ; but the oft'er was declined.
• The Dia1-io d• Mauila of 4th June, 1866, statei:-"Yfsterday the military commission, establwhed by ordinance of the 3rd August, 1866, discontinued its functions.
The ordinary tribunals are again in force. The numerous bands of thirty, forty, and
more individuals, armed to the teeth, which have left behind them their tracee of
blood and fire at the doors or llanilla and in so many other placee, are annihilated.
. . . . . More than flf~y robben have expiated theit' crimes on the gallows, and
one hundred and forty ha\·e been condemned to pruidio (forced labour) or to other
punishments."

FLORICl!L1'l/RE.

ginally intended for the Buitenzorg Garden in Java, remained
in Legaspi; the other I sent to Manilla, where, on my retum,
I saw it in full bloom. In the charcoal two Victoria seeds had
thrown out roots above an inch in length, which had rotted oft'.
Most likely they had been tom up by the custom-house inspectors, and had afterwards rotted, for the neck of the bottle was
broken, and the charcoal appeared as if it had been stirred. I
communicated the brilliant result of his mode of packing to the
Inspector of the Botanical Gardens at Berlin, who inade a second
consignment direct to Java, which arrived in the best condition;
so that not only the Victoria, but also the one which had been
derived in Berlin from an African father and an Asiatic mother,
now adom the water-basins of Java with red pond-roses (the
latter plants probably those of the Philippines also).
Being compelled by the continuous rain to dry my collections
in two ovens before packing them, I found that my servant had
burned the greater part, so that the remain~ .f~und a place in a
roomy chest which I purchased for a dollar at an auct.ion. This
unfortunately lacked a lid; to procure which I was obliged, in
the first place, to liberate a carpenter . who had been imprisoned
for a small debt; secondly, to advance money for the purchase
of a board and the redemption of his tools out of pawn ; and even
then the work, when it was begun, was several times broken oft'
because previous claims of violent creditors had to be discharged
by labour. In five days the lid was completed, at the cost of
three dollnrs. It did not last long, however, for in Manilla I had
to get it replaced by a new one.
At Leg8spi I availed myself of an opportunity to reach the
island of Samar in a small schooner. It is situated south-east
from Luzon, on the farther side of the Strait of San Bemardino,
which is three leagues in breadth. At the moment of my departure, to my great regret, my servant left. me, "that he might
rest a little from his fatigue," for Pepe was good-natured, very
c.t2
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skilful, and always good-tempered. He had learned much from
the numerous Spanish soldiers and sailors resident in Cavite, his
native place, where he used to be playfully called the "Spaniard
of Cav{te." Roving from one place to another was his delight;
and he quickly acquired acquaintances. He knew especially how
to gain the favour of the ladies, for he possessed many social
accomplishments, being equally able to play the guitar and to
milk the buffalo-cows. When we came to a pueblo, where a
mestize, or even a "daughter of the country" (creole), dwelt,
he would, when practicable, ask permission to milk a cow ; and
after bringing the senora eome of the milk, under pretext of
being the interpreter of my wishes, he would maintain such a flow
of ingeniously courteous conversation, praising the beauty and
graces of the lady, and most modestly allowing his prodigious
travelling adventures to be extracted from him, that both knight
and esquire beamed with brilliant radiance. A present was
always welcome, and brought us many a little basket of oranges;
and buffalo milk is excellent with chocolate : but it seemed as if
one seldom has the opportunity of milking a cow. Unfortunately
Pepe did ·not like climbing mountains, and when he was to have
gone with me he either got the bellyache or gave away my strong
shoes, or allowed them to be stolen; the native ones, however,
being allowed to remain untouched, for he knew well that they
were fit only for riding, and derived comfort from the fact. In
company with me he worked quickly and cheerfully ; but, when
alone, it became tedious to him. Particularly he found friendK
who hindered him, and then he would abandon his skinning of
the birds, which therefore beCame putrid and had to be thrown
away. Packing was still more disagreeable to him, and consequently he did it as quickly as possible, though not always with
sufficient care, as on one occasion he tied up, in one and the same
bundle, shoes, areentc-soap, drawings, and chocolate. Notwithstanding trifling faults of this kind, he was very useful and
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agreeable to me ; but he did not go willingly to such an uncivilised island as Samar ; and when he received hie wages in full
for eight months all in a lump, and eo became a small capitalist,
he could not resist the temptation to rest a little from hie labours.
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CHAPTER XIX.
TRAYJ:IA ur UJUll.-WBATJIBll.-m...eriON

oF OFFICIAIA.-NoB.TH OOAST.-c!Tu-

L6G.ur.---rs• FLYING LBXUL-IBB.FIINT TAIIJUUI.----RilTLUlY PBTllli'ACTIONI.-

TU. B.4PID8 OF TBB LOQUIL6cuJr. --THB XAOO.

THE island of Samar, which is of nearly rhomboidal outline, and
with few indentations on its coasts, stretches from the north-west
to the south-east from 12• 37' to 10• 54' N. ; its mean length
being twenty-two miles, its breadth eleven, and its area two
hundred and twenty square miles. It is separated on the south
by the small strait of San Juanico from the island of Leyte, with
which it was formerly united into one province. At the present
time each island has it.s separate governor.
By the older authors the island is called Tendaya, Ybabao, and
also Achan and Philippina. In later times the eastern side was
called Ybabao, and the western Samar, which is ~ow the official
denomination for the whole island, the eastern shore being distinguished as the Contracosta. •
As on the eastern coasts of Luzon, the north-east monsoon here
exceeds that from the south-west in duration and force, the violence of the latter being arrested by the islands lying to the south• According to Arenu (" Memoriu," 21) Alhfly waa formerly ca.lled IMion;
Tabayaa, Calilaya; Batangaa, Comintan ; Negroa, Buglas; Ceba, Sogba; Mindoro,
Mait; Mfunar, Ybab~ ; and Baailan, Taguima. Mindanflo ia called Ceu.rea by B.
de la Torre, and SAmar, by R. Dudleo "Arcano del Mare" (Florence, 1761), Camlai&. In Hondiv'• map of the Indian ialands (Purchaa, 606) Luzon ia Luconia;
Sfunar, Achan; Leyte, Sabara; Camari.nea, Nebui. In Albo"1 "Journal," Cebu ia
called Suba; and Leyte, Seilani. Pigafetta deacribea a city called Cingapola in
Zuba, and Leyte, on his map, ia in the north called Baybay, and in the 10uth
Ceyloa.

THE SEASONS.
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west, while the north-east winds break against the coasts of these
easterly islands with their whole force, and the additional weight
of the body of water which they bring with them from the oped
ocean. In October winds fluctuating between north-,vest and
north-east occur; but the prevalent ones are northerly. In the
middle of Novem~r the north-east is constant; and it blows, with
but little intermiSRion, from the nort~ until April. This is likewise
the rainy season, December and January being the wettest, when
it sometimes rains for 14 days without interruption. In Lauang,
on the north coast, the rainy season lasts from October to the end
of December. From January to April it is dry; May, June, and
July are rainy; and August and September, again, are dry; so
that here there are two wet and two dry seasons in the year.
From October to January violent storms (baguios or typhoons)
sometimes occur. Beginning generally with a north wind, they
pass to the north-west, accompanied by a little rain, then back
to the north, and with increasing violence to the north-east and
east, where they acquire their greatest power, and then moderate
to the south. Sometimes, however, they change rapidly from the
east to the south, in which quarter they first acquire their greatest
force.
From the end of .March to the middle of June inconstant
easterly winds (N.E .E. and S.E.) prenil, with a very heavy sea on
the east coast. .May is usually calm ; but in May and June
there are frequent thunder-storms, introducing the south-west
moneoon, which though it extends through the months of July,
August, and September, is not so constant as the north-east. The
last-named three months constitute the dry season, which, however, is often interrupted by thunder-storms. Not a week, indOOd,
passes without rain ; and in many years a storm arises every afternoon. At this season of the year ships can reach the east coast ;
but during the north-east moneoon navigation there is impossible.
These general circumRtances are subject to many local de,;a-
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tions, particularly on the south and west coasts, where the
uniformity of the air currents is disturbed by the mountainous
islands lying in front of them. According to the " Estado geografico" of 1855, an extraordinarily high tide, called dolo, occurs
every year at the change of the monsoon in September or October.
It rises sometimes sixty or seventy feet, and ~hes itaelf with
fearful violence against the IJOUth and east coasts, doing great
damage, but not lasting for any length of time. The climate
of Samar and Leyte appears to be very healthy on the coasts;
in fact, to be the best of all the islands of the archipelago.
Dysentery, diarrhrea, and fever occur less frequently than in
Luzon, and Europeans also are le88 subject to their attacks than
in that place.
The resident civilised Indians live almost solely on its coasts,
and there are also Bisayans who differ in speech and manners
from the Bicols in about the same degree that the latter
do from the Tagalese. Roads and villages are almost entirely
wanting in the interior, which is covered with a thick wood, and
affords sustenance to independent tribes, who carry on a little
tillage (vegetable roots and mountain rice), and collect the
products of the woods, particularly resin, honey, and wax, in
which the island is very rich.
On the 3rd of July we lost sight of Leg&spi, and, detained by
frequent calms, crawled as far as Point MontUfar, on the northern
edge of Albay, then onwards to the small island of Viri, and
did not reach L&uang before the evening of the 5th. The mountain range of Bacon (the Pocdol of Ooello), which on my previous
journeys had been concealed by night or mist, now revealed
itself to us in passing as a conical mountain ;. and beside it
towered a very precipitous, deeply-cleft mountain-side, apparently
the remnant of a circular range. After the pilot, an old Indian
and native of the country, who had made the journey frequently before, had conducted us, to begin with, to a wrong port,

LAUANG.

ZH

he ran the vessel fast on to the bar, although there was sufficient water to sail into the harbour conveniently.
The district of Lauang (Uhuan), which is encumbered with
more than four thousand five hundred inhabitants, is situated
at the altitude of forty feet, on the south-west shore of the small
island of the same name, which is separated .from Bamar by an
arm of the Oatubig. According to a widely-spread tradition,
the settlement was originally in Samar itself, in the middle of the
rice-fields, which continue to the present day in that place, until

the repeated inroads of sea-pirates drove the inhabitants, in the
face of the inconvenience attending it, to protect themselves by
settling on the south coast of the little island, which rises steeply
out of the sea. • The latter consists of almost horizontal banks of
tuff, from eight to twelve inches in thicknees. The strata· being
continually eaten away by the waves at water-mark, the upper
layers break off'; and thus the uppermost parts of the strata,
which are of a tolerably uniform thicknees, are cleft by vertical
• No meDtion ie made or it in the" Eetado gt>ogr.'" or the FraDeiecue, publiehed
at MaDilla in 1866.
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fissures, and look like the walls of a fortress. Pressed for space,
the church and the convent have taken up every level bit of the
rock at various heights ; and the effect of this accommodation of
architecture to the. requirements of the ground, though not
designed by the architect, is most picturesque.
The place is beautifully situated; but the houses are not so
frequently as formerly surrounded by little gardens, while there
is a great want of water, and foul odours prevail. Two or three
scanty springs afford a muddy, brackish water, almost at the
level of the sea, with which the indolent people are content so
that they have just enough. Wealthy people have their water
brought from Samar, and the poorer classes are sometimes compelled, by the drying-up of the springs, to have recourse to the
same place. The spring-water is not plentiful for bathing pur.:
poses; and, sea-bathing not being in favour, the people consequently are very dirty. Their clothing is the same as in Luzon;
but the women wear no tapi8, only a cami&a (a short shirt, hardly
covering the breast), and a saga, mostly of coarse, still guinara,
which forms ugly folds, and when not coloured black is very
transparent. Dirt and a filthy existence form a better protection
than tight garments. The inhabitants of Lauang rightly, indeed,
enjoy the reputation of being very idle. Their industry is limited
to a little tillage, even fishing being so neglected that frequently
there is a scarcity of fish. In the absence of roads by land, there
is hardly any communication by water ; and trade is mostly carried
on by mariners from Catbalogan, who exchange the surplus of
the harvests for other produce.
From the convent a view is had.of port of thfl island of Bamar,
the mountain forms of which appear to be a continuation of tho
horizontal strata. In the centre of the district, at the distance
of some miles, a table mountain, famous in the history of the
country, towers aloft. The natives of the neighbouring village
of Palapat retreated to it after having killed their poRtor, a too

ELECTION OF OFFICIALS.
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covetous Jesuit father, and for years carried on a guerilla wurfare with the Spaniards until they were finally vanquished by
treachery.
The interior of the country is difficult to traverse from the
absence of roads, and the coasts are much infested by pirate11.
Quite recently several pontine and four schooners, laden with
abaca, were captured, and the crews cruelly murdered, their bodi<>H
having been cut to pieces. This, however, was opposed to their
general practice, for the captives are usually employed at
the oars during the continuance Qf the fomy, and afterwards
sold as slaves in the islands of the Solo Lake. It was well
that we did not encounter the pirates, for, although we carried
four small cannons on board, nobody understood how to use
them.•
The governor, who was expected to conduct the election of
the district officials in person, but was prevented by illness,
sent a deputy. As the annual elections are conducted in the same
manner over the whole country, that at which I was present
may be taken as typical of the rest. It took place iii. the common
hall; the governor (or his deputy) sitting at the table, with the
pastor on his right hand, and the clerk on his left,-the latter
also acting as interpreter; while Cabezas de Barangay, the
gobernadorcillo, and those who had previously filled the office,
took their places all together on benches. First of all, six cabezas
and as many gobernadorcillos are chosen by lot as electors ; the
actual gobernadorcillo is the thirteenth, and the rest quit the
hall.
After the reading of the statutes by the president, who
• Smalllhipa which baYe no cannon lhould be provided with pitohen ftlled with
water and the fruit of the MCChariferoUII arenp, for the purpoae of beeprinlding
the piratee, in the event of an attack, with the eorroain mixture, which ca11M8 a
blU'Diog heat. Dumont d'U"ille mentionll thAt the inhabitant. otSolo had, during
hie Yilit, poiaoned the wella with
I&Dle frui~ The brnela preM"ed in augar
are an RgreMble confection.
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exhorts the electors to the conscientious performance of their
duty, the latter advance singly to the table, and write three
names on a. piece of paper. Unless a valid protest be made either
by the pastor or by the electors, the one who has the most votes
is forthwith named gobernadorcHlo for the coming year, subject

CM11ta1Jie.

Gobentlldwelllo •

.A.fttr • Tagal Sketrlt.

to the approval of the superior jurisdiction at Manilla; whicl1,

however, always consents, for the influence of the cura would
provide against a disagreeable election. The election of the oth~r
functionaries takes place in the same manner, after the now
gobernadorclllo has been first summoned into the hall, in order
t.hat, if he have any important objections to the officers then

A PERILOUS JOURNEY.
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about to be elected, he may be able to make them. The whole
affair was conducted very quietly and with dignity.•
On the following morning, accompanied by the obliging pastor,
who was followed by nearly all the boys of the village, I crossed
over in a large boat to Slunar. Out of eleven strong baggage
porters whom the governor's representative had selected for me,
four took possession of some trifling articles and sped away with
them, three others hid themselves in the bush, and four had
previously decamped at L&uang. Th.e baggage was divided and
distributed amongst the four porters who were detained, and the
little boys who had accompanied us for their own pleasure. We
followed the sea-shore in a westerly direction, and at a very late
hour reached the nearest visita, where the cura was successful,
after much difficulty, in supplying the places of the missing
porters. On the west side of the mouth of the PambU.jan a
neck of land projects into the sea, which is a favourite resort
of the sea-pirates, who from their shelter in the wood command the shore which extends in a wide curve on both sides, and
forms the ';;niy communication between Lbang and Cat&rman.
Many travellers had already been robbed in this place; and the
father, who was now accompanying me thus far had, with the
greatest clliliculty, escaped the same danger only a few weeks
before.
The last part of our day's journey was performed very
cautiously. A messenger who had been sent on had placed boats
at all the mouths of rivers, and, as hardly any other Europeans
besides ecclesiastics are known in this district, I was taken in the
• There were al.o elected a teniente may6r (deputy of the gobernadordll<J), a
jo& may6r (aoperior judge) for the flelda, who ie ahray• au ex-captain; a eeeoud
judge for the police; a third judge for dispute. relating to eaWe; a aeeond and
· third teaiente; and lint and. eecond policemen; and finally, in addition,• a
teniente, a judge, and a policeman for each viaite. All three of the judge. can
be ex-eapitan01, bot no ex·eapitano ('BD be teniente. The flm teni111te muot
he talren from the higher clue, the othen may belong either to that or to the
common people. The policemen (ttlgoacil•) are always of t.h11 l..tter cl••·
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darkness for a Capuchin in travelling attire ; the men lighting me
with torches during the p&888ge, and the women pressing forward
t.o kiss my hand. I passed the night on the road, and on the
following day reached Cat&rma.n (Caladman on Coello's map),
a clean, spacious locality numbering 6,358 souls, at the mouth
of the river of the same name. Six· pontins from Catbalogan
awaited their cargoes of rice for Albay. The inhabitants of the
north coast are ·too indifFerent sailors to export their products
themselves, and leave it . t.o the people of Catbal6gan, who,
having no rice-fields, are obliged to find employment for their
activity in other places.
The river Catarman formerly debouched further t.o the east,
and was much choked with mud. In the year 1851, after a continuous heavy rain, it worked for itself, in the loose soil w)lich
consists of quartz sand and fragments of mussels, a new and
shorter passage to the sea-the present harbour, in which ships
of two hundred tons can load close to the land ; but in doing so
it destroyed the greater part of the village, as well as the stone
church and the priest's residence. In the new conve~t there are
two saloc;ms, one 16·2 by 8·8, the other 9 by 7·6 paces in dimensions, boarded ·with planks from a single branch of a dipterocarpus (guiso). The pace is equivalent to 30 inches; and,
uBSuming the thickness of the boards, inclusive of waste, to be
one inch, this would give a solid block of wood as high as a
table (21 feet), the same in breadth, 18 feet in length, and of
about llO cubic feet.• The houses are enclosed in gardE~ns; but
some of them only by fencing, within which weeds luxuriate.
At the rebuilding of the village, after the great flood bf water,
the laying out of gardens was commanded; but the industry which
is required to preserve them is often wanting. Pasture grounds
• G. Squier ("States of Centrul America," 1S2) menti1>ns & block of mahogany,
17 ft. in length, which, at ita loweet section, measur<d 6 ft. 6 in. equare, and contained altogether ,j,'iO cubic fc~t.
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extend themselves, on the south side of the village, covered with
fine short grass ; but, with the exception of some oxen ~Ptd
sheep belonging to the cura, there are no cattle.
Still without servants, I proceeded with my baggage in two
small boat!; up the river, on both sides of which rice-fields and
cocoa-groveR extended ; but the latter, being concealed by a
thick border of Nipa palms and lofty cane, are only visible occasionally through the gaps. The sandy banks, at first flat, became
gradually steeper, and the rock soon showed itself close at band,
•
with firm banks of sandy
clay containing occasional
traces of indistinguishable
petrifactions. A small mussel • has pierced the clay
banks at the water-line, in
11ucb numbers that they look
like honeycombs. About
twelve we cooked our rice
in an isolated hut, among~t
friendly people. The womt>n
whom we surprised in dark
ragged clothing of guiuara
drew buck ash~tmed, and
soon after appeared in clcun ,. LOT•&·IC·
chequered sayas, with earrings of brass and tortoise-shell combs. When I drew a little
naked girl, the mother forced her to put on a shirt. About two
we again stt>pped into the boat, and after rowing the whole night
reached a 11mall ,·isita, Cobocobo, about nine in the forenoon.
The rowers bud worked without interruption for twenty-four
• According to Dr. V. Mnrtens, Jlodiola 1triat.U., Hanley, who found the llftme
bivalve at Singllpore, in brat·kiah water, but considerably larger. Reeve alao delineate11
the apeciea collected by Cumming in the Philippines, without precise mtntion of
the locality, u being larger (3Smm), that from Catlt.rman being 17mm.
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hoqrs, exclusive of the two hours' rest at noon, and though somewhat tired were in good spirits.
At half-past two we set out on the road over the Salta Sangley
(Chinese leap) to Tragbucan, which, distant about a mile in a
straight line, is situated at the place where the Calb8yot, which
debouches on the west coast at point Hibaton, becomes navigable
for small boats. By means of these two rivers and the .short but
. troublesome road, a communication exists between the important
stations of Catannan on the north coast, and Calbayot on the west
coast. The road, which at its best part is a small path in the
thick wood uninvaded by the sun, and frequently is only a track,
passes over slippery ridges of clay, disappearing in the mud
puddles in the intervening hollows, and sometimes running
into the bed of the brooks. The water-shed between the Catarman and Calbayot is formed by the Salta Sangley alreudy
mentioned, a flat ridge composed of banks of clay and sandstone,
which succeed one another ladder-wise downwards on both its
sides, and from which the water collected at the top descends in
little cascades. In the most difficult places rough ladders of
bamboo are fixed. I oounted fifteen brooks on the north-east
side which feed the Catarman, and about the same number of
feeders of the Calbayot on the south-west side. About forty
minutes past four we reached the highest point of the Salta
Sangley, about ninety feet above the sea; and at half-past six
we got to a stream, the highest part of the Calhayot, in the bed
of which we wandered until its increasing depth forced us, in the
dark, laboriously to beat out our path through the underwood
to its bank; and about eight o'clock we found ourselves opposite
the visita TragbUcun. The river at this place was already six feet
deep, and there was not a boat. Mter shouting entreaties and
threats for a long time, the people, who were startled out of sleep by
the report from a revolver, agreed to construct a raft of bamboo,
on which they placed ourselves and our baggage. The little

A WATER JOURNEY.

plu.ce, which consists of only a few poor huts, is prettily situatoo,
surrounded as it is by wooded hillocks on a plateau of sand fifty
feet above the reed-bordered river.
Thanks to the activity of the teniente of Catarman who
aocompanied me, a boat was procured without delay, so that we
were able to continue our jow:ney about seven o'clock. The banks •
were from twenty to forty feet high ; and, with .the exception of
the cry of some rhinoceros birds which fluttered from bough to

Boat with Outrigger• of BaiiJIJoo.
The upper edge ooulate ODly of a looee tre.worlt ot palm-Jeay-. held tocether bJ
atripe of bamboo.

bough on the tops of the trees, we neither heard nor saw a trace of
animal life. About half-past eleven we reached Taib,go, a small
visita, and about half-past one a similar one, Magublly; and after
two hours' rt'st at noon, about five o'clock, we got into a current
down which we skilfully floated, almost without admitting any
water. The river, which up to this point is thirty feet broad.
and on account of many projecting branches of trees difficult to
navigate, her~ is twice as broad. About eleven at night we reached
the sea, and in a complct~ calm rowed for the distance of a league
R
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along the coast to Calb&yot, the convent at which place aft'ords a
commanding view of the islands lying before it.
A thunderstorm obliged us to postpone the journey to the
chief town, Catbalogan (or Catbalonga), which was seven leagues
distant, until the afternoon. In a long boat, formed out of the
· stem of one tree, and furnished with outriggers, we travelled .
along the shore, which is margined by a row of low-wooded hills
with many small visitas ; and as night was setting in we rounded
the point of Napalisan, a rook of trachytic conglomerate shaped
by perpendicular fiBSures with rounded edges into a series of projections like towers, which rises up out of the sea to the height
of sixty f'eet, like a knight's castle. At night we reached Catbulogan, the chief town of the island, with a population of six
thousand, which is picturesquely situated in the middle of the
western border, in a little bay surrounded by islands and necks
of land, difficult to approach and, theref'ore, little guarded. Not
a single vessel was anchored in the harbour.
The houses, many of which are of boards, ·•re neater than those
in Camarlnes; but the people, though idle, are more modest, more
honourable, more obliging, and of cleaner habits, than the inhabitants of South Luzon. Through the courtesy of the governor
I quickly obtained a roomy dwelling, and a servant who understood Spanish. Here I also met a very intelligent Indian who
had acquired great skill in a large variety of crafts. With the
simplest tools he improved in many points on my instruments
and apparatus, the purpose of which he quickly comprehended
to my entire satisf'action, and gave many proofs of considerable
intellectual ability.
In- Samar the flying monkey or lemur (the k&gua.ng of the
Bisayan~aleopithecus) is not rare. These animals, which
are of the size of the domestic cat, belong to the quadrumana ;
but, like the flying squirrels, they are provided with a volucral
membrane, which, commencing at the neck, and paBBing over

THE KAGl/ANG.

the fore and hinder limbs, reaches to the tail; by means of which
they are able to glide from one tree ~ another at a very obtuse
angle.•
Body and membrane are clothed with a very short fur, which
nearly equals the chinchilla in firmne88 and softne88, and is on
that account in great request. While I was there, six live
kaguangs arriTed as a present for the pastor (three light grey,
one dark brown, and two greyish brown ; all with irregularly distributed spots); and from these I secured a little female with her
young.
It appeared to be a very harmless, awkward animal. When
liberated from its fetters, it remained lying on the ground with
all its four limbs stretched out, and its ~lly in contact with the
earth, and then hopped in short awkward leaps, without thereby
raising itself from the ground, to the nearest wall, which was of
planed boards. Arrived there, it felt about it for a long time
with the sharp claw, which is bent inwards, of its fore-hand,
until at length it re.).ised the impossibility of climbing it at any
part. It succeeded by means of a corner or an. accidental crevice
in climbing a foot upwards, and fell down again immediately,
because it had abandoned the comparatively secure footing of its
hinder limbs before its fore-claws had obtained a firm hold. It
received no hurt, as the violence of the fall was broken by the
fiying membrane which was rapidly extended. These attempts,
which were continued with steady perseverance, showed an astonishing deficiency of judgment, the animal endeavouring to do
much more than was in its power to accomplish. All its endeavours, therefore, were unsucceesful, though made without doing
itself any hurt-thanks to the parachute with which Nature had
• In Bumatra Wallaee aaw, in the twilight, a lemur run up lhe trunk or a tree,
and then glide obliquely through the air to another trunk, by which he nearly
reached the ground. The diet.ance between the two t.reee amounted to 210 feet, and
the difFerence or height. Wllll not. above 36 or fO feet; CODIIeCJoenUy,le~~~ than 1: 6.
-("llalay An:hipulago," i. 211).
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provided it. Hud the kaguang not been in the habit of relying
so entirely on this convenient contrivance, it probably would have
exercised its judgment to a greater extent, and formed a more
correct estimate of its ability. The animal repeated its fruitless
efforts so often that I no longer took any notice of it, and after
some time it disappeared: but I found it again in a dark cornet-,
under the roof, where it would probably ha"Ye waited for the night
in order to continue its flight. Evidently it had succeeded in
reaching the upper edge of the boarded wall by squeezing its
body between this and the elastic covering of bamboo hurdlework which lay firmly imposed upon it; so that the poor creature,
which I had rashly concluded was stupid and awkward, had,
under the eiroumstanoos, manifested the greatest possible skill,
prudence, and perseverance.
A padre who was present on a visit from Oalblgan promised me
so many wonders in his district--abundance of the rarest animals,
and Cimarronese uncivilised in the highest degree-that I accompanied him, on the following day, in his journey home. In an
hour after our departure we reached the little island of Majava,
which consists of perpendicular strata of a hard, fine-grained, volcanic tuff, with small, bright crystals of hornblende. The island
of Buat (on Cocllo's map) is called by our mariners Tubigan. In
three hours we reached Umauas, a dependency of Calbigan. It is
situated, fifty feet above the sea, in a bay, before which (as is so
often the case on this coast) a row of small picturesque islands
succeed one another, and is exactly four leagues from Catbalogan.
But Calblgan, which we reached towards evening, is situated two
leagues N.N.E. from Umauns, surrounded by rice-fields, forty feet
above the river of the same name, and almost a league and a half
from its inouth. A tree with beautiful violet-blue panicles of
bl0880ms is especially abundant on the banks of the Calbigan,
and supplies a most valuable wood for building purposce in the
Philippines. It is considered equal to teak, like which it belongs
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SERPENT- CHAR.VERS.

to the class verbenacem; and its inland name is molave ( Vitn
geniculata, Blanco).•
According to the statements of credible men, there are serpenttamers in this country. They are said to pipe the serpents out of
their holes, directing their movements, and stopping and handling
them at will, without being injured by them. The most famous
individual amongst them, however, had been carried oft' by the
sea-pirates a short time before ; another had run away to the Cimarronese in the mountains; and the third, whose reputation did not
appear to be rightly ~blished. accompanied me on my excursion, but did not justify the representations of his friends. He
caught two poisonous serpents, t which we encountered on the
road, by dexterously seizing them immediately behind the head,
80 that they· were incapable of doing harm ; and, when he commanded them to lie still, he took the precaution of placing his
foot on their necks. In the chase I hurt my foot so severely
against a sharp-pointed branch which was concealed by the mud
that I was obliged to return to Catbal6gan without effecting my
object. The inhabitants of Calblgan are considered more active
and circumspect than those on the west coast, and they are
praised for their honesty. I found them very skilful; and they
seemed to take an evident pleasure in making collections and
preparing plants and animals, so that I would gladly have taken
with me a servant from the place ; but they are 80 reluctant to
leave their village that all the eftorts of the pastor to induce one
to ride with us were fruitleBS.
At a short distance norih-west from Catbal6gan a moet luxuriJnt garden of corals is to be observed in less than two fathoms,
at the ebb. On a yellow carpet of calcareous polyps a~d sponges,
groups of leather-like stalks, finger-thick, lift themselves up like
• The apecimena which were aeot to t.he Herbarium at Berlin are not to be
found.
t According toW. Peten, TropiMkH'" PAilippiR,..U, Gmy.
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stems of vegetable growth ; their upper ends thickly covered with
polyps (Sarcophgton pulnw Esp.), which display their roses of
tentacula wide open, and- resplendent with the most beautiful
varying colours, looking, in fact, like flowers in full bloom. Vcry
large serpulites extend from their calcareous tubes, elegant red,
blue, and yellow crowns of feelers, and, while little fishes of
marvellously gorgeous colour dart about in this fairy garden, in
their midst luxuriantly grow delicate, feathered plumularim.
Bad weather and the flight of my servant, who had gambled
away some money with which he had been entrusted at a cockfight, having detained me some days in the chief town, I proceeded up the bay, which extends southwards from Catbalogan
and from west to east 88 far as Paranas. Its northern shore consists of ridges of earth, regular and of equal height, extending from
north to south, with gentle slopes tQwards the west, but steep declivities on the east, and terminating abruptly towards the sea. Nine ·
little villages are situated on this coast between Catbal6gan and
Paran88. From the hollows, amidst cocoa and betel palms, they
expand in isolated groups of houses up the gentle western slopes,
and, on reaching the summit, tern.llnate in a little castle, which
hardly affords protection against the pirates, but generally forme
11 pretty feature in the landscape.
In front of the southern edge
of the bay, and to the south-west, many small islands and wooded
rocks are visible, with the mountains of Leyte in the high-ground,
constituting an ever-shifting series of views.
.As the men, owing to the sultry heat, the complete calm, and
almost cloudless sky, slept quite 88 much as they rowed, we did
not reach Parinas before the afternoon. It is a clean village,
situated on a declivity between twenty and a hundred and fifty
feet above the sea. The sides, which stand perpendicularly in the
sea, consist of grey banks of clay receding landwards, and overspread with a layer of fragments of mussels, the intervals between
whieh are filled up with clay, and over the latter is a solid breccia,

LOQlliLOC l!N.

cemented with lime, composed of similur fragments.
In the
clay banks are well-preserved petrifaction&, so similar in colour,
habitat, and aspect to many of those in the German tertiary formations that they might be taken for them. The breccia also
is fossil, probably also tertiary ; at all events, the identity of the
few species which were recognisable in it-Cerithium, Pecten,
and Venu.&-with living species could not be determined. •
On the following morning I proceeded northwards by a small
canal, through a stinking bog of rhizophora (mangroves), and
then continued my journey on land to Loquilooun, a little village
which is situated in the forest. Half-way we passed through a
river, twenty feet broad, flowing east to west, with steep banks
rendered ~ble by ladders. As I still continued lame (wounds
in the feet are difficult to heal in warm countries), I caused myself to be carried part of the way in the manner which is
customary hereabouts. The traveller lies on a loose mat, which
is fastened to a bamboo frame. A Ill represents the contrivance ;
the middle stroke is the hanging mat, and the 'wo others are the
frame, the projecting ends of which are borne on the shoulders of
four robust polistas. About every ten minutes th~ bearers are
relieved by others. As a protection against sun and rain, the
fnune is furnished with a light roof of pandanus.
The roads were pretty nearly as bad as those at the Salta
Sangley ; and, with the exception of the sea-shore, which is sometimes available, there appear to be none better in Bamar. After
three hours we reached the Loquilooun, which, coming from the
north, here touches its most southerly point, and then flows southeast to the great ocean. Through the kind care of the governor,
I found two small boats ready, which were propelled with wonder• V. lfartena identified amongat the tertiary muuels or the baDb of clavthe
following l!peCiea, which still live in the Indian Ocean :-v- (H-itape.) A;.,..
tin•, Lam.; v. ,......._, L.; ~,.N twilki, Phil.; ~. i'"'f'liHit~u, Brag. ; ~. ~Acl
twntA"'"• Rv., and the genera Toldi11, Pkllroto ...., OwDiwia, Dm!•li11111, without being
able to - n their identity with livingl!peCiee.
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ful dexterity by two men squatted at the extreme ends, and
glided between the branches of the trees and rooks into the bed
of the rapid mountain torrent. Amidst loud cheers both the
boata glided down a cascade of a foot &J!d a half in height without
shipping any water.
The little village of Loqui16cun consista of three groups of
houses on three hillocks. The inhabitants were very friendly,
modest, and obliging, and so successful in collecting that the
spirita of wine which I had with me was quickly consumed. In
Catbal6gan my messengers were able with difficulty to procure
a few BIDall flasks. Through the awkward arrangements of a
_too obliging friend, my own stores, having been sent to a wrong
address, did not reach me until some months afterward$ ; and the
palm-wine, which was to be bought in Slunar, was too weak. One
or two boata went out daily to fi.sh ·for me ; but I obtained only a
few specimens, which belonged to almost as many species and
genera. Probably the bad custom of poisoning the water in order
to kill the fish (the pounded fruit of a Barringtonia here being
employed for the purpose) is the cause of the river being so
empty of' fish.
After a few days we left the little place about half-past nine in
the forenoon, packed closely in two small boat&; and, by seven
minutes past one when we reached an inhabited hut in the forest,
we had descended more than forty streams of a foot and a foot
and a half and more in ·depth. The more important of them
have names which are correctly given on Coello's map; and the
following are their distances by the watch :-At ten o'clock we
came to a narrow, rocky chaBJD, at the extremity of which the
water falls several feet below into a large basin ; and here we
unloaded the boata, which hitherto liad, under skilful management, wound their way, like well-trained horses, between all the
impedimenta in the bed of the river and over all the e~&scades and
waves, almost without taking any water; only two men remain-

RAPIDS.

ing in each boat, who, loudly cheering, shot downwards ; in doing
which the boats were filled to the brim.
Opposite this wateri'all a bank of rubbish bad been formed by
the alluvium, in which, besides fragments of the subjacent rock,
were found well-rounded pieces of jasper and porphyry, as well a11
some bits of coal containing several pyrites, which bad probably
been brought during the l'llin from higher up the river. Its origin
was unknown to the sailors. From fifty-six minutes past eleven
to twelve o'clock there was an uninterrupted succession of rapids,
which were pBB&ed with the greatest dexterity, without taking
in water. Somewhat lower down, at about three minutes past
twelve, we took in so much water that we were compelled to land
and bale it out. At about fifteen minutes past twelve, we proceeded onwards, the river now being on the average sixty feet
broad. On the edge of the wood some slender palms, hardly
ten feet high, were remarkable by their frequency, and many
phalmnopses by their display of blo880ms, which is of rare occurrence. Neither birds, nor apes, nor serpents were observed; but
large pythons, as thick as one's leg, are said to be not unfrequent.
About thirty-six minutes past twelve we reached one of the
most difficult places--a succession of waves, with many rocks projecting out of the water, between which the boats, now in full
career, and with rapid evolution&, glided &ucce88fully. The adventure was accomplished with equal skill by the two crews,
who exerted their powers to the utmost. At seventeen minutes
past one we arrived at Dini, the most considerable waterfall in
the whole distance ; and here we had to take the boats out of the
water; and, availing ourselves of the lianas which hung down
from the lofty forest trees like ropes, we dragged them over the
rocks. At twenty-one minutes past two we resumed our journey ;
and from twenty-two minutes past to half-past eight we descended
an irregular stair composed of several ledges, shipping much
water. Up to this point the Loquil6cun flowed in a rocky bed,
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with (for the most part) stoop b:~.nks, and sometimes for a long
distance under a thick canopy of boughs, from. which powerful
tendrils and ferns, more than a fathom in length, were 8118p8nded.
Here the country was to some extent open ; fiat hillocks, with
low underwood, came to view, and, on the north-west, loftier
wooded mountains. The last two hours were notable for a
heavy t'all of rain, and, about half-past five, we reached a solitary
house occupied by ·friendly people, where we took up our quarters
for the night.
. On the following morning the journey was continued down the
river. Within ten minutes we glided down the last waterfall,
between white calcareous rocks of a kind of marble, covered
with magnificent vegetation. Branches, completely covered with
phalmnopees (P. .A.phrodite, Reichb. fls.), projected over the river,
their flowers waving like large gorgeous butterflies over its foaming current. Two hours later the stream became two hundred
feet broad, and, after leaping down a ladder of fifty metres in
height from Loquilooun, it steals away in gentle windings through
a flat inundated country to the east coast ; forming a broad
estuary, on the right bank of which, half a league from the sea,
the district of Jubasan or Paric (population 2,300) is situated.
The latter give their names to the lower portion of the stream.
Here the excellent fellows of Loquilooun left me in order to
begin their very arduous return journey.
Owing to bad weather, I could not embark for Tubig (population 2,858), south of Paric, before the following day; and, being
continually hindered by difficulties of land transit, I proceeded
in the rowboat along the coast to Dorongan (population 7,C85),
with the equally intelligent· and obliging pastor of which I
remained some days, and then continued my journey to Guiuan
(also Guiuang, Guiguan), the most important district in Samar
(population 10,781), situated on a small neck of land which projects from the south-en11t point of the island into the IM'8.

SARONG-DYEING.

- Close to the shore at the latter place a copious spring burt>ts
out of five or six openings, smelling slightly of sulphuretted
hydrogen. It is covered by the sea during the flow, but is
open during the ebb, when its salt taste is hardly perceptible.
In order to test the water, a well was formed by sinking a deep
tottomless jar, and from this, after the water had flowed for the
space of half an hour, a sample was taken, which, to my regret,

Thechureh.
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Tire Vmta of Loquil6cun.

was afterwards lost. The temperature of the water of the spring,
at eight o'clock in the forenoon, was 27·7°; -of the atmosphere,
28·7°; of the sea-water, 31·2., C. The spring is used by the
women to dye their sarongs. The materials, after being steeped
in the decoction of a bark abounding in tannin (materials made
of the abaca are first soaked in a calcareous preparation), and
dried in the sun, are placed in the spring during the ebb, taken
out during the flow, re-dried, dipped in the decoction of bark,
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and again, while wet, placed in the spring ; and this is repeated
for the space of three days; when the result is a durable, but
ugly inky black (gallt188auru, oxide of iron).
At Loquil6cun and Borongan I had an opportunity of purchasing two live macaucos.• These extremely delicate and rare
little animals,_which belong to the class of semi-apes, are, as I was
assured in Luzon and J..eyte, to be found only in Samar, and live
exclusively on charcoal. My first mago was, in the beginning,
110mewhat voracious, but he disdained vegetable food, and was
particular in his choice of insects, devouring live grasshoppers
with delight. t
It was extremely ludicrous, when he was fed in the daytime, to
see the animal standing, perched up perpendicularly on his two
thin legs with his bare tail, and turning his large head-round as
u ball, and with very large, yellow, owl-like eyes-in every direction, looking like a dark lantern on a pedestal with a circular
swivel. Only gradually did he succeed in fixing his eyes on the
object presented to him; but, as soon as he did perceive it, he
immediately extended his little arms sideways, as though somewhat bashful, and then, like a delighted child, suddenly seizing
it with hand and mouth at once, he deliberately tore the prey to
pieces. During the dny the mago was sleepy, short-sighted,
and, ·when disturbed, morose ; but with the decreasing daylight
he expanded his pupils, and moved about in a lively and agile
manner, with rapid noiseless leaps, generally sideways. He soon
became tame, but to my regret died after a few weeks ; and I
succeeded only for a short time in keeping the second little
animal alive.
• T•nu ~etrwm. Tem.; in the language of the count.ry-.:..,0.
t The old Father Camel ment.ione that the little animal il eaid to live only on
coal, but that it wu an error, for he ate the ficue Indica (by which we here
underetand him to mean 1.he banana) and otb~r fruit.a. (Camel de quadruped.
1'/lil. n-.., 1706--7. London.) Oamel alao givee (p. 19f) an intereeting accoun'
of 1.he kag{lang, which il accurate at the prt'lmt day.-llii., ii S. 2197.

-

CHAPTER XX.
T.IU.VllL8
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11111AJ1 (CONTilCUJlD).-BOUTH·IllA IIILA!U>llBR CA8T AWAT RT IITOKllll-

ltUJUAL CATIIliJCII AKD PUNBIU.L CUIITOllll OP THB A!CCIIINT BIIIAYAKI.--cKCX.'U•
• DILJlii.-IONATI1:1 BllA!(I.-COCOA•NUT OIL.

IN Gu{uan I was visited by some Jrlikronesiuns, who for the lust.
fourteen days had been engaged at Sulimgan on the small neck
of land south-east from Guiuan, in diving for pearl musselt1
(mother-of-pearl), having undertaken the dangerous journ£'y
for the express purpose.•
They had sailed from Uleai (Uliai, 7° 2(}1 N., 143° 57' E. Gr)
in five boats, t>ach of which had a crew of nine men and carried
forty gourds full of water, with cocoa-nuts and batata. Every mnn
received one cocoa-nut daily, and two batatas, which they baked in
the ashes of the cocoa shells ; and they caught some fish on the
way, and collected a little rain-water. During the day they
directed their course by the sun, and at night by the stars. A
storm destroyed the boots. Two of them sank, together wit.h
their crews; before the eyes of their companions, and of thcll(',
only one--probably the sole individual rescued-two week11
afterwards reached the harbour of Tandag, on the east coast
• The following communication appeared for the ftrlt time in the report. of a
1811rion of the Anthropological Booietr of Berlin ; but my viaiton were there deno·
minated Pallo ialanden. But, u Prof. Semper, who spent a long time on the irut
Palloll (Pelew) illlandll, correctly shows in the" Coneep.-BL f. Ant.hropol.," J87J,
No. 2, that Uliai belo~~g~ to the pup of the CuOliDu, I haft here retained the
more common expreuion, Mikroneeian, although thoee men, re.pectiDg wh010 arri.-al
from Uliai no doubt existed, did not call themeelYee Caroline ialandera, but Pa!Ane.
AI communicated to me by Dr. Gri!'e, who lived manr yean in lrlilooneeia, Palloll
ill a Jooae expreeaion like Kanaka and maur othen, and does not, at all oven&a,
llpply excluiveJy to the inhabitant. of the PeJew group.
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of .Mindanao. The party remained at Tandag two week11,
working in the fields for hire, and then proceeded northwards
along the coast to Cantilang, so 25' N.; Banouan (called erroneously Bancuan by Coello), 9° 1' N. ; Taganaan, 9° 25' N. ;
thence to Surigao, on the north point of Mindanao ; and then,
with an easterly wind, in two days, direct to Guiuan.
In the German translation of Captain Salmon's " History of
the Oriental Islands" (Altona, 1733), it is stated that" Some other islands on the east of the Philippines have
lately been discovered which have received the name of
the New Philippines because they are situated in the neighbourhood of the old, which have been already described.
Father Clan (Clain), in a letter from Manilla, which has been
incorporated in the "Philosophical Transactions," makes the
following statement respecting them :-It happened that when he
was in the town of Guivam, on the island of &mar, he met
twenty-nine Palaos (there had been thirty, but one died soon
after in Guiuan), or natives of certain recently discovered islands,
who had been driven thither by the east winds, which prevail
from December to May. According to their own statement, they
were driven about by the winds for seventy days, without getting
sight of land, until they arrived opposite to Guivam. When they
sailed from their own country, their two boats were quite full,
carrying thirty-five souls, including their wives and children;
but several' had died miserably on the way from the fatigue
which they had undergone. When some one from Guivam
wished to go on board to them, they were thrown into such a
state of terror that all who were in one of the boats sprang overboard; along with their wives and children. However, they
at last thought it best tO come into the harbour ; eo they came
ashore on the 28th December, 1696. They fed on cocoa-nuts
and roots, which were charitably supplied to them, but refused
even to taste cooked rice, which is the general food of the Asiatic
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islanda acted as interpreters for them..... The people of the

country .went half naked, and the men painted their bodies with
spots and all kinds of devices..... As long as they were on the
sea they lived on fish, which they caught in a certain kind of
fish-basket, with a wide mouth but tapering to a point at the
bottom, which was dragged along underneath the boats ; and rainwater, when they could catch it (or, as is stated in the letter itself,
preserved in the shells of the cocoa-nut), served them for drink.
When they were about to be taken into the presence of the
Father, whom, from the great respect which was shown to him,
they took for the governor, they coloured their bodies entirely
yellow, an operation which they considered highly important, as
enabling them to appear as persons of consideration. They are
very skilful divers, and now and then find pearls in the mussels
which they bring up ; which, however, they throw away as useless things."
But one of the most important parte of Father Clain's letter
has been omitted by Cupt. Salmon :-" T/le oldeat of t"eae atraflgers
lrad once before been ca~~t au:ay on t!.e coaat of the pronnce of Oaragtm,
on one of our islands (Mindanao); but as he found only heathens
(infidels), who lived in the mountains or on the desert shore, he
returned to his own country."
In a letter from Father Cantova to Father d'Aubenton, dated
from Agdana (i.e. Agafia, of the Marianne Islands), 20th Marcb,
1722, describing the Carolina and Pelew Islands, it is said :"The fourth district lies to the west. Yap (9~ 25' N., 138° 1' E.
Gr.), • which is the principal island, is more than forty leagues in
circumference. Besides the dilferent roots which are used by the
natives of the island instead of bread, there is the batata, which
they call camote, and which they have acquired from the Pkilip• Dumont d'Urville, "Vo:f1189 to the South Pole," v. 206, remarb that the
eaU their ialand Gouap or Ouap, but never Yap; and that the husbandry
in that place waa auperior to aoything be had ~ in the South. Sea.

native~
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piues, as I was informed by one of our Carolina Indians, who is a
native of the island. He states that Ms father, named Coorr, • ...
three of !lis brothers, a11d himself had been ctUt away in a Btorm on
one of the pr()f)ince& it~ the PhilippineB, tekich teas called Bisayas;
that a missionary of our society (Jesus) received them in a
friendly manner .... that on returning to their own island they
took with them the seeds of different plants, amongst others the
batata, which multiplied so fast that they had sufficient to supply
the other islands of the Archipelago with them."
Murillo Velarde states that in 1708 some Pal8os were wrecked
in a storm on Palapag (north coast of Samar); and I personally
had the opportunity, in Manilla, of photographing a company of
Pal8os and Carolina islanders, who had been the year before cast
on the coast of Samar by foul weather. Apart from the question
of their transport, whether voluntary or not, these simply were
six examples, such as still occur occasionally, of Mikronesians
cast up on the shore of the Philippines ; and probably it would
not be difficult to find several more ; hut how often, both before and
after the arrival of the Spaniards, might not vessels from those
isiands have come within the inO.uence of the north-east storms,
and been driven violently on the east coasts of ·the Philippines
without any record of such facts being preserved P• E\"en as, on
the west side of the Archipelago, the type of the race seems to
have been modified by its long intercourse with China, Japan,
Lower India, and later with Europe, so likewise may Polynesian
influences have operated in a similar manner on the east side ; and
the further circumstance that the inhabitants of the Ladrones t
und the Bisayans: po8Be88 the art of colouring their teeth black,
seems to point to early intercourse between the Bisayans and the
Polynesians. ~
• The voyages of the Polynllliane were aleo cauaed by the tyranny of the victoriou. pa.rlie11, which compolled the vanquiahed to emigrate.
t Pigafetta, p. 61.
llorga, f. 127.
+ "The Bieayulll! tover their teeth with a ahiniDg vamilh, which il either black,

t

A REA UTIFUL STRAIT.

· At Guiuan I embarked on board an inconveniently cranky,
open boat, which was provided only with an awning of three
feet square, for Tacloban, the chief town of Leyte. After first
experiencing ·an uninterrupted calm, we incurred great danger in
a sudden tempest, so that we had to retrace the whole distance
by means of the oars. The passage was very laborious for the
crew, who were not protected by an awning (temperature in the
sun 35° R., of the water 25° R.), and lasted thirty-one hours, with
few intermiBBions ; the party voluntarily abridging their intervals
of rest in order to get back quickly to Tacl6ban, which keeps up
an active intercourse with Manilla, and has all the attractions of
a luxurious city for the men living on the inhospitable eastern
coast. It is questionable whether the sea anywhere washes over a
spot of such peculiar beauty as the narrow strait which divides
Samar from ~yte. On the west it is enclosed by steep banks
of tu.ff, which tolerate no swamps of mangroves on their borders.
There the lofty primeval forest approaches in all its sublimity
cloae to the shore, interrupted only here and there by groves of
cocoas, in whose sharply defined shadows solitary huts are to be
found ; and the steep hills facing the sea., and numerous small
rocky islands, are crowned with little castles of blocks of coral.
At the eastern entrance of the strait the south coast of Samar
consists of white limestone, like marble, but of quite modern
date, which in many places forms precipitous cliffs.•
At Nipa-Nipa, a small hamlet two leagues from Basey, they

.

or of the colov of 8re, and thus their teeth become eithftl' black, or red like tUmabar; and they make a llll1all bole in the upper row, which they 811 with gold, the
latter ~hiDing all the more on the black or red ground." -(TR•YDOT, .&ligiftls,
")· Of a lriDg of Mindanlo, 'rillitecl by Kage1lan at H---, it ia written:-" ln
every tooth he bad three ,_Ai, (epota P) of gold, 10 Ulat they bad the appeuance of
being tied together with gold ;" which Ramueio interpret.-" On each finger he
had three rinp of gold."· -PuJAPBTTA, p. 66 ; and compare aleo Carletti, " Voyagea,"
i. 163.
• In one of tb- clil'l, sixty feet above the - , beds of mu.ell were found:
,.,_, p;,.,.., e~u,,.; aecording to Dr. V. M.-o. dnttietll.t., Bron.; o. "'"'""
ropie, Chemn.; 0. ro._, Desh.; Clt.- ..Uf-, Reeve; Pinnn .NigriM, Lam. (P).
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project. into the sea in a succession of picturesque rocks, above
one hundred feet in height, which, rounded above like a dome,
thickly covered with vegetation, and corroded at the base by
the waters of the sea, rise out of the waves like gigantic mushrooms. A peculiar atmosphere of enchantment pervades this
locality, whose influence upon the native mariner must be all the
more powerful when, fortunately escaping from the billows outside and the buffeting of the north-east wind, he suddenly
enters this tranquil place of refuge. No wonder that superstitious
imagination has peopled the place with spirits.

In the caverns of these rocks the ancient Pintados interred the
corpses of their heroes and ancestors in well-locked coffins, surrounded by those objects which had been held in the highest
regard by them during life. Slaves were also sacrificed by them
at their obsequies, in order that they might not be without attendance in the world of shadows ; • and the numerous coffins, imple-

•

-

• In the .&t"-'rt of 7th January, 1871, Ct&ptain Ullmann deecribea a fuueral
ceremouy (tiw•) of the Dyab, which C01'1'Mp0nda in many points with that of the
ancient Biayana. The coffin ia cut out of the branch of a tzee by the neartllt male
kinsman, and it ia 10 narrow that the body hu to be pre.ed down into it, leat
another member of the family llhould die immediately after to ftll up the gap. Aa
many u pollible of hia eft'ecta must be heaped on the dead penon, in order to prove
hia wealth and to raise him in the Oltimatiou of the apirit world ; and under the
coffin an placed two v8111811, one containing rice and the other water.
One of the priucipal. ceremoni01 of tha tiw. oouaieted formerly (and d001 ltill in
some plac:ell) in human acrifloee. Where the Dutch Government extended theee
Wfii'O not permitted; but aometimeB buft'al001 or pigs were killed in a cruel manner,
with the blood of which the high prieat smeared the forehead, breut, and arms of
the head of the family. Similar B&Crif!COB of alavea or pip were practised amongst
t.he ancient Philippine~e, with peouliu ceremouieB by female prieBta (Catalonu).

· Sl/PERSTIT/ON INVADED.
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menta, arms, and trinkets, protected by superstitious terrors,
continued to be undisturbed for centuries. No boat ventured to
cross over without the observance of a religious ceremony, derived
from heathen tim~ to propitiate the spirits of the caverns who
were believed to punish the omission of it with storm and ship·
wreck.
About thirty years ago a zealous young ecclesiastic, to whom
these heathen practices were an abomination, determined to extirpate them by the roots. With several boots well equipped with
crosses, banners, pictures of saints, and all the approved
machinery for driving out the Devil, he undertook the expedition against the haunted rocks, which were climbed amidst the
sounds of music, prayers, and the reports or fireworks. A whole
pailful of holy water first having been thrown into the cave for
the purpose of oonfounding the evil spirits, ~e intrepid priest
rushed in with elevated cross, and was followed by his faithful
companions, who were fired with his example. A brilliant
victory was the reward of the well-contrived and carefully executed plot. The coffins were broken to fragments, the vessels
dashed to pieces, and the skeletons thrown into the sea ; and the
remaining caverns were stormed with like results. The objects
of superstition have indeed been annihilated, but the superstition itself survives to the preeent day.
I subsequently leo.rned from the pastor at Basey that there were
still some remains on a rock, and a few days afterwards the
worthy man surprised me with several skulla and a child's coffin,
which he had had brought from the place. Notwithstanding the
great respect in which he was held by his ftock, he had to exert
all his powers of persuasion to induce the boldest of them to
engage in so daring an enierprise. A boot manned by sixteen
rowers was fitted out for the purpose ; with a smaller crew they
would not have ventured to undertake the journey. On their
· retum home a thunderstorm broke over them, and the sailors,
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believing it to be a punishm3nt for their outrage, wer.e preventect
only by the fear of making the matter worse from throwing
coffin and skulls into the sea. Fortunately the land was near, and
they r.lwed with all their might towards it; and, when they
arrived, I was obliged to take the objects out of the boat myself,
a~ no native was permitted to touch them.
Notwithstmding, I was the next morning mccessful in finding
some resolute individuals who accompanied me to the ca.vems.
In the first two which we examined we found nothing ; the third
conhined several broken coffina, some skulls, and potsherds of
glazed and crudely painted earthenware, of which, however, it
was impoesible to find
two pieces that belonged
to each other. A narrow
hole led from the large
cavern into an obscure
space, which was so small
that one could remain in
it only for a few seconds
with the burning torch.
This circumstance may
explain the discovery, in
a coffin which was eaten to pieces by worms, and quite mouldered away, of a well-preserved skeleton, or rather a mummy,
for in many places there were carcases clothed with dry fibrt'8
of muscle and skin•. It lay upon a mat of p!lndanus, which
was yet recognisable, with a cnshion under the head stuited
with plants, and covered with matting of p!lndanus. There
were no other remains of woven material. The .coffins were
of three shapes and without any ornament. Those of the first
form, which were of excellent molave-wood, showed no trace
of worm-holes or decay, whereas the others had entirely fallen
to dust; and those of the third kind, which were most nume-

.
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rous, were distingui11hable from the first only by a le88 curved fonn
and inferior material.
•
No legend could have supplied an enchanted royal sepulchre
with a more suitable _approach than that to the last .of the~
caverns. The rock rises out of the sea with perpendicu1a.r aides of
marble, and only in one spot is to be observed a natur.1l open·
ing made by the water, hardly two feet high, through which the
boat paaeed at once into a spacious court, almost circular, and
over-arched by the sky, the floor of which was covered by the sea,
and adorned with a garden of corals. The steep sides are thickly
hung with lianas, ferns, and orchids, by help of which one climbs
upwards to the cavern, sixty feet above the surfaca of the water.
To add to .the singularity of the situation, we also found at the
entrance to the grotto, on a large block_. of rock projecting two
feet above the ground, a sea-snake, which tranquilly gazed at us,
but which had to be killed, because, like all genuine aea-snak.es,
it was poisono1111. Twice before I had found thtl same species in
crevices of rock on the dry land, where the ·ebb might have left
it ; but it was strange to meet with it in this place, at such a
height above the sea. It now reposes, as PlaturttajuBCiatau Daud.,
in the Zoological Museum of the Berlin University.
In Guiuan I had an opportunity of purchasing four richly
painted Chinese dishes which came from a similar cavern, and a
gold signet ring ; the latter consisting of a plate of gold, originally
bent into a tube of the thickness of a quill with a gaping 808Jn,
and afterwards into a ring as large as a thaler, which did nol.
quite meet. The dishes were stolen from me at Manilla.
There are similar caverns which have been used as burial-placc11
in many other localities in this country; on the island of .Andog,
in Borongan (a short time ago it contained skulls) ; also at Batinguitan, three hours from Borongan, on the banks of a little brook;
and in Guiuan, on the little island of Monhon, which is difficult of
npprouch by rcuson of the hoj,•t<'rou~ !;('a. In Cutuhig trink<'t·~ 'of
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gold have been found, but they have been converted into modern
articles of adornment. ODe cavern at Lauang, however, ie famous
over the whole country. on account of the gigantic, fiat, compreseed skulls, without sutures, which have been found in it.•
.
It will not be uninteresting to compare the particulars here
described with the statements of older authors; and for this
reason I submit the following extracts : Mas (lnjQrme, i. 21), who does not give the sources of hie infor·
mation, thus describes the cuetolD8 of the ancient inhabitants of
the archipelago at their intermente:-They sometimes embalmed
their dead with aromatic substances . . . . . and placed those
who were of note in chests carved out of a branch of a tree, and
furnished with well-fitted lids. . . . . . The coffin was placed,
in accordance with the· wish of the deceased, expressed before
his death, either in the uppermost room of the house, where
articles of value wt-re secreted, or ·under the dwelling-hoUBe, in a
kind of grave, which was not covered, but. enclosed with a railing ; or in a distant field, or on an elevated place or rook on the
bank of a river, where be might be venerated by the pious. A
watch was set over it for a certain time, lest boots should erose
over, and the dead person should drag the living after him.
According to Gaspar, the dead were rolled up in cloths, and
placed in clumsy chests, carved out of a block of wood, and
buried under their houses, together with their jewels, gold rings,
and some plates of gold over the mouth and eyes, and furnished
with provisions, cups, and dishes. They were also accustomed to
bury slaves along with men of note, in order that they might be
attended in the other world.

-

• In the chapter "De monllh:is et. q1Wii. mollltria" ••• of Father Ounel, •• Lon·
don Philoa. •.rrana.," p. 2269, it ia stated that in the mountains between Guluan and
:Bor6ngan, footetepa, three timea aa large u those of ordinary men, have been found.
Probably the skulls or L6.uang, which are p~ out in breadth, and covered with
a thick cruat of caiCRreous Binter, t.he gigantic akulla (akulla of giante) ha\'C given
riiiC t.o the f11ble of the giants• footlltcpe.
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Their chief idolatry consisted in the worship of thoee of their
ancestors who had most distinguished themselves by courage and
genius, whom they regarded as deities. . • . • • They called them
humalagar, which is the same as manes in the Latin••.•. Even
the aged died under this conceit, choosing particular places, such
aa one on the island of Leyte, which allowed of their being interred
at the edge of the sea, in order that the mariners who croaeed
over might acknowledge them as deities, and pay them respect.
(TMHnot, Beligieuz, p. 2.)
They did not place them (the dead) in the earth, but in coftina
· of very hard, indestructible wood . . • . . Male and female slaves
were sacrificed to them, that they should not be unattended in the
other world. If a person of consideration died, silence was imposed
upon the whole of the people, and its duration was regulated
by the rank of the deceased ; and under certain circumstances
it was not discontinued until his relations had killed many other
persons to appease the spirit of the dead. (Ibid.,. p. 7.)
For this reason (to he worshipped as deities) the oldest of them
chose some remarkable spot in the mountains, and particularly on
headlands projecting into the sea, in order to be worshipped by
the sailors. ( Gen~m Careri, p. 449.)
From Tacloban, which I chose for my head-quarters on aceount
of its convenient tribunal, and because it is well supplied with
provisions, I returned on the following day to &mar, and then to
Baaey, which is opposite to Tacloban. The people of Basey are
notorious over all &mar for their lazineas and their endowments,
but are advantageously distinguished from the inhabitants of TacIOban by their purity of manners. Basey is situated on the delta
of the river, which is named after it. We proceeded up a small
arm of the principal strellm, which winds, with a very slight fall,
through the plain ; the brackish water, and the fringe of nipapalms which accompanies it, consequently extending several
lc11gues into the country. C-ocoa pl...ntations stretch behind
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them; and there the floods of water (artnUlas), which sometimes
take place in consequence of the narrow rocky bed of the
upper part of the river, cause great devastation, ~ was evident
from the mutilated palms which, tom away from their standing-place, rise up out of the middle of the river. After five hours'
rowing we passed out of the flat coun~ry into a narrow valley;
with steep sides of marble, which ptogreseively closed in and
became higher. In several plaoea they are underwashed, cleft,
and hurled over each other, and with their naked side-walls
form a beautiful contrast to the blue sky, the clear, greenish river,
tmd the luxuriant lianas, which, attaching themselves to every
inequality tG which they could cling, hung in long garlands over
the rocks.
The stream became eo rapid and so shallow that the party dieembarked and draggOO. the boat over the stony bed. · In this
manner we paased through a sharp curve, twelve feet in height,
formed by two l'ocks thrown opposite to ench other, into a tranquil oval-shaped basin of water enclosed in a .circle of limestone
walls, inclining inwards, of from sixty to seventy feet in height;
on the upper edge of which a circle of trees permitted only a
misty sunlight to glimmer through the thick foliage. A magnificent gateway of rock, fifty to sixty feet high, and adorned with
numerous stalactites, raised itself up opposite the low entrance ;
and through it we could see, at some distance, the upper portion
of the river bathed in the sun. A cavern of a hundred feet in
length, and easily climbed, opened itself in the left side of the oval
court, some sixty feet above the surface of the water; and it
ended in a small gateway, through which you stepped on to a
projection like a balcony, studded with stalactites. From this point
both the landscape and the rocky cauldron are visible, and the
latter is seen to be the remains of a stalactitic cavern, the roof
of which has fallen in. The beauty and peculiar character of the
plnc<> have bt>cn f<>lt cwn by the nativ<>s, who have called it

BASEY.

Sogoton (p:r:operly, a bay in the sE>a). In the very hard lime·
stone, which is like marble, I observed traces of bivalves and
multitudes of spines of the sea-urchin, but no well-defined remains
could be knocked o:ff. 'J.'he river could still be followed a short
distance further upwards ; and in its bed there were disjointed
fragments of taloose and chloritic rocks.
A few small fishes were obtained with much difficulty ; and
amongst them was a new and interesting species, viviparous. •
An allied species (H. jluoiatiliB, Bleeker) which I had two years
previously found in a limestone cavem on Nuaa Kumbangan, in
Java, likewise contained living young ones.
The net employed in fishing appears to be suited to the
locolity, which is a shallow river, full of transparent blocks.
It is a fine-meshed, longish, four-cornered net, ha-ring its ample
aides fastened to two poles of bamboo, which at the bottom were
provided with a kind of wooden shoes, which curve upwards
towards the stems when pushed forwards. The fisherman, taking
hold of the upper ends of the poles, pushes the net, which is held
obliquely before him, and the wooden shoes cause it to slide over
the stones, while another person drives the fish towards him.
On the right bank, below the cavern, and twenty feet above the
surface of the water, there are beds of fossils, pectunculus, tapeR,
and placuna, some of which, from the fact of their barely adhering
by the tip, must be of very recent date. I pasaed the night in
a small hut, which was quickly erected for me, and on the following day attempted to pass up the river as far as the limits of the
crystalline rock, but in vain. In the afternoon we set out on
our return to Dasey, which we reached at night.
Basey is situated on a bank of clay, about fifty feet above the flea,
which towards the west elevates itself into a hill several hundred
feet in height, and with steep aides. At twenty-five to thirty feet
above the sea I foll;Dd the same recent beds of mu118els as in the
• Iltmir«Nipll'lll riripnl·rr•, ""· Peten (Brrlin .V011nf1b., 16th Man.·h, lt166).
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stalactitic cavern of Sog6ton. From the statements of the cura
and of other persons, a rapid elevation of the coasts seems to be
taking place in this country. Thirty years ago ships could lie
alongside the land in three fathoms of water at the fiood, whereas
the depth at the 88.Dle place now is not much more than one
fathom. Immediately opposite to Baaey lie two small islands,
Genam6k and Tapont6nan, which, at the present time, appear
to be 8Ul'l'Ounded by a sandbank at the lowest ebb-tide. Twenty
years ago nothing of the kind was to be seen. Supposing these
particulars to be correct, we must next ascertain what proportion
of these changes of level is due to the Hoods, and how much to
volcanic elevation; which, if we may judge by the neighbouring
active solfatara at Le~, must always be of considerable amount.
As the pastor assured us, there are crocodiles in the river Basey
over thirty feet in length, those in excess of twenty feet being
numerous. The obliging father promised me one of at least
twenty-four feet, whose skeleton I would gladly have secured ;
and he sent out some men who are so practised in the capture of
these animals that they are dispatched to distant places for the
purpose. Their contrivance for capturing them, which I, however, never personally witnessad, consists of a light raft of
bamboo, with a stage, on which, several feet above the water, a
dog or a cat is bound. Alongside the animal is placed a strong
iron hook, which is :fastened to the swimming bamboo by means
of fibres of abac&. The crocodile, when it has swallowed the bait
and the hook at the 88.Dle time, endeavours in vain to get away,
for the pliability of the raft prevents its being torn to pieces,
amd the peculiar elasticity of the bundle of fibres prevents its
being bitten through. The raft serves likewise as a buoy for
the captured animal. According to the statements of the hunters,
the large crocodiles live far from human habitations, generally
selecting the close vegetation in an oozy swamp, in which their
bellies, dragging hea,·ily along, leave trails behind them which
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betray them to the initiated. After a week the pastor mentioned
that his party had sent in three crocodiles, the largest of which,
however, measured only eighteen feet, but that he had not kept
one for me, as he hoped to obtain one of thirty feet. His expect&·
tion, however, was not ful6lled.
In the environs of Baeey the Ignatius bean gro'!s in remarkable
abundance, as it. also does in the south of S6mar and in some other
of the Bisayan islands. It is not met with in Luzon, but it is
very likely that I have introduced it there unwittingly. Its sphere
of propagation is very limited ; and .my attempts to transplant it
to the Botanical Garden of Buitenzorg were fruitleM. Some large
plants intended for that purpoee, which during my absence arrived
for me at Daraga, were incorporated by one of my patrons into
his own garden; and some, which were collected by himself and
brought to Manilla, were afterwards lost. Every eftort to get
these seeds (kernels), which are used over the whole of Eastern
Asia as medicine, to germinate miacarried ; they having been
boiled before tramsm.ission, ostensibly for their preservation, but
most probably to secure the monopoly of them.
According to Fliickinger, • the gourd-shaped berry of the
climbing shrub (Ignatia amara, L. Sti'!JclmOf Igt~atii, Berg. lgt~a•
tiat~a Philippinica, Lour.) contains twenty-four irregular eggshaped seeds of the size of an inch which, however, are not so
poisonous as the Ignatius beans, which taste like crack-nuts.
In these seeds strychnine was found by Pelletier and Oaventou
in 1818, as it subeequently was in crack-nuts. The former contained twice as much of it as the latter, viz. 1 j per cent. ; but, as
they are four times as dear, it is only produced from the latter.
In many households . in the Philippines the dangerous drug
is to be found as a highly prized remedy, under the name of
Pepita de Catbal6nga. Gemelli Oareri mentions it, and quotes
thirteen difterent uses of it. Dr. Rosenthul ("Synopsis Plantarum
• Compendium of the " J>harmucopu!ia of the Y(•g\'lable Kingdom," p. 6!18.
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Diaphor." p. 363) says:-" In India it has been employed as 8
remedy against cholera under the name of Papt.cta." Papecta is
probahly a clerical error. InK. Lall Dey's "Indigenous Drugs
of India," it ~ called Papeeta, which is pronounced Pepita in
English ; and Pepita is the Spanish word for the kernel of a fruit.
It is also held .in high estimation as an antidote for the bite of
serpents. Father Blanoo (''Flora of the Philippines." 61), states
that .he has more than once proved its efficacy in this respect in
his own person; but he cautions against its employment internally,
as it had been fatal in very many cases. It should not be taken
into the mouth, for should the spittle be swallowed, and vomiting
not ensue, death would be inevitable. The pastor of Tabaco, however, almost always carried a pepita in his mouth. From 1842
he began OCC88ionally to take an Ignatius bean into his mouth
as a protection against cholera, and so gradually accustomed
himself to it. When I met him in 1860 he was quite well, and
ascribed his health and -rigour expressly to that habit. According to his communication, in cases of cholera the decoction was
suooess£ully administered in small doses introduced into tea; but
it was most efficacious when, mixed with brandy, it was applied
u.s a liniment.
Hue also(" Thibet," i. 252) commendB the expressed juice of the
kouo-kouo (Faba Ign. amnr.), both for internal and extenlal use,
and remarks that it plo:ys " great part in Chinese medicine, no
apothecary's shop being without it. Fonnerly the poisonous
drug was considered a chann, as it is still by many. Father
Cnmel• 11tates that the Co.tlJalogan or Bisayan-bean, which the
Indians call Igasur or M:ananuog (the victorious), was generally
worn as an amulet round the neck, being a preservative against
poison, contagion, magic, and philtres, so potent, indeed, that the
Devil in proprid pe•·sontl could not hann the wearer. Especially
efficacious is it against n poison communicated by breathing upon
• ·•

Ploil<•~.

Tnnti." lf;!l!l, Ko. 249, pp. H, ~i.
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one, for not only does it protect the wearer, but it kille the
individual who wishes to poison him. Camel further mentions a
series of miracles which superstition ascribed to the Ignatius bean.
On the southern half of the eastern border, on the shore from
Borongan by Lauang as far as Guiuan, there are considerable
plantations of cocoa, which are most imperfectly applied to
the production of oil. From Borongnn and its visitas 12,000
pitchers of cocoa-nut oil are yearly exported to Manilla, and the
nuts consumed by men and pigs would suffice for at least 8,000
pitchers. As 1,000 nuts yield eight pitchers and a half, the
vicinity of Borongan alone yields annually 6,000,000 nuts; for
which, &88uming the average produce at 50 nuts, 120,000 fullbearing palms are required. The statement that their number
in the above-mentioned district amounts to several millions must
be an exaggeration.
The oil is obtained in a very rude manner. The kernel is
rasped out of the woody shell of the nut on rough boards, and left
to rot; and a few boats in a state of decay, elevated on posts in
the open air, serve as reservoirs, the oil dropping through their
crevices into pitchers placed underneath ; and finally the boards
are subjected to pressure. This operation, which requires several
months for its completion, yields such a bad, dark-brown, and
viscid product that the pitcher fetches only two dollars and a
quarter in Manilla, while a superior oil costs six dollars.•
Recently a young Spaniard has erected a factory in Borongan
for the better preparation of oil. A winch, turned by two
buffaloes, sets a number of rasps in motion by means of toothed
wheels and leather straps. They are somewhat like a gimlet
in form, and consist of five iron plates, with dentated edges,
which are placed radiating on the end of an iron rod, and close
together, forming a blunt point towards the front. The other
• At Bor6DpD t.he tinfljaof l21J11nf.aa coet 6r. (one quart about JOd.), t.he pot 2r.,
the freight to Uanilla 3r., or, if t.he produd ia canied u cargo (matroee), 2lr. The
price at Manilla refen to t.he tinflja of 16 g&att.aa.
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end of the rod passes through the centre of a disk, which com·
municates the rotary motion to it, and projects beyond it. The
workman, taking a divided cocoa-nut in his two hands, holds its
interior arch, which contains the oil-bearing nut, with a firm
pressure against the revolving rasp, at the same time urging
with his breast, which is protected by a padded board, against
the projecting end of the rod. The fine shreds of the nut remain
for twelve hours in flat pans, in order that they may be partially
decomposed. They are then lightly pressed in hand-presses; and
the liquor, which consists of one-third oil and two-thirds water,
is caught in tubs, from which, at the end of six hours, the oil,
floating on the surface, is skimmed off. It is then heated in iron
pans, containing 100 litres, until the whole of th~ water in it
has evaporated, which takes from two to three hours. In order
that the oil may cool rapidly, and not become dark in colour, two
pailfuls of cold oil, freed from water, are poured into it, and the
fire quickly removed to a distance. The compressed shreds are once
more exposed to the atmosphere, and then subjected to a powerful
presaure. After these two operations have been twice repeated, the
rasped substance is suspended in sacks between two strong vertical boards and cruahed to the utmost by means of clamp screws,
and repeatedly shaken up. The refuse serves as food for pigs.
The oil which runs from the sacks is free from water, and is
consequently very clear, and is employed in the cooling of that
which is obtained in the first instance. •
The factory produces 1,500 tinajas of oil. It is in operation
only nine months in the year; from December to February the
transport of nuts being prevented by the tempestuous seas, there
• Newly prepand. cocoa-nut oil eervee f'or oookiDg, but quickly becomee rancid.

U ia vwy generally uled for bUllling. In Europe, where it eeldom appeara in
a fluid lltate, u it doe• not diaeolve until 16" R., it le Ul8d ID the manufacture
of tapen, but eepecially for -p, f'or which it ia peculiarly adapted. Coooa-nut
-pia vwy bat d. and brilliantly white, and ia clialolved ID ralt water more euily
than any other -p. The oUy nut hu lately been importM from Bluil into
England under the name of " copperah," and preeeed after heating.

NATIVE SUGAR• .

'being no land communication. The manufacturer was not succe88ful in procuring nuta from the immediate vicinity in sufficient
quantity to enable him to carry on his operations without interruption, nor, during the favourable season of the year, could be lay
up a store for the winter months, although be paid the comparatively high price of three dollars per thousand.
While the natives manufactured oil in the manner just described,
they obtained from 1,000 nuta 3i pota, which, at 6 r. each, fetched
21 r. ; that is 3 r. less than was offered them for the raw nuts.
These data, which are obtained from the manufacturers, are
probably exaggerated, l)ut they are in the main well founded ;
and the traveller in the Philippines often has the opportunity of
observing similar anomalies. For example, in D~t, North Camarines, I bought six cocoa-nuta for one cuarto, at the rate of nine
hundred and sixty for one dollar, the common price there. On
my asking why no oil-factory bad been erected, I received for
answer that t.he nuta were cheaper singly than in quantities.
In the first place, the Indian sells only when he wants money ;
but be knows that the manufacturer cannot well afford to have his
business suspended ; so, careless of the result, he makes a temporary
profit, and never thinks of ensuring for himself a permanent source
of income.
In the province of LagUn.a, where the Indians prepare coarse
brown sugar f~m sugar-cane, the women carry it for leagues to
the market, or expose it for sale on the country road!', in small
loaves (panoclle), generally along with buyo. Every passenger
chats with the seller, weighs the loaf in the hand, eats a bit, and
pl'9bably passes on without buying any. In the evening the
woman returns to her home with her wares, and the next day
repeats the same process.
Particular instances have escaped my recollection ; but I remember that in two cases at least the price of the sugar in theee
loaves was cheaper than in the pieo. Moreover, the Government
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of the day anticipated the Indians in setting the example, by.
selling cigars cheaper singly than in quantities.
In Europe a speculator generally can calculate beforehand, with
the greatest certainty, the cost of production of any article; but
in the Philippines it is not always so easy. Independently of
the uncertainty of labour, the regularity of the supply of raw
material is disturbed, not only by laziness and caprice, but also
by jealousy and distrust. The Indians, as a rule, do not willingly see Europeans settle amongst them and engage succe88fully
in local operations which they themselves do not understand how
to execute ; and in like manner the creoles are reserved with
foreigners, who generally are superior to them in capital, tlkill,
and activity. Besides jealousy, suspicion also plays a great part,
and this in6uences the native as well against the mestize lis against
the Castilian. Enough takes place to the present day to justify
this feeling; but formerly, when the most thriving subjects could
buy governorships, and shamelessly 6eece their provinces, such
outrageous abuses are said to have been permitted that, in process
of time, suspicion has become a kind of instinct amongst the
Indians.

T/Je Uar6o11r of TIUWbu11.

CHAPTER XXI.
TilE 18X.AJ(J) UP X.l!TTK.-LO~'l18T8. -..t. llllX.FATAlU.-IliLPUVB PBODCCJI.-X.AU BJTO.CIUICOiliX.IB.

island of Leyte, between 9° 49' and 1r 34' N., and 124° 7• and
12if 9' E. Gr., is above 25 miles in length, and almost 12 miles
broad, and contains 170 square miles. As I have already repeated, it is divided from Samar only by the small strait of San
Juanico. The chief town, Tacloban, or Taclobang, lies at the
eastern entrance of this strait, with a very good harbour and
uninterrupted communication with Manilla, and has consequently
become the chief emporium of trade to Leyte, Biliran, and
South and East Samar. •
The local governor likewise showed me much obliging attention ; indeed, almost without exception I have, since my return,
retained the most agreeable reminiscences of the Spanish officials ;
and, therefore, if fitting opportunity occurred, I could treat of
the improprieties of the Administration with greater impartiality.
In the afternoon of the day after my arrival at TaclOban, on a
THE
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• On Pigafetta'a map Leyte is dividf'd into two part8, the north being called
Baibay, and the 10uth Ctlylon. Wben Magellan in Mauana (Limlllana) inquired
after the moat considerable plaoos of buaineN, Ceylon (i.1. Leyte), C&lagan
(Caraga), and Zubu (Cebu) were llllmed to him. Pigaf., 70.
T
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sudden there came a sound like the rush of a furious torrent ;
the air becruno dark, and a large cloud of locusts swept over the
place.•
I will not again recount that phenomenon, which has been so
often described, and is essentially the same in all quarters of the
globe, but will simply remark that the swarm, which was more
than five hundred feet in width, and about fifty feet in depth, ita
extremity being lost in the forest, was not thought a very considerable one. It caused vigilance, but not consternation. Old and
young eagerly endeavoured to catch as many of the delicate
creatures as they could, with cloths, nets, and flags, in order, as
Dampier relates, "to roast them in an earthen pan over fire until
their legs and wings drop off, and their heads and backs assume
the colour of boiled crabs;" after which procC88 he says they had
a pleasant taste. In Birmah, at the present day, they are considered as delicacies.1'
The locusts are one of the greatest plagues of the Philippines,
and sometimes destroy the 'harvest of entire provinces. The
" Legialacion ffitramarina" (iv. 604) contains a special edict
respecting the extirpation of these devastating pests. As soon as
they appear, the population of the invaded localities are to be
drawn out in the greatest poaaiblo numbers, under the conduct
of the authorities, in order to effect their destruction. The
most approved means for the attainment of this object are set
forth in au official document referring to the adoption of extraordinary measures in cases of public emergency ; and in this the
• According to Dr. Genrt.iickor: Oldipotl4 ""'l•~•t•, Haau, ..deridi•• Jl•rtiUn#, Heyen. The designation of Heyen, which the eyatemiata mut have overlooked, hal the priority of Haan'1; but it roquirel to be altered to <Ed.ipoda
H&Dilen.lil, u the speciee doee not belong to the gen111 aoridium in the modern
IMirl.IMI. It oocun alllo in LUZOD and in Timor, and il cloeely allied to our European
migratozy locllltl, OldipotJ. migr.tiWUI.
t After the king had withdrawn • • • "eweetmeat.l and cabe in abundenoe were
brough" and alllo routed locllltl, which were prelled upon the gueet.l u great

delicaciee."-" OoL Fytche'e Million to H.andalay Parliament," hJWr., June, 1869.
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LOCUSTS.

locusts are placed midway between sea-pirates and conflagrations.
Of the various means which have been contrived against the
destructive creatures, that sometimes appear in incredible numbers, but which have been as frequently ineffectual as otherwise,
only one shall be now mentioned. On the 27th April, 1824, the
Sociedad Economica detennined to import the bird, the martin
(Gracula sp.), "which feeds by instinct on locusts." In the
autumn of the following year the first consignment arrived from
China; in 1829 a second; and in 1852 again occurs the item of
1,311 dollars for martins.
On the following day I proceeded with the pastor .of Dagcimi
(there are roads in Leyte) from Tacloban s6uthwards to Palos and
Tanauan, two flourishing places on the east coast. Hardly half a
league from the latter place, and close to the sea, a cliff of crystal
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TIN Tribtm<il of Bur"dwn.
"• Kapana!WI, N. 1711" 11' &. ; 6, N. 179" S' S.; o, ~. 8 . 2" 7' N. ; ll, tbe ~ to the
11016r.tara, 8. 12" N.; '• Kaai.bol, 8. 111" i' N.

line rock rises up out of the sandy plain, ~ hich was level up
to this point. It is of a greyish-green quartzose chlorite schist,
from which the enterprising Father had endeavoured, with a perseverance worthy of better success, to procure lime by burning.
After an ample breakfast in the convent, we proceeded in the
·
afternoon to Dagami, and, on the next day, to Burauen.•
• The namee oftheee two localitiee, on Coello'a Jllll.p, are confounded.
lies aouth of Dagflmi.

Buril.ucn
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The country was still flat. Cocoa-groves ·and rice-fields here
and there intern1pted the thick forest ; but the country is thinly
inhabited, and the people appear more cheerful, handsomer, and
cleaner than those of Samar. South of Bu~auen rises the mountain ridge of Manacagan, on the further slope of which is a large
solfatara, which yields sulphur for the powder manufactory in
Manilla, and for commerce. A Spanish seaman accompanied me.
'Vbere the road passed through swamp we rode on buffaloes.
The pace of the animals is not unpleasant, but the stretching of
the thighs across the broad backs of the gigantic buffuloes of the
Philippines is very fatiguing. A quarter of an ho\lr beyond
fiurauen we crossed the Daguitan, which flows south-west to
north-cast, and is a hundred feet broad, its bed being full of
lurgc volcanic blocks; and, soon after, a small river in a broad
bed ; and, some hundred paces farther, one of a hundred and
fifty feet in breadth ; the two latter being arms of the Bur&.uen.
They flow from west to cast, and enter the sea at Dulag. The
second arm was originated only the preceding year, during a
flood.
.
We passed the night in a hut on the northern slope of the
Manacagan, which the owner, on seeing us approach, had voluntarily quitted, and with his wif~ and child sought other lodgings.
Tho custom of the country requires this when the accommodation does not suffice for both parties ; and payment for the same
is neither demanded nor, except very rarely, tendered.
About six o'clock on the following morning we started; and
ubout half-past six climbed, by a pleasant path through the forest,
to the ridge of the Manacagan, which consists of trachytic hornblende ; and about scYcn o'clock we crossed two small rivers
flowing north-west, and then, by a curve, reached the coast at
Dulag. From the ridge we caught sight, towards the south, of the
great white heaps of debris of the mountain Danan glimmering
through the tret's. .About nine o'clock we came through the

SULPHUR WORKS.

thickly-wooded crater of the Kasiboi, and, further south, to some
sheds in which the sulphur is smelted.
The raw material obtained from the solfatara is paid for in
three kinds : firstly, sulphur already melted to crusts; secondly,
sublimated, which contains much condensed water in its interstices; and thirdly, in the clay, which is divided into the more or
less rich, from. which the greatest quantity is · obtained. Cocoanut oil, which is thrown into flat iron pans holding six arrobas,

is added to the sulphurous clay, in the proportion of six quarts~
four arrobas, aud it is melted and continually stirred. The clay
which floats on the surface, now freed from the sulphur, being
skimmed off, fresh sulphurous clay is thrown into the cauldron, and
so on. In two or three hours six arrobas of sulphur, on an average, may be obtained in this manner from twenty-four arrobas of
sulphurous clay, and poured into wooden chests it is moulded into
blocks of about four arrobas. Half the oil employed is recovered
by throwing the clay which has been saturated with it into a f~amo
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formed by two narrow bamboo hurdles, placed at a sharp angle.
The oil drops into a sloping gutter of bamboo which is placed
underneath, and from that flows into a pot. The price of the
sulphur at Manilla varies between li and 4k dollars per pico. I
saw the frames, full of clay, from which the oil exuded; but
the operation itself. I did not, unfortunately, then witness, and
I cannot explain in what manner the oil is added. From some
experiments made on a small scale, therefore under essentially
different conditions, and never with the same material, it appeared
that the oil accelerates the separation of the sulphur, and retards
the access of the air to the sulphur. In these experiments, the
sulphur contained in the bottom of the crucible was always
coloured bla({k by the separation of charcoal from the oil, and it
was necessary to purify it by distillation beforehand. Of this,
however, the smelters at Leyte made no mention, and they
even had no apparatus for the purpose, while their sulphur was
of a pure yellow colour.
Some hundreds of paces further south, a hot spring (50° R.),
twelve feet broad, flows from. the east, depositing silicious sinter
ut its edges.
.
.As we followed a ravine stretching from North to South,
with sides one hundred to two hundred feet in height, the
vegetation gradually ceased, the rock being of a dazzling white,
or coloured by sublimated sulphur. In numerous pla,ces thick
clouds of vapour burst from the ground, with a strong smell of
sulphurated wa,ter. At some thousand paces further, the ravine
bends round to the left (east), and expands itself to the bay;
and here numerous silicious springs break through the loose
clay-earth, which is permeated with sulphur. This solfatara must
formerly have been much more active than it is now. The ravine,
which has been formed by its destruction of the rock, and is full
of lofty heaps of deb1·i.s, may be one thousand feet in breadth,
and quite five ti~es as long. At the east end there is a number
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of sm:~ll, boiling quagmires, which, on forcing a stick into the
matted ground, send forth w11.ter and steam. In some deep epota
further west, grey, white, red, and yellow clays have been deposited in small beds over each other, giving them the appearance
of variegated ma.rle.
To the south, right opposite to the ridge which leads to
Durauen, may be seen a basin twenty-five feet broad, in a cavern
in the white decomposed rock, from which a petrifying water .
containing silicious acid flows abundantly. The roof of the
cavern is hung with stalactites, which either are covered with
solid sulphur, or consist entirely of that substance.
On the upper elope of the Danan mountain, near to the summit,
so much sulphur is deposited by the vapours from the sulphurated
water that it may be collected with cocoa-nut shelle. In some
crevices, which are protected against the cooling effects of the
atmospheric air, it melts together in thick, brown cruets. The
solfatara of Danan is situated exactly south of that below, at the
end of the ravine of the Kaeiboi. The clay earth, from which
the silicic acid has been washed out by the rains, is carried into
the valley, where it forms a plain, the greater part of which is
occupied by a small lake, MaJaksan (sour), slightly impregnated
with sulphuric acid. Its surface, which, by reason of the very
flat banks, is protected against the weather, I found to be about
five hundred paces long and one hundred broad. From the
elevation of the solfatara, a rather Llrge fresh-water lake, surrounded by wooded mountains, is seen through -a gap, exactly
south, which is named Jardnan. The night was passed in a
ruined shed at the south-east of the lake Malaksan ; and on the
following morning we climbed the south side of the mountain
ridge and, skirting the solfatara of the Danan, arrived in an
hour and a half at lake J aru'nan.
This lake, as well as the Malakean, inspires the natives with
superstitious fear on account of the suspicious neighbourhood of
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the solfatara, and therefore has not been profaned by eith<'r
mariner, fisher, or swimmer, and was very full of fish . . For the
purpose of measuring its depth, I had a raft of bamboos constructed; and when my companions saw me floating safely on the
lake, they all, without exception, sprang into it, and tumbled
about in the water with infinite delight and loud outcrics, as if
they wished to indemnify themselves for their long abstinence ;
so that the raft was not ready before three o'clock. The soundings at the centre of the basin, which was, at the southern edge,
21·7 of depth ; the
steeper than on the north, gave 13 brazas
greatest length of the lake amounted to nearly 800 varas (668
metres), and the breadth to about
half as much. As we returned
in the evening, by torchlight,
over the crest of the mountain
to our night-quarters at the sour
lake, we passed by the very
modest dwelling-place of a
married pair. Three branches,
projecting outwards from the
principal trunk of a tree, and
lopped at equal points, sustained
a hut of bamboos and palm-leaves of eight feet square. A hole
in the floor formed the entrance, and it was dhided into a
chamber and ante-chamber, and four bamboo poles supported,
above and below, two layers of bamboos, one of which furnished
a balcony, and the other a shop on which betel was sold.
The day after my return to Bur{men an obliging Spanish
merchant drove me through the fertile plain of volcanic sand, on
which rice, maize, and sugar-cane were cultivated, to Dulag,
which lies directly to the west, on the shore of the tranquil sea.
The distance (according to Coello three leagues) hardly amounts
to two leagues. From this place, Point Guiuan, the south point
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THE RIVER BITO.

of &mar, appeal'8 like an island separated from the mainland,
and further eouth (N. 102° 4' to 103° 66'S.) Jomonjol is seen, the
first island of the Archipelago sighted by Magellan on 16th
April, 1521. At Dulag, my former companion joined us in order
to accompany us on the journey to the Bito Lake. The arrangement of the means of advance and of provisions, and, still more,
the due consideration of all the propositions of three individuals,
each of whose claims were entitled to equal respect, occupied
much time and required eome address. We at length sailed in a
large caaco (barge) eouthwards along the coast to the mouth of the
river Mayo, which, according to the map and the information
there given, is said to come from the Bito Lake. We proceeded
upwards in a boat, but were informed at the first hut that the lake
could be reached only by making a long circuit through swampy
forest ; when moat of our party proposed to return. Various
reasons besides the want of unanimity in the conduct of our
adventure, which had proceeded thus far, delayed our arrival at
Abtiyog until eleven o'clock at night. In the first place, on our
way, we bad to cro88 a small branch of t.he Mayo, and fdter that
the Bito River. The distance of the latter from Abtiyog (extravagantly set down on Coello'a map} amounts to fourteen hundred
brazas, according to a measurement of the gobernadorcillo, which
is probably correct. •
The following day, as it rained heavily, was employed in
making inquiries respecting the road to tho Hito Lake. We
received very varied statements as to the distance, but all agreed
in painting the road thither in a discouraging light. A troubl<"some journey of at least ten boul'8 appeared to us to be what most
probably awaited us.
On the morrow, through a pleasant forest road, we reached in
an hour the Bito River, and proceeded in boats, which we met
there, up the river between flat sandy banks covered with tall
• A small river enters the aea on the aoutb of tbe Caatlo or Ab6yog.
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cane and reeds. In about ten minutes, some trees t.hrown rigbt
acro88 the stream compelled us to make a circuit on land, which
in half an hour brought us again to the river, above the obstacles.
Here we constructed rafts of bamboo, upon which, immened to
the depth of half a foot, the material being very loosely adjusted,
we reached the lake in ten minutes. We found it covered with
green confervm; a double border of pist.ia and broad-leaved reed
grasses, six to seven feet high, enclosing it all round. On the
south and west some low hillocks rose up, while from the middle
it appeared to be almost circular, with a girdle of forest. Coello
makes the lake much too large (four instead of one square mile),
and its distance from AbU.yog can be only a little oTer a league.
With the 888istance of a cord of lianas tied together, and rods
977 metres
placed in a line, we found ita breadth 585 brazas
(in the broadest part it might be a little over 1,000 metres) ; and
the length, as computed from some imperfect observations, 1,0v7
brazas (1,680 metres), consequently 1C88 than one square mile.
Soundings showed a gently inclined basin, 8 brazas (13·3) deep
in the middle. I would gladly have determined the proportions
with more accuracy; but want of time, the inaccessibility of the
edge of the bank, and the miserable condition of our raft, allowed
of only a few rough measurements.
Not a trace of human habitations was observable on the shore;
but at a quarter of an hour's distance from the northern edge we
found a comfortable hut, surrounded by deep mud and prickly
calamus, the tenants of which, however, were living in plenty,
and with greater conveniences than many dwellers in the villages.
We were very well received and had fish in abundance, as well
as tomatoes, and capsicum to season them with, and dishes of
English earthenware out of which to eat them.
The abundance of wild swine had led the settlers to invent a
peculiar contrivance, by which they are apprised of their approach
even when asleep, and guided to their trail in the darkne88. A
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A SECRET OCCUPATION.

rope made of stripe of banana tied together, and upwards of a
thousand feet in length, is extended along the ground, one end of
which is attached to a cocoa-nut shell, full of water, which is suspended immediately OTer the sleeping-place of the hunter. When
a pig comes in contact with the rope, the water is overturned by
the jerk upon the sleeper, who, seizing the rope in his hand, is ·
thereby conducted to his prey. The principal employment of our
hosts appeared to be fishing, which is so productive that the
1-oughest apparatus is sufficient. There was not a single boat, but ·
only loosely-bound rafts of bamboo, on which the fishers, sinking,
as we ourselves did on our raft, half a fooi deep, moved about
amongst the crocodiles, which I never beheld in such numbers
and of so large a size as in this lake. Some swam about on the
surface with their backs projecting out of the water. It was
striking to see the complete indifference with which even two little
girls waded in the water in the face of the great monsters.
Fortunately the latter appeared to be satisfied with their ample
rations of fish. Four kinds of fish are said to be found in the
lake, amongst them an eel ; but we got only one.•
Early on the following morning our native attendants were
already drunk. This led to the discovery of another occupation
of the settlers, which I do not hesitate to disclose now that the
Government monopoly has been abolished. They secretly distilled
palm-brandy, and carried on a considerable trade in it; and this
also explained. to me why the horrors of the road to the Mayo
River and to AbUyog had been painted in such warm colours. t
We returned on our rafts to the place where we had found
them, a distance of about fifteen hundred feet ; and onwards,
through wild cane with large clusters of flowers (&cchartlm sp.),
sixteen feet high, east by north, we got to our boats, and then to
• GHiugitwil Buch. Ham.

t The lake at that time had bat one outlet, bat in the wet -IOn it may he in
connection with the Mayo, which, at ita nor&h-eut 1ide, il quite ht.
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the bar, whence, after a march of an hour and a half, we reached
Abuyog. From Abuyog we returned .by water to DUJ.ag, and
by land to Burauen, where we arrived at night, sooner than our
hostlers had expected, for we caught them sleeping in our beds.
At no distant date much tobacco was cultivated in this
country, and was allowed to be sold to the peasantry under certain
conditions; but recently it was forbidden to be sold, except by
the Government, who themselves determined its value at so very
low a rate that the culture of tobacco has almost entirely ceased .
.As the tobacco company, however, had already erected stores
and appointed coll~tors, the initiated rightly perceived beforehand · that these steps would be followed by compulsory labour,
even as it occurred in other places.
The east coast of Leyte is said to be rising, while the west is
being destroyed by the sea, and at Ormog the sea is said to have
advanced about fifty ells in six years.

CHAPTER XXII.
'IUNI'IIIIIJ AND CU8T0118 OF TUB BIBAYAif JNJ)JA!(I.

Bisayans-at least the inhabitants of the islands of S&mar
and Leyte (I have not become closely acquainted with any others)
-belong to one race.• They are, physically and intellectually,
in character, dress, manners and customs, so similar that my
notes, which were originally made at different points of the two
islands, have, after removal of the numerous repetitions, fused
into one, which a.ftords a more complete picture, and a.ftords, at
the same time, opportunity for the small diiterences, where they
do occur, to stand out more conspicuously.
There are no negritos either in Bamar or Leyte, but many Cimarroncse, who pay no tribute, and who do not live in villages, but
independently in the forests. Unfortunately I have had no personal intercourse with them, and what I have learned respecting
THE

• Pinta®. ot' BiNyOI, according to a native word denoting the 111me, mlllt be the
inbabitanta of the ielanda between Luzon and Mindanio, and muat have been
eo named by the Spaniluda from thoir practice of tattooing themaelvee. Cnlwford
(" Dil·t." 339) thinks theae facta not Bnnly eatabliahed, and they are certainly not
mentioned by Pigafetta; who, howevor, writ.oa, p. 80 :-"He (the king of Zubu)
waa ••• painted in varioua waya wi:.b fire." Purchu (" Pilgrimase," fo. i. 603)" The king of Zabat had hie ekinne painted with a hot iron pentill ; " and Morga,
fo. t-" Traen todo it cuerpo labrado con fuego." From thill they appear to ha,·e
tattooed tbemaelvea in the manner of the P~&puaa, by burning in spota and etripea
into the akin. But Morga etatea in another place (f. 138j-" They are dietinguiehed from the inhabitants of Luzon by their hair, which the men cut into a
pigtail after the old Spani•h manner, and paint their bodiea in many patteme, without touching the face." The cuatom of tattooing, which app8ll1'4 to have oeal8d
with the introduction of Chrietianity, for the clergyonan eo often quoted (Tbhenot,
p. t) deteribea it aa unknown, t'&Dnot be regarded aa a charactemt.ic of the
Biaayana; and tribes of the northern part of Luzon tattoo at the preeeut day.
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them from the Christian inhabitants of Samar is too uncertain
to be repeated. But it does seem that all these Cimarronese or
their ancestors have traded with the Spaniards, and that their
religion , has appropriated many Catholic forms. Thus, when
planting rice, and, according to ancient practices, setting apart
some of the seed to be offerE¥1 in the four corners of the field as
sacrifice, they are accustomed
to repeat some mutilated Catholic prayers, which they appear to consider as efficacious
as their old heathenish ones.
Some have their children baptized as well, as it costs nothing; but, save in these respects, they perform no other
Christian or civil obligations.
They are very peacea.bll',
neither making war with one
another, nor having poisoned
arrows. Instances of Cimarronese, who go over to Christianity and village life, together
with tribute and servitude, are
extremely
rare; and the num.d Bi•ayan ]radian.
Camlla ot piDara; I&J.& ot E1lrope&n cotton;
ber of the Indians, who reaDd hat of N1to (lf#Odilra).
turn to the forests in order
to become Cimarronese, is, on the other hand, very · inConsiderable indeed--still smaller than in Luzon, as the natives,
from the dull, almost vegetating life which they lead, are not
easily brought into such straitened circumstances as to be compelled to leave their village, which, still more than in Luzon, is all
the world to them.
The culture of rice follows the seasons of the year. In some

RICE CULTIVATION.
places where there are large fields the plough (arado) and the eodeod (here called surod) are employed; but, almost universally, the
rice-field is only trodden over by bufFaloes in the rainy season.
Sowing is done on the west coast in May and June, planting in
July and August, and reaping from November to January. One
ganta of seed-corn gives two, sometimes from three to four,
cabanes (i.t., fifty, seventy-five, and a hundred fold). In the
chief town, Catbal6gan, there are but very few irrigated fields
(tubigan, from tubig, water), the produce of which does not
suffice for the requirements, and the deficiency is made up from
other places on the coasts of the island. On the other band,
Catbal6gan produces abaca, cocoa-nut oil, wax, balate (edible
holothuria, sea cucumber), dried fish, and woven stuft's. On the
north and east coasts sowing takes place from Nove'D!ber to
January, and reaping six months later. During the remainibg
six months the field serves as pasture for the cattle; but in many
places rice culture goes on even during theee months, but on
other fields. A large portion of this rice is frequently lost on
account of the bad weather.
Purchases of land are seldom made, it being generally acquired
by cultivation, by inheritance, or forfeiture. In Catbal6gan the
best rice land was paid for at the rate of one dollar for a ganta
of seed-corn, and, on the north coast of Lauang, a field producing
yearly one hundred cabanes was purchased for thirty dollars.
Reckoning, as in N&ga, one ganta of seed-corn at four loanes, and
seventy-five cabanes of produce at one quilion, the eastern rice
land costs, in the first instance, three thalers and a third, in the
second three thalers. The owner lets the bare property out on
leases, and receives one-half the harvest as rent.•
The cultivation of rice in Leyte is conducted as in S&mar, but
it has given way to the cultivation of abaca ; the governors, while
they were allowed to trade, compelled the natives to devote a
• Meaeria (1\alian); ua,tayer (French).
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part of their fields and of their labour to it. Should a peasant
be in arrears, it is the prevalent custom in the country for him
to pay to the dealer double the balance remaining due at the
next harvest.
Rice culture, which in Catbalogan is almost the only harvest
. gained, requires no other implement of agriculture than the wood
knife, to loosen the soil somewhat, and a sharp stick for making
holes at distances of six inches for the reception of five or six
grains of rice. Sowing is done from May to June, weeding twice,
and five months later it is cut stalk by stalk; the reaper receiving half a real daily wages and food. The produce is between
two and three cabanes per ganta, or fifty to seventy fold. The
land costs nothing, and wages amount to nearly five reals per
ganta of seed-corn. After a good harvest the caban fetches four
rehls; but just before the harvest the price rises to one dollar,
and often much higher. The ground is used only once for dry
rice; camote (batata), abaca, and caladium being planted on it
after th~ harvest. Mountain rice is more remunerative than rice
of the valley, about in the proportion of Dine to eight.
Next to rice the principal articles of sustenance are camote
(cont:olrultu lx1tatos), ubi (diQ8corta), gabi (caladium), palauan (a
large arum, with taper leaves and spotted stalk). Camote can be
planted all the year round, and ripens in four months; but it takes
place generally when the rice culture is over, when little labour
is available. When the cultivation of camote is retained, the
old plants are allowed to multiply by their runners, and only the
tubers are taken out of the ground. But larger produce is
obtained by cleaning out the ground and planting anew. From
eight to fifteen gantas may be had for half a real, and a sack for
about three to six sgr.•
Although there are large plantations of abaca, during my
• With ua the eack of potbtoea coete on the a\·erage, in the country, ten, in the
town, twcntyagr.

OIL AND WAX.

visit it was but little cultivated, the price not being sufficiently
remunerative.
Tobacco also is . cultivated. Formerly it might be sold in the
country, but now it has to be delivered at the hacienda.
A resinous oil, baldo or malapdjo, is found in Samar and Alblt.y,
probably also in other provinces. It is obtained from a diptero~
carpus (apiton), one of the loftiest trees of the forest, by cutting
in the trunk a wide hole, half a foot deep, hollowed out into
the form of a basin, and from time to time lighting a fire in it,
so as to free the channels through which it flows of obstructions.
The oil thus drained is collected daily and comes into commerce
without any further preparation. Ita chief application is in the
preservation of iron in ship-building. Nails dipped in the oil of
the ballt.o, before being driven in, will, as I have been assured
by credible individuals, defy the action of rust for ten years ; but
it is principally used as a varnieh for ships, which are painted
with it both within and without, and it also protects wood again11t
termites and other insects. The ballt.o is sold in Alblt.y at four
reals for the tinaja of ten gantas (the litre at eight pence). A
cement formed by the mixture of burnt lime, gum elemi, and
cocoa-nut oil, in such proportions as to form a thick paste before
application, is used for the protection of the bottoms of ship!!;
and the coating is said to last a year.•
Wax is bartered by the Cimarroncsc. The whole of Samar
annually yields from two hundred to three hundred picos, whose
value ranges between twenty-five and fifty dollars per pico, while
in Manilla the price is generally five to ten dollars higher ; but it
fluctuates very much, as the same product is brought from many
other localities and at very irregular intervals of time.
There is hardly any breeding of cattle, notwithstanding the
• In China an oil ia procured from the neda of ttiNitna mont11M, which, by the
addition of alum, lithaugo, and ~atito, with a gentle h~at, easily forma a valuuble
vamiah, which, when mixed with re•in, ia employed in rendt!l'ing the hottoma of
veaaela watertight. P. Champion, "Induat. Anc. et )[od. de l'Emp. Chiuoi8," 1H.
l'
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luxuriant growth of grasses and the absence of destructive
animals. Horses and buffaloes are very rare, and are said to
have been introduced late, not bef'ore the present century. .As
in Samar there are hardly any other country roads than the seashore and the shallow beds or rivers (it is better in the north or
I..eyte), the buffalo is uaed only once every year in treading over the
earth of the rice-field. During the rest of' the year he roams at
large o~ the pastures, in the forest, or on a small island, where
such exists, in the neighbourhood. It is very rare to see several
buffaloes, attached to the large trunk or a tree, dragging it to
the village, and their number, therefore, is extremely small.
Buffaloes which tread the rice land well are worth as much as ten
dollars. The mean price is three dollars for a buftalo-bull, and
five to six dollars for a buffalo-cow. Horned cattle are only
occasionally used as Tictims at festivals. The property of several
owners, they are very limited in number, and live half-wild in
the mountains. There is hardly any trade in them, but the
average price is three dollars for a heifer, and five or six dollars
for a cow. Almost every family possesses a pig; some, three or
four of' them. A fat pig costs six or seven dollars, even more
than a cow. Many Indian tribes abstain strictly from beef; but
pork is essential to their feasts. Grease, too, is so dear that
from three to four dollars would, under favourable circumstances,
be got on that account for a fat animal. Sheep and goats thrive
well, and propagate easily, but also exist only in small numbers,
and are hardly utilised either for their wool or their flesh.
Creoles and mestizes are for the most part too idle even to keep
sheep, preferring daily to eat fowls. The sheep of Shanghai,
imported by the governor of TuclOban, also thrive and propagate
famously. A laying hen costs half a real, a cock the anme, and
a game cock as much as three dollars, often ·considerably more.
Six or eight hens, or thirty eggs, may be bought for one real.
A fumily consisting of father, mother, and five children
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requires daily nearly twenty-four chnpas of palny (rice in the
husk), which, after winnowing, comes to about twelve chupa8.
This at the average price of four reals per caban costs about half
a real. The price, however, varies. Sometimes, after the harvest,
it is three reals per caban; before it, ten ; and in .Albay, even
about thirty real8. Then about three ouartos are wanted for extras
{as fish, crabs, vegetables, etc.), which, however, are generally
collected by the children ; and, lastly, for oil two cu., buyo one cu.,
tobacco three cu. (three leaves for one ou.), the latter being smoked,
not chewed. A woman consumes half as much buyo and tobacco
as a man. Buyo and tobacco are less used in Leyte than in
S&mar.
For clothing a man requires yearly-four rough shirts of
guinara, costing from one to two reals ; three or four hose, at
one to two and a half reals ; two handkerchiefs for the head, at
one and a half real (hats are not worn on the south and west
coasts), and for. the church festivals generally one pair of shoes,
seven reals ; one fine shirt, a dollar or more ; and fine hose, four
renls. A woman requires--four to six cnmisas of guinara, at one
real ; two to three sayas of guinara, at three to four renls, and
one or two sayas of European printed cotton, at five reals ; two
handkerchiefs, at one and a half to two reals ; and one or two pairs
of slippers (rlli11elaa) to go to mass in, at two reals and upward8.
The women generally have, besides, a fine camisa costing at
least six reals; a mantilla for churchgoing, six reals (it lasts
four years) ; and a comb, two cu. Many al110 have under-petticoats
{nabun&), two pieces at four reals, and earrings of brass and a
rosary, which last articles are purchased once for all. In the
poorer localities, Lauang for instance, only the home-woven
guinaras are worn ; and there a man requires-three shirts and
three hose, which are out out of three pieces of guinara, at two
reals, aud a &alocot (bat), generally home-made, worth half a real;
while a woman uReS yearly-four sayas, value six reals; and a
u2
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camisa, with a finer one for the feasts, eight reals. Underpetticoats are not worn ; and the clothing of the children may be
estimated at about half of the above rates.
For household furniture a family has a cooking pot • of
unglazed. burnt clay, imported by ships from Manilla, the cost
of which is fixed by the value of its contents in rice ; a supply
of bamboo-canes; seven plates, costing between two and five
cu. ; a carahai (iron pan), three to four reals; cocoa-nut shella
serving for glasses; a few small pots, altogether half a real ; a
8tlndat~g, four to six reals, or a bow (large wood knife), one
dollar; and a pair of scissors (for the women), two reals. The
loom, which every household constructs for itself of bamboo,
of course costs nothing.
The rate of daily wages, in the case of native employers, is
half a real, without food; but Europeans always have to give one
real and food, unless, by favour of the gobet·nadorcillo, they get
polistas at the former rate, which then regularlY. goes into the
public coffers. An ordinary carpenter earns from one to two
reals; a skilful man, three reals daily. The hours of work are
from six to noon, and from two t~ six in the evening.
Almost every village has a rude smith, who understands the
making of sundangs and bolos; but the iron and the coal required
for the purpose must be supplied with the order. No other
work in metal is executed. With the exception of a little shipbuilding, hardly any other pursuit than weaving is carried on ;
the loom is rarely wanting in a household. Guinara, i.e., stu1F
made of the abac{~, is manufactured, as well as also some piiia,
or figured silk stuffs, the silk being brought from Manilla, and
of Chinese origin. All these Jabrics are made in private homes ;
there is no factory.
In places where rice i~ scarce the lower class of people catch
• Petr.h~>ldt ("Caucasus," i. 203) mPntiona thnt in Bo11lewi the price of a clay
VC&8el is clet..rmineJ by ita eapacity of maize.
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fish, salt and dry them, and barter them for rice. In the chief
towns purchases are made with the current moriey ; but, in the
interior, whore there is hardly any money, fabrics and dried fish
are the most usual means of exchange. Salt is obtained by
evaporating the sea-water in emall iron hand-pans (carahais),
without previous evaporation in the sun. The navigation between
Catbalogan and Manilla continues from December to July, and in
the interval between those months the ships lie dismantled under
sheds. There also is communication by the coast eastwards to
Gulwm, northwards to Catarman, and sometimes to Lauang.
The crews consist partly of natives, and partly of foreigners, as
the natives take to the sea with great reluctance ; indeed, almost
only when compelled to leave their villages. Bamar has scarcely
any other means of communication besides the navigation of the
coast and rivers, the interior being roadless; and burdens have
to be conveyed on the shoulders. An able-bodied porter, who
receives a real and a half without food, will carry three arrobas
(seventy-five pounds at most) six leagues in a day, but he cannot
accomplish the same work on the following day, requiring at
least one day's rest. A strong man will carry an arroba and a
half daily for a distance of six leagues for a whole week.
There are no markets in Samar and Leyte ; so that whoever
wishes to buy seeks what he requires in the several houses, and
in like manner the seller offers his goods.
An Indian seeking to borrow money has to give ample security
and pay interest at the rate of one real for every do~ per
month (twelve and a half per cent. monthly) ; and it is not easy
for him to borrow more than five dollars, for which sum only
he can be legally imprisoned. Trade and credit are less developed
in eastern and northern SAmar than in the western part of the
island, whioh keeps up a more active communication with the
other inhabital}ts of the Archipelago. There current money is
ral'ely Jeqt, btJt only it.~ value in goods is advanced at the rate of
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a real psr dollar per men8em. If the debtor fails to pay within
the time appointed, he frequently has to pari with one of his
children, who is obliged to serve the lender for hie bare food,
without wages, until the debt has been extinguished. I saw a
young man who had ~ . served for the term of five years, in
liquidation of a debt of five dollars which his father, who had
formerly been a gobernadorcnlo in Par{mas, owed to a mestize
in Catbalogan ; and on the east coast a pretty young girl, who,
for a debt of three dollars due by her father, had then, for two
years, served a native, who had the reputation of being a spendthrift. I was shown in Borongan a cocoa-nut plantation o{ three
hundred trees, which was pledged for a debt of ten dollars
about twenty years ago, since which period it had been used by ,
the creditor as his own property; and it was only a few years
sinoe that, upon the death of the debtor, his children succeeded,
with greJ.t difficulty, in paying the original debt and redeeming
the property. It is no uncommon thing for a native to borrow
two dollars and a half from another in order to purchase his
exemption from the forty days of annual service, and then, failing
to repay the loan punctually, to serve his creditor for a whole
year.•
The inhabitants of Samar and Leyte, who are at onoe idler
and filthier than those of Luzon, seem to be as much behind the
Bicols as the latter are behind the Tagalese. In TaclOban, where
a more active intercourse with :Manilla exists, these qualities are
leae pronounced, and the women, who are agreeable, bathe freq,c1ently. For the rest, the inhabitants of the two islands are
• All usual, tbeee abn- ap'I'Qlg from the non-enforcement of a statute pueed in
18•9 (Leg. ult, i. 144), which prohibita usurious contract. with eenant. or &aMtanta, and thleatena with heavy penalties all thoee who, uc.der the pretut of having
adftllced money, or of having paid debta or the poll-tax or ezemption from
eenioe, keep either individual natives or whole fumilit!ll in a continual atete of
dependence upon them, IUid always secure the incrcaee of their obligations to them
lty not allowing them wage• sullicient to onable them to aaLiafy the claime "l:"inat
lheJI!.
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friendly, obliging, tractable, and peaceable. Abusive language
or violence very rarely occurs, and, in C8.8e of injury, information is laid against the offender at the tribunal. Great purity of
manners seell18 to prevail on the north and west coasts, but not on
the east coast, nor in Leyte. External piety is univereally conspicuous, through the training imparted by the priests ; the
families are very united, and great influence is wielded by the
women, who are principally engaged in household employments,
and are tolerably skilful in weaving, and to whom only the lighter
labours of the field are assigned. The authority of the parents
and of the eldest brother is supreme, the younger sisters never
venturing to oppose it ; women and children are kindly treated.
The natives of Leyte, clinging as strongly to their native soil
aa those of S&mar, like them, have no partiality for the sea,
though their antipathy to it is not quite so manifest as that
of the inhabitants of S,mar.•
There are no benevolent institutions in either of the two islands.
Each family maintains its own poor and crippled, and treats them
tenderly. In Catbalogan, the chief town of the island, with five
to six thousand inhabitants, there were only eight recipients of
charity; but in Alb&.y mendicants are not wanting. In Lauang,
when a Spaniard, on a solemn festival, had cauaed it to be proclaimed that be would distribute rice to the poor, not a single
applicant came forward. The honesty of the inhabitants of
S6.mar is much commanded. Obligations are said to be contracted almost always without written documents, and never
forsworn, even when they make default in payment. Robberies
are of rare occurrence in Samar, and thefts almost unknown.
There are echoola also here in the pueblos, which accomplish quite
as much aa they do in Camarines.
• Formerly iL appean to have been dil'erenL with them. "Th- Blayua ate a
people litLle diapoaed to agriculture, bot praetieed in nuiption, Uld a.ger for war
and expediLiona by - . on aooount of the pillage and priaea, which they call • maa·
gubaa,' which ia the II&Dle u taking to the field in order to al.elll."-Jlorp, f, 1aa.
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Of the public amusements cock-fighting is the chief, but. it
is not eo eagerly pursued as in Luzon. At the church festivals
they perfonn a drama translated from the Spanish, generally of a
religious character ; and the expense of the entertainment is
defrayed by voluntary contributions of the wealthy. The chief
vices of the population are play and drunkenness; in which
latter even women and young girls occasionally indulge. The
marriage feasts, combining song and dance, often continue for
several days and nights together, where they have a sufficient
supply of food and drink. The suitor has to serve in the house
of the bride's parents two, three, and even five years, before be
takes his bride home ; and money cannot purchase exemption
from this onerous restriction. He boards in the house of the
bride's parents who furnish the rice, but be has to supply the
vegetables himself.•
At the expiration of his tenn of service he builds, with the
assistance of his relations and friends, the house for the family
which is about to be newly established.
Though adultery is frequent, jealousy is rare, and never leads to
violence. The injured individual generally goes with the culprit
to the minister, who, with a severe lecture to one, and words of
consolation to the other, sets everything straight again. Married
women are more easily accessible than girls, whose prospect of
marriage, however, is hardly diminished by a false step during
single life. While under parental authority girls, as a rule, are
kept under rigid control, doubtless in order to prolong the time
of servitude of the suitor. External appearance is more strictly
regarded among the Bisayans than by the Bicols and Tagalese.
• TII·u•al:{e prevail~ to a great extent, although prohibited by a stringent law ;
the non·enfon-ement of which by the nlllftldes is charged with a penalty of 100 dollars
for every ainglo caao of neglect. In many provincea the bridegroom paya to
the bride's mother, bcsi•lea the dowor, an indemnity for the mother's milk which
the bride has enjoyed (!Jigay tum). According to Colin (" Lahor E\"'&ngelico,"
p. 12tl) the penllimuyat, the present which the mother received for night-\\·atchin:t
11nd t'llre duri"g tho bringing up of the bride, amounted to onc·fifth of the dowry.
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Here also the erroneous opinion prevails, that the number of the
women exceeds that of the men. Instances occur of girls of
twelve being mothers ; but they are rare; and the women bear
twelve or thirteen children, many of whom, however, do not live.
So much so is this the case, that families of more than six or
eight children are very rarely met with.
Superstition is rife. Besides the little Catholic images of
the Virgin, which every female Indian wears by a string round
the neck, many also have heathen amulets, of which I had an
opportunity of examining one that bad been taken from a very
daring criminal. It consisted of a small ounce ftask, stuffed full of
vegetable root fibres, which appeared to have been fried in oil.
This flask, which is prepared by the heathen tribes, is accredited
with the virtue of making its owner strong and courageous.
The capture of this individual was very difficult; but, as soon as
the little flask was taken from him, he gave up all resistance, and
allowed himself to be bound. In almost every large village there
are one or more Asuan families who are generally dreaded and
avoided, and regarded as outlaws, and who can marry only
amongst themselves. They have the reputation of being cannibals.
·Perhaps they are descended from such tribes P At any rate, the
belief is very general and firmly rooted ; and intelligent old
Indians, when questioned by me on the subject, answered that
they certainly did not believe that the Asuans ate men at the
present time, but that their forefathers had aBSuredly done so.•
Of ancient legends, traditions, or ballads, it is stated that there
are none. It is true they have songs at their dances, but these
are spiritleBS improvisations, and mostly in a high key. They
have not preserved any memorials of former civilisation. "The
• Veritable canrubala are not mentioned hy the old11r aathora on the Pbilippinea.
Pigaf'ett.l (p. 127) heard that a people lived on a river at Cape Benuian (north of
llindanft.o) who ate only the hearta of their captured enemies, along with lemonjuice ; and Dr. Semper (" Philippinea," 62) found the llLme custom, with the excoption of the lem<ln-juicc, on the east eout of Mindl\nfl.o.
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ancient Pintados possessed no temples, every one performing his
anitoe in his own hoUse, without any special solemnity"-(.Morga,
f. 145 v). Pigafetta (p. 92) certainly mentions that the King of
Oobu, after his conversion to Christianity, caused many temples
built on the seashore to be destroyed ; but these might only have
been structures of a very perishable kind. On certain occasions
the Biaayans celebrated a great festival, called Pandot, at which
they worshipped their gods in huts, which were expre88ly built
for the purpose, covered with foliage, and adorned with flowers
and lamps. They called these huts Bimha or •imbanan (the
churches are so called to the present day), "and this is the only
thing which they have similar to a church or a temple"-(lnforme, I. i., 17). According to Gemelli Oareri they prayed to
some particular gods, derived from their forefathers, who are
called by the Bisayans Damta (Dimta), and by the Tagaleee
J.4.nito ; one anito being for the aea and another for the house, to
watch over the children.• In the number of these anitos they
placed their grandfathers and great grandfathers, whom they
invoked in all their necessities, and in whose honour they preserved little statues of stone, wood, gold, and ivory, which they
called liche or laraDOn. Amongst their gods they also reckoned
all who perished by the sword, or were killed by lightning, or
devoured by crocodiles, believing that their souls ascended to
heaven on a bow which they called balanga8. Pigafetta thus
describes the idols which were seen by him :-"They are of
wood, and concave, or hollow, without any hind quarters, with
their arms extended, and their legs and feet bent upwards. They
have very large faces, with four powerful teeth like boars' tusks,
and are painted all over." t
• The Anito oceun l.lllontpt the tn'bee of the Malayan Arcbipelaso u Anta, but
the Anito of the Philippinee ia euent.ially a protet·tiog epirit, while the Kalayu
Antu ia rather of a demoniacal kind.
t Theee idol i!Mg81 hue never come under my obeervd.ion. Thoee llg11red in
But.ian and Hartmann'e •• Jo11rnal of :!Lhnology" (b. i. pl. Yiii. "Idole from t1ae
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EARLY REI.JGION.

In conclusion, let me take a brief account of the religion of the
ancient Bisayans from Fr. Gaspar : The dmmon, or genius, to whom they sacrificed was called by
them Divata, which appears to denote an antithesis to the Deity,
and a rebel against him. Hell was called Solad, and Heaven
(in their highly figurative language) Ologan . . . . The souls
of the departed go to a mountain in the province of Oton, called
Medias, where they are well entertained and served.
The creation of the universe is thus explained. A vulture
hovering between heaven and earth finds no place to settle himself
upon, and the water rises towards heaven; whereupon Heaven,
in its wrath, creates islands. The vulture splits a bamboo~ out of
which spring man and woman, who beget many children, and,
when their number becomes too great, drive them out with blows.
Some conceal themselves in the chamber, and these become the
Datos ; others in the kitchen, and these become the slaves. The
rest go down the stairs and become the people.
Philippinea)," whoee oriJinala are in the Ethnographical Huaeum of Berlin, were
oertainly acquired in the Phillppin-, but, according to A. W. Franb, unJoubtodly
belong to the Solomon Ialanda. Sections ii. to viii., p j6, in thl'l cat·•logue of the
Museum at Prague are entitled :-•· Four heads of idols, made of wood, from the
Philippines, contributed by the Bohemian naturalist Tbaddiua Hanke, who wu
commi-caioned by the King of Spain, in the year 1817, to travel in the ialanda of the
So11th SeA." Tbe photo>graph9, which were obligingly introdueod here at my deaire
by the dire·Jtion of the maaeum, do not entirely eorreapond ta the above d81Cription,
pointing rather to the west eout of America, the principal field of Hinke'a
~ea. The &lig11i111 Bot•"'-• from hie poethumona papen, likewiae afi'ord no
information respecting the origin of thoee idols.

CHAPTER XXIII.
TJI. N.W POllTI OP CI18TOJO.-PIT• QO,&.L Ilf CBB6.-YI.O{LO.-IND11CBIID'l'fl TO TH.
C:ULTIVATION OF •uGAJl.

IN 1830 eeven new ports were opened sa an experiment, but
owing to great frauds in the tolls were soon afterwards closed
again. In 1831 a custom-house waa established at Zamboanga, on
the south-west point of Mindanao; and in 1855 Sual, in the Gulf of
Lingayen, one of the safest harbours on the west coaat of Lu.zon,
and Yloilo in Panay, were thrown open; and in 1863 CebU, on
the island of the same name, for the direct communication with
foreign countries.
Before 1635 the Spaniards had established a fort at Zambo,nga,
which, although it certainly could not wholly prevent the piratical
excursions against the colonies, yet considerably diminished them.•
U ntil1848 from eight hundred to fifteen hundred individuals are
stated to have been carried off by the Moors. t The establishment
of this custom-house haa, therefore, been based upon political rather
than commercial motives, it being found desirable to open an
easily accessible place to the piratical states of the Solo Sea for the
disposal of their products. Trade, up to the present date, is but
of very inconsiderable amount, the exports consisting chiefly of a
little coffee (in 1871 nearly 6,000 picos), which, from bad manage• As an example, in anticipation of an attack on Cogaeng, all the available forces.
including those of Zamboft.nga, were collected ronnd Manilla, and the Moon
attacked the ialand wiLh sixty ehipe, whcreu formerly their armament. ueed. not to
exceed six or eight ebipe. Torrubia, p. 363.
t Hakl. Morga, App<'nd. 360.
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ment, is worth thirty per cent. less than Manilla coftee, and of
the collected products of the forest and of the water, such as wax,
birds' -nests, tortoise-shell, pearls, mother-of-pearl, and edible holothuria. This trade, as well as that with Solo, is entirely in the
hands of the Chinese, who alone possesa the patience, adaptiveness, and adroitness which are required for the purpose.
Su&l is specially important for its exports of rice ; and ita
foreign trade is therefore afFected by the results of the harvests
in Saigon, Birmah, and China. In 1868, when the harvests in
those countries turned out good, Su6.1 carried on only a coasting
trade.
Cebu (with a population of 34,000) is the chief town of the
island of the same name, the seat of Government and of the
bishop of the Bisayans, and within forty-eight hours from
Manilla by steamer. It is as favourably situated with regard
to the eastern portion of the Bisayan group as YloHo is for the
western, and is acquiring increased importance as the emporium
for its products. Sugar and tobacco are obtained from Bojol ;
rice from Panay ; abaca from Leyte and Mindan6.o; and coftee,
wax, Spanish cane, and mother-of-pearl from Misamis (Mindanao). Its distance from &mar is twenty-six, from Leyte two
and a half, from Bojol- four, and from Negros eighteen miles.
The island of Cebu extends over seventy-five square miles. A
lofty mountain range traverses it from north to south, dividing
the east from the west side, and its population is estimated at
340,000,-4,o33 to the square mile. The inhabitants are peaceable
and docile; thefta occur very seldom, and robberies never. Their
occupations are agriculture, fishing, and weaving for home consumption. Cebu produces sugar, tobacco, maize, rice, &c., and
in the mountains potatoes ; but the rice produced does not suffice
for their requirements, there being only a little level land, and
the deficiency is imported from Panay.
The island posseaees considerable beds of coal, the full yield of
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which may now be looked for, as the duty on export was
abandoned by a decree of the 5th May, 1869.• While in Luzon
and Panay the land is for the most part the property of the
peasantry, in Cebu it mostly belongs to the meetizes, and is let
out by them, in very small allotments, upon lease. The owners
of the soil know how to keep the peasants in a state of dependence by usurious loans; and one of the results of this abuse
is that agriculture in this island stands lower than in almost any
other part of the archipelago. t The entire value of the exports
in 1868 amounted to 1,181,050.dollars; of which sugar to the
value of 481,127 dollars, and abaca to the value of 378,256 dollars,
went to England, abaca amounting to 112,000 to America, and
tobacco to 118,260 dollars ·to Spain. The imports of foreign
goods, mostly by the Chinese, come through Manilla, where they
purchase from the foreign import houses. The value of these
imports amounted in 1868 to 182,522 dollars ; of which 150,000
dollars were for English cotton stuffs. The entire imports of the
island were estimated at 1,243,582 dollars, and the exports at
226,989 dollars. Among the importations were twenty chests of
images, a sign of the deeply-rooted worship of the Virgin. For• According to the Jlirural .RHUul, lhdrid, 1866, xvii 2ff, the coal from the
mountain of Alpac6, in the district of Nflga, in Cebfl, ie dry, pu-re, alm.Oit free
of eulphur pyrites, but'DI euily, and with a strong tlame. In the experimenta
made at tho labontory of the School of Mines in Madrid it yielded four per cent.
of uhee, ~md a heating power of f,~2~ ealoria; i.1., by the burning of one pan
by weight f,826 parts by weight of water we-re heated to 1" C. Good pit-coal
givea 6,000 Ci&L The llrdL coal pita in Ceb6 we-re excavated in the Haaeinga nlley ;
but the worb we-re dieeontinued in 1869, after eoneiderable ontlay hlld been made
on them. Four etrata of considerable thicknes' we-re mbsequenlly dieeovlmld in
the valley of A.lpac6 and in Lhe mountain of Oling, in lUga. • . . . • •• Tbe ooal of
Ceb6 ie aeknowleqecl to be better than thllt of Auetralia and Laboan, but hu not
mfficient heat.ng power to be ueed, unmixed with other coal, on long - voyages."
A.C<:ording to the C&t.alogue of the Product& of the Philippines (Momilla, 1866), the
coal strata of Ceb6 have, at ·many plaoee in the mountain range which run• from
north to eouth &eroll the whole of the ialand, an average tbickn- of two miles.
The eoul iB of middling quality, and ie buntt in the Government eto~&m worb after
being mixed with CardifF 001\1. The price in Ceb6 ie on the averaiJ" six dollara
per ton.
t Engliah Consular Report, 217.
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merly the products for exportation were bought up by the foreign
merchants, mostly through Chinese mestizes ; but now they are
bought direct from the producers, who thus obtain better prices
in consequence of the abolition of the high brokerages. To this
and to the energy of the foreign merchants, under favourable
circumstances, is the gradual improvement of agriculture principally to be ascribed.
YloUo is the most imporlant of the newly opened ports, being
the central point of the Bisayan group, and situated in one of the
most thickly populated and industrious provinces. N. Loney
estimates the export of goods woven from the fibre of the pine,
from YloUo and the neighbouring provinces, at about one million
dollars annually.
The harbour is excellent, being completely protected by an
island which lies immediately before it ; and at high tide there is
about twelve feet of water close in shore for vessels to lie in. On
account of the bar, however, ships of a deeper draught than thia
are obliged to complete their loading outside.
Previous to the opening of the new harbours, all the provinces
were compelled as well to bring their products intended for
exportation to Manilla, as to receive from the same place their
foreign imports ; the cost of which therefore was greatly increased
through the extra expenses incurred by the double voyage, reloading, brokerage, and wharfage charges. According to a written
account of N. Loney, it is shown how profitable, even after a few
years, the opening of YloHo has been to the provinces immediately adjoining-the islands of Panay and Negr6s.
The higher prices which can be obtained for directly exported
sugar, combined with the facility and security of the trade as
contrasted with the late monopoly enjoyed by Manilla, have
occasioned a great extension of the cultivation of that article.
Not only in Yloilo, but also in Antique and Negros, many new
plantations have arisen, and the old ones have been enlarged as
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much as possible ; and not lcBS important has been the progress
in the manufacture.
In 1857 there was not one iron mill to be found on the island;
so that, in working with the wooden mill, about thirty per cent.
of the aap remained in the cane, even after it had thrice paased
through. The old wooden preBSCB, which were worked by steam
or buffaloes, have now been supplanted by new ones ; and
these the native planters have no difficulty in obtaining, as they
can get them on credit from the warehouses of the English
importers. Instead of the old Chinese cast-iron pana which were
in use, far superior articles have been imported from Europe ;
and many large factories worked by steam-power and with all
modern improvements have been established. In agriculture,
likewise, creditable progreBB is noticeable. Improved ploughs,
carts, and farming implements generally, are to be had in
plenty.
These changes naturally show how important it was to establish
at difiercnt points, extending over two hundred miles of the
Archipelago, commercial centres, where it was desirable that
foreigners should settle. Without these latter, and the facilities
afforded to credit which thereby ensued, the sudden rise and
prosperity of Yloilo would not have been possible, inasmuch as the
mercantile houses in that capital would have been debarred from
trading with unknown planters in distant provinces, otherwise
than for ready money.
A large number of half-castes, too, who before traded in manufactured goods purchased in Manilla, were enabled after this to
send their goods direct to the provinces, to the foreign firms
settled there; and as, ultimately, neither these latter nor the
Chinese retail dealers eould successfully compete with them, the
result has been that, as much to their own profit as to that of
the country, they have betaken themselves to the cultivation of
sugar.

RESULTS OF FREE TRADE.

In this manner important plantations have been established in
Negros, which are managed by natives of YloHo: but there
is a scarcity of labourers on the island.
Foreigners now can legally acquire property, and possess a
marketable title ; in which respect the law, until a very recent
period, was of an extremely uncertain nature.
Land is to be obtained by purchase, or, when not already taken
up, by "denuncia" (i.e. priority of claim). In such case, the
would- be possessor of the land must enter into an undertaking in
the nearest of the native Courts to cultivate and keep the said
land in a 6t and serviceable condition. Should no other claim be
put in, notice is thereupon given of the grant, and the magistrate
or alcalde concludes the compact without other cost than the
usual stamp duty. Many half-castes and natives, not having
the nece8sary capital to carry on a large plantation successfully,
sell the 6elds which they have already partially cultivated to
European capitalists, who are thus relieved of all the preliminary
tedious work. Evidently the Colonial Government is now
sincerely disposed to favour the laying out of large plantations.
The want of good roads ia particularly felt : but, with the increase
of agriculture, this defect will naturally be remedied ; and, moreover, most of the sugar factories are situated on rivers which are
unnavigable even by flat freight boats.
The value of land in many parts of the country has doubled
within tho last ten years.•
Up to 1850 the pico of sugar was worth in YloHo from 1 dol. 5 c.
to 1 dol. 25 c., and seldom over 2 dole. in Manilla; in 1866,
3 dols. 25 c.; and in 1868, 4 dols. 75 c. to 5 dole. in YloHo.
• In Jar6 the rente have increued threefold in lix y8IU'I: and cattle which were
worth 10 dole. in 1860, fetched 26 dole. in 1866. Plota of land on the " Ria," in
Yloilo, have riMn from 100 dole. to 600 doll., and even u high u 800 doll. (Ditlrio,
.February, 1867). Tb- reaulta are to be ucribed to the · aogar tnde, which,
through free exportation, hu become extremely lucrative.
X
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The business in Ylollo therefore shows an increase of 1 dol. 75
per pico.•
At the end of 1866 there were as many as twenty Europeans
established on the island of N egr6s as sugar planters, besides a
number of half-castes. Most of them were working with steam
machinery and vacuum pans. The general rate of pay is from
2 dols. 5 c. to 3 dols. per month. On some plantations the principle of " acsa, •· i.e. part share, is in operation. The owner lets
out a piece of ground, providing draught cattle and all nece888ry
ploughing implements, to a native, who works it, and supplies the
mill with the cut cane, receiving as payment a share, generally a
third, of the product.
In NegreSs the violet cane is cultivated, and in Manilla the
white (Otaheiti). The land does not require manuring. On new
ground, or what we may term virgin soil, the cane often grows to
a height of thirteen feet. A vast improvement is to be observed
in the mode of dress of the people. Pitia and silk stufts are
becoming quite common. Advance in luxury is always a favourable sign ; according to the increase of requirements, industry
flouritilies in proportion.
As I have already mentioned, California, Japan, China, and
Australia appear designed by nature to be the principal consumers
of the products of the Philippine Islands. Certainly at present
England is the best customer ; but nearly half the account is for
eugar, in consequence of their own custom duties.
Sometimes it happens that not more than one-fourth of the
engar crop is sufficiently refined to compete in the Australian and
Californian markets with the sorts from Bengal, Java, and the
Mauritius; the remaining three-fourths, if particularly white,
must perforce undertake the long voyage to England, despite the
• In 1866 Ylollo took Rltog.-ther fr.un Negr61 3,000 J•ic(>ll out of 11,700; in 1860
in 1863, 176,000 pi001 (in twen~-eeven foreign ehipa); in
)866, 260,000 pi001 i in 1871, lU2,379 picoe frum boLh illanda.

ea mnch "• 90,000 piooe;

SUGAR.

high t'reight and certain loaa on the voyage ot' from ten to twelve
per cent. through the leakage ot' the molaaaes.
The inferior quality ot' the Philippine sugar is at once perceived
by the English refiners, and is only taxed at &. per cwt., while
purer aorta pay 10... to 128.• In this manner the English customa
favour the inferior qualities ot' manut'actured sugar.
The colonial Government did not allow those engaged in the
manufacture ot' sugar to distil rum from the molaaaea until the
year 1862. They had, therefore, little inducement to extract,
at a certain expense, a substance the value of which they were
not permitted to realise : but under· ordinary circumstances the
distillation of the rum not only covered the coat of refining, but
gave, in addition, a fair margin of profit.
• The augu intended for the English market coet in Hanilla, in the years 1868
and 1869, from £16 to £16 per ton, and t'01t.ched in Loodou about £20 per ton. 'J'he
beat reined IUg.&r prep.•red iD Kaoilla for .AUitralia was, on account or the higher
.duty, worth only £3 per ton more in London; but, being £6 dearer than the
inferior quality, it oommaoded a premium of £2. .Uanilla exportl the augar c:hie8y
(rum Pangaaiot.n, Pampt.nga. and Lag6na.-(From priY&te information.)
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XXIV.

ABAIJ1, OB. JUNJLI..l BIIIIP.

ONE of the most interesting productions of the island is :Manilla
hemp, so called by the French; but hardly any use is made of it.
On account of its peculiar silky appearance, it is also known a.s
the "brilliant silk-plant."
The natives call it the bandB.la seed, and in commerce (generally speaking) abaca, as the plant is obtained from it.
The latter is a wild species of banana growing on one of the
Philippine Islands, known also as Arbol de Caiiamo (hemp-tree),
MuBa teztili8, Lin. It does not difFer in appearance to any great
extent from the edible banana (Musa paradisiaca), one of the most
important plants of the torrid zone, and familiar to us as being
one of our most beautiful hot-house favourites.
Whether this and the " musm" (M. troglodgtarum, M. 8!Jloe&tri&,
and others), frequently known, too, as M. teztilis, are of the same
species, has not yet been determined. The species :Musaceoo are
herbaceous plants only. The outer stem consists of crescentshaped petioles cro88ing one another alternately, and encircling
the thin main stem. These petioles contain a quantity of bast
fibre, which is used as string, but otherwise is of no commercial
value. The serviceable hemp fibre has, up to the present time,
been exclusively obtained from the southern portion of the Philippines. The provinces of Camarines and AlbB.y are favourably
adapted for the cultivation of this plant, as are also the islands of
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S8.mar and Leyte, and the adjacent islands; and Cebu likewise,
although a portion of the Cebu hemp comes from Mindanao. In
Negr6s the best banana thrives only in the south, not in the north;
and YloHo, which produces much of the weaving hemp (guindra),
is obliged to import the raw material from the eastern district, as
it does not flourish in the island of Panay.
In Capiz, it is true, some a~a may be noticed growing, but
it is of trifling value. Hitherto all attempts, strenuous· though
the efforts were, to acclimatize the growth of hemp in the western
and northern provinces have failed. The plaxtts rarely grow as
high as two feet, and the trouble and expense are simply unremunerative. This failure may be accounted for by the extreme drypass prevailing during many months of the year, whereas in the
eastern provinces plentiful showers fall the whole year round.
The great profit which the Manilla hemp has yielded in the few
years since its production, however, has given encouragement to
still further experiments ; so that, indeed, it will shortly be
shown whether the cultivation of abaca is to be confined to its
present limited area, while the edible species of banana has
spread itself over the whole surface of the earth within the
tropics.
On the volcanic mountains of Western Java a species of the
Musacem grows in great luxuriance. The Government has not,
however, made any real efFort to cultivate it, and what has been
•
done in that respect has been efFected, up to the present date, by
private enterprise.
Various writers have stated that abaca is to be obtained in
the north of the Celebes. Bickmore, however, says positively
that the inhabitants having made great efforts in attempting its
successful cultivation, have abandoned it again in favour of the
cultivation of cofFee, which is found to be far more profitable. •
According to previous statements, Guadaloupe appears to be
• "The Ialanda of the Eaatlndian Archipelago,'' 1868, p. 340.
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able to produce abaca (fibre of the Jf. t~tilit !) ; • and Pondicherry and Guadaloupe have produced fabrics woven from abaca,
and French Guiana stufl'e from the fibre _of the edible banana; t
All these, however, are only experiments. Royle aftirme that the
Manilla hemp (abaca fibre) excels the Russian in firmneee, lightnees, and strength in tension, ae well ae in cheapneee, and that
rope prepared from the latter becomes stiff in wet weather, and
continues eo afterwards; which doubtless may be avoided by an
improvement in the manner of spinning, and subsequent judicious
treatment.: Through the better preparation of the raw material
in Manilla by means of adequate machinery, these diffi.culties
have been overcome; but abaca no longer has the advantage of
superior cheapness, ae the demand has incr:eaeed much faster than
the supply. During the year 1859 it wae worth from £22 to
£25 per ton ; in 1868, £45 to £50 per ton ; while Rueeian hemp
fetched £31 per ton. Thus in nine years it rose to double ita
value. In .Albay there are about twelve varieties of the beet
banana cultivated, which are particularly favoured by the qualities of the soil. The cultivation is extremely simple, and entirely
independent 'of the seasons.
The plants thrive best on the slopes of the volcanic mountains
(in which .Alb&y and Camarlnes abound), in open spaces of the
woods protected by the trees, which cast their shadows to an
extent of about sixty feet. In exposed level ground they do not
thrive eo well, and in marshy land not at all. In the laying out
of a new plantation the young shoots are generally made use of,
which sprout eo abundantly from the roots that each individual
• Exhibition CaWogue; section, French Colonies, 1867, p. 80.
t Rtp~rt of the Commi811ionerl, Exhibition 1867, iv. 102. The South American
Tndiane hllve for a long time past employed the banana fibre in the maDU•
faoture of clothing tnKWrial ;-(The T.cAM/4gi•t, September, 1866, p. 89, from
unauthentiOlited sources,) and in Lu·techu the bllnana fibre i1 the only kind ~ UM
("Faits Commfll'ciaux, No. 161f." p. 36).
! Abael not 1e.:dily taking tar ito, consequently, only ueed !or running. and not
etauding, rig(ing.
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one soon becomes a perfect plant. In favourable ground the
custom is to allow a distance of about ten feet between each plant ;
in poor ground six feet. The only care necessary is the ex·
termination of the weeds, and clearing away the underwood
during the first season; lat('r on, the plantA grow so luxuriantly
and strongly that they entirely prevent the growta of anything
else in their vicinity. The protection afforded by the shade of the
trees at this period is no longer required, the young buds finding
8Ufficient protection against the sun's rays under cover of the fanlike leaves. Only in exceptional cases, contrary to the usual
practice, are the plants raised from seed. The fruit, when ready,
is cut off and dried, though care must be taken that it is not over
ripe ; otherwise the kernels are found to be in an unsuitable
condition.
These latter are al1out the size of peppercorns; and the extraction of them in the edible species almost always brings about decay.
Two days before sowing, the kernels are taken out of the fruit,
and steeped overnight in water ; on the following day they are
dried in a shady place; and on the third day they are sown in
holes an inch deep in fresh, unbroken, and well-shaded forest
ground, allowing six inches distanCe between each plant and row.
After a year the seedliiigs, which are then about two feet high,
are planted out, and tended in the same way aA the suckers.
While many of the edible bananas bear fruit after one year, and a
few varieties even after six months, the abaca plant requires on an
average three years to produce its fibre in a proper condition;
when raised from suckers four years; and when raised from yearold seedlings, even under the most favournble conditions, two
years. On the first crop, only one stalk is cut from each bush ;
but later on the new branch('s grow so quickly that they can be
cut every two months.•
• A plant in full growth produces annuKily 30 ewt. b11nd~ to the acre, wbcreu
fn•m an acre of flu not more than from 2 to f cwt. of pure flax, and from ~ to 8
cwt. eeed can be obl.llint:d.
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After a few years the plants become so strong and dense that it
is scarcely poBBible to push through them. Bast is in its beet
condition at the time of blOBBOming; but, when the price of
the fibre happens to stand high in the market, this particular
time is not always waited for.
Plants which have bloBBOmed cease to be profitable in any way,
by reason of the fibre becoming too weak-a matter of too great
nicety for the unpractical consumers on the other side of the
Atlantic to decide upon, and one in which, despite inquiries and
careful inspections, they might be deceived. There really is no
perceptible reason why the fibre should become weaker through
fructification, which simply consists in the fact of the contents of the vascular cells changing into soluble matter, and
gradually oozing away, the consequence of which is that the cells
of the fibre are not replenished. These, on the contrary, acquire
additional strength with the age of the plant, because the
emptied cells cling so firmly together, by means of a certain
resinous deposit, that it is impoBBible to obtain them unbroken
without a great deal of trouble. The idea may have erroneously
arisen from the circumstance that, previously to drying, as with
hemp, the old plants were picked out, and allowed to be thrown
away, though not without considerably increasing the rate of pay,
which already consumed the greater part of the general expenses.•
In order to preserve the bo.st, the stalk above ground is closely
pruned and freed from leaves and other encumbranoes ; each leaf'
is then singly divided into strips-a croBB incision being made
through the membrane on the inner or concave side, a~d connected by means of the pulpy parts (the parenchym) clinging
together. In this manner as much as possible of the clear outer
skin only remains behind.
• As Dr. Wittmack communicated to me, only fibre or seed can be obtained from
hemp, aa when the hemp ie ripe, i.4J. run to seed, the fibre becomes then both brittle
and coarse. Po.•aibly, in the ftax cultivation, you may obtain frequently ooth eced
and fibre ; but, after all, they are both of ;ery little value.
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.Another method is to strip the bast from the undivided stem.
To efFect this the operator makes an oblique incision in the skin
by the under part of the stalk, drawing the knife gradually to
the tip, and stripping ofF the whole length as broad a piece as
po88ible ; and the operation is repeated as many times as practicable.
This method of handling is more productive than the one previously described ; but, on the other hand, it takes considerably
more time, and for that reason is not often practised.
The stripe of bast are then drawn under a knife, the blade of
which is three inches broad by six long, fastened at one end
to the extremity of a flexible stick so that it is suspended perpendicularly over a well-smoothed block, and at the other end to
a handle connected by means of a cord to a treadle, which can be
pre88ed firmly down, as occasion requires. The workman draws
the bast, without any regard to quality, between the knife
and block, commencing in -the middle, and then from side to
side. The knife must be free from notches, or all indentations,
according to the direction of Father Blanco. • This work
requires three men, whose pay generally is about 2 r. per day.
One worker cuta up the stalks, strips ofF the leaves, and attends
to the supply ; the second, frequently a boy, spreads out the
strips; and the third draws them under the knife. .A single
plant has been known to yield as much as two pounds of fibre ;
but the most favourable average rarely affords more than one
pound, and planta grown in indifferent soil scarcely a sixth
of that quantity. The plantations are worked either by the
owner or by day-labourers, who, when the ·market prices are
very low, take half share of the crop harvested by them. In
these cases an industrious workman may obtain as much as one
pico in a week. During my stay exceptionally low prices ruled
-16·5 r. per pico, undelivered. The workman could, therefore,
• " Flora of the Philippine.."
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in six days earn half the amount, viz., 8·25 r., at a rate of 1·375 r.
per day.
The day's p~y at that time was 0·50 r., and board 0·25 r.,
making together 0·75 r.
By daily pay.

The workman therefore 8llJ'IMi daily
Wages amounted to per pioo • . •
l>roflt of the planters, after deduction of the wagee

0·76 r.
12• 6 r.
a· 9 r.

or
0o1

or

Ilalf ebare.

1·376 r.
~ tfr:8· 26r.

The edges of the petioles, which contain much finer fibre than
the middle parts, are separately divided into strips an inch wide,
and with strong pressure are drawn several times under the knife.
This substance, which is called hipis, ie in high request, being
employed in the native weaving; while bandila is chiefly ueed
for ships' rigging.•
Lupis, according to the fineness of the fibre, is sorted into four
classes-first, Binani ; second, Totogna ; third, Sogotan ; and
fourth, Cadaclan. .A. bundle of these is then taken up in the
left band, and, while with the right the first three sorts are
inserted between the fingers, the fourth is held between the
thumb and forefinger. Thie last description is no longer ueed.
in fine weaving, and is therefore sold with bandala.
After the fine sorts have been pounded in a rice-mortar, in order
to render the fibre soft and pliable, they are severally knotted
into one another, and converted into web. Generally the first sort
is worked as woof with the second as warp, and the third as warp
with the second as woof. The fabrics so woven are nearly as fine
as pine-stuffs (Nipie de Piiia), and almost equal the best quality of
cambric ; and, notwithstanding the many little nodules occasioned
by the tangling of the fibre, which may be discerned on close
• In 1868, £100 per ton was paid for l6pie, although only imported in IIJD.all
quantitiee-about five tons per annum-and principally Ull8d at one time in France
in the manufacture of a part.icular kind of und•trclflthing. The faehion eoon, bowever, died out. Quitol, a 1888 valuable eort of lilpi,, could be eold at £76 per ton.
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inspection, are clearer and stouter, and po88El88 a warmer yellowish
tint.•
In respect of these last three qualities-purity, flexibility,
and colour-they stand in relation to cambric somewhat as card..
board to ti88ue-paper. In weaving such stuffs the fibres fre..
quently break on account of their having been twisted instead of
spun ; and the repair in these cases is exceedingly troublesome. The finest stufts require so great an amount of dexterity,
patience, and time in their preparation, and for that reason are eo
expensive, that they can find no purohasers when in competition
with the cheap, machine-worked goods of Europe. Their fine,
warm yellowish colour also is objected to. by the European women,
who are accustomed to linen and calicoes strongly blued in the
washing. In the country, however, they are esteemed very
highly by the rich half-castes, who understand the real goodness
of their qualities.
The fibres of the inner petioles, which are softer but not so
strong as the outer, are called tupus, and sold with bandab, or
mixed w~th tapis and used in the native weaving. Bandala ul~
serves for weaving purposes ; and, in that portion of the Archipelago where. the native abaca plantations are, the entire dress of
both sexes is made of coarse guinara. Still coarser and stronger
fabrics are prepared for the European market, such as crinoline
and stifi muslin used by dre88IDakers. Before the arrival of the
Spaniards the natives produced stuffs from abaca; which became an
important article of export only some few decades since. This is
in great measure due to the enterprising spirit of two American
firms, and would not have been attained without great perseverance and liberal pecuniary a88istance.
The plants flourish without any care or attention, the only
• lnftexibility il peculiAr to all ftbree of the :Monokotyl.don11, because they con•
aiat of co:oJ'Iely rounded cell.e. On the other hand, the true but ftbl'e41-the Diko.
tyledona (flu, for inatlnce)-are the rerene.
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trouble being to collect the fibre; and, the bounteousnesa of Nature
having provided them against want, the natives shirk even this
trouble when the market price is not very enticing.
In general low prices are scarcely to be reckoned on, on account
o£ the utter indifference of the Indians, over whom the traders do
not possess any influence to keep them at work. Advances to
them are made both in goods and money, which the creditor must
repay either by produce from his own plantation or by giving
an equivalent in labour.•
.A.s long as the produce stands high in price, everything goes on
pretty smoothly, although even then, through the dishonesty of
the Indians, and the lazin~, extravagance, and mercantile incapacity of the middle men, considerable loss frequently ensues. If,
however, prices experience any considerable fall, then the Indians
seck in any and every way to get out of their uncomfortable
position, whilst the percentage of profit secured to the middle man
is barely sufficient to cover the interest of his outlay. Nevertheless, they must still continue the supplies, inasmuch as they
possess no other means o£ securing payment of their debt in the
future.
The Indians, in their turn, bring bitter complaints against the
agents, to the effect that they are forced to severe labour, unprofitable to themselves, through their acceptance of advances made
to them at most exorbitant rates ; and the agents (generally halfcastes or creoles) blame the crafty, greedy, extortionate foreigners,
• By agricultural means, alao, the half-caatea and Indiane eecure the work of
their countrymen by making these advancee, and renewing them before the old
ones are paid olf. These thoughtle811 people consequently fall deeper and deeper
into debt, and beoome virtually the alavee of their crod.itora, it being impoaaible for
them to e1108pe in any way from their position. The " part-ehare contract " ia
much the aame in ita operative elfecta, the landlord having to supply the farmer
with agricultural implements and draught-cattle, and often in addition 1upplying
the whole family with clothing and provisions; and, on division of the eiU'Ding&, the
farmer is unable to cover his debt. It is true the Indians are responsible legally to
the extent of five dollars only, a special enactment prohibiting these usurious bar·
gaina. Aa a matter of fact, however, they are generally practiled.
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who shamelessly tempt the lords of the soil with false promises,
and effectuate their utter ruin. AB a general rule, the "crafty
foreigner" experiences a considerable diminution of his capital.
It was just so that one of the most important firms suffered the loss
of a very large sum. At length, however, the .Americans, who had
capital invested in this trade, succeeded in putting an end to the
custom of ad van.ces, which hitherto had prevailed, erected stores
and presses on their own account, and bought through their agents
direct from the growers. All earlier efforts tending in this direction had been effectually thwarted by the Spaniards and creoles,
who considered the profits derived from the country, and especially the inland retail trade, to be their own by prescriptive right.
They are particularly jealous of the foreign intruders, who enrich
themselves at their expense ; consequently they place every obstacle
in their way. If it depended upon the will of these people, all
foreigners would be ejected from the country-the Chinese alone,
as workmen (coolies), being allowed to remain. •
The same feeling was exhibited by the Indians towards the
Chinese, whom they hated for being industrioua and truatworthy
workers. All attempts to carry out great undertakings by means
of Chinese labour were frustrated by the native workmen intimidating them, and driving them away either by open violence
or by secret persecution ; and the Oolonial authorities were reproached for not affording suitable protection against these and
similar outrages. That, as a rule, great undertakings did not
succeed in the Philippines, or at least did not yield a profit
commensurate with the outlay and trouble, is a fact beyond
dispute, and is solely to be ascribed to many of the circumstances
related above. There are thoee, however, who explain these
mishaps in other waya, and insist upon the fact that the Indiana
work well enough when they are punctually and sufficiently paid.
• Thia feeling of jealousy had very nearly the elFact of cloaing the new harboan
imm.edial.ely •1\er they were open\!Ci.
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The Government, at any rate, appear gradually to have come to
the conclusion that the resources of the country cannot be properly opened up without the assistance of the capital and enterprise of the foreigners ; and therefore, of late years they have
not in any way int~rfered witlt their establishment. In 1869
their right of establishment was tardily conceded to them by
law. At this period the prospects of the abaca cultivation
seemed very promising ; and since the close of the American
war, which had the efFect of causing a considerable fall in
the value of this article in America, the prices have been
steadily increasing.
It is stated (on authority) that, in 1840, 136,034 picos of abac6.,
to the value of 397,995 dollars, were exported, the value pt~r pico
being reckoned at about 2 dollars 9 cents. The rate gradually
rose and stood between 4 and 5 dollars-and, during the civil
war, reached the enormous sum of 9 dollar11 per pico-the export of
Russian hemp preventing, however, a further rise. This state of
afFairs occasioned · the laying out of many new plantations, the
produce of which, when it came on the market, after three years,
was valued at 3 dollars 50 cents per pico, in consequence of the
prices having returned to their normal condition; and even then
it paid to take up an existing plantation, but not to lay out a
new one. This rate continued until1860, since which time it has
gradually risen (only during the .A-merican war was there any
stoppage), and it now stands once more as high as during the
civil war ; and there is no apparent prospect of a fall eo long as
the Philippines have no competitors in the trade.
In 1866 the pico in Manilla never cost less than 7 dollars,
which two years previously was the maximum value ; and it roee
gradually, until 9 dollars 50 cents was asked for ordinary qualities. The production in many provinces had reached the
extreme limit ; and a further increase, in the former at least, is
impossible, as the work of cultivation occupies the whole of the
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male population-an evidence surely that a suitable recompense
will overcome the natural laziness of the natives.•
An examination of the following table will confirm the accuracy
of these views :-EXPORT OF ABACA (r.f

I

PICOI).

I 11168.

j 1870.

To
1861.
1864.
1866.
~----------~------r----Great Britain •
198,9tH 226,268 j 96,000
North
America,
Atlantic
Porta JI 168,610 249,106 . 280,000 ,
California
6,600
9,426 I Europe • •
901
1,134
Auatralia
16
6,194
!Singapore
2,648
1,932
ChiDI .
6,631
302 '
.

126,640 131,180
1
294, 728 327,728
H,200 116,900
200
2f4
21,2U
11,4~4
3,646
1,202
882

,___T_o_ta1
_______ ,_2_73-,2-6-0 493,362

460,668

1
1

I

! -

406,1182

I

1

488,670

1871.
143,498
286,112
22,600
640
6,716
2,99~

2,294

! 463,762

Commer- Prn•ian Belgian English ' - - - - - v - - " " '
cial
Consular Conaulw.r Conaular
llarkel Reb:,rt,
T. H . & •
Report. Report. Report. Report.

The consumption in the country is not contained in the above
echedule, and is difficult to ascertain ; but it must certainly be
very considerable, as the natives throughout entire provinces are
clothed in guinara, the weaving of which for the family requirementa generally is done at home. Sesal, also sesal-hemp, or, as
it is sometimes known, Mexican grass, has for some years past
been used in the trade in increasing quantities as a substitute for
abac6., which it somewhat resembles in appearance, though wanting that fine gloss which the latter possesses. It is somewhat
weaker, and costa from £5 to £10 less per ton; it is only used for
ships' rigpg. The refuse from it has been found an extremely
useful adjunct to the materials ordinarily used in the manufacture
of paper. The Teclmologilt for July, 1866, calls attention to the
origin of this substitute, in a detailed essay difFering essentially
from the representations contained in the "U.S. Agricultural
Report, published at Washington in 1870; and the growing
• "Rapport ODnaulain Belce," XIV., 68.
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importance of the article, and the ignorance prevailing in London
to its extraction, may render a short account of it acceptable.
The description shows the superior fineneaa of the abaca fibre, but
not its greater strength.•
Sesal-hemp, which is named after the export harbour of Sisal
(in the N. W. of the peninsula), is by far the most important
product of ·Yucatan; and this rocky, sun-burnt country seems
peculiarly adapted to the growth of the fibre. In Yucatan the
fibre is known 88 "jenequem," as indeed the plant is obtained
from it. Of the latter there are seven sorts or varieties for purposes of cultivation; only two, the first and seventh, are also to
be found in a wild state. First, Chelem, apparently identical
with Agar:e anguatifolia ; this ranks first. Second, Yaxci (pronounced Yachki; from yaz, green, and tri, agave), the second in
order ; this is used only for fine weaving. Third, S,Cci (pronounced Sakki; 80Ck, white), the most important and productive,
supplying almost exclusively the fibre for exportation; each plant
yields annually 25 leaves, weighing 25 lbs., from which is
obtained 1 lb. of clear fibre. Fourth, Chucumci, similar to
No. 3, but coarser. Fifth, Babci; the fibre very fair, but the
leaves rather small, therefore not very productive. Sixth,
Citamci (pronounced Kitamki ; kitam, hog) ; neither good nor
productive. Seventh, Cajun or Cajum, probably Fourcroya
cubemis; leaves small, from four to five inches long. The cultivation of sesal has only in recent times been prosecuted vigorously ;
and the extraction of the fibre from the leaves, and the subsequent
spinning for ships' rigging, are already done by extensive steammachinery. This occupation is especially practised by the Maya
88

,

• In the Agricultural Report of 1869, p. 232, another ftbre wu highly mentioned,
belonging to a plant very.cloeely related to~ (Brotfl1lill Byl•um•), perhapa
even a 'l'&riety of the same. The native name, "j:dle,.. ie poesibly derived from
the ftiCt of their curiously flattened, spiky-edged leavee, reaembllng the dentated
knive• formed from volcanic stone {obsidian) ~ by the Altece, and termed
by them " i.ztli."
•
·
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Indians, a memorial of the Toltecs, who brought it with them
upon their emigration from Mexico, where it was in vogue long
before the arrival of the Spaniards.
The sesal cultivation yields an annual profi~ of 95 per cent. A
mecate, equal to 576 square yards (varas), contains 64 plants,
giving 64 lbs. of clear fibre, of the value of 3 dollars 84: cents;
which, after deducting 1 dollar 71 cents, the cost of obtaining ·
it, leaves 2 dollars 13 cents remaining. The h11rvesting commences from four to five years after the first laying out of the
plantation, and continues annually for about fifty or sixty years.
In tropical countries there is scarcely a hut to be seen without
banana trees surrounding it; and the idea presented itself to
many to utilise the fibre of these plants, at that time entirely
neglected, which might be done by the mere labour of obtaining
_it ; besides which, the little labour required for their proper
cultintion is quickly and amply repaid by their abund11nt
fruitfulness. • This idea, however, under the existing circumstances, would certainly not be favourable to the Philippines,
• The banana tl'8fll are well known to be among the most nluable of planta to mankind. In their unripe atu.te they &fl'ord atarch-llour; ancl when mature, they supply an
agr..-eable and nutritious fruit, which, althou:;h partukcn of freely, will produce
n!!ither unpl-ntneu nor any injurioua ~tfteN:fl'eets. One of the beet of the edible
species beare fruit u 81lrly ae 1l ve or aix months after heing planted, auckere in the
meamtime con~l.lmtly sprouting from the roots, ao that a continual fructi8cation is
going on, the l:&bour of the growere merely bein!{ con8ucd to the ()()Caaional cutting
down of the old planta and to gathering in 'the fruit. The broad leaves nfl'ord to other
young plant. the lhade which ia eo requisite in tropical countrie1, and IU'e employed
in many useful ways about the hoW18. Htmy a hut, too, hu to thank the banana
trees surrounding it for protecting it from the conllagr.ation, which, generally speaking, lays the village in aahea. I should here like to. make an observation upon a
mistake which hu spread rather widel)". In Biahop Pallegoix'a excellent work,
"Deecription du Boyaume Thai ou Siam," I. lU, he aaya: "L'arbre l vernia qui
est une ea~ de bt.nauier, et que lea Simaioa appellent 'rak,' fournit ce be." vernis
qu'on admire dans lfll petite meubles qu'on apporte de Chine." When I wu ill
Bangkok, I t-ailed the attention of the ~tmiable white-baited, and at that time nearly
nonogenarit.n, bishop to this curious atlltement. Shaking hia head, he aaid he
could not have written it. I showed him the very paaage. "ll" foi, j'al dit U118
betiae ; j'en ai dit bien d'autNI," whiept>red he in my ear, holding up hia hand
u if nfraid aomebody might overhear him.
y
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it does not pay to obtain bast from the genuine abaca plant
soon 88 it has borne fruit. · The fibre of the edible banana
might very well be used as material for paper-making, though
obtaining it would cost more than the genuine band6la. In the
Report of the Council of the Society of Arts, London, May 11th,
1860, attention was called to a machine invented by F. Burke, of
Montserrat, for obtaining fibre from banana and other endogenous
plant.s.
While all the earlier machines worked the fibre parallelwise,
this one operated obliquely on it ; the consequence of which was
that it was turned out particularly clear. ~ith this machine,
from seven to nine per cent. of fibrous substance may be obtained
from the banana. The Tropical Fibre Company have sent these
machines to Demerara, also to Java and other places, with the
design of. spinning the fibre of the edible banana, and also to
utilise some portions of the plant as materials in the manufacture
of paper. Proofs have already been brought forward of fibre
obtained in this manner in Java, the value of which to the spinner
has been reckoned at from £20 to £25. It does not appear, however, that theee promising experiments have led to any important
results; at least, the consular reports which have come to hand
contain no information on the subject. In the ·obtaining of
band6la in the Philippines this machine has not yet been used ;
nor has it even been seen, though the English consul, in his
latest report, complains that all the hitherto ingeniously constructed machines have proved virtually uselesa. The bast of
the edible banana continues still to be used in the Philippines,
notwithstanding that the plants, instead of being grown, as in
many parts of America, in large well-tended gardens, are here
scattered around the hubs : but the forwarding of the raw material,
the local transport, and the high freightage will always render
this material too expensive for the. European market (considering
always its very ordinary quality)-£10 per ton at the very least;
88
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while "Sparto grass'' (LggrPutn spartwn, · Looffi. ), which was' imported eomo few years since in considerable quantities for the
purposes of paper-making, costs in London only £5 per ton.•
The jute ( Oorckorus casu/at·is) coffee-sacks supply another
cheap paper material. These serve in the fabrication of strong
brown packing paper, as the fibre will not stand bleaching.
According to P. Symmonds, the United States in recent years
have largely used bamboo. The rind of the Adanconia digitata
also yields an extremely good material; in particular, paper
made entirely from New Zealand flax deserves consideration,
being, by virtue of its superior toughness, eminently suited for
"bill paper."
It must not be overlooked that, in the manufacture of paper,
worn linen and cotton rags are the very best materials that can
be employed, and make the best paper. Moreover, they are generally to be had for the trouble of collecting them, after they
have once covered the cost of their production in the form of
clothing materials; when, through being frayed by repeated
washings, they undergo a preparation which particularly adapts
them to the purposes of paper-making.
The more paper-making progreii8C8, the more are ligneo118 fibres
brought forward, l)artieularly wood and fltraw, .which produce
really good pastes; all the raw materials being imported from a
distance. That England takes eo much sparto is easily explained
by the fact that she has very little straw of her own, for most of
the corn consumed by her is received from abroad in a granulated
condition.
• In 1862, England took from Spain 166 tone; 1863, 18,07f tone; 1866, 66,913
tone; 1868, 9/i,OOO tone; and the import of rage fell from 2f,OOO tone in 1866 to
17,000 tone in 1868. In Algien a l~trge qnent.ity of aputo (Alfa) growl, but the
co.t of kaneport is too expeneive to admit of eending it to FranN-:

y
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CHAPTER XXV.
THB 'I'OBACOO JIOII'OPOLY.

OF all the productions of the country tobacco is the most
important, 80 far (at' least) as concerns the Government, who
have made the cultivation of this plant, its manipulation, and sale,
the subjects of an extensive and strictly guarded monopoly, and
who derive a very considerable portion of their revenue therefrom.•
As to the objections raised against this revenue on the score
of its being opposed to justice and morality, many other 80urce8
of revenue in the colonial budget might be condemned (such as
the poll-tax, gaming and opium licences, the brandy trade, and
the sale of indulgences) ; yet none is 80 invidious and pernicious
as the tobacco monopoly.
Often in the course of this narrative of my travels I have
had occasion to commend the clemency of the Spanish Government. In glaring contrast therewith, however, stands the management of the tobacco regulations.
• The Engliah Conaal eatimatee t.he receipts from thia monopoly for t.he year
1866-7 at 8,,111,939 dollars, after an expenditure of ,,619,866 dollars; t.hus leaving
a clear profit of 3,899,073 dollars. In the colonial budget for 1867 t.he profit on
tobacco wu eetimated at 2,627,976 dollars, while t.he total expenditure of the
colony, after deduction of t.he expense~~ OCCIIIioned by the tobaClC.'O management, wu
set down at 7,033,676 dollara.
A.toording to the omci..I table~~ of the chief of the Administration in Hanilla,
1871, the total annul revenue deriv• d from t.he tobacco management between the
years 1866 and 1869 amounted, on an average, to 6,367,262 dollan. By reuon of
proper !iCCOunta IJOiug wan Ling an accurate elltimate of t.he expenditure eannut be
delivt>red ; ltUt it would be 1\t least ,,000,000 dollars, 10 that a profit of only
1,36i,262 dollars remains.
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They appropriated the fields of the peasantry without the
elighteat indemnification-fields which had been brought under
cultivation for their necessary means of sustenance ; forced them,
under penalty of bodily punishment, to raise, on the confiscated
property, an article which required an immense amount of trouble
and attention, and which yielded a very uncertain crop ; and
they then valued the harvested leaves arbitrarily and without any
appeal, and, in the most favourable case, paid for them at a
nominal price fixed by themselves. To be paid at all, indeed,
appears to have been a favour, for it has not been done in full
now for several years in succession. Spain regularly remains
indebted to the poor unlucky peasants in the amount of the miserable pittance allowed, from one year's f'.nd to another. The
Government ordered the officials to exact a higher return from
the impoverished population of the tobacco districts; and they
even rewarded informers who, after pointing out to them fields
already owned, but which were considered suitable to the cultivation of tobacco, were installed into po88e88ion of the proclaimed
lands in the place of the original owners. For proofs of these
accusations, one need only peruse a few paragraphs contained
in the following stringent regulations, entitled "General Instructions,"• and, further, a few extracts from the official dispatches
of Intendant-General Agiua to the Colonial Minister :-t
Cap. 25, § 329. The compulsory system of cultivation in
Cagayan, New Vizcaya, Gapan, Ygorrotea, and Abra to remain
in force.
§ 331. The Director-General of the Government is authorised
to extend compulsory labour to the other provinces, or to abolish
it where already introduced. These instructions may be altered
wholly or in part as occasion requires.
• lnatnlccion general para la Direceion, Admilliltraoion, y IntenODcion de 1aa
Rentu Eat&ncadaa, 18f9.
t "Memoria aobre el Deleatanco del Tabaco en lu talaa Filipinu." Don J. 8.
Agiua, Biu.ondo (Uanilla), 1871.
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Prices may be either increased or lowered.
Claims or actions concerning the poaaeasion of tobacco
lands pending before the usual tribunal shall not prevent such
lands from being used for the purposes of tobacco cultivation, the
present proprietor being under strict obligation to continue the
cultivation either in person or by substitute. (H he omits to do so,
the magistrate or judge takes upon himself to appoint such
substitute.)
§ 351. The collectors have received "denuncias," i.e. information, that land adapted to tobacco growing is lying fallow, and
that it is private property. In case such land is really suitable to
the purposes of tobacco cultivation, the owners thereof are hereby
summoned to cultivate the eame with tobacco in preference to
anything else. At the expiration of a certain space of time the
land in question is to be handed over to the informer. Be it
known, however, that, notwithstanding these enactment&, the
posseasory title is not lost to the owner, but he is compelled to
relinquish all rights and usufruct for three years.
Cap. 27, § 357. An important duty of the collector is to insure
the greatest po88ible extension of the tobacco cultivation upon all
suitable lands, but in particular upon those which are specially
convenient and fertile. Lands which, although suitable for
tobacco growing, were previously planted with rice or corn, shall,
as far as pmcticable, be replaced by forest clearings, in order, as
far as possible, to prevent famine and to bring the interests of
the natives into harmony with those of the authorities.
§ 361. In order that the work which the tobacco cultivation
requires may not be neglected by the natives, and that they may
perform the field work necessary for their sustenance, it is ordered
that every two persons working together shall, between them,
cultivate 8,000 square vams, that is, 2-} acres of tobacco land.
§ 362. Should this armngement f11il to be carried out either
through age, sickness, or dooth, it shall be left to the priest of the
§ 337.
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di~trict

to determine what quantity of work can be accomplished
by the little children, having regard to their strength and
number.
§ 369. Every collector who consigns from his district 1,000
fardos more than in former years, shall receive for the overplus
a double gratuity, but this only where the proportion of firstclasa leaves has not decreased.
§ 370. The same gratuity will be bestowed when there is no
diminution in bulk, and one-third of the leaves is of first-class
quality.
The following sections regulate the action of the local autho•ities:§ 379. Every governor must present annually a list, revised by
the priest of the district, of all the inhabitants in his di11trict of
both sexes,· and of those of their children who are old enough to
help in the fields.
§ 430. The officers shall forward the emigrants on to Cagayan
and New Biscay, and will be entrusted with 6 dollars for that
purpose, which must be repaid by each individual, 88 they cannot
be allowed to remain indebted in their province.
§ 436. Further it is ordered by the " Buen Gobierno " (good
governor) that no Indian shall be liable fo~ a sum exceeding
6 dollars, incurred either 88 a loan or a simple debt. Thus the
claim of a higher sum can not impede the emigration.
§ 437. The Hacienda (Exchequer) shall pay the passage
money and the C08t of maintenance from 110008.
~ 433. They are to be provided with the means of procuring
cattle, tools, &c., until the first harvest (although the Indian is
only liable for 5 dollars).
§ 439. Such advances are, it is true, personal and individual;
but, in the case of death or flight of the debtor, the whole village
is to be liable for the amount due.
Tobacco (Nicoticmn tabacum, L.) wus introduced into the Philip-
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pines soon after the arrival of the Spaniards by the missionaries,
who brought the seed with them from Mexico.• The soil and
climate bei~g favourable to its production, and the pleasure
derived from it being speedily discovered by the natives, naturally
assisted in its rapid adoption. Next to the Cuban tobacco and a
few sorts of Turkisht it is admitted to be the best; and in the
colony it is asserted by competent judges that it would eoon
surpass all_ others, if the existing regulations were abolished and
free trade established.
There can be no doubt in the minds of impartial observers that
the quality aud quantity of the produce might be considerably
increased by such a change ; on the other hand, many of th~
prejudiced officials certainly maintain the direct contrary. The
real question is, to what extent these expectations_ may be
realised in the fulfilment of such a measure; of course, bearing
in mind that the judgment is swayed by a strong desire for the
abolition of a system which interferes at present with their
prospects of gain. But the fact is that, even now, the native
• The tobacco in China appean to have come from the Philippinea. " The memoranda di11eovered in Wang·tRo leave no posaible dou)lt that it was first introduced
into South China from the Philippine Islands in the sixteenth and seventeenth
century, moat probably by way of Japan."-(Notu 1,111d QutriR, China and Japan,
May 31st, 1867.)
From Scblegel, in B.ltavia, it was brought by the Portuguese into J"p'n somewhere between the years 1.573 and 1691, and spread itself ao rapidly in China that
we find even aa OIU'ly aa 1638, that the ale of it waa forbidden under penalty of
beheading.
According to Notu aml Queriu, China and Japan, 31st July, 1867~ th11 uae of
tobaeco waa quite common in the '' :Mantobil." army. In a Chineae work, Ntllvnl
Hi.torg Mi-ll4ng, it ia written: "Yen t'aao (literally emoke plant) was introduced
into Fukicn about the end of the Wan-li Government, between li73 and 1620,
and waa known aa Tan·pa·ku (from Tombaku)."
t West Cuba produCN the beat tobacco, the famoua Vuelta abajo, 400,000 cwt. at
from 20 to HO tbalera the cwt. ; picked aorta being v.Uued at from 800 to 1,000
tb.alen per cwt. Cuba producea 640,000 cwt. Tbe cigars exbiLited in the Paris
Exhibition of 1867 were worth from 36 to 670 thalera per thoull\nd. The numl•er
of cigars annually e.&potted ia eetimated at about 6,000,000. (J11rg1Uport, v., 376.)
In Jenidje-Karaau (Salonioa) 17,600 cwt. are obtained annually, of which 2,600
cwt. are of Uudlrat quality; the coaL ie 7•. the oka (about&. per lb.). Picked aorta
are worth lii•. per lb., and even more.-8aladin B-y, La TNrg~ti• a r E:epNititm, p. 91.
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grown tobacco, notwithstanding all the defects inseparable from
an illicit trade, is equal to that produced by the Government
officials in their own factories, and is valued at the same rate
with many of the Habana brands ; and the Government cigars of
the Philippines are preferred to all others throughout Eastern
Asia. Indeed, rich merchants, to whom a difference of price is
no object, as a rule take the Manilla cigars before Habanas.
.According to Agius ("Memoria," 1871), in the European
market the Manilla tobacco was admitted to be without any rival,
with the sole exception of the Vuelta abajo of Cuba ; and most
certainly in the Asiatic and Oceanic ports its superior quality
was undisputed, as the Habana tobacco loeea its flavour on the
long voyage to these countries; but now, from year to year, it
is surely losing its reputation. Il, then, the Manilla cigars have
not hitherto succeeded in making themselves acceptuble in Europe
on account of their inferiority, the blame is attributable simply
to the system of compulsory labour, and the chronic insolvency
of the Colonial Exchequer, whilst the produce of other tobacco
countries has steadily progressed in quality in consequence of
free competition. The fame of the Manilla cigars may also have
suffered in some slight measure from the wide-spread, though
perfectly erroneous, idea that they contained opium.
How greatly the produce might be increased by means of free
trade is shown under other circumstances by the example of Cuba.
At the time when the Government there monopolised the tobacco
trade, the crops were only partly sufficient to cover the hom~
consumption ; whereas, at the present time, Cuba supplies all the
markets of the world. •
The decision of the Captain-General of Gandar' upon this
• " In Cuba the tobacco indu.try ia entirely free. The eztraordinary inereue of
the trede &nd the improved qlllllity ofthe tobacco are, in great meuure, to be uerihed
to the honeet competition exieting between the f,.ctoriee, who receive no other
protection from tho Government th~&n a recognition of their operationa."-(Jwy
R~rt,

1867,

v., 376.)
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question is in the highest degree worthy of notice. In a MS.
Report to the Colonial Minister, March, 1868, concerning a
measure for rendering the regulations of the tobacco monopoly
still more stringent, he says: " If the tobacco cultivation is
placed without restriction into the hands of private traders, we
shall most probably, in a few years, be in.a·position to command
nearly all the markets in the world." Most of the islands produce tobacco. According to the quality of the produce, the
tobacco provinces rank in the following order: let, Oagayan and
Ysabel ; 2nd, Ygorrotes ; 3rd, Island of Mindanao ; 4th, Bisayas ;
5th, New Ecija.
From the Government Order, dated 20th November, 1625, it
is evident that even at that early period the sale of betel nut,
palm spirit (toddy), tobacco, &c., was a Government monopoly:
but it does not seem to have been very strictly carried out. The
tobacco monopoly, as it stands at present, the whole trade of
which from the sowing of the seedling plants to the sale of the
manufactured article is exclusively in the hands of the Government, was first introduced by Captain-General Jose Basco y
Burgas. And a Government Order, under date 9th January,
1780 (confirmed by Departmental Regulations, 13th December,
1781), further enacted that the tobacco regulations should be
extended to the Philippine Islands, in like manner as in all
Spanish possessions in this and the other hemisphere (de uno y
otro mondo).
Before the administration of this very jealous Governor, for
a period of two hundred years the colony received annual
contributions from New Spain (Situado de Nueva Espaiia). In
order to relieve the Spanish Exchequer from this charge, Basco
introduced (at that time national economic ideas prevailed of
making the natural resources of a State supply its immediate
wants) a plan upon which, fifty years later, Java modelled its
" Culture System." In the Philippines, however, the conditions
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for this system were less favourable. In addition to the very
slight submissiveness of the popqlation, there were two great
obstacles in the oppoeition of the priests and the want of trustworthy officials.
Of all the provincial trades brought into
existence by the energy of Basco, the indigo cultivation is the
only one that remains in the hands of private individuals, the
tobacco trade still being a Government monopoly.• Basco first
of all confined the monopoly to the provinces immediately contiguous to the capital, in all of which the cultivation of tobacco
was forbidden under penalty of severe punishment, except by:
persons duly authorised and in the service of the Government. t
ln the other provinces the cultivation was to a certain extent per·
mitted ; but the supply remaining after deduction of what was
consumed in each province was allowed to be sold to the Government only.
In the Bisayas the magistrates purchased the tobacco for the
Government and paid for it at the rate previously fixed by the
Government factories at Manilla ; and they were allowed to employ
the surplus money of the Government treasury chest for this purpose. A worse system than this could scarcely be devised. OfficiaL~, thinking only of their own private advantage, suffered no
competition in their provinces, employed their official power to
oppress the producer to the utmost extent, and thereby naturally
checked the production ; and the Government treasury chest
consequently sufFered frequent losees through bankruptcies, inasmuch as the magistrates, who drew a salary of 600 dollars, and
paid a license of from 100 to 300 dollars for the right of trading,
• Buco at.o introduced the cultivation or eilk, and had .;600,000 mulberry trees
planted in the Camarinee. Thie induetry, immetliutely upon hie reti~ment, waa
allowed to full into decay.
t According to Laperonee, thie meaaure occasioned a revolt in all parts of tho
ieland, which had to be euppreaeed by force or arme. In the same mannt>r the
monopoly introduced into America at the same time brought about a dangerous
ilmli'J't!etion, and was tho me&n~ or reducing Venenela to a alate or extreme
poverty, and, in f&ct, was the ea1111e of the aubeequent downfall ol' the colony.
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in order to make money quickly, engaged in the moat hazardoos
speculations.
In 1814 this stupid arrangement was first put an end to; and
forthwith the tobacco supplies from the Bisayas increased,
through the competition of the private dealers, who then, for
the first time, had the power of purchase ; and from 1839 the
planters were empowered to obtain higher prices than those
afforded by the greedy monopolising magistrates. At present,
the following general regulations are in force, subject, however,
to continual variation in details.
By a Departmental Order, Oth September, 1865, the cultivation
of tobacco was permitted in all the provinces, though the produce
was allowed to be sold only to the Government at the price regulated by them. The wholesal6 purchases are made in Luzon and
the adjacent islands in fardos, • by" colleccion," that is, direct
through the finance officials, who have the management of the
plants from the sowing ; but in the Bisayas by " acopio ; " that is,
the Government officials buy up the tobacco tendered by the
growers or speculators by the cwt.
In the Bisayas and in :Mindanao everybody is allowed to
manufacture cigars for his own particular use, though trade
therein is strictly prohibited ; and advances to the tobacco
growers are also made there ; while in Luzon and the neighbouring islanda the Government provides ~ and seedling plants.
Here, however, no land which is adapted to the cultivation of
tobacco is allowed to be used for any other purpose of agriculture.
As the Financial Administration is unable to classify the
tobacco at its true value, as might be done were free competition
permitted, they have adopted the expedient of determining the
price by the size of the leaves ; the care necessary to be bestowei
• A fardo (pack) cootaina 40 manoa (bundlee) ; 1 mano
manojlto-= 10 lea yea. Regulatione, t 7.
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upon the training of the plants in order to produce leaves of
the required size being at least a guarantee of a certain amount
of proper attention aud handling, even if it be productive of no
other direct good. •
It is well known at Madrid how the tobacco monopoly, by
oppressing the wretched population, interferes with the prosperity
of the colony ; yet, to the present day, the Government measures
• '1 he following regulations are in force throughout Lwson :-lat. Four cl._ of

tobacoo will be purchaaed. 2nd. 'fbese clasaea are thus apecifted: the flnt. to con·
aiet. of leaves at least 18 inches long (Om fl8) ; the eecond of leaves between If and
18 inches (Om 326); the third of leavee between 10 and H inches (Om 23:.!); and
the fourth of leaves at least 7 inches in length (Om 163). Smaller leavee will not. be
accepted. Thia laat limitation, however, has recently been abandoned, eo that the
quality orthe tob11cco ia continually depreciating in the hKnda of the Government,
who have added two other cl!Uif'l.
A fardo, 1at cl.ye, weighs 60 lbe., and in 1867 the Govemmeut rate of pay
waa aa followa : 9·60 dollan.
1 Fardo, let olaaa, 60 lba.
,.
2nd.,46.,
6·00 ..
2·76 ..
" 3 r d . , 33.,
1•00 ..
"
4th " 18 ..
-Bngliilt CoMIII«r &port.
The following table givee the dilrt~rent brand& of cigars mannfacturod by the
Government, and the pricee at which they could be bought in 1867 in Eatanco (i.l.
a place pri viletJ8d for the eale) : PaJc..
~llabula

K-(a-).

Bftllldi.

Imperiales • • • • •
Prima V ~u6ro • • •
~nda o• • • • •
Prima 11Uperi6r Filipino
Segunda do.
do. •
Tero6ra do.
do.
Prima Filivino
Segunda do ••
Prima Cortt.<lo
S..gundado.
1\tiata • •
Prima Batido, 1'-rp
Segunda do. do. •

.

. .

Per

anoa•

The aame.
Do.
Regalia.
Do.
None.
Londrea.
Buperi6r Habano.
Segunda auperi6r }
Habano.
The lllme.
Do.
&-.gunda Battdo.
None.
None.
• Anoba, 86lba.

DDIAI.

37-60
37-60

..
..
21·00

38-oo

24•00
21·00
24·00
20·60
18·76
18·76

Number of

Per I Per

olganln&D

1000. 'cipr.

111'1'01-..

•c.t..
30·00
30·00
26•l0
26·00
19·00
3
16-10
16·00
2
1
8·671
16•00
2
I
8·671

....

--I
Dole.

•
..•
..
..

......

..

1

i

....
..
..

HOO
2800
1400

2800

..

1800
3760
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have been so arranged as to exact a still larger gain from this
very impolitic source of revenue.
A Government Order of January, 1866, directed the tobacco
cultivation in the Philippines to be extended as much as possible,
in order to satisfy the requirements of the colony, the mother
country, and also the export trade; and in the memorial already
quoted, " refonns " are proposed by the Captain-General, in the
spirit of the story of the goose with golden eggs. By grafting
new monopolies upon those already existing, he believes that
the tobacco produce can be increased from 182,102 cwt. (average
of the years 1860 to 1867) to 600,000, and evm 800,000 cwt.
Meantime, with a view to obtaining increased prices, the Government resolved io export the tobacco themselves to the usual
markets for sale; and in the year 1868 this resolution was really
carried out. It was sent to London, where it secured so favourable a market that it was at once decreed that no tobacco in
Manilla should thenceforth be sold at leBB than 25 dollars per
cwt.• This decree, however, referred only to the first three
qualities, the quantity of which decreased in a relative measure
with the increased preBSure upon the population. Even in the
table annexed to the record of La Gandara this is very clearly
shown. Whilst the total produce for 1867 stood at 176,018 cwt.
(not much under the average of the years 1860 to 1867, viz.,
182,102 cwt.), the tobacco of the first claBS had decreased in
quantity since 1862 from over 13,000 to less than !i,OOO cwt.
The fourth, fifth, and sixth claBSeB, the greater part of which
would before have been burnt, but which now fonn no inconsiderable portion of the total crop, are in the open markets
positively unsaleable, and can be utilised only in the fonn of a
bonus to Spain, which annually receives, under the title of
• On an ave111ge 407,600,000 of cigan and 1,041,000 of raw tobacco are exported
annually, the wl'ight of which together ie about 66,000 cwt. after deducting whl&t
ie given aw11y in the form of gratuitlee.
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"atenciones a la peninsula," upwards of 100,000 cwt. If the
colony were not compelled to pay half the freight of these ~ts,
Spain would certainly ask to be relieved of these " marks of attention." Seeing that, according to the decision of the chief of the
Government, the greater portion of this tobacco is of such inferior quality that it can find no purchaser at any price, it is
impossible that its value should cover either the cost of carriage
or the customs duty. Moreover, th~s tobacco tribute is a great
burden on the colonial budget; which, in spite of all deficits, is
charged with the expenses attending the collection of the tobacco,
its packing, its cost of local transport, and half the expense of its
carriage to Europe.
March, 1871, was to witness the advent of the Happy Age in
the realisation of La Gandara's proposals. The IntendantGeneral of the Exchequer laid an excellent statement before
the Colonial Minister, pointing out plainly to the chief of the
Government the disadvantages arising from thiR mode of administration, and urging the immediate repeal of the monopoly. In
the next place proof was adduced, supported by official vouchers,
that the profits derived from the tobacco monopoly were much
smaller than usual. The total average receipts of the tobacco
administration for the five years 1865 to 1869, according to official
accounts, amounted to 5,367,262 dollars; for the years 1866 to
1870, only 5,240,935 dollars. The expenses cannot be accurately
estimated, inasmuch as there are no strict accounts obtainable ; if,
however, the respective expen~~es charged in the colonial budget
are added together, they amount to 3,7'17,322 dollars, of which
1,812,21>0 dollars is for purchase of raw tobacco.
Besides these expenses pertaining exclusively to the . tobacco
administration there are still manyotherdifferent items to be taken
into account ; yet the cost incurred in this branch of the service
would be saved, if not altogether, at least largely, if the State
surrendered the tobacco monopoly. The total of the disburse-
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ments must certainly, at the very lowest, be estimated at 4,000,000
dollars; so, therefore, the State receives only a net profit of
1,367,000 dollars; but even thia ia not to be reckoned on in the
future, for if the Government does not speedily cease carrying on
this trade, they will be forced into a very considerable and unavoidable expense. To begin with, they must erect new factories
and warehouses ; better machinery must be bought; wages will
have to be considerably increased; and, above all, means must be
devised to pay ofF the enormous sum of 1,600,000 dollars, in
which the Government is indebted to the peasants for the crops
of 1869 and 1870, and to assure cash payments for future harvests.
This is the only po88ibile mode of preventing the decay of the
tobacco cultivation in the difFerent provinces, as well as relieving
the misery of the wretched inhabitants.
At the same time Agius pointed out how trifiing in reality
the arrears were on account of which the Government was
abandoning the future of the colony, and showed the misfortunes
resulting from the monopoly. He represented that the people of
the tobacco district, who were the richest and most contented of
all in the Archipelago, found themselves plunged into the deepest
distreee after the increase of the Government dues. They were,
in fact, far more cruelly treated than the slaves in Cuba, who,
from self-interested motives, are well-nourished and taken care of;
whereas in this case, the produce of compulsory labour has to be
delivered to the State· at an arbitrarily determined price ; and
even this price ia paid only when the condition of the treasury,
which ia invariably in difficulties, permits. Frequently their
very means of subsistence failed them, in consequence of their
being forbidden to carry on the cultivation ; and the unfortunate
people, having no other resources for the relief of their pre88ing
necessities, were compelled to alienate the debtor's bond, which
purchased the fruits of their enforced toil but had been left
unpaid. Thus, for an inconsiderable deficit of about 1,330,000
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dol.lare, the whole population of one of the richest provinces ia
thrown into abject miaery; a deep-rooted hatred naturally arises
between the people and their rulers ; and incessant war ell8Uee
between the authorities and their subjects. Besides which, an
extremely dangerous class of smugglers have recently arisen,
who even now do not confine themselves to mere smuggling, but
who, on the very first opportunity presented by the prevailing
discontent, will band themselves together in one solid body. The
official administrators, too, are charged with groBB bribery and
corruption ; which, whether true or not, occasions great scandal,
and engenders increasing disrespect and distrust of the colonial
administration as well as of the Spanish people generally. •
The preceding record of facts has been not only written, but
also printed ; and it seems to indicate that gradually in Spain,
and also in wider circles, people are becoming convinced of the
untenableness of the tobaeco monopoly ; yet, in spite of thia
powerful review, it is considered doubtful by competent judges
whether it will be given up so long as there are any apparent or
appreciable returns derived therefrom. These acknowledged evila
have long been known to ·the Colonial Government ; but, from
the frequent changes of ministers, and the increasing want of
money, the Government is compelled, so long as they are in office,
to use all possible means of obtaining profits, and to abstain from
carrying out these urgent reforms lest their own immediate downfall should be involved therein. Let us, however, cherish the
hope that increased demand will cause a rise in the prices ; a
few particularly good crops, and other propitious circumstances,
would relieve at once the Colonial Exchequer from its difficulties; and then the tobacco monopoly might be cheerfully
• The poor

~t

being broagbt into thia llituation finds it very hard to
He ia compell..d to borrow money at an exorbitant rate of
ioterelt,aod, coDMqaently, aioks deeper and deeper into debtaod misery. The dread
of fioee or bodily puoiahment, rather than the prospect of high prieee, is the chief
method by which t.he tuppliee can be kept up.-( Report of t.he Englieh Coneul.)

maiDtain hia family.
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surrendered. One circumstance favourable to the economical
management of the State that would be produced by the surrender of the tobacco monopoly would be the abolition of the
numerous army of officials which its administration requires.
This might, however, operate .reversely in Spain. The number
of place·hunters that would be created thereby must be very
welcome to the ministers in power, who would thus have the
opportunity of providing their creatures with profitable places,
or of shipping off inconvenient persons to the Antipodes from
the mother-country, free of cost. The colony, be it known, has
not only to pay the salaries, but also to bear the costs of their
outward and homeward voyages. .Any way, the custom is BO
liberally patronised that occasionally new places have to be
created in order to make room for the newly arrived nominees. •
At the time of my visit, the royal factories could not turn out
a supply of cigars commensurate with the requirements of commerce ; and this brought about a peculiar condition of things ;
the wholesale dealer, who purchased cigars in very considerable
quantities at the Government auctions, paying higher than the
retail rates at which he could buy them singly in the estancia.
In order, therefore, to prevent the merchants drawing their stocks
from the estanoias, it was determined that only a certain quantity
should be purchased, which limit no merchant dared exceed.
A very intricate system of control, 888isted by espionage, had to
• From December 1863 to November 186' the colony polll8lllld four captainlgeneral (two eli'~Live and two proviaional). In 1860 a new nominee, Oidor
(member of the Supreme Court of Judicature) who with hie family voyaged to
llanilla by the Cape, found, upon hiJ arrival, hie auecet1110r already in office, the
latter having travelled by way of Sues. Such circumatancee need not occuion
aurpriae when it ia remembered how such operations are repeated in Spain itself.
According to an-y in the.Rft.tu Nation•"· April, 1867, Spainhuhad, from 183'
to 1862, i.1. since the acceaaion of laabella, ' Conatitutione, 28 Parliament., '7
Chief Miniatera, 629 Cabinet Minietera, and 68 Ministers of the Interior ; of which
Jut claaa of officials each, on an average, wu in power only aix montha. ~or ten
ycan paat the Minister of Finance has not remained in office longer than two
months; and since that time, particularly since 1868, the cbnng~ have followed
one anuthor whh atill greater rapidity.
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be employed in seeing that no one, through different agents and
different estancias, collected more than the authorised supply ;
and violation of this rule, when discovered, was punished by confiscation of the o1fender's stock. Everybody was :free to purchase
cigars in the estancia, but nobody was permitted to sell a chest of
cigars to an acquaintance at cost price. Several Spaniards with
whom I have spoken concerning these strange regulations maintained them to be perfectly just, as otherwise all the cigars would
be carried off by foreigners, and they would not be able themselves
in their own colony to smoke a decent cigar.
There was, as I afterwards learnt, a still more urgent reason for
the existence of these decrees. The Government valued their
own gold at sixteen dollars per ounce, while in commerce it
fetched less, and the premium on silver had, at one time, risen to
thirty-three per cent. Moreover, on account of the insufficient
quantity of copper money for minor currency, the small change
frequently gained a premium on the silver dollar, so much so
that by every purchaser not less than half a dollar was realised.
In exchanging the dollar from five to fifteen per cent. diBCQunt
was charged ; it was profitable, therefore, to purchase cigars in
the estancias ·with the gold ounce, and then tO retail them in
smaller quantities nominally at the rate o:f the estancias. Both
premiums together might in an extreme caae amount to as much
as 43 per cent. •
• The rea.aon of thia premium on silver waa, t.hat t.he Chinese bought up all the
Spanish and Mexican dollara, in order to ~end t.hem to China, where they are
worth more t.han other dollan, being known from the Yoy•ge of Nao thither in
olden timee, and being current in the inland proviDCel. (The bigbeet price there
can be obtained for a Carloe III.)
A mint erected in Manilla since that time, which at l8118t aupporta itlelf, if the
Government bu derived no other adYaotage from it, haa removed thia difti.eulty.
The Chineee are aocllltomed to briDg gold and llilnr u currency, mixed a1ao with
foreign coinage, to Manilla for the purpoae of buying the produ041 of the country ;
and all We the natiYe merclwltl had recoinod. At llnt ouly ail .er onncee were
111oally obtainable in Kanilla, gold ouncee very rarely. Thi• ocoaaioned such a
ateady importation that the conditiona were completely reYened. In the Government Exchequer the gold and aih·er dollar are always reckoned at the ~~~me value.
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Not being able to give a description of the cultivation of
tobacco from personal knowledge and experience, I refer the
reader to the following short extract from the " Cartilla
Agricola" : Directiom for preparing and laying out the &eed beda.-A BUitable
piece of land is to be enclosed quadrilaterally by boundaries,
ploughed two or three times, cleared of all weeds and roots, made
somewhat sloping, and surrounded by a shallow ditch, the bed of
which is to be divided by drains about 2 feet wide. The soil of
the same must be very fine, must be ground almost as fine as
powder, otherwise it will not mix freely and thoroughly with
the extremely fine tobacco seed. The seed is to be washed, and
then suspended in cloths during the day, in order to allow the
water to run off; after which it is to be mixed with a similar
quantity of ashes, and strewn carefully over the bed. The subsequent succesaful results depend entirely upon the eareful performance of this work. From the time the seed first begins to
sprout, the beds must be kept very clean, in dry weather sprinkled
daily, and protected from birds and animals by brambles strewn
over, and by means of light mats from storms and heavy rains.
After two months the plants will be between five and six inches
high, and generally have from four to six leaves; they must then
be replanted. This occurs, supposing the seed-beds to have been
prepared in September, about the beginning or the middle of
November. A second sowing takes place on the 15th of October,
as much as a precaution against possible failure, as for obtaining
plants for the lowlands.
Concerning the land m08t adrant.ageous to the tobacco at~d it&
cultivation. Replanting of the seedlinga.-Land must be chosen of
middling grain ; somewhat difficult, calciferous soil is particularly
recommended, when it is richly manured with the remains of
decayed plants, and not less than two feet deep ; and the deeper
the roots are inserted the higher will the plant grow. Of all the
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land adapted to the tobacco cultivation, that in Cagayan is "the
best, as from the overflowing of the lar~ streams, which occurs
every year, it is laid under water, and annually receives a new
stratum of mud, which renders the soil particularly productive.
Plantations prepared upon such soil di,ft'er very materially from
those less favoured and situated on a higher level. In the
former the plants shoot up quickly as soon as the roots strike; in
the latter they grow slowly and only reach a middling height.
Again, in the fertile soil the plants produce quantities of large,
strong, juicy leaves, giving promise o£ a splendid harvest. In
the other case the plants remain considerably smaller and grow
sparsely. Sometimes, however, even the lowlands are flooded in
January and February, and also in March, when the tobacco
has already been transplanted, and grown to some little height.
In that event everything is irreparably lost, particularly if the
flood should occur at a time when it is too late to lay out new
plantations. High-lying land also must, therefore, be cultivated,
which perhaps by very careful attention might yield a similar
return. In October these fields must be ploughed three or four
times, and harrowed twice or thrice. On account of the floods,
the lowlands cannot be ploughed until the end of December,_ or the
middle of January; when the work is light and simple. The
strongest plants in the seed-beds are chosen, and set in the
prepared ground at a distance of three feet from each other, care
being taken that the earth clinging to the roots is not shaken ofF.
Of the care nBUMfl'1J to be be~towed upon tM planta.-In the
east a little screen, formed by two clods, is to be erected, with a
view to protecting the plant from the morning sun, and retaining
the dew for a longer time. The weeds to be carefully exterminated, and the wild shoots removed. A grub which occasionally
appears in great numbers is particularly dangerous. Rain is
very injurious immediately before the ripening, when the plants
are no longer in a condition to secrete the gummy substance so
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essential to the tobacco, which, being soluble in water, would be
drawn off by the action of the rain. Tobacco which ha.a been
exposed to bad weather is always deficient in juice and flavour,
and is full of white spots, a certain sign of its bad quality. The
injury is all the greater the nearer the tobacco is to its ripening
period; the leaves hanging down~ the ground then decay, and
must be removed. If the subsoil is not deep enough, a carefully
tended plant will turn yellow, and nearly wither away. In wet
years this does not o~ur so generally, as the roots in insufficient
depth are enabled to find enough moisture.
OultitJg and manipulatwn of the leavu in the drging Bhed.-The

topmost leaves ripen first ; they are then of a dark yellow colour,
and inflexible. They must be cut off a.a they ripen, collected
into bundles, and brought to the shed in covered ~. In
wet or cloudy weather, when the nightly dews have not been
thoroughly evaporated by the sun, they must not be cut. In the
shed the leaves are to hang upon cords or split Spanish cane, with
sufficient room between them for ventilation and drying. The
dried leaves are then laid in piles, which must not be too big, and
frequently turned over. Extreme care must be taken that they
do not become overheated and ferment too strongly.
This
operation, which is of the utmost importance to the quality of the
tobacco, demands great attention and skill, and must be continued
until nothing but an aromatic smell of tobacco can be noticed
coming from the leaves : but the necessary skill for this manipulation is only to be acquired by long practice, and not from any
written instructions.

CHAPTER XXVI.
TBJI CJJIJNUB.

I H.&VB still to speak of an important portion of tho population, viz. the Chinese, who are destined to play a remarkable
part, inasmuch as the development of the land-cultivation
demanded by the increasing trade and commercial intercourse can
be efFected only by Chinese industry and perseverance.
Manilla has always been a favourite place for Chinese immigrants ; and neither the hostility of the people, nor oppressing
and prohibitory decrees for a long time on the part of the Government, not even the repeated massacres, have been able to prevent
their coming. The position of the islands, south-east of two of
the most important of the Chinese provinces, must nece88&rily
have brought about a trade between the two countries very early,
as ships can make the voyage in either direction with a moderate
wind, as well in the south-west as the north-east monsoon. In
a few old writers may even be found the ~rtion that the
Philippine Islands were at one time subject to the dominion of
China; and Father Gaubil ("Lettres &ifiantes") mentions that
Joung-lo (of the Ming dynasty) maintained a Beet consisting of
30,000 men, which at difFerent times proceeded to Manilla. The
presence of this Beet as early as the arrival of Magellan in the
extreme east of the archipelago, as well as the China plates and
earthenware vessels discovered in the excavations, plainly show
that the trade with China had extended far earlier to the most
distant islands of the archipelago. It formed the chief sup-
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port of the young Spanish colony, and, after the riee of the
Encomiendas, was nearly the only source of its prosperity. It
was feared that the junks would offer their cargoes to the Dutch
if any obstacle was put in the way of their coming to Manilla.
The colony certainly could not maintain its position witho~t the
" Sangleyes,"• who came annually in great numbers in the junks
from China, and spread all over the country and in the towns
as shopkeepers, artisans, gardeners, and fishermen ; besides
which, they were the only skilful and industrious workers, as
the Indians under the priestly domination had forgotten altogether many trades which they had engaged in in former times.
I take these facts from Morga.
In spite of all this, the Spaniards have, from the very commencement, endeavoured rigorously to limit the number of the
Chinese; who were then, as they are now, envied and hated
by the Indians for their industry, frugality, and cunning,
by which means they soon became rich. They were an abomination, moreover, in the eyes of the prie&Y as being irreclaimable
heathens, whose example prevented the natives from making prOgre88 in the direction of Christianity ; and the Government
feared them on account of the strong bond of union existing between them, and as being subjects of so powerful a nation, whose
close proximity threatened the small body of Spaniards with
destruction. t Fortunately for the latter, the Ming dynasty,
which at that time was hastening to its downfall, did not think
of conquest ; but wickedly disposed powers which sprang in~
• The Chineee were gen8llllly known in- the Philippines aa "Sangleyee ;" according to Prof.-or Schott, "eang-lui (in \he eout.h uang-loi, alao 1811Dg-loi)
mercatorum ordo." "Sang" ia more eepecially applied to the travelling tradera,
in oppoeition to "k6," tlllln-ttarii.
t . . . " They are a wicked and vicious people, and, owing to their numbers, and
to their being euch large eatere, they coneume the pro'Viaions and render them dear
. . . It ia true t.he town cannot exiat without the Chineee, aa they are the workere
in all the trades and buaineee, and very induatrioue, and work for emall wagee ;
but for that very reaaon a 1-r number of t.hem would be su!l.cient."-Moaa.a.,
~~
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existence upon their downfall brought the colony into extreme
danger.
In the attack of the noted pirate, Limahong, in 1674, they
escaped destruction only by a miracle ; and soon new dangers
threatened them afresh. In 1603 a few mandarins came to
llanilla, under the pretence of ascertaining whether the ground
about Cav{te really contained gold. They were supposed to be
spies, and it was concluded, from their peculiar miBBion, that an
attack upon the colony was intended by the Chinese.
The archbishop and the priests incited the distrust which was
felt against the numerous Chinese who were settled in Manilla.
Mutual hate and suspicion arose ; both parties feared one another
and prepared for hostilities. The Chinese commenced the attack;
but the united forces of the Spaniards being supported by the
Japanese and the Indians, 23,000, according to other reports
25,000, of the Chinese were either killed or driven into the
desert. When the news of this massacre reached China, a
letter from the Royal Commissioners was sent to the Governor of
Manilla. That noteworthy document shows in 80 striking a
manner how hollow the great Government was at that time that
I have given a literal translation of it at the end of this chapter.
After the extermination of the Chinese, food and all other
necessaries of life were difficult to obtain on account of the utter
incapacity of the Indiana for work; but by 1605 the number of
Chinese • had again 80 increased that a decree was issued limiting
them to 6,000, "these to be employed in the cultivation of the
country;" while at the same time their rapid increase was taken
advantage of by the Captain-General for his own interest, as he
exacted eight dollars from each Chinaman for permission to
remain. In 1639 the Chinese population had risen to 30,000,
according to other information 40,000; when they revolted and
were reduced to 7,000. " The natives, who generally were 80
• "Becopilacion," Lib. iv., Tit. xviii., ley. 1.
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listless and indifferent, showed the utmost eagerness in assisting
in the massacre of the Chinese, but more from hatred of this
industrious people than from any feeling of friend.ahip towards
the Spaniards. •
The void occasioned by this massacre was soon filled up again
by Chinese immigrants ; and in 1662 the colony was once more
menaced with a new and great danger, by the Chinese pirate
Kog-seng, who had under his command between 80,000 and
100,000 men, and who already had dispossessed the Dutch of the
Island of Formosa. He demanded the absolute submiuion of the
Philippines ; his sndden death, however, saved the colony, and
occasioned a fresh outbreak of fury against the Chinese settlers in
Manilla, a great number of whom were butchered in their own
"quarter" (ghetto). t Some dispersed and hid themselves; a
few in their terror plunged into the water or hanged themselves;
and a great number fied in small boats to Formosa. ~
In 1709 the jealousy against the Chinese once more had reached
such a height that they were accused of rebellion, and particularly
of monopolising the trades ; and, with the exception of the most
serviceable of the artisans and such of them as were employed by
the Government, they were once again expelled. Spanish writers
praise the salutarineBB of these measures ; alleging that " under
the pretence of agriculture the Chinese carry on trade; they are
cunning and careful, making money and sending it to China, so
that they defraud the Philippines annually of an enormous
amount." Sonnerat, however, complains that arl, trade, and
commerce, had not recovered from these severe blows ; though,
he adds, fortunately the Chinese, in spite of prohibitory decrees,
are returning through the corrupt connivance of the govemor
and officials. To the present day they are blamed as being mono• "Informe," I., iii., 73.
t The Chin- were not permitted to live in the town, but in a diatriot lp8Cially
ll8t Apart for them.
~
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polists, particularly by the creoles; and certainly, by means of
their steady industry and natural commercial aptitude, they have
appropriated nearly all the retail trade to themselves. The sale.
of European imported goods is entirely in their hands ; and the
wholesale purchase of the produce of the country for export is
divided between the Indians, creoles, and the Chinese, the latter
taking about one half. Before this time only the Indians and
creoles were permitted to own ships for the purpose of forwarding
the produce to Manilla.
In 17!)7 the jealousy of the Spaniards broke out again in the
form of a new order from Madrid, directing the expulsion of the
Chinese; and in 1769 the decrees of banishment, which were
repeatedly evaded, were carried into efFect : but, as the private
inierests of the officials did not happen to coincide with those of
the creole traders, the consequence was " that the Chinese soon
streamed back again in incredible numbers," and made common
cause with the English upon their invasion in 1762.• Thereupon,
Senor Anda commanded " that all the Chinese in the Philippine
Islands should be hanged," which order was very generally
carried out. t
The last great Chinese ma811&0re took plaoe in 1819, when the
aliens were suspected of having brought about the cholera by
poisoning the wells. The greater part of the Europeans in
Manilla also fell victims to the fury of the populace, but the
Spaniards generally were spared.
The prejudice of the Spaniards, especially of the creoles, had
always been directed against the Chinese tradesmen, who interfered unpleasantly with the profits of the natives; and against
this class in particular were the laws of limitation aimed.
The Chinese would willingly have given their attention to farming,
were it not that the enmity of the Indians generally prevented
them. A decree, issued in 1804, commanded all Chinese shop• See following chapter.

t Zufliga, xvi.
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keepers to leave Manilla within eight days, only thoee who were
married being allowed to keep shops ; and their residence in the
provinces was permitted only upon the condition that they
confined themselves entirely to agriculture. Magistrates who
allowed them to leave the district over which they commanded
were fined 200 dollars ; the deputy-governor 25 dollars ; and
the wretched Chinese were punished with from two to three years'
confinement in irons.
In 1839 the penalties against the Chinese
were somewhat mitigated, but those against the magistrates were
still maintained on account of their venality.
In 1843 Chinese ships were placed upon terms ..of equality with
those of other foreign countries (Leg. Ult., II., 476).
In 1850 Captain-General Urbiztondo endeavoured to introduce
Chinese colonial farming, and with this object promised a reduction of the taxes to all agricultural immigrants. Many Chinese
availed themselves of this opportunity in ordet to escape the
heavy poll-tax; but in general they soon betook themselves to
trading once more.
.
Of late years the Chinese have not suft'ercd from the terrible
massacres which used formerly to overtake them ; neither have
they suffered banishment; the officials being content to suppress
their activity by means of heavy and oppressive taxes. For
instance, at the end of 1867 the Chinese shopkeepers were
annually taxed 60 dollars for permission to send their goods to
the weekly market; this was in addition to a tax of from 12 to
100 dollars on their occupations ; and at the same time they were
commanded thenceforth to keep their books in Spanish (English
Consular Report, 1869).
·
The Chinese remain true to their custoiD.B and mode of living
in the Philippines, as they do everywhere else. When they
outwardly embrace Christianity, it is done merely to facilitate
marriage, or from some motive conducive to their worldly advantage; and occasionally they renounce it, together with their wives
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in Manilla, when about to return home to China. Very many of
them, however, beget families, are excellent householders, and
their children in time form the most enterprising, induatrioua,
and wealthy portion of the resident population.
Invigorated by the severe struggle for existence which they
have experienced in their own over-populated country, the Chinese
appear to preserve their capacity for labour perfectly unimpaired
by any climate. No nation can equal them in contentedneSB,
industry, perseverance, cunning, skill, and adroitneas in trades
and mercantile matters. When once they gain a footing, they
generally appropriate the best part of the trade to themselves.
In all parts of external India they have dislodged from every
field of employment not only their native but, . progressively,
even their European competitors. Not leas qualified and succeasful are they in the pursuit of agriculture than in trade. The
emigration from the too thickly peopled empire of China has
scarcely begun. As yet it is but a small stream, but it will
by-and· by pour over all the tropical countries of the East
in one mighty torrent, completely destroying all such minor
obstacles as jealous interference and impotent precaution might
interpose.
Over every section of remote India, in the South Sea, in the
Indian Archipelago, in the Southern States of America, the
Chinese seem destined in time either to supplant every other
element, or to found a mixed race upon which to stamp their
individuality. In the Western States of the Union their number
is rapidly on the increase; and the factories in California are
worked entirely by them, achieving results that cannot be accomplished by European labour.
One of the most interesting of the many questions of llll'ge
comprehensiveness which connect themselves with the penetration of the Mongolian race into America, which up till now it
had been the fashion to regard as the inheritance of the Cauca-
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sians, is the relative capacity of labour po88e88ed by both theee
two great races, who in the W estem States of America have
for the first time measured their mutual strength in friendly
rivalry. Both are there represented in their most energetic
individuality ;• and every nerve will be strained in carrying-on
the struggle, inasmuch as no other country pays for labour at
so high a rate.
The conditions, however, are not quite equal, as the law places
certain obstacles in the way of the Ohinese. The. courts do not
protect them sufficiently from insult, which at times is aggravated into malicious manslaughter through the ill-usage of the
mob, who hate them bitterly as being reserved, uncompunionable
workers. Nevertheless, the Chinese immigrants take their stand
finnly. The western division of the Pacific Railway has been
chiefly built by the Chinese, who, according to the testimony of
the engineers, surpass workmen of all other nationalities in diligence, sobriety, and good conduct. What they lack in physical
power they make up for in perseverance and working intelli• No single people in Europe can in any way oompare with the inhabitant. of
California, which, in the early years of ita emtenoe, was oompoeed only of men in
the prime of their strength and activity, without aged people, without women, and
without children. Their activity, in a oount.ry where everything had to be provided
(no civilieed neighboun living within eome hundred milee or eo), and where all
proviaiona were to be obtained only at a fabuloua coet, was atimulated to the higheet
pitch. Without here going into the partioulan of their history, it need only be
remembered that they founded, in twenty-five yeara, a powerful State, the fame of
which hu spread all over the world, and around whose borders young territori111
have aprung into ezietence and fiouriahed vigorously; two of them inrleed having
·attained to the condition of independent State&. After the Californian gold-diggen
had changed the configuration of the ground of entire prorinDell by having,
until they expanded
with Titanic might, depoaited m&8888 of earth into the into hilly diHtricts, 10 u to obtain therefrom, with the aid of ingenioua machinery,
the emalleat particle of gold whioh wu oontained tborein, they have aatonillhed
the world in their capacity of agriculturalist&, whose produce ia sent even to tbe
moat dietant market&, and everywhere takes the fint rank without diepute. • Such
mighty reeulta have beeu achiend by a peorle whoae total number ~ly,
indeed, exceeds 600,000 ; and therefore, perhapB, they may not find it an eeay
matter to withstand the competition of the Chin-.
(• Many porLione of the City of Ban Fn.ncieoo were extended into the bay in thi.t
manner.-'l'RANBLATOI\'1 no~]
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gently together. The unique and nearly incredible performance
that took place on the 28th April, 1869, when ten miles of railway track were laid in eleven working hours along a division of
land which had in no way been prepared beforehand, was accomplished by Chinese workmen ; and indeed only by them could
it have been practicable. •
ot course, the- superiority of the European in respect of the
highest intellectual faculties is not for a moment to be doubted ;
but, in all branches of commercial life in which cleverness and
persevering industry are necessary to success, the Chinese certainly
appear entitled to the award. To us it appears that the influx of
Chinese must certainly sooner or later kindle a struggle between
capital and laoour, in order to set a limit upon demands perceptibly growing beyond moderation.
The increasing Chinese immigration already intrudes upon the
attention of American statesmen questions of the utmost social
and political importance. What influence will this entirely new
and strange element exercise over the conformation of American
relationa P Will the Chinese found a State in the States, or go
into the Union on terms of political equality with the other
citizens, and form a new race by alliance with the Caucasian
element P These problems, which can only be touched upon here
in a transitory form, have been dealt with in a masterly manner
by "Pumpelly," in his work "Across America and Asia,"
published in London in 1870.
• The ni1.e, if laid in one continuous line, would meuure about 103,000 feet, the
weight of them being 20,000 cwt. Eight Chinamen were engaged in the work,
relieving one another by 'fotll'll. Tbeee men were choaen to perform this feat on
account of their particular activity, out of 10,000.
(Tbia etatllment ie incorrect, eo far ae the fact of the feat being accompliehed by
the Chineee ia concerned.
Eight European.~~ were engaged in this extraordinary piece of work. During the
rejoicing~ which took place in Sacramenta upon the opening of the line, tbeee men
were paraded in a van, with the account of their splendid achievement painted in
large lettere on the outside. Certainly not one of them wae a Chinaman.-TJtA.NsLAToB'e note.)
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LETTER OF. THE COUMISSA.RY-GENEB.A.L OF CHINCHEO TO DON
PEDRO DE A.CUNA., GOVERNOR OF THE PillLIPPINES.

" To the powerful Oaptain-Getural of Lutum.

" Having been given to understand that the Chinese who proceeded to the kingdom of Luzon in order to buy and aell had
been murdered by the Spaniards, I have investigated the motives
for these massacres, and begged the King to exercise justice
upon those who had engaged in these abominable oftences, with a
view to security in the future.
" In former years, before my arrival here as royal commissioner,
a Chinese merchant named Tioneg, together with three mandarins,
went with the permission of the King of ~"'hina from L111!l0n to
Cavite, for the purpose of prospecting for gold and silver; which
appears to have been an excuse, for he found neither gold nor
silver; I thereupon prayed the King to punish this impostor
Tioneg, thereby making patent the strict justice which ia exercised in China.
" It was during the administration of the ex-Viceroy and
Eunuchs that Tioneg and hia companion, named Yanglion,
uttered the untruth already stated ; and subsequently I begged
the King to transmit all the papers bearing upon the matter.
together with the minutes of Tioneg's accusation ; when I myself
examined the before-mentioned papers, and knew that everything
that the accused Tioneg had said was utterly untrue.
" I wrote· to the King and stated that, on account of the untruth
which Tioneg had been guilty of, the Caatilians entertained the
suspicion that he wished to make war upon them, and that ~hey,
under this idea, had murdered more than· ;30,000 Chinese in
Luzon. The King, complying with my request, punished the
accused Yanglion, though he omitted to put him to death;
neither was Tioneg beheaded or confined in a cage. The Chinese
people who had settled in Luzon were in no way to blame. I and
others discussed this with the King in order to ascertain what his

-
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pleasure was in this matter, as well as in another, namely, the
arrival of two English ships on the coast of Chincheo (Fukien)a very dangerous circumstance for China ; and to obtain His
Majesty's decision as to both these moat serious matters.
" We also wrote to the King that he should direct the punishment of both these Chinese ; and, in acknowledging our communication, he replied to us, in respect of the English ships
which had arrived in China, that in case they had come for the
purpose of plundering, they should be immediately commanded to
depart thence for Luzon; and, with regard to the Luzon difficulty,
that the Castiliana should be advised to give no credence to
rogues and liars from China ; and both the Chinese who had discovered the harbour to the English should be executed forthwith ;
and that in all other matters upon which we had written to him,
our will should be his. Upon receipt of this message by usthe Viceroy, the Eunuch, and myself-we hereby send this
our message to the Governor of Luzon, that his Excellency may
lmow the greatness of the King of China and of hie Kingdom,
for he is eo powerful that he commands all upon which the sun
and moon shine, and also that the Governor of Luzon may learn
with what great wisdom this mighty kingdom is governed, and
whioh power no one for many years has attempted to insult,
although the Japanese have sought to disturb the tranquillity of
Coria, which belongs to the Government of China. They did not
succeed, but on the oontrary were driven out, and Coria has
remained in perfect security and peace, which those in Luzon well
lroow by report.
"Years ago, after we learnt that eo many Chinese perished in
Luzon on RCoount of Tioneg'e lies, many of us mandarins met
together, and resolved to leave it to ihe consideration of the King
to take vengeance for eo great a massacre ; and we said as follows :-The country of Luzon is a wretched one, and of very
little importance. It was at one time only the abode of devils
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and serpents; and only because (within the last few years) 80
large a number of Chinese went thither for the purpose of trading
with the Castilians has it improved to such an extent ; in which
improvement the accused Sangleyes materially assisted by hard
labour, the walls being raised by them, houses built, and gardens
laid out, and other matters accomplished of the greatest use to the
Castilians; and now the question is, why has no consideration
been paid for the~ services, and these good offices acknowledged.
with thanks, without cruelly murdering 80 many people P And
although we wrote to the King twice or thrice concerning the
circ:1mstances, he answered us that he was indignant about the
bC>fore-mentioned occurrences, and said for three reasons it is. not
advisable to execute vengeance, nor to war against Lozon. The
first is that for a long time till now the Castilians have been friends
of the Chinese ; the second, that no one can predict whether
the Castilians or the Chinese would be victorious ; and the third
and last reason is, because those whom the Castilians have killed
were wicked people, ungrateful to China, their native country,
their elders, and their parents, as they have not returned to China
now for very many years. These people, said the King, he valued
but little for the foregoing reasons ; and he commanded the
Viceroy, the Eunuch, and myself, to send this letter through those
messengers, so that all in Luzon may know that the King of China
has a generous heart, great forbearance, and much mercy, in not
declaring war against Luzon; and his justice is indeed manifest,
as he has already punished the liar Tioneg. Now, as the Spaniards
are wise and intelligent, how does it happen that they are not
sorry for having massacred so many people, feeling no repentance
thereat, and also are not kinder to those of the Chinese who are
still left P Then when the Castilians show a feeling of good-will,
and the Chinese and Sangleyes who are left after the dispute
retum, and the indebted money is repaid, and the property which
was taken from the Sanglcyes restored, then friendship will &g~&in
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exist between this kingdom and that, and every year trading-ships
shall come and go ; but if not, then the .King will allow no
trading, but on the contrary will at once command a thouaand
ships of war to be built, manned with soldiers and relations of the
slain, and will, with the assistance of other peoples and kingdoms
who pay tribute to China, wage relentless war, without quarter to
any one; and upon its conclusion will present the kingdom of
Luzon to those who do homage to China.
" This letter is written by the Vi,qtador-Gcneral on the 12th of
the second month."
A contemporary letter of the Governor of Japan fonns a somewhat notable contrast:LETTER OF DAIFUSAMA, OOVERNOR OF JAPAN.

" To tl1e Gorernor Don Pedro dP. .A.cuiia, i1J lht year 1605.

" I have received .two letters from your Excellency, as also all
the donations and presents described in the inventory. Amongst
them was the wine made from grapes, which I enjoyed very much.
In former years your Excellency requested that six ships might
come here, and recently four, which request I have always complied with.
" But my great displeasure has been excited by the fact that of
the four ships upon whose behalf your Excellency interposed, one
from Antonio made the journey without my permission. This was
a circumstance of great audacity, and a mark of disrespect to me.
Does your Excellency wish to send that ship to Japan without my
permission P
"Independently of this, your Excellency and others have many
times discussed "ith me concerning the antecedents and interests
of Japan, and many other matters, your requests respecting which
I cannot comply with. This territory is called Xincoco, which
means • consecrated to Idols,' which have been honoured with
the highest reverence from the days of our ancestor until now,
AA2
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and whose actions I alone can neither undo nor destroy. Wherefore, it is in no way fitting that your laws should be promulgated
and spread over Japan ; and if, in consequence of these misunderstandings, your Excellency's friendship with the kingdom of
Japan should cease, and with me likewise, it must be so, for I
must do that which I think is right, and nothing which ie contrary to my own pleasure.
"Finally, I have heard it frequently said, as a reproach, that
many Japanese--wicked, corrupt men-go to your kingdom,
remaining there many years, and then return to Japan. This
complaint excites my anger, and therefore I must request your
Excellency henceforth not to allow such persons to return in the
ships which trade here. Concerning the remaining matters, I
trust your Excellency will hereafter employ your judgment and
circumspection in such a manner as to avoid incurring my displeasure for the future."

•

CHAPTER XXVII.

Philippines were discovered by Magellan on the 16th of
March, 1521--,St. Lazarus's day.• But it was not until 1564,
after many previous efforts bad miscarried, that Leg8spi, who
left New Spain with five ships, took possession of the Archipelago in the name of Philip 11. The discoverer had christened the islands after the sanctified Lazarus. This name,
however, never grew into general use; the Spaniards persistently
calling them the W estem lslands-lslas del Poniente ; and
the Portuguese, lslas del Oriente. Leg&spi gave them their
present name in honour of Philip 11., who, in his tum, conferred
upon them the again extinct name of New Castile. t
Leg&spi first of all annexed OebU, and then Pan'y; and six years
later, in 1571, he first subdued Manilla, which was at that time
a village surrounded by palisades, and commenced forthwith the
construction of a fortified town. The subjection of the remaining
territory was effected so quickly that, upon the death of Leg&spi
(in August, 1572), all t1te western parts were in possession of the
Spaniards. Numerous wild tribes in the interior, however, the
THE

• Magellan fell on the 27th April, struck by a poi.toned arrow, on the IID&ll
island of .U~&ctaD, lying opposite the harbour of Ceb6. His lieutenant, Sebaatian de
Elcauo, doubled the Cape of Good Hope, and on the 6th September, 1622, brought
back one of the flve ships with which .Uagellan set Mil from St. Lncsr in 1619, and
eighteen men, under Pigafetta, to the same harbour, and thua accomplished the
flnt voyage round the world in three yean and fourteen dayJ.
t " According to recent authon they were also nRmed after Villalobos in 1643.".Moao~, p. 6.
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Mahomedan states of Mindan!os and the Sulu group, for
example, have to this day preserved their independence. The
character of the people, as well as their political disposition,
favoured the occupancy. There was no mighty power, no old
dynasty, no influential priestly domination to overcome, no traditions of national pride to suppress. The natives were either
heathens, or recently proselytized superficially to lslamism, and
lived under numerous petty chiefs, who ruled them despotically,
made war upon one another, and were easily subdued. One such
community is called Barangay ; and it forms to this day, though
in a considerably modified form, the foundation of the constitutional laws. The Spaniards limited the power of the petty chiefs,
upheld slavery, and abolished hereditary nobility and dignity,
substituting in its place an aristocracy created by themselves for
services rendered to the State ; but they carried out all these
changes very gradually and cautiously.• The old usages and

•

• According to Morga (p. UO) there waa neither king nor governor, but
in each ialand and province were numerous penons of rank, whoee dependants
and subjects were divided into quarters (barrios) and families. Th- petty
rulen had to render homage by means of tributee from the crope (buiz). also by
eocage or pe1110nal eernce: but their relatione were exempted from such eervicee
ae were rendered by the plebeiane (timauae). The dignities of the chieftains
were hereditary, thoir honours descended also to their wives. Ha chittf particularly diltinguiahed himself, then the rest followed him ; but the Government retained
to themselves the adminiatntion of the Barangaya through their own particular
officials. Concerning the eyetem of slavery under the native rule, Morga eaye (p.
41, abbreviated),-" The natives of th- islands are divided into three c l - nobltll, timauae or plebeians, and the rslaves of the former. There are different aorta
of slaves: eome in complete slavery (Saguiguiliree), who work in the houae, as
also their children, Othera live with their families in their own houeee and render
service to their lords at sowing and harvest-time, also as boatmen, or in the conetruction of houaea, otc. They muat attend ae often att they are required, and give
their eenicee without pay or recompenee of any kind. '!'hey are called Namamabayes; and their dutie~~ and obligatione deecend to their children and aucceeeon.
Of these Saguiguiliree and Namamahayee a few are full elavea, some half elave~,
and others quarter slaves.
When, for inetance, the mother or father WRB free, the only eon would be half
free, half elave. Supposing there were eeveraleona, the flret one inherits the father' a
position, the eecond that of the mother. When the number is uneqnal the laet one ie
half free and half slave; and the deecendants bom of euch half slaves and thoee who
are free are quarter ala\·es. '!'he half slKVee, whe:her eaguiguilirea or naUliUilabayt.e.
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laws, 80 long as they did not interfm-e with the natural course ol
government, remaiaed untouched and were operative by legal
sanction; and even in criminal matters their validity was equal
to those emanating from the Spanish courts. To this day the
chiefa of Barangay, with the exception of those bearing the title
of "don," have no privileges save exemption from the poll-tax
and socage service. They are virtually tax-collectors, excepting
that they are not paid for such service, IUld their private means
are made responsible for any deficit. The prudence of such a
measure might well be doubtod, without regard to the fact that
it tempts the chiefs to embezzlement and extortion ; and it must
alienate a ela88 of natives who would otherwise be a support to
the Government.
Since the measures adopted in alleviation of the conquest and
occupancy succeeded in 80 remarkable a manner, the governors
and their subordinates of those days, at a time when Spain was
powerful and chivalrous, naturally appear to have been distinguished for wisdom and high spirit. Leg8spi possessed both
qualities in a marked degree. Hardy adventurers were tempted
there, as in America, by privileges and inducements which
power afforded them; as well as by the hope, which, fortunately for the country, was never realised, of its being rich
in auriferous deposits. In Luzon, for instance, Hernando
Riquel stated that there were many gold-mines in several
places which were seen by the Spaniards ; " the ore is so
rich that I will not write any more about it, as I might po88ibly
aene their lords equally every month in turns. HAlf and quarter alavee can, by
reuon of their being partially free, oompel their lord to give them their free..
dum at a previoualy determined and uolluctuating price : but full alavee do not
poeaeae thill right. A namamahaye ia worth half u much u a taguiguilire.
All alavee are natives."
Again, at p. 143, he writee :-"A slave who hu children by her lord ia thereby
freed together with her children. The latter, however, are not oonaidered well
born, and cannot inherit property; nor do the rights of nobility, euppoeing in auch
a cue the falher to po111e111 any, deecend to lhem."
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come under a suspicion of exaggerating ; but I swear by Christ
that there is more gold on this island than. there is iron in all
Biscay." They received no pay from the kingdom; but a formal
right was give~ them to profit by any territory which was
brought into subjection by them. Some of these expeditions in
search of conquest were enterprises undertaken for private gain,
others for the benefit of the governor; and such service was
rewarded by him with grants of lands, carrying an annuity,
offices, and other benefits (encomiendas, oficios y aprovechamientos). The grants were at first made foJ three generations (in
New Spain for four), but were very 1100n limited to two; when
Di Ios Rios pointed this out as being a measure very prejudicial to the Crown, "since they were little prepared to serve his
Majesty, as their grand-children had fallen into the most extreme
poverty." After the death of the feoffee the grant reverted to
the State; and the governor thereupon disposed of it anew.
The whole country at the ouiset was completely divided into
these livings, the defraying of which formed by far the largest
portion of the expenses of the kingdom. Investitures of a similar
nature existed, more or less, in a territory of considerable extent,
the inhabitants of which had to pay tribute to the feof:fee; and
this tribute had to be raised out of agricultural produce, the value
of which was fixed by the feudal lord at a very low rate, but sold
by him to the Chinese at a considerable profit. The feudal lords,
moreover, were not satisfied with these receipts, but held the
natives in a state of slavery, until forbidden by a Bull of Pope
Gregory XIV. dated 18th April, 1591. Caftre and negro slaves,
whom the Portuguese imported by way of India, were, however,
still permitted.
The original holders of feudal ten~ amassed oonsiderable
booty therefrom. Zuiiiga relata that as early as the time of
Labezares, who was provisional governor between 1572 and 1575,
he visited the Bisayas and checked the covetousness of the enco·

JUAN DE SALCEDO.

menderos, so that at least during his rule they relaxed their
system of extortion. Towards the end of Lasande's government
(1575-80) a furious quarrel broke out between the priests and the
encomenderos ; the first preached against the oppression of the
latter, and memorialised Philip Il. thereon. The king commanded that the Indians should be protected, as the extortionate
greed of the feudal chiefs had exceeded all bounds ; and the
natives were then at liberty to pay their tribute either in money
or in kind. The result of this well-intentioned regulation
appears to have produced a greater assiduity both in agriculture
and trade, " as the natives preferred to work without coercion,
not on account of extreme want." And here I may briefly refer
to the achievements of Juan de Salcedo, the most illustrious of all
the conquerors. Supported by his grandfather, Leg6.spi, with
forty-five Spanish soldiers, he fitted out an expedition at his
own expense, embarked at Manilla in May, 1572, examined all
parts of the west coa.at of the island, landed in all the bays
which were accessible to his light-draught ships, and was well
received by the natives at most of the places. He generally
found great opposition in penetrating into t~e interior ; yet
he succeeded in subduing many of the inland tribes; and
when he reached Cape Bogeador, the north-west point of Luzon,
the extensive territory which at present forms the provincee of
Zambales, Pangasinan, and North and South Yl6cos, acknowledged the Spanish rule. The exhaustion of his soldiers obliged
Salcedo to return. In Bigan, the present capital of South
Yl6coe, he constructed a fort, and left therein for its protection
his lieutenant and twenty-five men, while he himaelf returned,
accompanied only by seventeen soldiers, in three small vessels.
In this manner he reached the Cagayan River, and proceeded up
it until forced by the great number of hostile natives to retreat
to the sea. Pursuing the voyage to the east coast, he came
down in course of time to Paracali ; where he embarked in a boat
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for Manilla, was capsized, and rescued from drowning by some
passing Indians.
In the meantime Legluipi had died, and Labezares was provisionally carrying on the government. Salcedo heard of this
with vexation at being passed over ; but, when he recovered
from his jealousy, he was entrusted with the subjugation of
Camarines, which he accomplished in. a short time. In 1574
he returned to Ylocos, in order to distribute annuities among his
soldiers, and to receive his own share. While still employed
upon the building of Bigan, he discovered the fleet of the
notorious Chinese pirate, Limahon, who, bent upon taking poaseasion of the colony, was then passing that part of the coast with
sixty-two ships and a large number of soldiers. He hastened at
onoo, with all the help which he could summon together in the
neighbourhood, to Manilla. where he was nominated to the command of the troops, in the place of the already deposed master
of the forces ; and he drove the Chinese from the town, which
they had destroyed. They then withdrew to Pangasinan, and
Salc~do burnt their fleet ; which exploit was achieved with very
great difficulty. In 1576 this Cortee of the Philippines died.
Apart from the priests, the fi.rst-comere consisted only of
officials, soldiers and sailors; and to them, naturally, fell
all the high profits of the China trade. Manilla was their
chief market, and it also attracted a great portion of the external Indian trade, which the Portuguese had frightened away
from Malacca by their excessive cruelty. The Portugul18e, it is
true, still remained in Macao and the Moluccas : but they wanted
those remittances which were almost exclusively sought after
by the Chinese, viz., the silver which M~ received from
New Spain. In 1580 Portugal, together with all its colonies,
was handed over to the Spanish Crown ; and the period extending
from this event to the decay of Portugal (1580-1640) witnessed
the Philippines at the height of their power and prosperity.
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The Governor of Manilla ruled over a part of Mindado, Sulu,
the Moluccaa, Formosa, and the original Portuguese posseesions
in Malacca and India. " All that lies between Cape Singapore
and Japan is subject to Luzon; their ships croaa the ocean to
China and New Spain, and drive so magnificent a trade that, if
it were only free, it would be the most extraordinary that the
world could show. It is incredible what glory these islands
confer upon Spain. The Governor of the Philippines treats with
the Kings of. Cambodia, Japan, China. The first is his ally, the
last his friend ; and the same wit.h Japan. He declares war or
peace, without waiting for the command from distant Spain."•
But the Dutch had now begun the struggle, which they managed
to carry on against Philip 11. in every corner of ~he world ;
and even in 1610 Di Ios Rios complained that he found the
country very much altered through the progress and advance
made by the Dutch ; also that the Moros of Mindan'-o and Sulu,
feeling that they were supported by Holland, were continually in
a state of discontent.
The downfall of Portugal occasioned the loss of her colonies
once more. Spanish policy, the government of the priests, and
the jealousy of the Spanish merchants and trade'l:s especially, did
everything that remained to be done to prevent the development
of agriculture and commerce--perhaps, on the whole, fortunately
for the natives.
The subsequent history of the Philippines is, in al\ its particulars, quite 88 unsatisfactory and uninteresting 88 that of all
the other Spanish-American possessions. Ineffectual expeditions
against pirates, and continual disputes between the clerical and
secular authorities, form the principal incidents, t
• Grav. 30.
t Chamiaeo (" Obeervatiou and Viewa," p. 72), thanka to the tranalator of
Zuiiiga, Jmew that he wu in duty bound to dwell at some length over lhia excellent
hiatory; though Zuniga'e narrative ie always, oomparatively apeaking, short and to
the point. The judiciously Rbhreviated Engliab tnmalatiou, however, oontainl many
miacomprehenliom.
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After the first excitement of religious belief and military
renown had subsided, the minds of those who went later to these
outlying possessions, consisting generally as they did of the very
dregs of the nation, were seized with an intense feeling of selfishness ; and frauds and peculations were the natural sequence.
The Spanish writers are full of descriptions of the wretched state
of society then existing, which it is unnecessary to repeat here.
The colony had scarcely been molested by external enemies,
with the exception of pirates. In the earliest time the Dutch had
engaged occasionally in attacks on the Bisayas. But in 1762
(during the war of the Bourbon succession) an English fleet 111lddenly appeared before Manilla, and took the surprised town
without any difficulty. The Chinese allied themselves with the
English. A great insurrection broke out among the Indians,
and the colony, under the provisional government of a feeble
archbishop, was for a time in great danger. It was reserved for
a dignitary of the Church, Anda, an energetic patriot, to inflame
the Indians against the foreigners ; and the opposition incited by
the zealousness of the priests grew to such an extent that the
English, who were confined in the town, were actually glad to be
able to retreat. In the following year the news arrived in
Europe of the conclusion of peace ; but in the interval this
insurrection, brought about by the invasion, had rapidly and
considerably extended ; and it was not suppressed until 1760,
when th~ work was accomplished by creating enmity among
the difFerent tribes. But this was not done without a loss to the
province of Yl6cos of 269,270 persons-half of the population,
as representOO. by Zwiiga.
Severity and want of tact on the part of the Government and
their instruments, as well as bigoted dissensions, have caused many
revolts of the natives ; yet none, it is true, of any great danger
to the Spanish rule. The discontent has always been confined to a
single district, as the natives do not form a united nation ; neither
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the bond of a common speech nor a general interest binding the
different tribes together. The state communications and laws
among them scarcely reach beyond the borders of the villages
and their dependencies.
A consideration of far more importance to the distant metropolis
than the condition of the constantly excited Indians, who are
politically divided among themselves, and really have no steady
object in view, is the attitude of the half-castes and creolea,
whose discontent increases in proportion to their numbers and
prosperity. The military revolt which broke out in 1823, the
leaders of which were two creoles, might easily have terminated
fatally for Spain. The latest of all the risings of the half-castes
seems to have been the most dangerous, not only to·the Spanish
power, but to all the European population.
On the 20th of January, 1872, between eight and nine in the
evening, the artillery, marines, and the garrison of the arsenal
revolted in Oavite, the naval harbour of the Philippines, and murdered their officers; and a lieutenant who endeavoured to car~ the
intelligence to Manilla fell into the hands of o. crowd of natives.
The news therefore did not reach the capital until the next morning, when all the available troops were at once dispatched, and,
after a heavy preliminary struggle, they succeeded the following
day in storming the citaelel. A dreadful slaughter of the rebels
ensued. Not a soul escaped. Among them was not a single
European ; but there were many half-castes, of whom several were
priests and lawyers. Though perhaps the first accounts, written
under the influence of terror, may have exaggerated many particulars, yet both official and private letters agree in describing
the conspiracy as being long contemplated, widely spread, and
well planned. The whole fleet and a large number of troops
were absent at the time, engaged in the expedition against
Solo. A portion of the garrison of .MaRilla were to rise at
the •me time aa the revolt in Oavite, and thousands of natives
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were to precipitate themselves on the cara& blm~CaB (pale faces),
and murder them. The failure of the conspiracy was, it appears,
only attributable to a fortunate accident-to the circumstance,
namely, that a body of the rebels mistook some rocket fired
upon the occasion of a Church festival for the agreed signal, and
commenced the attack too soon.
Let me be permitted, in conclusion, to bring together a few
observations which have been scattered through the text, touching the relatione of the Philippines with foreign countries, and
briefly speculate thereon.
Credit is certainly due to Spain for having bettered the condition
of a people who, though comparatively speaking highly civilised,
yet being continually distracted by petty wars, had sunk into
a disordered and uncultivated state. The inhabitants of these
beautiful islands, upon the whole, may well be considered to have
lived as comfortably during the last hundred years, protected
from all external enemies and governed by mild laws, as those of
any other tropical country under native or European sway,owing, in some measure, to the frequently discussed peculiar
circumstances which protect the interests of the natives.
The monks, also, have certainly had an essential part in the
production of the results.
Sprung from the lowest orders, inured to hardship and want,
and on terms of the closest intimacy with the natives, they
were peculiarly fitted to introduce them to a practical conformity
with the new religion and code of morality. Later on, also,
when they posaessed rich livings, and their devout and zealous
interest in the welfare of the masses relaxed in proportion as
their incomes increased, they materially 888isted in bringing
about the circumstances already described, with their favourable
and unfavourable aspects. Further, posseesing neither family
nor good education, they were disposed to 8880Ciate themselves
intimately with the natives and their requirements ; and their
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arrogant opposition to the temporal power generally arose through
their connection with the natives. With the altered condition of
things, however, all this has disappeared. The colony can no
longer be kept secluded from the world. Every facility afforded
for commercial intercourse is a blow to the old system, and a
great step made in the direction of broad and liberal reforms.
The more foreign capital and foreign ideas and customs are
introduced, increasing the prosperity, enlightenment, and selfesteem of the population, the more impatiently will the existing
evils be endured. ·
England can and does open her posseSBions unconcernedly to
the world. The British colonies are united to the mother country
by the bond of mutual advantage, viz. the production of raw material
by means of English capital, and the exchange of the same for
English manufactures. The wealth of England is so great, the
organization of her commerce with the world so complete, that
nearly all the foreigners even in the British possessions are for
the most part agents for English business houses, which would
scarcely be affected, at least to any marked extent, by a political
dismemberment. It is entirely difierent with Spain, which
possesses the colony as an inherited property, and without the
power of turning it to any useful account.
Government monopolies rigorously maintained, insolent disregard and neglect of the half-castes and powerful creoles, and
the example of the United States, were the chief reasons of the
downfall of the American poBBessions. The same causes threaten
ruin to the Philippines : but of the monopolies I have said
enough.
Half-castes and creoles, it is true, are not, as they formerly were
in America, excluded from all official appointments ; but they feel
deeply hurt and injured through the crowds of place-hunters
which the frequent changes of Ministers send to Manilla. The
inftuence, also, of the American element is at least visible on the
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horizon, and will be more noticeable when the relations increue
between the two countries. At present they are very slender.
The trade in the meantime follows in its old channels to England
and to the Atlantic ports of the United States. Never~heleea,
whoever desires to form an opinion upon the future history of ~he
Philippines, must not consider simply their relations to Spain.
but must have regard to the prodigious changes which a few
decades produce on either side of our planet.
For the first time in the history of the world the mighty
powers on both sides of the ocean have commenced to enter upon
a direct intercourse with one another-Russia, which alone is
larger than any two other parts of the earth;. China, which
contains within its own boundaries a third of the population of
the world ; and America, with ground under cultivation nearly
aufficient to feed treble the total population of the earth. Ruesia's
future r6k in the Pacific Ocean is not to be estimated at present.
The trade between the two other great powers will therefore be
presumably all the heavier, as the rectification of the pressing
need of human labour on the one side, and of the correeponding
overplus on the other, will fall to them.
The world of the ancients was confined to the shores of the
Mediterranean ; and the Atlantic and Indian Oceana aufticed at
one time for our traffic. When first the shorea of the Pacmo
re-echoed with the sounds of active commerce, the trade of the
world and the history of the world may be really said to have
begun. A start in that direction has been made ; whereas not so
very long ago the immense ocean was one wide waste of waters,
traversed from both points only once a year. From 1603 to 1769
IIC&l'cely a ship had ever visited California, that wonderful country
which, twenty-five yeara ago, with the exception of a few places
on the coast, was an unknown wilderneSB, but which is now
covered with flourishing and prosperous towns and cities, divided
from sea. to sea by a railway, and its capital already ranking the
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third of the seaports of the Union; even at this early stage of its
existence a central point of the world's commerce, and apparently
destined, by the proposed junction of the great oceans, to play a
•
most important part in the future.
In proportion as the navigation of the west coast of America
extends the influence of the American element over the South
Sea, the captivating, magic power which the great republic exercises over the Spanish coloniea • will not fail to make itself felt
also in the Philippines. The Americans are evidently destined
to bring to a full development the gel'JX18 originated by the
Spaniards. As conquerors of modem times, they pursue their
road to victory with the assistance of the pioneer's axe and
plough, representing an age of peace and commercial prosperity
in contrast to that bygone and chivalrous age whose champions
·
were upheld by the cros& and protected by the sword.
A considerable portion of Spanish America already belongs to
the United States, and has since attained an importance which
could not possibly have been anticipated either under the Spanish
Government or during the anarchy which followed. With
regard to permanence, the Spanish system cannot for a moment be
compared with that of America. While each of the coloniea, in
order to favour a privileged class by immediate gains, exhausted
still more the already enfeebled population of the metropolis by
the withdrawal of the best of its ability, America, on the contrary, has attracted to itself from all countriea the most energetic
element, which, once on its soil and, freed from all fetters, restlessly progressing, has extended its power and influence still
further and further. The Philippines will escape the action of
• I take the liberty, here, of citing an inatdee of thie. In 1861, when I fonnd
my&elf on the Weat Cout of Mexico, a dozen backwoods familiea determined upon
aettling in Sonora (forming an oaaie in the deeert); a plan which was fruat.rated by
the inYaaion at that time of the Earopean powera. Many nat.iYe Carmen awaited
the arrinl of th- immigrant. in order to take them nnder their protection. The
value of land in coaeequence of the annonncement of the project roee nry
con.Bderably.
·
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the two great neighbouring powers all the lees for the fact that
neither they nor their metropolis find their condition of a stable
and well-balanced nature.
It seems to be desirable for the natives that the above-mentioned views should not speedily become accomplished facta,
because their education and training hitherto have not been of a
nature to prepare them succeaafully to compete with either of
the other two energetic, creative, and progresSive nations. They
have, in truth, dreamed away their best days.

THE END.

